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Abstract
Markets for enterprise technologies are complex socio-technical arrangements where
the nature of the goods or services available for exchange is frequently uncertain. Early
offerings may appear obfuscated, in part ontologically due to contested boundary
definitions, and in part through the intentional and unintentional work of sales actors.
While it is difficult for actors to know what they are transacting with certainty before
an exchange occurs, expectations are partly shaped in practice during a protracted and
multipartite sales process. In the early stages, such technologies may be nothing more
than ‘slideware’ or ‘vapourware’, with the promise of the offering yet to be realised.
Suppliers are therefore faced with the challenge of how to bring an immature product
to the serious attention of users.
One such example which has dominated the ICT landscape in recent times is
‘cloud computing’, a vision for on-demand utility computing which on the one hand
promised computing resources accessible like an infrastructure commodity such as
electricity, but on the other declared by some as simply everything we already do in
computing today. This thesis offers a longitudinal case study of the way in which a
major ICT supplier, IBM, attempted to galvanise the market for its cloud-enabled
products amongst user organisations. In doing so the supplier had the challenge of
selling a model of outsourced services to organisations with deeply embedded ICT
systems around which the sales processes had to be made to fit.
The research centers on four empirical chapters which bring together contextual
narratives of cloud computing, findings related to the sales work users do, the sales
challenges encountered during crisis management, and the shadow activity that occurs
during professional user groups and conferences. The discussion explains how actors
work together to construct an imagined community of technology artefacts and
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practices that extends our understanding of how technology constituencies hold
together without overt forms of control.
The study draws together a number of years of fieldwork investigating user
group events in the corporate ICT arena and a major UK customer implementation.
These are explored through a mobile ethnography under the banner of a Biography of
Artefacts and Practices (Pollock & Williams, 2008) making use of participant
observation, and selective interviewing, with a particular focus on naturally occurring
data.
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Lay Summary
This thesis presents an analysis of the process that takes place when global IT software
providers sell (or attempt to sell) large, complex software systems (enterprise IT) to
major companies and organisations. Although such sales can be likened to the wily
street vendor making a pitch to a gullible buyer, in reality enterprise IT sales are a longterm process, sometimes taking years, and involve many individuals in a variety of roles.
Further, the staff involved on the buyer side may well have their own reasons to acquire
the new software as it enhances their reputations as innovators and also boosts their
skills portfolio. Thus, buyers can also be internal sellers to their own organisation.
Moreover, unlike the one-off street sale, large IT sales are infrequent, and so the stakes
are high for the buyer and seller, and long-term support of the system comes into the
calculation during the sale and afterwards. This means that relationship management
is a key component of the engagement between buyer and seller.
The technology itself may be ambiguous, unlike typical sales of products and
services which customers can try before they buy, or hold and see for themselves.
Consequently, buyers and sellers look for ways to gain confidence in the technology
ahead of making a purchase. For example, through understanding the experiences of
other organisations similar to their own, which may be offered up as reference sites.
And through forming a community around the new technology which can be seen at
industry user group meetings. However, the community is something of an illusion
because the buyers don’t really know each other personally. That said, it provides a
useful way for buyers to judge the utility of the technology on offer and decide if they
should buy it or not. And in the course of being involved in a long sale, the buyers and
sellers shape the wider market.
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Chapter 1 - Introduction
“We’re doing a 2-for-1 offer! What this means is that for all your [current] licence[s],
for a limited period only, you can double that! So, if you’ve got some ideas for things
which you’d like to ‘kick the tyres’ of […], this is your chance!” (IBM Chief Architect,
User Group Meeting, London South Bank, March 2015)

London: March 2015. I am sitting at the bi-annual user group conference of a major
technology supplier, where users and vendor representatives are meeting for a day of
presentations, demonstrations, workshops, networking and socialising. Amongst the
100 or so delegates, is a sample of corporate IT professionals in the UK, including
engineers, managers, sales people and consultants. These are individuals who have
invested their careers in the technology of this particular vendor (IBM). They know this
technology intimately and are determined to use these tools and technologies to advance
the missions of the companies they represent. Some individuals are here for their own
interests, whereas others have been asked to attend on behalf of their own organisations
as part of their professional development.
The particular product range being discussed – IBM WebSphere – incorporates
a number of technologies which act as the glue between IT services used by customers,
and the back-office capabilities of these organisations. Such ‘middleware’ is integral to
the secure, reliable transactional services upon which a substantial part the modern
economy is built. It helps establish the trust needed to enable business-to-business and
business-to-consumer systems to work effectively, and also provides a viable platform
for innovation. Those at the bi-annual gathering are here to experience WebSphere’s
‘cutting edge’.
Ian Robinson, an IBM Distinguished Engineer and WebSphere Foundation
Chief Architect, opens the conference during the primary keynote presentation, in
which he outlines what the vendor has achieved in the past 6 months and where the
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product strategy is moving next. He describes successes and opportunities, and where
things have sometimes not gone so well. Supporting the Chief Architect is an array of
other product specialists, technical sales people, and technology evangelists. This allows
users to experience ‘tracks’ of information-gathering depending on their interests. The
day has been divided up to reflect both technical and business concerns. The goal is to
create ‘spaces of collaboration’ (as described in the ventures literature) between vendors
and their users.
****
The question that intrigued me as I sat through this event was: were these genuinely
impartial spaces where industry specialists could collaborate in person or simply spaces
for the vendor to sell more of its software? On the one hand, these events were described
as ‘user group’ meetings, which are widely understood as joint efforts between users
and vendor to come together to exploit the business potential of a technology. User
groups are a heterogeneous community of customers at different stages of adopting and
implementing vendor IT solutions. Whilst most, if not all, software package vendors
will attempt to maintain a user group of some sort, there may be important differences
in the intensity of relationship a vendor may have with these communities. The user
group has come to represent one of the most important coupling mechanisms between
technology vendors and users. von Hippel (2005) has gone as far as to suggest that the
user group is the ‘invisible arm of software producers’ and that many IT vendors could
not continue without its support. Nor would IT users be able to surmount the
difficulties they meet in implementing complex workplace technologies – like IBM
Websphere – without the input of user groups (Clausen & Koch, 1999). This is because
these communities are said to be a constant source of innovation for vendors and users
alike, with many individual developments (knowledge, expertise and programming
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code) being shared around the group and sometimes back to the vendor itself (Pollock
& Williams, 2014; Hyysalo, 2010).
User group meetings are typically made up of the technical and non-technical
users of the systems. There can also be a large number of vendor employees attending
events. In some of the larger groups, there may also be a significant number of ‘external’
actors (such as employees from partner organisations and third party technical and nontechnical consultants). Attendance at meetings places high demands upon users. Most
participants must travel long distances and take time away from primary duties. This
begs the question as to why users typically attend in large numbers. There appears to
be several interrelated reasons. They can participate for quite pragmatic issues – such
as to keep up to date with the vendor’s future product strategies. More commonly, it is
to ‘network’ with others. Indeed, informal kinds of knowledge exchange represent one
of the key incentives for participation.
Most members attend to ‘share the story’ (Orr, 1996). As part of this, various
formal and informal opportunities were organised to connect new users with
established users to give them first-hand (and apparently impartial) experiences of the
IBM offerings, and balance the vendor’s own presentations. Attendees were also able
to engage first-hand with new products in lab sessions.
In terms of what the vendor gains from interaction with user groups, one simple
function of meetings is for it to communicate to its wider customer base. There is also
often an aspect of ‘training’. Other tasks include the gathering of user requirements that
can be used to shape future solutions. In this respect, vendors often use meetings as an
informal sounding board for possible new developments (where they gauge the reaction
of customers as to whether or not a particular product development is worth pursuing
or not). Lurking in the background at these events is always the topic of ‘sales’. The
first-timer at the conference I was attending would perhaps not have noted this. Many
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of the most common aspects of selling were absent. For instance, nowhere in the
building was there a mention of ‘a price’; there was no discussion of ‘discounts’; the
rules of the game of enterprise sales are not well publicised; and so on. Mattson and
Sullivan (2016) discuss complex, or enterprise, sales as a ‘negotiation’; but at this event,
the process of negotiation, and even the object of exchange itself were invisible.
Still, sales rhetoric was not entirely missing from the user group meeting. The
user group of today has become an opportunity for ‘business’. Ian Robinson, the Chief
Architect, made a specific pitch when introducing a new ‘cloud’ technology to support
the WebSphere family of products. This product (known as SoftLayer) would essentially
allow user organisations to delegate the hosting, and potentially the management of,
key middleware resources to IBM itself for a recurring monthly fee, akin to the
consumer hosted services provided by Apple, Google or Dropbox. Pricing was to be
proportional to usage and scale of IT deployments.
At one point in the presentation the Chief Architect indicated that users could
benefit from a time-limited ‘two-for-one’ discount scheme on this technology. This
would allow them to “kick the tyres” if they wanted. This is the sort of sales discounting
strategy familiar to anyone who frequent market stalls and retail environments (e.g.
buy-one-get-one-free, cf. Wigelsworth, 2016). But it is not a model familiar to enterprise
ICT sales, which are amongst the more expensive and complex products that modern
organisations can buy. This was a source of tension within the user group. Indeed,
sitting in the room, one could feel a palpable sense of incredulity amongst the audience.
One finds in user group meetings an informal and collegiate atmosphere. The confusion
stemmed from the fact the fact that, with these shared spaces of innovation, such an
ostentatiously ‘retail’ approach was being applied. The users had been gathered in the
room not for the exchange of ideas and innovations as they were used to, but instead
the user group was being recreated as a ‘site of selling’.
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So, what was going on here? What was it that the vendor wanted to achieve?
What did the commoditisation of ICT services suggested by the Chief Architect’s
approach really mean for the nuance and complexity of enterprise IT sales? What new
kinds of new tensions or relationships are developing within these communities,
between buyers and sellers?

IT buyer as dupe
The seller is sometimes depicted as a nuanced, and at times deceptive, individual (see
Pinch and Clark, 1995). In their study, ‘The Hard Sell’, Pinch and Clark demonstrate
that by exploiting a craft appreciation of human psychology, sellers can orchestrate the
buyer-seller interaction space. The rhetoric that these individuals employ presents sales
people as market manipulators as they demonstrate objects of exchange, convince
buyers of a good deal, close sales, and deal with the occasional sceptic who might
otherwise disrupt their carefully engineered confidence trick.
By contrast, the buyer is presented as a relatively naïve character, at times
gullible, and prone to being preyed upon by the sophisticated sales person. Further,
these sales are depicted as relatively short-lived, closed ‘events’ that are brought to a
conclusion in a time-bound manner under the direction of the seller. The user either
falls for the sales pitch and makes a purchase or they do not. Their ability to influence
the seller, or the product on offer is not considered. In this respect, the description is
asymmetric.
This one-sided depiction of the sales process is not confined to simple sales
scenarios such as the street seller. For example, in Science and Technology Studies and
in Information Systems, the two disciplines discussed in this thesis, accounts have
moved beyond the simplicity of the Pinch and Clark exposition. However, accounts of
sales and marketing in these fields are still portrayed as supplier-focused. Darr (2006),
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for example, paints a canonical supplier-centric view of Information Systems sales. He
discusses the rise of the knowledge worker in the context of the shift from mass
production to mass customisation. The outcome of this change is a ‘technicization of
the sales force’ (Darr, 2002) where sales professionals develop new kinds of
relationships with their customers through a blurring of the lines between traditional
vendor engineering and sales work. Simakova (2010), while exceptionally detailed in
her study of the creation of markets for technology products, is far more concerned
with the role of the selling companies than the users who obtain and consume those
products and services. She considers the work suppliers do to affect ‘cultural
technological discourses’ through ‘managing accountability’ to re-configure target
audiences through the introduction of tellable stories to alter a target discourse. In both
accounts, the seller’s work is foregrounded at the expense of the user, and little is
learned about the detailed interplay between buyer and seller. On the face of it, this is
perhaps not entirely surprising. The quotation above suggests that suppliers might
indeed practice sales in a similar way to the prototypical street seller (Pinch & Clark,
1995). A prominent supplier (IBM) was apparently seen using a textbook example of a
sales trick (‘buy-one-get-one-free’) to influence market adoption. So, on the one hand,
the ‘confidence trick’ of the ICT sale, and in particular the bringing together of buyer
and seller, re-enforces some of these findings. On the other, it also challenges scholars
to ask if the enterprise IT user is really so naïve.
There is another school of thought that views the user as a prerequisite for the
enterprise system market, and as central to the creation of the necessary technology
constituency. Indeed, and as this thesis reveals, users are complicit in the sales process
in a way that closely mirrors their own career trajectories. Pollock and Hyysalo (2014),
for instance, talk about the ‘business of being a user’ to show how the technology
adopter can become implicated in the selling machinery of the vendor, and for good
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reason. Jalkala and Salminen (2010, p76) discuss how reference customers help reduce
the ambiguity surrounding the value of a product. Citing the words of a respondent, a
sales director working for an IT vendor, they note how the reference site was his only
means to demonstrate the potential benefits of his firm’s IT solution to prospective
customers. Seemingly, he had no other way of collecting or representing this kind of
information other than talking about improvements in actual sites.
So, to what extent does the ‘retail’ and ‘street seller’ view of the seller reflect the
world of enterprise sales? And if it does not, what new models can be developed to
describe the work of sales actors? Taking the opening quotation of this Chapter at face
value, could it really be that the techniques and patter of the street seller are all it takes
to close enterprise ICT sales?
If so, are there limits to the simple street seller analogy in the context of long
lived enterprise technology sales? And if not, could we nevertheless learn something
about the role sales people play in market creation from the way the street sales life can
be seen as a microcosm of larger selling spaces, bringing user and supplier together in a
game of mutual needs? Are these sales settings really such one-sided affairs?
This asymmetry has been addressed in fields like Information Systems where
users are no longer seen as naïve actors. For example, one only has to think of the
growing and now substantial body of work establishing the role of the user in the
development and co-creation of ICTs (Brown, 2010). More recently, the role of the user
as a ‘business savvy’ actor has been identified (Pollock & Hyysalo, 2012) as a central
proponent in the creation of the necessary technology constituency (Swanson &
Ramiller, 1997). Increasingly, in this respect, the reference customer is seen to play a
role in helping to field and mediate questions around the suitability of various suppliers
of complex technologies. Relationship Marketing scholars, for instance, have focused
on reference sites in relation to how they help establish the suitability or otherwise of a
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technology vendor. Salminen and Moller (2006 pp 11-12), describe how reference
customers are used to convince prospective customers about the ‘reputation’ and
‘credibility’ of a vendor as well as to reduce perceived ‘risk’ that may exist around
products. There is discussion of how reference sites might help ‘legitimize’ new kinds of
products – particularly those where there are difficulties in assessing properties.
Vendors seemingly attempt to potentially ameliorate this kind of uncertainty through
demonstrating how there are already others adopting the product (and it is common
for them to make available ‘lists’ of existing customers and to propose visits to view
these installations [ibid.])).
This thesis attempts to take this idea further by looking in detail at the
interaction between the user and supplier in creating markets for new ICTs through a
sales lens. To begin to unpack this question let us first describe the nature of the selling
and buying process.

The sale of information technology products
The subject of this thesis is enterprise ICT systems in the field of Information Systems
(IS). The role of sales has been neglected within IS which has led to an apparent
asymmetry in accounts (for example, see Darr (2006) or Simakova (2010) which are
both strongly supply sided). What I want to show is how the enterprise sales setting is
a long-running, multi-actor interaction space where the object of exchange is not merely
a discrete item, but rather a blend of people, process and technology in varying states
of operational readiness, ranging from established products to mere ‘vapour-ware’ and
presentation slide decks (Nissi & Lehtinen, 2016). The promises that these IT solutions
hold are yet to be tested in any given organisational context, and consequently they are
unproven.
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Enterprise technologies include application software such as Enterprise
Resource Planning (ERP) and Customer Relationship Management (CRM) solutions,
and complex middleware solutions supporting the integration of a plethora of
enterprise systems. Such systems, while relatively unseen by the consumers of endproducts and services, underpin the infrastructure which supports major organisations
globally, including banking and finance, telecommunications and service providers,
shipping and transportation, and government e-Services, to name just a few. Such
‘verticals’ represent primary markets for major ICT vendors such as IBM and Oracle,
who offer packaged middleware software intended to provide reliable “enterprise
strength” solutions capable of handling the enormous throughput and processing load
which these users demand. Deals can be worth millions of pounds; successful exchange
is a reputational consideration, and they often rely on significant upfront R&D
expenditure. Consequently, the stakes are high for suppliers in developing user interest
in these products. The stakes are also high for users in making the ‘right’ choices.
This complexity of the selling situation – which will be discussed in this thesis –
has yet to be fully developed in the literature. Current conceptions still draw on
assumptions from Economics (Varian, Farrel & Shapiro, 2004). Williamson’s (1975)
analysis of make–buy choices would suggest that transaction costs are liable to be high
with such system acquisition – because of the high levels of uncertainty experienced by
the adopter about the performance of the vendor and its products. The asymmetrical
distribution of knowledge between supplier and purchaser is seen as liable to encourage
‘opportunistic behaviour’ by suppliers. Williamson draws attention to the issue of
‘information impactedness’ between the various players in the technology selection,
where the incapability of one actor to scrutinise the process may encourage
opportunistic behaviour (for example by charging too much for a product). Information
asymmetries can lead to possible misrepresentation leading to selection of a partner not
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able to provide the requisite capabilities. Because of the wider economic significance of
such exchanges, developing a thorough understanding of how sales take place is an
important project for scholarly investigation, and one that to date has not formed a
significant part of the Information Systems research agenda.

Research questions
Decision-making under uncertainty is a central feature of ICT procurement, adoption
and diffusion. Complex arrays of stakeholders with varying levels of control and
influence seek to better understand or promote a novel or emergent ICT. In doing so, a
central question for prospective adopters emerges: “how can we ‘know’ the technology
before we buy it?” While this is important for users, it forms part of a wider set of
research questions addressed in this thesis: how do users navigate the, often hyperbolic,
claims of technology vendors? How do they know about the technology before they
commit to it in the face of claims by suppliers? And how are they implicated in the
selling process, knowingly or unknowingly?
These questions are, of course, not entirely unique to ICTs, and are true to some
extent with any new or infrequent purchase as part of an information search and
product evaluation strategy (Engel et al., 1968; Nicosia, 1966; Blythe, 2008). However,
the complexity of this kind of sale is multiplied by the fact that ICTs are often not
replicas of idealised blueprints and arguably even less so when the technology is still
immature. These systems may require implementation-in-context and, in contrast to the
functionalist literature, their selection, purchase and adoption is socially shaped
(Howcroft & Light, 2010). In the course of decision making, particularly for earlyadopters, the process of understanding the hyperbolic claims of a new technology, and
bridging the gap to initial adoption, is an uncertain one. An array of actors and spaces
exist, with claims on helping to make information available to aid decision-making and
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readdress some of the asymmetries described above, including users themselves e.g. the
user group. Pollock and Hyysalo (2012) talk, for instance, of the ‘reference actor’, an
actor who takes on some of the work of representing a vendor system to new prospects.
They may even become an ‘advocate’ for the supplier. However, by implication, if we
no longer assume the user is a naïve actor but rather a complicit ‘social actor’ (Lamb &
Kling, 2003; Pollock & Hyysalo, 2016), we are compelled to question the authenticity
and believability of the information required for decision-making (Williamson, 1985).
If apparently authentic information provided by bona fide users is actually
questionable, or politically derived, what can anyone ever believe? At what point does
the user’s work become marketing work? This is at odds with previous accounts of the
role of ‘user as advocate’, where users are portrayed as the ‘ultimate source of truth’
(ibid). Taken alongside shifts in the economics of ICT work e.g. nomadism, shorttermism, contractual arrangements etc. (Czarniawska, 2014), what does this suggest
about the motivations of members and their consequent schemas of decision-making
logics?
What does it say about the relationship that technology workers have to
technological innovation and resulting artefacts? And is there anything we should seek
to learn about the way users and suppliers engage (together or independently) in
performing the practices of sales and marketing of enterprise technologies? What role
do users play in the sales process as we seek to explore their place alongside the supplier
in light of work in Information Systems research? And in what ways are the user
communities which have developed around technology products facilitating sales, and
where, if at all, should the boundaries be drawn between the work of the user and the
work of the supplier? Are our notions of the buyer and the seller in enterprise
technology sales allowing us to see the full picture? And what sustaining practices, if
any, might be at work in galvanising such a sales process over time?
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Outline of the thesis
In Chapter 2 - Literature Review, I bridge three main bodies of literature. The first
considers the literature pertaining to the study of visions, expectations, imaginaries and
futures. These studies combine research from Science and Technology Studies and
Information Systems. The second is the work in Information Systems related to
Information Infrastructures (II) and e- or cyber-Infrastructures. This is an area of
development from earlier studies that considered ICT artefacts to be point-in-time
based. Information Infrastructures point to large-scale, long-lived entanglements of
socio-technical practices, artefacts and material devices. The third is the extant sales
and marketing literature relating to B2B relationship selling, and more recently market
formation. My interest in the literature in market formation generally informs a
viewpoint throughout much of this thesis, including contemporary work from valuation
studies (Helgesson & Muniesa, 2013) and studies of markets (Araujo 2007) and market
performativity (MacKenzie, 2006; Callon, 2007). In addition, Chapter 2 places my
research in the context of a theoretical framing.
Next, in Chapter 3 – Research Context I outline the background and setting of
my study, and in Chapter 4 – Research Framework, I lay out the the ethnographic
framework i.e. strategy, methodology/epistemology, methods, and reflections from
fieldwork. I describe the field sites where data collection was conducted, outlining the
industry and key actors in the ecology as I describe it. My research used fieldwork to
study events in the UK Corporate ICT arena, namely IBM WebSphere User Group
Meetings, and a major user implementation at a well-known pay TV and
telecommunications organisation, MediaOrg. My research traces the anatomy of an
ICT enterprise sale from expectations to practice, and considers the way in which
visions are shaped and re-interpreted throughout the sales process. The approach is a
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mobile ethnography (Czarniawska, 2004; Smith, 2005), under the banner of a
Biography of Artefacts and Practices (Pollock & Williams, 2008), primarily making use
of participant observation, and selective interviewing, with a particular focus on
naturally occurring data.
There then follow four empirical accounts and an in-depth discussion. Chapter
5 - Face Time challenges the notion that face-to-face interactions no longer matter in
selling, and finds ‘investor-like’ behaviours in the course of emergent ICT
professionalisation. Chapter 6 - Everybody Sells challenges the user/supplier binary and
discovers the shadow work users do in selling ICT products and services. Chapter 7 Selling Crisis turns the lens to unpacking scenarios where the never-seen Information
Infrastructure breaks down and through an infrastructural inversion reveals what
happens. In times of uncertainty prima facie paradoxical behavior may occur in the
light of failing systems. Chapter 8 - Organising Hype focuses on the process of vision
creation using the example of utility computing, part of a lineage of ICT innovations
with a long history. From discussion with professionals, this is part of a business as
usual cycle of ICT learning, that is part of what it means to practice as an ICT
professional.
Chapter 9 - Discussion shifts the lens to the creation of value around new ICT
services, with the example of cloud computing in the enterprise, and demonstrates how
embryonic visions and made concrete in organisational settings. This thesis
demonstrates the complexity of the user/supplier dyad, and that, complementary to the
work of suppliers, industry pundits, analysts, and other infomediaries, the user retains
a central and influential role in shaping ICT markets. The user is conceived of as both
complicit and highly active in market making activity through at times idiosyncratic
activities such as referencing work and reverse-selling. The supplier provides an active
voice to the user, for example, in legitimising schemas of use and in rallying an
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‘imagined community of technology artefacts and practices’, analogous to raising
venture capital (cf. Shapin, 2010). Drawing on recent literature in the field of
Information Infrastructures (complex heterogeneous assemblages of interconnected
socio-technical systems with multiple diverse actors and longevity measured in decades),
I reflect from a sales standpoint on the way major computerisation movements (e.g.
cloud computing) as visions for ICT change develop out of shadow practices that
contrary to discourse-only models of technology adoption are materially bound.
Finally, Chapter 10 - Conclusions, includes a commentary on the limitations of
the study and suggestions for future work.
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Chapter 2 - Literature Review
“There’s something so big about vision, almost biblical, that one thinks it should be a
mechanism that doesn’t need any other accompanying assets.” – May, M. as recounted
in Maney et al. (2011)

Introduction
This Chapter provides the theoretical framework upon which the rest of the thesis
depends, outlining where choices have been made and why, and points to gaps in the
current literature. In the first section, I trace the history of the technology which forms
the focus for this thesis, ‘cloud computing’, from its origins through to the present day,
by offering a critique of findings from academic and, where appropriate, industry
sources. The review focuses on how the vision found today came to exist and shows
that this has a direct comparison with less mature innovation that has taken until now
to come to practical fruition. Reasons for this time lag are considered. A specific
comparison with the vision for Application Service Providers (ASPs) is given, including
ways in which ASP morphed and was re-named to address earlier failures, alongside
technological advances. In particular, the problems associated with legacy systems and
‘integration’ are discussed, and how they were major contributors to the failing ASP
business model. The roots of modern commercial cloud technologies are also suggested
to have a starting point with suppliers who had a need for, and built expertise in, very
large-scale data-centre provisioning to support their core business models e.g. Amazon,
Google. These offerings, analogous to those from early providers of Enterprise Resource
Planning (ERP) and Customer Relationship Management (CRM) software, were borne
out of a practical need as forms of ‘spin out’ and new business creation. The technology
itself is detailed, in an attempt to ground future work, but also to identify uncertainty
in the industry of a definitive classification. Supply-side and demand-side features are
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described, showing the way a ‘pick-and-mix’ approach to cloud has emerged, in
response to earlier technological failings. The second part of the Chapter then moves
on to consider a framework for studying technology innovation from a sales and
marketing perspective, within the field of Information Systems.

IT doesn’t matter?
“IT Doesn’t Matter” proclaimed the Harvard Business Review (Carr, 2003), spawning
a flurry of debate and counter argument1. The article dealt a blow to the importance
of information technology in modern business: strategic advantage was vanishing in the
wake of the accelerating commoditisation of information technology, following the rail
and electric utilities that we now take for granted. As an answer to this, a generally
defensive position from senior managers was called for. However it is not the idea of a
utility altering the world of work with which I take issue, and is anyway one to which
I will return shortly with a rather more sympathetic lens, but instead the implied support
for historical and technical causality when arguing, for example, that: “[Ted Hoff, an

Intel engineer, whose early research on microprocessors] spurred a series of
technological breakthroughs – desktop computers, local and wide area networks,
enterprise software, and the Internet” (Carr, 2003 p41). While not disputing the
fundamentally enabling nature of the microprocessor in the generations of ‘by-products’
which followed its introduction, I attest that such a statement hardly does justice to the
complexities

of

technological

invention,

innovation

and

the

potential

institutionalisation of new ideas, which have been studied at length in the field of sociotechnology for a number of decades (Webster, 2006).

1

If we follow instead the

http://www.softpanorama.org/Skeptics/IT_skeptic/it_obscurantism.shtml, retrieved 27/03/2011
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infrastructural inversion argument in relation to an information mythology2 (Bowker,
1994), it is changes in organising that made the microprocessor possible in the first
place (cf. Campbell-Kelly, 1994). However, Carr’s article goes on to develop this
deterministic stance leaving the reader in no doubt that he believes that the history of
utility, on-demand computing has a self-determined path (ibid; expanded in Carr
(2004)).
In Chapter, I showed how the ‘cloud computing’ innovation, while grounded in
and traceable to much earlier ideas and concepts, is nevertheless but one in a continuum
of refined and reinvented technologies, whose precise lineage cannot be so readily
surmised. Historical determinism of the sort argued above can be dangerous (Flichy,
2007 p23-26), and we should be wary of applying hindsight alone to the emergence of
‘new innovation’; at a point of departure, the decisions influencing the path a
technology would take were largely non-deterministic. At an early stage in the life of
an innovation very many technical and non-technical choices present themselves, only
some of which will go on to shape the technology we see today (ibid). Further, ‘cloud’
is demonstrably not a disruptive technology, as Schumpeter (1942) or Bower and
Christensen (1995) would define it, entering the market from left field. Instead, as I
argue, it is better seen as a largely unnoticed evolution of earlier ideas, brought today
to a useful level of refinement in technical practicality, and marketing imagination.
Indeed, as Oracle’s Co-founder & CEO Larry Ellison more candidly suggests, cloud is

"everything that we already do [in computing today]" (Ellison, 2008).
This section is not exhaustive, as indeed the existing body of knowledge is
patchy, incomplete, and at times entangled with other less academic and more
journalistic disciplines. In what follows, I draw together the landscape that is today’s

2

As noted in his own chapter notes Geoffrey Bowker draws on Dumezil (1968) and Levi-Strauss (1964) for a
stucturalist definition of ‘mythology’: one which presents a unified way of patterning stories as a reflection of the
“social construction of a time and space in a given society” (Bowker 1994 p245).
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cloud computing terrain, using drawing from Science and Technology Studies (STS) and
Information Systems (IS) in particular. Much of the existing research in the area is
specific to the technical and economic aspects of the technology as is arguably common
with many innovations i.e. how will it work and how do proponents justify it
commercially? Little, if any, published work to date has dealt specifically with the social
impacts of this innovation. While academic commentaries around the origins of the
internet up to the turn of the 21st century exist in abundance (e.g. Castells, 1996, 2000,
2001; Smith, 1999; Webster, 2006), I point to the relative gap in terms of a recent and
up to date account of progress in the area of distributed computing over the last ten
years, grounded in earlier studies. This may in part be explained as a literary ‘business
as usual’, mirroring broader societal acceptance of the ubiquity of computing and new
technology (Pew, 2011). In terms of recent step-changes in e-Infrastructures (Pollock
& Williams, 2010) this dearth of a review of ‘the modern internet’ is arguably
compounded by the fact the underlying infrastructure is less accessible generally than
the applications it supports. The complexity of modern computing has arguably also
increased dramatically, and the range of stakeholders and proponents widened, possibly
meaning a one-size-fits-all account is insufficient. However, in spite of these rationales,
the gap in the socio-technical literature remains and is in need of redress.

An emerging e-Infrastructure
The interest in ‘cloud computing’ amongst technology professionals and managers
appears to be growing in the commercial and public sectors (Gartner, 2011a). More
generally, a cursory look at the Search Volume Index using Google Trends shows its
dramatic birth as a search term in the UK (see Fig. 1). Similar trends are seen across the
developed world and when compared to related innovation, using the language of
Swanson and Ramiller (1997), the trends for ‘discredited and forgotten’ Application
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Service Provider (ASP) and ‘important and embedded’ Web Services are also striking,
showing a steady decline since 2007.

Figure 1: Google Trends “cloud computing” frequency of searches
(http://www.google.com/trends), 30-06-2018

Cloud use in large organisations, and in particular the concept of private and hybrid
clouds, is however yet to fully take hold, as many of the unique selling points do not
confer the same advantages as currently packaged for the public cloud vision (Gartner,
2011a). There is still confusion about whether cloud is really something new, or rather,
a re-packaging of advances in automation, and virtualisation plus ideas from earlier
innovation, and the maturity of the rhetoric currently appears to outpace that of
adoption (Willcocks et al, 2011). While the case for the public cloud is predicated on
lowered entry costs, and a democratised view of utility computing (Carr, 2004), the
argument for corporate cloud is at first glance less compelling. For example, many
organisations express concerns about regulatory and compliancy issues if they move
data centres and storage outside their own firewalls.

Despite this reasoning,

contradictions exist and Gartner (2011a) state that “[t]here is a growing interest in

cloud, but mostly in terms of private cloud, and only lukewarm interest exhibited for
public cloud” in the European market. So, what or who then is driving the rhetoric?
And what are the expectations mobilising actors to consider cloud?
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Gartner developed a visual aid to help prospective purchasers of a range of technologies
to understand where they would be positioning themselves in terms of the global uptake
of each technology (Fig. 2). This generic ‘hype cycle’ diagram shows the stages through
which technologies go during their adoption. A given technology can fail to progress
beyond any point on the hype cycle. At the time of this study, in 2010 – 2015, enterprise
cloud computing technologies (e.g. PaaS, SaaS) were generally moving from the peak,
through the trough, and entering the slope phases.

Figure 2: The technology hype cycle according to Fenn & Raskino (2008)

A brief history of cloud
In the mid nineteen sixties Parkhill (1966) described the concept of a public ‘computer
utility’ mirroring other forms of ‘metered’ utilities (e.g. gas, electricity, and water), on
a national scale. In many ways we have such a ‘utility’ in the form of the widely
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available internet which has emerged over the last twenty-five years, fulfilling, at least
in part, Greenberger’s ‘information utility’ prophecy that: “an on-line interactive

computer service, provided commercially by an information utility, may be as
commonplace by 2000 AD as telephone service is today” (Greenberger, 1964).
However, Parkhill’s vision went further and assumed application and other network
services would be available as part of the utility, in a metered on-demand manner. A
similar vision was echoed by Kleinrock (2005) on the back of ARPANET, the precursor
to the modern Internet. More recently, Carr (2003; 2004) re-ignited the ‘utility’ vision,
and today, fifty years after the first inklings of a public computing utility, we have the
technical and marketing innovation termed ‘cloud’. This innovation goes beyond the
national boundaries first laid out by Parkhill, and as well as technical challenges, has
brought with it social, economic, and political considerations. An interesting point of
note is how similar in theme the preface to Parkhill’s (1966) work is to many popular
computing books today: the excitement around the birth of a new technology, how
much the computer industry has ‘advanced’ in the past five years, and the sense of
opportunity in both the professional, but also interestingly the public eye. Parkhill’s
view at the time was clearly not of an ignorant public. Another important note is the
fact Parkhill acknowledges readily that his own work (‘novel’ at the time) was grounded
in historical context, but also had a future – the first chapter is a potted history of the
birth of the computer (from ‘magic’ to technology) and the concluding chapter a view
of the future (arguably approaching science fiction in its day). We can draw parallels
here with the ‘sociology of expectations’ (see for example Borup et al., 2006). While
my own Chapter could trace cloud computing back to the birth of the computer (or
even earlier; Winston (1998)), I instead opt to use Parkhill’s work as a starting point as
it is a natural consolidation of the work at the time and the first articulately condensed
vision for what we now know as modern cloud computing. The key point to note is
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Parkhill’s assessment that ‘the computer utility’ had not emerged out of nowhere and
was rather a refinement and expansion of previous ideas and technologies (an

incremental innovation). More recently Willcocks et al. (2011) state that: “cloud must
be seen in the context of previous so-called “revolutions” – particularly in technology
and in service outsourcing”.

Definitions and ways of organising
The National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) working definition (NIST,
2010) describes cloud as an evolving paradigm and acknowledges the massive changes
in commercial computing which are still on-going and being debated today. It goes on
to note a number of key features of systems (characteristics, service models and
deployment models) compatible with a ‘cloud computing’ model. This is broadly in
line with working definitions found elsewhere (Gartner, 2010a) and echoes the essence
of the earlier academic outline provided by Chellappa (1997) and later Buyya et al.
(2008). The NIST model, describes on-demand self-service, broad network access,

resource pooling, rapid elasticity, and measured service as the key defining
characteristics. It goes on to describe a hierarchy of service model choices (IaaS, PaaS,
and SaaS), and deployments in private, community, public, and hybrid configurations.
The model, while extremely useful, perhaps does not fully define the complexities of
cloud use and configuration in practice, or the shades of grey that must exist in various
implementations (either as a result of legacy constraints, end user business models, or
differentiation in supplier cloud offerings). In particular it can be readily noted that
private cloud configurations are frequently pick-and-mix affairs where varying levels of
‘self-service’ exist and the benefactor of the technology is often the focus of intense
political debate (Willcocks et al., 2011).
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More nuanced taxonomies have been

introduced elsewhere (e.g. Gartner, 2010b, c; Gartner, 2011b) and are arguably likely
to enter into the technology lexicon by less formal paths.
Buyya et al. (2008) describe a number of paradigms designed to address the need
for highly available, scalable, and autonomic solutions for the supply of computing
services to large numbers of distributed users.

In particular they highlight two

innovations – Grid and Cloud – as having particular potential. Grid has its focus on
aggregation of geographically distributed computing resources (a ‘community’ model),
which has foundational roots in earlier HPC models for specialist usage by universities
and commercial organisations. In essence, it was access to shared computing power as
an alternative to investment in local supercomputers, or more modestly, high
performance clusters or workstations. By contrast, cloud delivers large-scale services
through ‘next-generation’ data centres leveraging investment in virtualisation
technologies; from a user perspective, a single point of computing is accessed with the
actual computational resources being ‘black-boxed’. A general definition of cloud is
given as “a type of parallel and distributed system consisting of a collection of

interconnected and virtualised computers that are dynamically provisioned and
presented as one or more unified computing resources based on service-level agreements
established through negotiation between the service provider and consumers” (ibid p2).
The key point is that computing takes place “in the cloud” in ways that make it
unnecessary for the end consumer of computing resource to know where, or upon which
servers, computing is being carried out.

Indeed, computing may be split across

resources, if the cloud infrastructure has a distributed topology. Cloud data centres
make extensive use of hypervisor technologies such as virtual machines (VMs) and, in
PaaS/SaaS models, hypervisor editions of application servers (e.g. IBM WebSphere
Application Server Hypervisor Edition), optimised to run on virtualised operating
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systems3. Provisioning of such ‘environments’ is dynamic and on-demand from a pool,
or created on the fly from highly optimised images, and in some cases in accordance
with specific service-level agreement, with the potential for brokerage services (cf.
telecommunications brokerage models). Example of cloud infrastructure providers that
fit this description include: Amazon Elastic Compute Cloud (EC2), Google App Engine,
Microsoft Live, RackSpace Cloud, as well as smaller local players such as XCalibre.
Enabling technologies for use within organisational boundaries (private/hybrid
configurations) include IBM Cloudburst, and offerings from VMware.

Realising the utility: mainframes, timesharing, hosting and
virtualisation
The question of determinism in history has been considered by many scholars (see for
example Braudel, 1979), resulting in broadly two polar historical hypotheses;

technological and cultural determinism (Flichy, 2007 p26). As has oft been cited in
relation to other views of the market pull/push dichotomy, and in relation to
technological determinism itself, this position is insufficient. It calls instead for a social
shaping model (Williams & Edge, 1996), the closest brethren in historical circles
perhaps being derivatives of Hughes’ (1994) description of technological ‘moments’.
The general conclusion is that “social causality [should be given up for] a more complex

and multiple causality” (Flichy, 2007). In this section I do not propose that apparently
related innovations have had direct causal relations over time, as I believe that to be
much too simplistic.

Instead I identify some of the key innovations broadly

chronologically for the purposes of charting the historical territory and of drawing
comparison. These historical categories are problematised in their own right, drawing

3

Such as VMWare ESX (running, for example, AIX, SUSE Linux, RedHat Enterprise Linux)
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as they do, from popular naming, and there is a degree of overlap and parallelism in
what is described, both with respect to the patterns of adoption and the qualities of the
technologies themselves. In that respect kairotic time (Czarniawska, 2004) may more
accurately depict the emergence of these innovations, with the benefit of hindsight
applied.
Using the earlier concept of a ‘computer utility’, I propose that in retrospect a
number of key technological innovations shared features common with, but not
necessarily descended from, the utility vision; in particular mainframe timesharing in
the 1970’s and 80’s, ‘internet’ then desktop hosting models in the nineteen nineties and
the advent of server virtualisation and automation technologies in the first decade of
the twenty-first century. In addition, I will consider the role of specialist ‘hosted’
computing services for massively parallel and distributed computing services. Each of
these innovations will be described in turn:

Mainframes and timesharing. These are arguably the pioneers of ‘virtual machines’;
IBM currently holds around 90% market share with patented zSeries technology
(CCIA, 2008). Despite a downward trend in investment in mainframe technologies and
a shakeout in the nineteen seventies through to the nineteen nineties, the interest in
mainframes has increased in recent times for a combination of reasons: reduction in
network costs moving interest away from distributed systems back to centralised
architectures, the ability for modern mainframes to handle multiple operating systems
in tandem, and the rapid rise in e-commerce applications especially with the growth of
new super powers in China and India requiring transactional systems for hundreds of
millions of people for which mainframe ‘lock-step’ technology is well suited (IBM,
2009).
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‘Internet’. While the primary intention of ARPANET (the precursor to the
modern internet) was remote access to data processing capabilities, it was the
collaborative and information sharing elements (Licklider & Taylor, 1968)
inherent in the design which really captured the imagination of protagonists of
this paradigm, with a utopic view of ‘collective intelligence’ (Hiltz & Turoff,
1978). Rheingold (1993) in the context of The WELL followed a similar line of
thinking to describe ‘virtual communities’, and a variety of socially-informed
analyses of computer-mediated communications and social-networking
emerged in the years which followed, but with a focus on academics, counterculture and egalitarian meritocracy; with the value of ‘gift giving’ seen as
inherent in the loose social structures. In the 1990’s this changed, and the
internet began to move to the mass market as it became more accessible outside
of specialist circles and opened up to the general public. The imagination of a
new audience began to be framed, very different from the select experiences of
the earlier founders. Today’s mature internet users have grown up with the
ubiquity of internet computing (Pew, 2011); concepts such as ‘remote access’,
and ‘cloud’ are arguably quite fundamental to the working and social lives of
many citizens in developed and developing counties.



Hosting, virtualisation and automation. Operating arguably at the levels which
today have been reclassified as Infrastructure and Platform as a Service (IaaS,
PaaS), the commodification of virtualised server hosting has occurred since the
late nineteen nineties from around the time of the introduction of ASPs. While
the ASP ‘revolution’ evaporated (see below), the demand for commodity hosting
has continued to grow. Like ERP, which has its roots in manufacturers who
started to sell the bespoke systems they had created (cf. Pollock & Williams,
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2010 p22; Meissner, 2000), cloud firms such as Google and Amazon are the de

facto experts on large scale data centres, ‘hosting’ their own massively scalable
applications and online services. Today (and unlike the ASP era) a number of
firms dominate tiers of the classification e.g. 3terra, Amazon EC2, Google
Cloud, and IBM. This observation is interesting in its own right and may in
part be explained by the role of industry rankers, and their ability to list and
exclude.



High-performance computing (HPC). Running in parallel to the development of
the common internet, a series of specialist high-performance computing services
emerged. These were initially provided, governed and managed by educational
establishments, and later government and industry players. Innovations in this
space include those broadly classed as Edge, Clusters, Supercomputers, and
Grids.

Elements of all the paradigms highlighted above can be found in the cloud construction,
helping to illustrate how the collective learning which has occurred in both specialist
technical domains, and in more popular lay circles, has helped to indirectly shape both
the discourse and the innovation itself. These technologies all share a fundamental
similarity; they still exist today. There is, however, one further innovation that has a
well-charted career trajectory but has not been as enduring in its original form, the ASP
(Application Service Provider), and it is to this that I turn next, with a specific desire to
learn from its fate.
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The discredited ASP model and subsequent ‘waves of innovation’
Emerging in the mid to late 1990’s Application Service Providers (ASPs) were intended
to address a number of technology and business concerns, offering a utility (“pay-asyou-go”) computing solution (Currie, 2004 p239), in effect promising to turn IT into
an outsourced service and allowing a (typically small to medium sized) organisation to
focus on its core business competencies. This very much echoed the earlier service
bureaus and mainframe models of computing, repackaged with the SME in mind
(Currie, 2004). The offerings were typically application-centric and in the first framing
focused on commodity offerings e.g. email, on-demand file storage, and simple business
tools.

Subsequent framings attempted to offer increasingly sophisticated value

propositions, and a number of complex services emerged with broader organisational
appeal. The applications themselves were to be accessed over the strengthening and
increasingly ubiquitous common Internet, or possibly via virtual private networks
(VPNs) in the event security was a concern (Currie, 2004; Cooper & Moore, 2000).
Around the ASP model developed a number of complementing actors (‘value added’
providers), quick to help an organisation champion the use of ASP and integrate it into
their business model. The rate of new business start-ups in this period very much echoed
the wider dot-com expansion (IDC, 2000). Ultimately the ASP proposition faded away
as the model became discredited (Currie, 2004). Many companies tried, and failed, to
fully leverage the ‘opportunity’. Reasons are numerous but key issues were general
immaturity of the technology offerings, the overabundance of offerings, and the
subsequent dot-com shake out increasing the risk of selecting ASP. A sound business
model could be unstuck or wiped out by a poor choice of partner. Perhaps of most
significance, as argued by Currie (2004, p256), is the role of ‘integrating’ into existing
business processes and technology in underpinning the demise of ASP. Integration
proved exceptionally challenging for many ASPs. The reality was that even for smaller
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organisations many aspects of their businesses were locked into existing technology and
processes which proved to be difficult, costly and time-consuming to unpick and map
to the generic offerings of ASPs. It was rare for ASPs to have the capability to help fully
integrate into complex organisations without resorting to traditional bespoke project
customisation, at which point a user organisation would have to ask itself why it wasn’t
using a proven systems integrator, or even taking the technology development in-house.
Consequently, areas of innovation that were viable were generally packaged, black box
offerings e.g. email outsourcing.

Offerings that involved crosscutting integration

proved far more elusive, once beyond the marketing hyperbole. Some pure-play ASPs
did survive, re-branded, and went on to fulfil particular market demand e.g.
SalesForce.com, but in the shakeout, these were the exception to the norm.
Despite the demise of ASP as a marketing innovation and the failure of many
businesses, certain ideas were enduring, and the underlying concepts have not entirely
faded away. In fact, it can be argued (Currie, 2004) that certain ASPs re-emerged as
‘Web Services’ providers. Later these firms paved the way for more recent advances in
the governance and classification in the field of large-scale enterprise computing,
including SOA. Efforts in standardisation began to take hold, and an entire industry
catering to technology professionals emerged, which focused on the idea of ‘interfaces’
and the ability to interconnect systems, within and between organisations4. The goal
of ‘web services’ was arguably humble compared to the ASP vision; web services fully
embraced the idea that organisations are complex and do not always lend themselves
to standard product offerings. They offered an enabling platform but surrendered the
idea that integration would be easy. However, the ‘web services’ movement is arguably
not the end of the story. Organisations now have a choice about the extent to which
they wish to adopt outsourced computing resources, by choosing from a range of

4

Certain standards such as XML, JSON, helped in this standardisation effort
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possibilities, reflecting the maturity of the organisation, and their appetitive for risk.
An organisation might choose to outsource the provisioning of application
infrastructure but remain wholly in control of their data, application servers and
applications.

Alternatively, they might choose to host their applications on

standardised application servers, or, at the extreme end of the spectrum, implement
technologies resembling a modern ASP. While cloud in the large is still a fuzzy concept,
many of the constituent parts are better defined. Users have a far richer language to
dissect supplier offerings, using ‘cloud’ as a loose umbrella term; like ‘the internet’ it
sparks the imagination (Flichy, 2007), mirroring the ubiquity of computing generally,
and as such, represents a contemporary ‘wave of innovation’.

Classification and standards: what’s in a name?
Pollock and Williams (2011) provide an interesting observation in relation to the
‘naming of parts’ within a technological field: they argue that while much has been
made of the fluidity of naming, this is enveloped in many areas of technology by
continuity and stability of class naming, which may endure for significant periods of
time. Their call is for symmetrical attention to be given to both change and stability of
naming; stability being posited as critical for ‘boundary work’ (Star & Griesemer, 1989;
Gieryn, 1999), within a technological field, and as they argue, shaped and policed by
certain classes of actors, notably industry analysts (Pollock & Williams, 2008 ch7).
I note that while some naming appears short-lived in the case of ‘discredited’
innovations e.g. ASP, others appear far more enduring e.g. Web Services; the broader
notion of a computer utility, although not mainstream parlance, has endured
generations. Out of the pool of common classification in what could be umbrellatermed ‘distributed computing’, we find among others: Clouds, Grids, HPC, Edge,
Utilities, Hypervisors, and Mainframes. Within the cloud space alone a significant
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taxonomy has already been spawned with a host of acronyms including (Gartner,
2011b; Willcocks et al., 2011): SaaS (Software-as-a-Service), PaaS (Platform-as-aService), IaaS (Infrastructure-as-a-Service), Hosted Services, and Cloud Ecosystems
(BPaaS). The role of naming cannot be underestimated in shaping a technological field
(Pollock & Williams, 2011).
Going further, I note how the standards used in any of the variant
interpretations of a definition of ‘cloud computing’ are substantial in number. The
negotiation to reach such a sophistication and normalisation of classification has taken
decades, commencing with many of the open internet standards in the form of Request
for Comments (RFC) out of which the standard protocols we use today emerged –
indeed the transmission of an email alone invokes over 200 formal Internet standards
(Bowker & Leigh Star, 1999), and parallels the role of both ‘community’ innovators
and industry players in defining and maintaining standards for enterprise computing at
all levels in the cloud taxonomy.

Naming and valuing: the industry analysts’ view of cloud
The concept of taxonomies used in the description of changing technologies can be
found in a variety of sources.

Smith and Wield (1988) described classes of

‘organisational technologies’. More specifically Hagel (2002) defined ‘out of the box’
nomenclature, and a similar classification can be found in Currie and Seltsikas (2001).
Further, the role of ‘industry analysts’, ‘knowledge intermediaries’, and ‘idea
entrepreneurs’ in defining, bounding and policing technological fields has been much
discussed (Pollock & D’Adderio, 2012; Abrahamson & Fairchild, 2001; Wang &
Swanson, 2007, 2008; Swanson, 2010).

Considered in this class of powerful

institutional actor are the analysts from research, consulting, and advisory organisations
– examples being Gartner, Forester, and McKinsey.
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As part of their knowledge

production, they help provide clarity about ‘naming’ and ‘ranking’. They make use of
increasingly recognised material devices such as lists, graphs and proprietary
visualisations e.g. the widely used Gartner ‘magic quadrant’. Around these material
artefacts have developed cultures specifically concerned with the placement of products
and firms in relation to these devices and lobbying for greater transparency. These
tools, and the actors that produce them, have become increasingly important and
consequently politicised.
The industry view of the current cloud landscape has introduced a naming
taxonomy focused on the ‘as-a-Service’ concept, which a number of prefixes having
emerged subsequent to the original NIST definition. The naming in itself can be said to
be ‘scalable’, and allows almost no bound on the classes and sub-classes of artefact
which can be turned into a service. Currently in common discourse in the field we find,
in addition to the originating Software-as-a-Service (SaaS), Platform-as-a-Service
(PaaS), Application-as-a-Service (AaaS), Infrastructure-as-a-Service (IaaS), Integration
Platform-as-a-Service (iPaaS), and Application Platform-as-a-Service (APaaS). Such
classification makes it easier to maintain the etiquette of dot-ology described by Pollock
(2012) which places strict bounds on the number of dots allowed in a Gartner magic
quadrant, and the rules for an emergent classification, including aesthetic
considerations.

As noted, this is of particular relevance in emerging, where

differentiation between vendor offerings is harder to make (ibid).

As-a-service delivery models and the changing face of ICT work
Early descriptions of ICT development assumed a separation of concerns, emphasising
a set of apparently natural boundaries between application software, operating systems
and hardware (e.g. Friedman & Cornford, 1989; Williams & Edge, 1996). Fastforwarding to current times, this distinction is ostensibly less clear from both a user and
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a supplier perspective. Drawing on a discourse of service management (e.g. Willcocks
et al., 2011), changes in the way ICT services are delivered and consumed, both in
business and in consumer markets, has led to a proliferation of ‘as-a-service’ models
across a range of domains, both within and outside organisational boundaries. These
models emphasise a streamlining, efficiency-orientation and best practice-led approach
to ICT management, which is reflected in approaches to work across the industry. Such
delivery is frequently reliant on a re-packaging of service technologies, which makes the
separation of concerns between constituent vertical ‘layers’ less apparent. Instead, there
is a focus on horizontal arrays of products and services. When a language of layering
does occur, it is frequently conceived of as a layering of logical service granularity as
opposed to one emphasising physical properties (Erl, 2005). Consequently, what is
considered ‘natural’ in the integration of business ICT has fundamentally shifted.
Furthermore, changes have occurred in the relationship between ICT
generalisation and specialisation from a skills perspective. Knuth (2001) suggests that
within the field of Computer Science (and by implication other knowledge industries)
the year-on-year specialisation, and sub-specialisation of knowledge appeared
unrelenting. It was impossible for any individual to understand all of it, as they might
have done in the emerging field 30 years earlier. While suggesting a solution to this, in
the ability to cross-specialise as a way of brokering knowledge across boundaries, what
Knuth does not mention is the necessity of field-shaping activity, as individuals re-group
and structures re-form around new and interesting ideas (Abbott, 2005; cf. ‘poles of
attraction’, Stewart, 2002). These ‘schools of information’ now have their allegiances,
analogous to the academic domains, e.g. economics, sociology, and the natural sciences,
but with rather different rates of change. They have formed in part from the
categorisation work (Bowker & Star, 1999; Pollock & Williams, 2010) of influential
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infomediaries e.g. industry analysts, but also through the actual bundles of practitioner
work being carried out in the workplace.
Each domain or specialism has an associated language, signifiers and knowledge
claims. Some boundaries are contested and there is flux, but for a period these entities
are relatively stable. For example, User Experience draws heavily on social science and
the language and techniques of anthropology and ethnography, where previously User
Interface (UI) development was more in the realm of Human Computer Interaction
(HCI) with a computer science focus on front-end programming. Likewise, Data Science
is in part ‘the new statistics’, and Cloud Computing is ‘network engineering on steroids’
or, more boldly, ‘everything we already do in computing today’ (Ellison, 2008) –
perhaps the ultimate turf grab! In other words, areas of previously demarcated activity,
that were loosely professional entities, have had their advocates, loyalties, boundaries,
and convergences challenged and changed. But this is much more than “just a marketing

act”, to paraphrase Larry Ellison, and points to the re-professionalisation of industries.
While the workers at the front-line may not have explicitly named these “things of

boundaries” (Abbott, 1995). In this thesis I shall argue that they have given rise to the
disagreements, frictions and work practices which preceded the naming. Additionally,
contemporary sales work (which I shall discuss later) is, in no small part, concerned
with identifying the areas of disjoint and disconnect and steering them to stable ground,
as part of a decision-making process.
As a consequence of the ‘as-a-service’ landscape and the move to specialisation
in the field, an objective understanding of such systems by ICT professionals is
complicated both by the breadth of services now on offer and the obfuscated nature of
their internal workings.
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Past promises and recycling the vision of the computer utility
Czarniawska (2008, p99) quoting Tarde (1962), argues that the supremacy of specific
fashions (imitations), amongst a choice of many, may have three potentially
complementary explanations: pragmatic (logical), power-symbolic (extra-logical) and
that of adherence to institutional thought. In the case of cloud computing, we can see
specific examples of all these powerful forces in effect. There is cloud pragmatism, in
the genuine value of the innovation to a significant number of people and organisations,
with the advent of sufficiently mature technology to satisfy at least some of the layers
in the cloud definition model. There are a number of powerful institutionalised players
who have actively promoted and marketed their own commoditised data centre
provisioning, notably Amazon and Google, with compelling value propositions. This
goes beyond the offerings of pure-play technology companies like IBM who have the
product, but arguably not such a compelling value proposition. This is potentially
analogous the case study told by Czarniawska (2008, p100) of the role of relative city
status (e.g. Stockholm versus London or Paris) in influencing the adoption of a specific
innovation (e.g. modern transportation systems) through imitation. Extending the
power-symbolic argument for city status, it can be argued (Carter & Kornberger, 2010)
that competition between cities is not a ‘natural fact’ (Pollock, 2012), but requires
certain devices to bring into ‘comparability’ such market singularities (Karpik, 2010)
which cause significant ambiguity for potential consumers. As described, even the
‘mainstay’ industry analysts are currently facing challenges with adequate classification
of cloud, and continue to see the market as ‘lukewarm’. The performativity of the sorts
of material ranking devices (engines) used by analysts (e.g. Gartner) has been well
described (Karpik, 2010) – in particular the way such devices are able to not only
describe an innovation but also crucially to move the nascent market. Industry analyst
classification in the space of ‘cloud computing’ appears to have taken the layered model
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(arguably addressing earlier issues with ASP classification) as a starting point. However,
even this classification does not represent absolute closure, and in much the same way
as argued by Pollock (2012), new sub-fields within the cloud space are emerging,
potentially in response to the proliferation of players and sub-classes of technology
interfering with the ‘beautiful picture’ (ibid). That such market intermediaries play a
crucial role in market-making is well established (Karpik, 2010), but what appears
interesting, in particular in relation to emerging markets is the way industry analysts
work to convince a market of both identity and alterity in defining a fashion
(Czarniawska, 2008). It is one of the paradoxes of fashions that they can simultaneously
hold these dualistic properties. The breadth and contested meaning of broader ‘cloud
computing’ makes its naming a challenge, and it is worth explicitly stating then that a
multi-level taxonomy has begun to emerge.
Returning to the sociology of expectations, Borup et al. (2006; quoting Marvin
(1990)) note the “tendency of every age to read the future as a fancier version of the

present”.

Parkhill’s work (1966) shows a then-present interpretation (read:

expectation) of the future which is ‘fiction’ but also performative. The expectation of
cloud computing appears to have been reinterpreted by generations, and whether in
consultation with earlier work or not, it has morphed to address past failings (Currie,
2004), current day imperatives, and future-oriented expectations. Such expectations
can help mobilise support at macro (policy), meso (networks) and micro (group and
individual) levels. Conversely, and as detailed by Swanson and Ramiller (1997), as part
of their concept of organising vision, and more generally by Bowker and Star (1999),
the concept of collective or ‘organisational’ forgetting is useful in understanding where
such earlier ideas, visions and expectation may have gone to, and adds weight to the
value of material considerations. In the case of cloud, I argue that a previously immature
technology and organising principles were unable to satisfy the expectations of the time.
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Coupled with the development of the ‘strategic turn’ in science and technology (Borup
et al., 2006), and with regards to information technologies significant institutional
forces, we are witnessing a very clear example of the recycling of vision and
reinterpretation of expectation tailored to the current context.

This argument is

reinforced by the findings of Willcocks et al. (2011) who conclude that:

“cloud is in many ways (finally) delivering on the promises of the past – into an
environment that appears more prepared to put these capabilities to work … Cloud
computing is taken as the consequence of the evolution of two distinct strands:
technological innovation – based around virtualisation and shared computing provision
– and a distinct service based perspective on computing” (ibid p3; emphasis in the
original text).

An approach to studying large-scale ICTs
This second section proceeds as follows. Firstly, I lay out perspectives related to the
diffusion of innovation from fields of Science and Technology Studies (STS) and
Innovation Studies. In particular, I make the case for the study of diffusion from the
perspective of Information Infrastructures as being highly relevant to contemporary
studies of commercial systems development in complex organisational settings. STS
perspectives bring together under the banner of the Social Shaping of Technology (SST)
strands of study including sociological perspectives on scientific knowledge, innovation
and economics, and the notion of biographies of ICT artefacts and practices. Of
particular interest are theoretical expositions and empirical cases related to the usersupplier relationship and co-creation of technological outcomes, in particular the
concept of innofusion, and then the role of expectation and visions theory from STS
and Information Systems respectively, with a particular focus on performativity. The
second part looks specifically at how a sales and marketing approach can be brought
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together with these perspectives on ICT diffusion and the parallel way in which sales
research has highlighted the shift (in theory and practice) from relationship selling to
market making. Finally, by considering the limited studies in ‘technology sales work’ to
date in STS and Information Systems, this section foregrounds some of the key gaps
and challenges for researchers in those fields in understanding the post-modern
influence of sales and marketing work on ICT systems innovation and diffusion.

Perspectives from STS, Innovation Studies and Information Systems
research

The social shaping of information and communication technology (ICT)
Early accounts of the process of technology diffusion were based on a linear model of
adoption (e.g. see Godin 2006). In this way, they assumed that ‘invention’ was the
preserve of the world of the scientific laboratory (e.g. universities), becoming
commercialized in ‘research and development’ within industry, fed to a market of
prospective users and either adopted or if there was insufficient demand exited from the
market. Further, these studies made assumptions about technology determinism, that
is, that social or other ‘change’ outcomes were inherent in the technology, determined
by the technology with near naturalistic tendencies. Somehow outcomes were a given,
and technology was not problematized but rather treated as a given. Such studies were
criticized through the 1970s and 1980s from a number of quarters, and in the 1990s a
number of disparate but related scholarly efforts were suggested by Williams and Edge
(1996) as belonging to a ‘broad church’ of social studies of science, technology and
innovation under the umbrella of ‘the social shaping of technology’ (SST). While SST
did not mandate any particular approach to such studies (indeed its strength was
arguably its eclecticism) it did identify shared patterns of approach (sometimes at
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variance) and with a shared distain for the linear model of technology diffusion and
technological determinism. Instead the focus was on privileging the innovation process
and the ‘content of technology' over ‘impact’ studies and technological determinism of
earlier studies. Accounts produced under this banner sought first and foremost to
problematise the technology under scholarly guise (and the change process) and not
accept it as a given. A central principle was that there are ‘choices’ in technology
adoption made by actors across space and time that leads to a “garden of forking paths”
(ibid) - and hence outcomes are non-deterministic. More specifically, SST stresses firstly
negotiability - groups and forces may shape technological outcome, but it is not fixed.
Secondly, irreversibility – technology builds on history, earlier innovations pattern
future ones, and lock-in forces may exist to constrain and pattern outcomes. Thirdly a
systematic treatment of closure i.e. the dynamics leading to some technologies and their
terrains becoming stable for periods of time. This is an area where SST perspectives
often differ e.g. in contrast to the lack of closure implied in theories of social
construction of technology (SCOT). Additionally, the social shaping approach stresses
the non-neutrality of technologies i.e. they can be political tools or in the worlds of
Latour (1987) ‘politics pursued by other means’. Williams and Edge (1996, p867) go
as far as to say, “technologies are not neutral, but are fostered by groups to preserve or

alter social relations." Finally, the schools of SST have a shared and variable interest in
policy implications, so the debate is not ‘just academic’ but has practical outcome.
Considering the constituents of the social shaping agenda a number of streams of fertile
research were suggested as ‘belonging’: explicit critiques of technological determinism,
the sociology of scientific knowledge (SSK), the sociology of industrial organisation,
critical studies of technology policy, the economics of technological change – the latter
being explicitly identified as harboring an artificial separation between the social and
economic, a throw-back to the Parson’s pact (Stark 2000), and mirroring debates
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elsewhere in social and political studies. Indeed, many of the critiques rest on wider
debates in contemporary social theory e.g. the relationship between agency and
structure, and a deep account of differences between the streams of included studies is
argued in epistemological terms. Of particular note the work of authors such as Green
(1991) suggests that the market may have to be created to go with the product, in the
context of biotechnology. While more easily achieved with incremental innovation, this
is much harder with radical innovation (Walsh, 1993). Also, the work of Freeman
(1984) notes the “coupling” which may occur between users and suppliers (cf. work on
producer-consumers i.e. ‘prosumers’) in the course of their interactions which points to
the at times fuzzy distinction between these roles in practice, in contrast to professional
expectations. While the malleability of technologies to local actors is stressed in ANT
(‘actors create the world anew’) this is at the expense of accounting for the broader
influence of structures of power and influence, the wider economy etc., which arguably
account in part for periods of technological and organisational stability (Russell &
Williams, 1988). However, this tradition has taken up an interest in such macro
considerations e.g. Law and Callon (1992), and an emerging ANT+ perspective is
considered more all-encompassing. While some perspectives have elaborated the forces
involved in construing a multitude of choice in shaping socio-technical outcomes, other
strands of research have focused on the absence of choice – most recently concepts of
‘installed base’ of users and socio-technical entanglements show the way in which sociotechnical outcomes are inherently constrained and that the real limitations of choice are
within the larger social and economic system (Williams & Edge, 1996). Considering
economic views of technological adoption more generally, aside from unhelpful
demand-side models that assume technological apparition in the face of an eager
audience, more supply-centric views do stress the process of technological development.
In particular they stress the push-pull of the market and there is a concrete notion of a
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co-dependency as the market forms. More evolutionary economics takes this further,
and develops concepts such as paradigms and trajectories, which offers some rationale
for the simultaneity of stability (through suppression of choice) and fundamental shifts.
However, assumptions about single paradigms and simple technological trajectories are
problematic (Williams & Edge, 1996), and prone to change e.g. during implementation
(Fleck et al., 1990). Such instability and tensions between conception and
implementation leaves the taken-for-granted-ness of any given paradigm or trajectory
open to criticism. While early visions and expectations of technological change may be
helpful catalysts, studies of SST consequently propose the importance of locally shaped
expectations as requirements become more specific to context. Of particular importance
in the context of this thesis, is any assumption about what the market is and is not able
to convey – in enterprise ICT markets in particular we are contending with uncertain
information. The qualities and attributes of technology are uncertain and difficult to
communicate easily in an objectified market form, and may not be tradeable as ‘finished
commodities’ (Williams & Edge, 1996). They may require considerable effort from the
user, supplier and third-parties (e.g. service organisations, specialist consultants etc.) to
implement and deliver value for the adopting organisation. Consequently, there is a
shift from pure market relationships towards an emphasis on relationship selling (social
interactions), technical pre-sales activity and a variety of mechanisms of ICT valuation
and evaluation.
Turning to the process of innovation as conceived of by SST scholars. Firstly, it
is described as ‘contradictory’ and certainly not a given or something which occupies a
predictable trajectory – political and economic factors, as well as local issues can
dramatically change the course of innovation along its developmental lifecycle, making
outcomes uncertain. Such socialising elements have been described under a number of
frameworks including socio-technical constituencies (Molina, 1989) or ‘ensembles’
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(Bijker, 1993) or the mobilisation of an actor network (Law & Callon, 1992). Of
particular interest, according to Williams and Edge (1996), is the: “[enrolment of] local

players in a broader network (Law & Callon, 1992) and ‘aligning’ their expectations
around realizable objectives” (Molina, 1994).
In stating this they stress the importance of a range of actors in the development
of a socio-technical assemblage, at times including users and competing suppliers
(Walsh, 1993). Arguably, the process of alignment itself is a problematic concept and
continues to be a subject of research. Early approaches stressed the linearity of a ‘staged’
model (Pinch & Bijker, 1984) from invention through to adoption, but were improved
through SST studies to incorporate feedback loops from one stage back up the chain as
a key input (Williams & Edge, 1986). This more interactive model of innovation also
stressed the role of innovation not only in the early invention stages but even during
implementation where Fleck (1988) coined the term innofusion to describe ‘learning by
struggling’ leading to technological development being seen as a spiral i.e. that:

“[U]ser needs and requirements are discovered and incorporated in the course of the
struggle to get the technology to work in useful ways, at the point of application” (ibid).

For the purpose of this thesis, the key point is that we are no longer privileging the
supply-side and there is a focus on the work that users do in the course of innovation.
User sites become key sources of innovation input for supplier, both as test sites and as
generators of needs and ideas (Williams & Edge, 1996) to be fed back to the sites of
production. Taking this further, SST theory helps us understand the constant tension
which exists between social arrangements and technology and helps us see them as part
of an overall social process that it is unhelpful to separate. Additionally, technologies
are in part pre-configured by earlier organisational arrangements such as divisions of
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labour or funding decisions (Fleck et al., 1990). Further, technology arrangements can
be described as ‘configurational systems’, which must be applied and customized to a
particular context. This leads to the opportunities which ‘local knowledge’ (Stewart,
2002) affords both suppliers (with the help of users) to generify technologies and apply
them to different sectors and domains (Pollock, Williams & D’Adderio, 2007).
Consequently, a ‘double dynamic’ (Williams & Edge, 1996) exists where on the one
hand technologies and their social arrangements may become stable through for
example standardisation and patterns of adoption, and on the other afford
opportunities for change to application usage which may upset the status quo. This is
in part dependent on whether arrangements tend towards knowledge, application and
usage remaining local and contingent or having applicability to generalisation or ‘black
boxed’ solutions and thus encourage wider market adoption.
Turning to studies of ICT consumption, it is noted that there is a creative tension
between supply and consumption, and in particular the role of marketing actors exists
at a critical junction between supply and consumption (Webb, 1992) and that the
market for a new technological innovation may have to be “created to go with the
product” (Green, 1991). Amongst users and suppliers, various arrangements may be
seen e.g. vertical collaboration matches supplier opportunities with user needs (Fincham
et al., 1995), horizontal collaboration allows a sharing of developmental risks between
user and supplier (Green 1991), and at in-between spaces reference work (Pollock &
Hyyaslo, 2014) and other reverse selling activity has been noted as highly influential in
the process of ICT development. At the macro level, standardisation and larger
industry-wide initiatives encourage co-opetition amongst users and suppliers and more
stable markets. In the words of Williams and Edge (1996, p871), “[f]uture

technologies/markets are being pre-constructed in a virtual space constituted by the
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collective activities of players” and further the consumer is also being constructed in
and for the market (Collinson, 1993).

Moving from studies of the ICT artefact to information infrastructures
In tandem with some developing studies under the banners of ‘computer supported
collaborative work’ (CSCW) and more North American ‘cyber-' or 'e-Infrastructures’
(e.g. Ribes & Lee, 2010), the field of research surrounding Information Infrastructures
(IIs) has brought together notably scholars from the UK, Scandinavia and parts of
Europe to pursue an agenda which has sought to improve the conceptualisation of the
IT artefact. In particular they note:

"[A] shift from [a] focus on discrete information systems towards assemblages of
interlinked systems” (Monteiro et al., 2014).

Such systems are conceived of as having attributes such as a plural user base, dynamic
interconnectivity of systems for different purposes and agendas, an installed base of
actors and practices, and as being long-term concerns which span space and time (ibid).
The first wave of research in this space concerned the conceptualisation of such IIs,
giving rise to calls for research based on multi-sited and long-term studies to capture
the essence of the IIs being studies in order to observe multiple moments and trends in
what has been phrased a “biography of artefacts and practices”. The second wave
subsequently focuses on the increasing complexity of such platforms, but also the
normalisation trends around, for example, patterns of usage and standardisation
amongst practitioners crossing a number of fields of practice. So, from the first wave of
study the attributes of IIs are seen as particularly fitting to the research site and area of
interests in this thesis. However, it is also noted that assessing areas such as ICT
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diffusion is not necessarily revealing through an assessment of properties alone - as
David Ribes points out the flexibility of systems comes about through assessment in
relation to instance of change (Ribes, 2014) and that it is through such practices that a
capacity for change comes about, rather than it being inherently ‘baked in’. That said,
and from the second wave of studies of particular interest to framing the theoretical
foundations of this thesis, the situated nature of knowledge production (to borrow from
the classic phrase by Suchman (1987)) opens some very interesting avenues about how
it is that local knowledge is able to become mobile and transcend local boundaries (e.g.
Almklov et al., 2014). In particular, assessments of technology via reference material
created from knowledge work in remote settings requires a process of transformation
to bring it into a public arena (possibly remote from the source of inception) and shared
with parties not privy to its creation. In particular Monteiro et al. (2014) point to the
consideration of:
“[H]ow interpretations that might be contested and contingent acquire the facticity of

data, data that are amenable to wider circulation, aggregation, and processing through
IIs” (emphasis added).

In doing so legitimacy may be created around such data and consequently it may acquire
authority and promote action (ibid). As this thesis will argue, this is an important
observation as we look at how locally constructed reference work is re-imagined in the
context of the wider knowledge infrastructure of the organising constituency. While
contemporary studies of CSCW studies in this space have faced some criticism for their
localist form (e.g. restricted to certain moments or limited timeframes), Monteiro et al.
(2014) have made it clear that recent empirical studies have overshadowed an earlier
espoused-CSCW agenda which did stress ‘interdependence in work’ and the role of a
wider ecology of actors, the role of history etc. In particular they point to two
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constraints which might help scholars better understand the role of wider influences
and institutions: i.e. standardisation and the way "local fitting entails unfitting at other

sites” (ibid) and embeddedness as the “entanglement of one technology with other
apparently unrelated ones” (ibid). Again, in the context of this thesis, these ideas are
important as they stress the contingent nature of practitioner work and resulting
infrastructures, and yet perhaps paradoxically the apparent value placed on the invisible
work of both making these infrastructures visible for others (through inversion) and the
joining together of such ‘sharing infrastructure’ amongst a wider set of participating
actors. More specific to this thesis, this opens a firstly a question about the extent to
which cloud ‘infrastructure’ unifies local instances in a wider evolving knowledge
network and just what are the instruments of joining and of standardisation in this field.
And secondly what is the role of aggregate providers in shaping development initiatives
- examples of IBM influencing the market to follow certain trajectories or initiatives e.g.
the process of enlistment to be on reference lists and to shift into the public domain,
and the possible emergence of a new market form.

The role of visions and expectations in science and technology
Currie (2004) summarises the way in which information systems change programmes
over the a last few decades have introduced new ideas and innovations in an attempt to
increase

organisational

performance

–

she

describes

management

fashions

(Abrahamson & Fairchild, 1999) such as total quality management (TQM), business
process re-engineering (BPR) and knowledge management (KM), amongst others, as
being typical of emergent innovation, some of which has gone on to become
institutionalised (possibly as a form of organisational isomorphism) and others which
have fallen out of favour becoming deprecated, rejected or subsumed by future waves
of related innovation. As described by Pollock and Williams (2011), the rhetorical roots
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of innovations have been variously described in expectations (Borup et al., 2006),
fashions (Baskerville & Myers, 2009), visions (Webster, 1993), and imaginaries (Flichy,
2007; Hyysalo, 2006), and more broadly through extending the use of institutional
theory (Dimaggio & Powell, 1983), the idea of an organising vision (Swanson &
Ramiller, 1997) provides a useful way of thinking about the organisation of cloud
computing such that it “embeds and utilizes information technology in organizational

structures and processes” (Swanson & Ramiller, 1997, quoted in Currie, 2004). In the
case of cloud computing, the described non-linear processes of interpretation,
legitimisation and mobilisation are still in a state of flux and instability – negotiation in
the field is still very much an ongoing process. The six-feature model of structuration
presented by Swanson and Ramiller (ibid) 5 , while useful, does not appear to fully
describe the relative importance of actors in the equation (especially over time and in
different spaces/arenas, in relation to power and interest), for example of the kind
described elsewhere around the increasingly recognised importance of industry analysts
(Pollock & Williams, 2008 ch7). My own research seeks to advance this avenue of
exploration, by focusing on the relative importance of particular groups of ICT
professionals (and the related socio-economic context) in shaping and developing the
market within a relevant socio-technical frame (Flichy, 2007 p145).
In the academic field of Information Systems, the canonical account of the
formation and role of the vision sets the future in the context of work done by

5








Emerges from a cohesive discourse amongst information systems actors who share similar
linguistic and ideological points of reference.
Constructed by a heterogeneous social community who are united by the innovation.
Focuses on a practical business problematic.
Both constrained and enabled by technology.
Helps shape technology adoption, but is itself shaped as the innovation is diffused.
Changes over time and is eventually forgotten as the innovation either fails or become
common place.
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communities of interested actors in formulating an ‘organising vision’ for a new
technological idea. This vision extends from the interests of a number of actors with the
accumulation of buzzwords and ultimately an emergent discourse – however one which
is grounded in wider ICT normatives, and business problematics. As the interest in the
discourse swells it gathers momentum if ‘sense making’ within the community succeeds;
ultimately such visions disappear if the vision either comes to fruition and moves from
the abstract to the concrete through a process of ‘taken for granted’ institutionalisation,
or loses momentum either being superseded or discredited (e.g. ASP as described by
Currie). Three purposes of the vision are proposed in the context of the introduction of
new information technology innovation (Swanson & Ramiller, 1997): Interpretation,
Mobilisation and Legitimisation. Interpretation provides a way of explaining why the
innovation exists and is relevant to actors in the field, and is heavily caught up in the
emerging discourse. Legitimisation is a process that reasons and supports the emerging
vision e.g. success stories, power-symbolism involving powerful institutional actors.
Mobilisation provides a rallying mechanism for the wider community and
the information systems world to get involved. This might include auxiliary actors
such as journalists and the media, industry analysts (who may come to play an
increasingly important role in vision promotion and the selection of product and
services as the visions maturity develops). Beyond an account of the vision making
process and purpose, Swanson and Ramiller suggest a number of features of the vision:
it emerges in discourse, it develops out of consensus and non-consensus but shapes a
common language and engagement in part due to the ideological and linguistic
backgrounds of actors, where successful is part of the diffusion and adoption path of
an innovation and the vision may be re-shaped during this process. There is however a
relative dearth of empirical accounts. The notion of ideas circulating in discourse is
problematic in the sense that it does not delve into what exactly gives discourse validity
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to create action (i.e. to become performative utterances – see also the next section on
theories of performance) and how that discourse is carried given a typically distantiated
focal community. Barrett et al. (2013) propose an addressment to the first question in
a detailed analysis of the open and free software movements originated and gained
traction. They propose that as an answer to why some ICT related innovations diffuse
and some do not can be found in an integration of the concepts of framing and ideology.
And further that ICT diffusion is tied up in the “interrelationship of ‘deep structures’
underlying ideology and the type and sequence of rhetorical claims underpinning actor’s
framing strategies” (ibid). While going some way to understanding how ideas circulate
in discourse, and why some are successful and why some are not, the practical activity
of how users come to hold those ideologies, how their frames of reference are
constructed, and the process of negotiation which occurs and the relative dynamics
between potentially asymmetrical actors is still an open area of research. Further, the
goals of users may be prosaic in the early days, but the vision may become useful to
them to advance their own agendas, as they take on a ‘reverse’ selling role, while the
vision may not fit their agendas 100%, the ‘steam’ and momentum does – they may
‘apologize’ for the inaccuracy of a vision when pitted against certain audiences, and
perhaps re-frame the vision for those audiences, but never-the-less they do not discard
the vision, but continue using it. The vision as a tool is in this sense highly performative
– and it has distinct materiality. As users become enveloped themselves as part of the
vision, with skin in the game, with collateral, with investment, they become a part of
the wave moving forward. They are complicit.
The shaping of product markets for new technologies is a recent area of interest
for Information Systems scholars (Pollock & Williams, 2011; 2016). In particular the
question of who decides the boundaries of what is and what is not part of a product
offering is particularly important. A product offering is not simply a well-defined item
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of technology, but rather a heterogeneous mixture of objects comprising software,
possibly hardware, and the techniques and modes of operation into which they are used.
Further, they connect overlapping communities comprising user, suppliers, and range
of intermediaries and this parties (Pollock & Williams, 2008). To date, concepts of
deciding the organisation of such assemblages has been viewed as the ‘work’ of the
those with a vested interest in them or what Wang and Ramiller (2009) have called the
‘innovation community’.
Swanson and Ramiller (1997: 460) define an organising vision as a “focal

community idea for the application of information technology in organizations”. One
of the key aspects about organising visions, as Swanson and Ramiller articulate them,
is that they are shaped by the extended community and not specific individuals or
groups.

“The organizing vision is developed by many different storytellers, who modify and
embellish it to suit their own and their audiences’ tastes and interests, and only more or
less fully, never in complete and definitive detail. It necessarily changes and grows over
time in the re-telling, as the community finds its way (ibid: 463).”

While the flexibility of such communitarian models seems appealing, as argued by
Pollock and Williams (2016), it may be inadequate, and historical accounts of recent
innovations show how grass roots activity rapidly gave way to established institutional
frameworks surrounding these technologies (ibid). This points to the need for more
nuanced conceptualisation of the asymmetries and roles of various actors including new
infomediaries, and not to assume that technological innovation proceeds along strictly
egalitarian lines.
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“The IT innovation community (Wang & Ramiller 2009), whilst it is a community, is
not open and equal in the way in which we might conceive of ‘scientific communities’,
say, operating under the Mertonian ideal […]”. (Pollock & Williams, 2015 pp130)

These models of technological innovation do not appear well geared to account for the
way powerful actors including the sales and marketing arms of suppliers, high-profile
user organisations, and other influential market shapers including management
consultants, prominent freelancers with reach, and industry analysts exert significant
shaping effects on the market.
Extending this through the lens of Economic Sociology, Pollock and Williams
(2015) draw on Zuckerman (1999) and Rosa et al. (1999) to make the point that critics
have a role to play in influencing demand through making specific product
endorsements, and influencing supply as vendors are forced away from a natural
tendency to differentiate themselves over the competition, to being required to fit certain
product categories. The product category, a central feature in mediated markets, thus
becomes a ‘social screen’ which actors are forced to account for but are not necessarily
able to shape or influence. Going further, Beunza and Garud (2007) attempt to broaden
the lens of Economic Sociology by suggesting that market categories are only one of the
factors shaping the work of mediators and part of a wider ‘analytical frame’ comprising
“a range of socio-material devices” (Goffman, 1974).
The role of performance as it relates to ‘promissory work’ can be found in a
number of areas of scholarly endeavour. The following section summarises these
overlaps, as I see them, from a range of interdisciplinary sources. This provides a
foundation to relate power and performance to promissory activity, and consequently
as a way to begin to think about the work of selling.
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Promissory work in relation to interdisciplinary studies
Burke (1957) developed the concept of symbolic interaction which Geertz (1973)
popularized (Alexander, 2011). Goffman (1959) published his dramaturgical theory,
also drawing on Burke, but at the time it made little impact on mainstream sociological
thinking, although was later incorporated into interdisciplinary performance theory
(Alexander, 2011). A number of feminist and queer thinkers have explored and
extended thinking around performativity most notably Butler (1997) and Sedgwick
(2003) e.g. gender as a performance. MacKenzie (2006) in the field of Sociology of
Finance, and Callon (2007) in Economic Sociology, applied these ideas to sociological
theorising about markets (Araujo, 2007). And relevant to this study in science and
technology studies amongst others Pollock and Williams (2010), Van Lente (1993) and
Borup et al. (2006) have all made use of and extended concepts. A number of other
conceptual models also share some similarities e.g. Bourdieu's habitus (1985).
Austin (1962) first developed the idea of 'a performative' statement in language
and went on to describe the ways in which language can be used to succeed or fail to
'get things done'; however, as Alexander observes, Austin like Goffman (1959) focused
on the interactional aspects of speech acts and did not give attention to the backdrop
of meaning, shared repertoires, sign and symbols, or other cultural elements which
inform the performance and are drawn on in the course of getting things done. In
essence, the text and the language used were separated. Derrida (1988) is critical of this
and uses the idea of 'citation' to work up a response which argues that all utterances
draw on a background of cultural meaning which is implicitly brought to mind through
such performative acts (Alexander, 2011). In addition, Goffman's social interaction as
originally defined was “that which uniquely transpires in social situations in

environments in which two or more individuals are physically in one another’s response
presence” (1983), but as Sociologist of Science, Karin Knorr Cetina (2009), has shown
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in current times this needs to be challenged in terms of a 'global order' for example by
adopting the idea of a 'synthetic situation' which focuses on (potentially distributed in
time and space) interaction around information (Campagnolo et al., 2015), introducing
simultaneity of changing informational state and trans-local practices (Monteiro,
2012).
In establishing his subsequent thesis, Alexander challenges what he sees as the
established position that 'modernity' (a categorisation into which he also places the
postmodern) no longer has a need for a centrally placed view of culture. He goes on in
his alternative that “meaning does matter” (2011 p14) to explain that one of the
fundamental problems is that the analytical tools of those who are culturally-centric are
grounded in past times, and inherently nostalgic. Consequently, while he has much
praise for the work of Burke (1959) on symbolic action, Turner (1969; 1974) on
liminality and communitas, and segueing to performance studies under the reenchantment theorising of Schechner (2002) and the dramaturgy of Geertz (1973), he
is critical of the underlying nostalgic sentiments which hark back to simpler times in
simpler societies. He also stresses the compounding effect of nostalgia on the arguments
of more critical views. Taking another path from Burke, a series of Goffmanian inspired
praxis-oriented theorists have focused on the conflict aspects of performance, looking
at resistance and subversion (e.g. Conquergood, 2002). Alexander's key argument is
that to develop a theory of cultural practice “we must separate ourselves from both

nostalgia and anti-nostalgia” (Alexander, 2011 p22) and that both disenchantment and
re-enchantment rule the modern world. Indeed, disenchantment, Alexander argues, is
not about disbelief in contemporary times but rather a failure of cultural performance
(ibid).
So, in drawing some sense about the idea of 'performativity' I suggest that it is
about the capacity of language or material artefacts to both describe and move to action
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or change state; or in the terminology of Austin supply locutions, illocutions and
perlocutions. However there have been increasing subtleties applied by various scholars
e.g. Sedgwick and Frank (2003) differentiate non-exclusive 'transformative'
performatives (e.g. an immediate change in state of a material representation changing
a course of action) and 'promissory' performatives (e.g. the future-setting work of
market intermediaries).
Dorothy E. Smith (2005) in her 'ontology of the social' and praxis-oriented
'institutional ethnography' implies how it might be useful in giving an alternative
account of institutional performance in the context of the ruling relations co-ordinated
in texts (in a general sense) and other representations. Smith focuses primarily on
institutional settings (in her terms) and a theory of the social as observed in the practices
of individuals, as she sees them from a concrete standpoint and associated problematic,
primarily organized around a series of interlocking texts. The individuated subject is a
significant issue in sociology generally, but one which Smith gets around through her
focus on co-ordination as integral to her definition of 'the social' (ibid p57). This is
comparable with Searle (1969) on speech acts which are positioned as individual acts,
but which come under the control of governing acts “simultaneously producing and

concealing the social” (Smith, 2005 p95n3), and builds from 'performatives' as
individual utterances with the social implied in, for example, illocutionary and
perlocutionary acts (Austin, 1962). Although Smith is rigorous in her call for analysis
of language as critical in co-ordinating subjectivities, hers is not a cultural sociology.
This is perhaps because of a view that “authenticity is an interpretive category rather

than an ontological state” (Alexander, 2011), and Smith's social is ontologically bound.
One strand of the contemporary study of performativity is reasonably grounded
in Austin's now well known 'performative utterances'. However, the ideas of staged
ritual are much older. Traceable to earlier times, modern 'theatre' has been separated
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by many authors from ritual as suggested by Alexander primarily by nostalgia, and a
suggestion that 'earlier times' were inherently different from today. Alexander believes
that position overstates his view of things which is that past times, although no doubt
different, were also similar and that ritual is an example of largely permanently fused
performances (in terms of foreground and background texts, actors and audiences)
which have become separated in post-modern times. His argument for a turn to
performativity in cultural sociology is centred on the belief that “cultural performance

covers the same ground that it always has, but in a radically different way” (Alexander
2011, p24).
Performances seen as sources of power and influence lead us to question the
extent to which the relative boundary cases of 'showmen' performances should
dominate the theory when set against the far more common activities of everyday life
which shape and move human endeavour. Bringing Smith's concepts into the realm of
'power' we can contend that it has influence through its performative and co-ordinating
effect of language and texts but in a very different way to Alexander's thesis. Activity
becomes intertextually co-ordinated, with regulatory texts taking on agency as they are
activated by individuals, as one set of individuals takes on the ability “to control and
mobilize the work of others” (Smith, 2005 ch9). While the heroic performance may
have helped establish the initial system of objectified governance (frequently embodied
in regulatory texts), it is, in institutional settings (which constitute a very large portion
of daily work, in Smith's 'generous sense' of the word, for engaged individuals living in
Western societies) the ongoing reification and consumption of those processes by 'users'
and front-line workers is arguably constitutive and self-re-enforcing.
Alexander's work concludes with his review of two classes of actor whom he
identifies as playing a critical role in modern performances: critics and intellectuals
(Alexander, 2011). However, this is not entirely new or as developed an argument as
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found elsewhere. Turning to Science and Technology Studies and in particular the world
of Information Systems (drawing on Sociology of Finance and Economic Sociology and
the inherently 'sociomaterial' world of Orlikowski & Scott, 2008; Leonardi, 2011 and
others), we find some very concrete examples of tangible material performativity which
challenge the limits of cultural pragmatics, and the performance of the critic, in a subtler
way. More generally a range of ways to think about the performativity of technology
visions and expectations has been developed, and unravelling the anatomies of such
performances is an ongoing scholarly endeavour in Information Systems.
In practice, these perspectives on performativity – expectations and their content
and production, the multiplicity of spaces of enactment, and the role of materiality –
become intertwined and are self-re-enforcing (felicitously or otherwise); visions are
enacted during 'field configuring events' (Lampel & Meyer, 2008) borrowing all the
material props and other tools of the trade. The role of gatherings such as conferences,
public meetings and other communal events has been studied in management and
technology literature. For example, Rao (2001) describes collective performances of
‘claim making’ in the process of ‘coordinating and integrating ideas’ (Cetina, 2009).
Lampel and Meyer (2008) specifically identified the shaping elements of such Field
Configuring Events (FCEs), and pointed to their role in coordinating and integrating
discourse spaces (Cetina, 1995). Finally, Glynn (2008) connects the role of FCEs in
communities and notes the forces of agency and structure in how they “configure
relational and symbolic systems of communities as they form collective action but at
the same time influence the collective action of the community” (ibid; see also Moffazar,
2013 and Koch, 2003).
From a more traditional perspective in Science and Technology Studies this can
be seen to be consistent with views that technological outcomes do not follow stable or
repeatable trajectories (Fleck et al., 1990; Jørgensen & Sørensen, 1999), and
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performances are played out (as they are in many walks of life) across heterogeneous
landscapes by “a diverse and unevenly malleable array of human and non-human

elements” (Pollock & Williams, 2010).
Given the more nuanced conceptualisations of the market and the suggested
inadequacy of a purely communitarian models introduced in earlier sections of this
Chapter, the next question to ask is: ‘what part does information technology sales and
marketing play in shaping actors patterns of adoption?’.

The sale and marketing of technical products
This thesis draws on a number of areas of the Information Systems literature base: The
first, Information Infrastructures, is useful because it stresses the longevity and scale of
contemporary ICT systems and lays the foundation for the concept of the ‘long sale’.
The second considers an expanded understanding of ‘the user’ as the primary focus of
this Chapter. And the third, social and economic studies related to the selling, marketing
and procurement of information systems, connects the empirical data found with
examples of previous studies and theorising. In addition, the literature introduced on
visions and expectations show how an attention, in particular the idea of practice-based
imaginaries (Hyysalo, 2006), helps in understanding how sales and marketing activity
and the artefacts of the work of actors with these skills, helps sustain the long sale of
information infrastructures.
Previous work (e.g. Monteiro et al., 2013) in information systems has shifted
focus from individual discrete entities to more broadly defined interconnected socialtechnical assemblages These have been theorized as simultaneous evolving but
restricted, due to an established installed base (Hanseth et al, 1996). Monteiro et al.
(2013) stress that such arrangements are “typically stretched across space and time; …
and endure over long period (decades rather than years).” (Ibid p576; see also Rebus
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& Finholt (200) for a discussion of the long durée and the short-term tactics and longterm strategies employed by actors in sustaining information infrastructures). Monteiro,
Pollock and Williams (2014), note that through a steady build-up of empirical and
theoretical work there has been a change from a consideration of infrastructures as
objects towards one of practices. However, while this observation highlights gerund
‘infrastructuring’ work as containing design, implementation and use (Pipek & Wulf,
2009), to date there has been relatively little research into ‘sales’ work specific to
information infrastructures. This is perhaps surprising given the centrality of sales and
marketing work and effort and resource expended by major IT players, although as
suggested by Pollock and Hyyasalo (2014) this is perhaps reflective of the at times
limiting notion of ‘user’ and ‘supplier’ in the study of information systems. They note
that, in the context of the adoption of packaged enterprise systems, users can find
themselves playing a quasi-sales role in various referencing activities, which is of benefit
to both themselves and suppliers. Through this extended view of the user we can see
that a user is a more flexible notion, and one which deserves further study – in particular
Pollock and Hyysalo (ibid) point to the complexities of user motivation (through an
assessment of benefits accrued) and point to the role of power and influence in
understanding the intricacies of reference user work. The suggestion that contemporary
actors bridge the producer-distributor divide through ‘ubiquitous ICT’ (social media) is
found in the literature involving community oriented ‘prosumers’ and ‘produsage’
(Bruns, 2008). However, active management of this arrangement has been explored
(Johnson et al. 2013) and indeed the authors suggest that, at opposite extremes of the
spectrum of information infrastructures, suppliers face challenges and employ strategies
(as part of ‘knowledge infrastructures’) to deal with the sheer size and distantiation of
the contemporary ‘user base’ at times resorting to direct means of control (ibid).
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Concepts of the user have been put forward since the early days of information
systems research. Freidman and Cornford (1989 ch7) describe early user relations in
terms of those who create technical products versus those who interact with them. Over
time it has become apparent that users help design, develop, implement, select and
procure technology – which means they have a verifiable influence on the shaping of
technology. This has evolved further in the presence of packaged solutions (e.g. Sawyer,
2001). Their influence has gone beyond the boundaries of their own organisations and
has influence on other prospective adopters e.g. communities of user experts, a part in
the sales, marketing and co-branding of technology. Pollock and Hyysalo (2014)
suggest three reasons for this: Potential adopters find it hard to choose between complex
product offerings; Existing users build up expertise of both technology and vendor and
the complexities of negotiating the enterprise sales terrain; and Users are frequently
generous in their willingness to share with other user organisations, compensating for
information asymmetry. A question for IS scholars has become: why would users
willingly trade their time and expertise more widely? Contextualising the user has been
a feature of the work of a number of authors (e.g. Lamb & Kling, 2003) – they are
entangled in an organisational and institutional ecology which influences their
interactions. This is seen as both enabling and constraining. From this a web of
motivations may emerge e.g. and ecology of games (Dutton, 1992). In contrast to an
earlier view that packaged solutions limited user-supplier engagement, theories of

generification emerged which showed that users and suppliers interact heavily (Pollock
et al., 2007). Amongst other things reference site activity was a common feature. Users
developed strategies so as not to become an “angry orphan” (David, 1985) (e.g. left
without a supported or developing system). The argument is that reference work has
become formalised to the extent that users and suppliers factor it into the work they
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expect to do i.e. it has become routinized and politicalized. And yet remains under
researched in the IS literature.
Explorations of sales practice by science and technology scholars more widely
is found in detail in the work of Pinch and Clark (1995) and their seminal studies of
street sellers and the elaborate socio-arrangement they occupy in order to pitch and
close sales – these accounts while not exactly mirroring the enterprise sale process
nevertheless point to sales tactics which can be tested against the longer sales cycles
typically seen in information infrastructures, and have been adapted from heavily in
this Chapter. Considering organisational studies contributions to sales literature specific
to technology, Darr (2006) offers a canonical account of the nature of sales work in the
information economy and suggests, through an ethnographic exposition building on
social networks, that technology sales work facets a number of differences to
‘traditional’ ideas of sales ontologies. As described in Kopecká (2013), Darr’s (2002)
focus is on sales engineers who adopt the techniques of a more general class of
‘knowledge workers’, and is a counter theory to previous models of the sales
involvement in customer-supplier relationships as either: 1) ‘traditional’ where the focus
is on sales without a substantial knowledge of the technicalities of the product or
service, and 2) ‘advanced’ where the sales role is closer to that of an engineer helping to
solve product design problems (Bonaccorsi & Lipparini, 1994). Darr (2002) frames the
rise of the knowledge worker in the context of the shift from mass production to mass
customisation. The outcome of this change is a ‘technicization of the sales force’ (Darr,
2002), and an assertion of: 1) increasingly fuzzy lines between design, production and
sales, 2) a highly skilled sales workforce evolving alongside the recognized technical
workforce, 3) an inter-dependency of technical and interpersonal skills in knowledgebased work; and 4) the emergence of new kinds of sales relationships (Darr, 2006 pp57).
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While the account is effective in suggesting the complexities of contemporary
selling, it does however imply that sales work may not have been previously considered
to be valuable work, or that it was in some sense ‘unskilled’ work – in counter argument
the work of scholars like Pinch and Clark (1995) shows that the selling of even simple
goods is an elaborate and highly skilled activity involving a range of learned techniques
and, possibly, innate skill 6 . The use and complexity of material practices as a
fundamental element of the sales process has been explored more recently by Darr and
Pinch (2013). Darr (2006) asserts that selling has become a process rather than a pointin-time activity which appears correct, although it belies the previous sales and
marketing literature around relationship sales in other domains e.g. building and
construction, physical infrastructure and other sales of knowledge. What is also missing
from the account is the symmetrical treatment of the active role of user organisations
in this ‘new’ relationship model (cf. Sharma et al. 2008 and their discussion of ‘solution
selling’), and any mention of how sales are maintained over the long term (e.g. a
consideration of sales practice through studies of material culture as outlined by Geiger
and Kelly, 2014) – to focus on ‘networks’ as the primary mechanism is to ignore the
practicality which means that sales cycles are not always a continuum and that
sustaining sales efforts over time requires techniques of persistence to both ‘keep at it’
and to ensure sales-ground established in earlier phases has (possibly changing) value
in subsequent phases. Seen as a more cyclical model of shorter sales initiatives helps
shed light on how sales ‘fundamentals’ are still at the heart of enterprise sales, and that
network relationships alone may not be enough to explain the ‘long sales’ of
information infrastructure.

6

Which even one of the highly-qualified authors has trouble mastering, to comical effect, in
their account of field-work (ibid).
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Approaches to the market more generally have often prioritized either the
material or the social, and where actor-network-theory inspired studies of the market
draw attention to the role of material artefacts in constructing social order, discursive
studies consider the use of language in developing emerging properties of objects. For
example, Simakova (2013) looks at the work marketing-professionals do to affect
‘cultural technological discourses’ through ‘managing accountability’. While this work
is emphasized as being ambiguous and uncertain, the goal is to re-configure target
audiences through the introduction of tellable stories with certain properties to make
them believable enough to alter the target discourse. However, while extremely useful
this account of marketing professionals does not delve into the hands-on work of sales
professionals beyond introducing the idea of marketing and sales work as operating
around boundary objects (Star, 2010). More widely, the way memories of past practices
are stored, codified and handed-down across time is explored in the context of scientists
by Bowker (2006). And while discourse may play a part in connecting discrete sales
events over time, there are other more tangible objects that can be traced and are
necessary to ensure congruence when negotiating a changing network of actors
longitudinally. The use of narrative discourse is also not asymmetrical, and by taking
the extended view of the user it becomes clear that tell-ables are not the preserve of the
supplier and indeed form part of a shared repertoire of a range of actors who tell and
who listen and pass-on. Local knowledge of technological challenges and successes
creates inputs for sales performances that can influence the credibility of actors as
storytellers, and may become re-formalized in standards and governance (local and
wider best-practice).
On the demand side, under the banner of procurement studies, Howcroft and
Light (2008; 2010) consider selection processes for packaged enterprise software in
SMEs with a focus on consultants and sales professionals, and Pollock and Williams
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(2008) in the specific context of enterprise-resource-planning (ERP). These studies
highlight the challenges faced by users in procurement decision making and the efforts
of actors to address knowledge asymmetries. For example, Pollock and Hyysalo (2014)
conceptualisation of the ‘reference actor’ (an extension of the ‘social actor’ developed
by Lamb & Kling, 2003) as a network of organisational users (ibid p2) who conduct,

prima facie, idiosyncratic ‘supplier work’ on behalf of the vendor, is very helpful in
understanding how users bridge the gap. In part, these ‘referencing’ activities offer a
form of guarantee for other users and can be considered an independent endorsement
of a technology proposition from a supplier, which is useful where an adequate
assessment cannot be made until after implementation due to the nature of complex
enterprise technologies (ibid).
More widely, the ranking and rating of products and services is a focus of the
field of valuation studies (Helgesson & Muniesa, 2013) – however where the simple
scorings attributable to consumer offerings may be possible they are seldom
straightforward. For example, the well-known example of Amazon’s ‘star ratings’
afforded by consumers are the quantification of a more complex chain of user reviews
both within and outside the platform requiring significant time and effort to digest and
make decisions on. Reverting to the star rating as a fast and convenient way to process
large amounts of information when making decisions is common, and an example the
rise of contemporary interest in the performative nature of such algorithmic devices
which seek to simplify, yet have the power to not only describe but potentially move
markets (MacKenzie, 2006; Callon, 2007). In enterprise technology, such
simplifications include simple lists and graphs such as the Gartner magic quadrant and
hype cycles (Pollock & D’Adderio, 2012). In emerging technological fields, the
apportionment of ‘values’ to new offerings is harder and the independent rating and
ranking process more contentious. Alongside traditional methods such as a ‘request for
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proposal’ demonstration to the prospective user7, suppliers may lean on the extended
referencing work of clients to help build endorsements and consequently supply validity
to new products and services (ibid).
Turning finally to studies of the economics of information technology (e.g.
Varian, Farrell & Shapiro, 2004; see also Lakhani & Von Hippell, 2003), information
infrastructures can be suggested to be a platform for selling upgrades and complements;
future-setting work (e.g. visioning) encourages users to ‘gear up’ and align to the
vendor’s roadmap; in competitive commoditized markets where standard are pervasive
such as enterprise middleware market means contenders need to value add through 1)
brand building, 2) vendor specific add-ons, 3) a bespoke skills base, 4) exceptional
support, and 5) vertical integration. In practice this is a challenging value proposition
to craft as it may appear incredulous to concurrently claim ‘standardisation’ and
‘specialness’. Competition with ‘open source’ solutions is also increasing as these
technologies have matured and become increasingly professionalized (along with
adopting industry standardisation and establishing enterprise-class performance), and
the traditional sales rhetoric from paid-for suppliers at times appears weak.
From the Information Systems literature, the selection and procurement of ICT
systems has a long history of fruitful academic study. One specific observation from a
number of these studies is acknowledgement of the role of reference sites and visits as
a component of the selection process of complex ICTs. (e.g. Swan et al., 1999; Howcroft
& Light, 2010). Such visits involve a user who has successfully (or otherwise) implement
and (presumably) purchased a supplier’s offering in their organisation. However, as

7
Several suppliers may be pitted against each other in a head-to-head battle (at their own
expense), often at the prospective user’s premises to try and emulate the eventual operating
environment, as well as giving the user insight into each respective vendor organizations’
support and ‘human’ capabilities. The extent to which suppliers wish to engage in such
requests is partly dependent on their strength in the market and the strategic nature of the
client in question.
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Hyysalo (2010) points out, there remains an open question about what that role is and
why such visits even occur. The nature of such visits is rather curious on first
consideration: 1) they are potentially time consuming for users who are usually depicted
as time poor relative to organisational demands, 2) they move the private activity of
firms into a public or semi-public domain in areas in which firms are presumably
seeking competitive advantage, and 3) assuming firms within the same industry are
reluctant to trade reference work (for reasons similar to point 2) the relevance of
references from other dissimilar industries seems questionable. Nevertheless, Pollock
and Hyysalo (2014) found substantial evidence from longitudinal research of a strong
reliance on reference work when making product selection decisions for packaged
software and suggest that users are not just seen as ‘social actors’ (Lamb & Kling, 2003)
but further that they should be conceptualized as economic actors who play a pivotal
role in constructing exchange-, proximity- and community-value. Further, such value
may be realized only after the product is implemented (Williamson, 1985) challenging
the user to find ways to make a decision about assigning validity and value to a supplier
offering; indeed, Jalkala and Salminen (2010) suggest it is sometimes the only way to
assess software in antecessum. Reference-users are suggested to not only validate the
claims of suppliers with regard to assessable attributes of an ICT product but are
constitutive in shaping the characteristics of assessment (Pollock & Hysallo, 2014).
The approach to addressing my research questions (see Chapter 1 Introduction) was informed by an understanding of the commercial context in which
the sale of enterprise IT systems is set, and the theoretical frameworks which have been
developed to help us understand the processes and practices involved. The next Chapter
describes the context of my research.
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Chapter 3 – Research Context8
Introduction
This Chapter provides background information to help the reader make sense of the
remainder of the thesis. Firstly, it introduces the IBM product known as WebSphere
and places it in its historical context, from inception through to the time the research
was carried out. Secondly, it introduces MediaOrg and its relationship with IBM and
WebSphere.

So, what is WebSphere?

“It’s far more than just a product. The mechanism is so fundamental to the way in which
commercial applications work that you’d be very hard pressed today to think about
IBM strategies without WebSphere.” (Steve Mills, SVP and Group Executive IBM
Software Group, 2011).

8

This Chapter summarises findings and quotes from a selection of publically available news
sources and a published case study:

“IBM and the Secure Internet” (Case Study), Professor Chris Trimble, Tuck School of
Business at Dartmouth, 2008, Case No. 2-0032
 “WebSphere History”: http://sacha.labourey.com/2008/06/24/websphere-history/,





retrieved 01/06/2015

“IBM WebSphere”: https://www.ibm.com/ibm/history/ibm100/us/en/websphere, retrieved

03/06/2015

“IBM WebSphere at 10”, Darryl K. Taft, June 23 2008, eWeek,
https://www.eweek.com/networking/ibm-websphere-at-10, retrieved 03/06/2015
“Gerstner: Changing Culture at IBM – Lou Gerstner Discusses Changing the Culture at
IBM”, Harvard Business School Working Knowledge, 12/9/2002,
http://hbswk.hbs.edu/pubitem.jhtml?id=3209&t=finance, retrieved 05/06/2015
“Broken Promises: Unconventional View of What Went Wrong at IBM”, 30 May 1996,
G. Bruce Friesen, Harvard Business Review Press
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WebSphere is a platform technology from IBM which came to market in 1998 and
underpins the technology operations of a large global user base. Code named
‘Hurricane’, IBM’s initial aim with WebSphere was to provide “a foundation that

customers can use to build, deploy, and manage Java-based enterprise applications”
(Clark, 1998). It is largely invisible to the user as it is not the applications which users
interact with – rather it is the hosting platform on which their software runs, essentially
sitting between the operating system and hardware (or hosted virtual machines) and the
application. Its purpose is to enable standardised enterprise applications to become
portable and saleable across the organisation. In the early days of corporate IT such
application services would have been hand coded by users, but over time standards
emerged for how applications should operate with the platforms on which they ran e.g.
namespace services, access to persistent storage such as file systems and relational
databases, and transaction management. A ‘container’ such as WebSphere is referred to
as an application server and is the unit of computation in platform-as-a-service
architectures today. WebSphere comprises a family of products including a Business
Process Management platform, a persistent messaging framework, and ESB, and a
front-end portal container. Together these platforms allow the creation of enterprise
services (“application and integration middleware”) suitable for use in banking, online
retail, telecoms etc. The software for use within the enterprise is priced on the basis of
‘PVUs’ (processor value units), that is a calculation based on the number of CPUs the
software will run on. Initially WebSphere fell within the remit of programmer teams,
but today teams that manage a large-scale WebSphere ‘estate’ (i.e. the landscape of
servers and services) are composed of WebSphere administrators, engineers, architects,
and technical managers etc. The work is highly specialised and focuses less on
programming and more on design and configuration, working very closely with
hardware and operating specialists on one side and programmers and application
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architects on the other. Offering ‘safe’ ways to interact with the platform services for
developers’ efforts is one of the primary goals of a WebSphere support team. In essence,
WebSphere is the platform that is seen to make applications written by developers of
varying standards and experience ‘enterprise strength’. In competition with WebSphere,
various open source alternatives exist, and there has been a developer-led move towards
‘light-weight’ containers in some quarters, posing a challenge to traditional WebSphere
usage. This has met with a response from IBM proponents of challenging both the
quality and supportability of such light weight solutions, but has also led to the
incorporation of some successful tools from the open-source movement back into the
WebSphere platform. As well as being available to install and run on-premise,
WebSphere has cloud versions that IBM can host and manage on behalf of an
organisation, essentially offering an off-premise or bridged cloud. The pricing model
for a cloud version of WebSphere follows industry standards of hourly metering based
on usage e.g. data volume and application frequency of use.

Historical ontology: the WebSphere imaginaire
According to IBM in their 100th anniversary year recollections “[t]he rise of the

WebSphere brand … parallels the evolution of the web itself from static pages, sites and
content to today’s landscape of dynamic services, programs and real-time processing of
all kinds of data and media” (IBM, 2011). Consequently, the public account of the
history of WebSphere is served up in three parts: the conception, the growth, and the
future. Each part in the continuum mirrors wider changes in the external business
landscape: the web revolution (public face of business online), the service revolution
(enterprise technology coming of age), and a smarter planet (technology endemics).
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Shadowing dotcom and the rise of “e-business” (late
1990s - mid 2000s)
Early roots
“We decided to incorporate both sophisticated transaction processing and message
brokering functions into the product.” (Steve Mills, SVP and Group Executive IBM
Software Group, 2011)

To understand WebSphere as a product strategy one first has to understand a little of
the philosophy that underpins it. Chris Trimble, Professor of Business at Tuck
University (2008), concludes that “WebSphere is a story about a collision; a collision

between a brand that meant never fails, ever, and the wild, wild west of the internet in
the late 1990s.” This view is shared by IBM staff members. For example, Janet Perna
(General Manager, Information Management, IBM Software 1996-2005) notes that
WebSphere was born out of “[IBM’s] core competency in transaction processing. From

industrial strength transaction processing. [That] we were gonna take that to the
internet” (Perna, 2011). Until around the mid-1970s many business transactions were
processed by clerks and handed to a data-processing team to be entered into a computer
via punched cards, and outputs dealt with via pre-programmed reports. However, in
IBMs world, three innovations changed the way data processing worked: relational
database theory, the SQL programming language and a transactional middleware called
CICS whose heritage now stretches back over 40 years (Maney et al., 2011). CICS is
the foundation of modern transactional processing systems like WebSphere which share
a foundational legacy e.g. transactional support, quality-of-service (QoS) and faulttolerance, and today many transactional retail and banking systems are built on CICS
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or a derivative. Termed ‘middleware’, these software components sit between the
hardware/OS and user applications.

Around 1998
“It’s a great story because it was really just a small group of people [who] sort of in
defiance if you will, put together this little piece of code, sets of code, knitted it together,
got it done very quickly, got it out the door, and started this snowball effect that we’re
now benefiting from.” (Steve Mills, SVP and Group Executive IBM Software Group,
2011)

With the increasing prevalence of the open internet, and its role in business taking early
shape, IBM were faced with a challenge of where they would enter the market, and how
they might enable customers to take advantage of web-connected applications. Tasked
with addressing this very question, Steve Mills (SVP and Group Executive IBM Software
Group) and key staff (Danny Sabbah, John Swainson and Alfred Spector) met in 1997

to discuss the “Webification” of IBM’s enterprise tools; from that discussion
WebSphere Application Server was born. IBM’s at times random approach to product
naming is often mused by staff speakers and, as industry folklore has it, the name
‘WebSphere' was only chosen shortly before a developer conference presentation. Two
interesting dynamics shaped early WebSphere in ways still visible today, although that
could not have been predicted at the time9. The first was a decision to base WebSphere
on open-source technology, namely, the Apache web server and the then-immature
Linux OS. Steve Mills speaking to CRM Magazine explained that “[IBM] wanted to

leverage [Apache] as a standard and move beyond it by adding value through open- and
non-open source code to deliver a more complete application server … [and t]he most

9

They were socio-technical ‘bets'.
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popular [HTTP server] was the Apache Web server, and we made a decision to anchor
our effort to Apache because it had a 47 percent market share” (Mills, 2005). The
WebSphere 'business model’ presupposed that users would buy open source software if
IBM could find ways to ‘add value’ to it. The choice of Apache proved highly
controversial as it was at odds internally at IBM where another team was actively
pursuing its own web server. The second dynamic was a commitment to open standards
from the start - in particular Java was the programming language of choice even though
at the time it was a Sun Microsystems product (i.e. that of a major competitor).
However, IBM went on to play a significant part in the development of an Enterprise
Java (J2EE) working group and resultant reference specification (JSR). More generally,
the WebSphere product family proved to be a significant part of IBM's move away from
being a hardware-centric to a software- and services-centric company. According to
IBM staff memories, they called this the shift to “e-Business”. WebSphere Application
Server development started in 1998 with a small team working outside the usual
organisational lines and with significant freedom to do things their own way - both
technologically and in the way they organised themselves and their approach to the
market. The descriptions have similarity with other early-stage or incubator
development conducted under the watchful eye of a hopeful sponsor (cf. ‘skunkworks’).
Professor Chris Trimble notes in his case study of WebSphere that:

"The senior management team was directly involved, in a critical way, by closely
managing the interactions between nascent businesses like WebSphere and the rest of
the company, ensuring that the WebSphere could leverage IBM's massive assets without
getting destroyed by quarter-to-quarter hit-the-numbers imperatives. And IBM invested
steadily in WebSphere over 10 years, even as the rest of the industry went through the
dot-com boom and bust.” (Trimble 2008)
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Headed by Chris Wicher and Sue Wallenborn the first version of WebSphere was
delivered in 4 months with a first update 3 months later. And true to their heritage,
transaction processing and message broker capability was incorporated into the product
from day one. Due to the alignment to open standards, competition was ever-present in
what was shaping up to be a contested space. At that time major players included
NetDynamics and BEA WebLogic (before its acquisition by Oracle), and the future
winners and losers were still far from certain.

The new millennium
Craig Hayman (General Manager, Industry Solutions, IBM Software) responding in an
interview for the 'IBM at 100’ series reflects that “[t]he early days of WebSphere were

exciting. It was customers, customers, customers”. Early success stories and reference
sites included eBay, Amazon, Best Buy, SEARS, and The Bank of New York which
provided co-brand collateral and learning as the product matured. Over the next few
years WAS evolved from its application server roots to become a product brand
encompassing a wide array of solutions to ‘integration challenges’ including business
process management, persistent messaging, and portals. This solidified IBM as ‘thinking
like a software business’ and not just as one that treated software as a complement to
a hardware company. The focus on middleware allowed IBM to remain platformfocused and agnostic to which applications and use cases it served, whether they were
IBM products or not. Indeed, the majority of front-facing applications supported were
not IBM products, and where they were they often took the form of reference
architectures. Professor Chris Trimble states that:

“[t]he WebSphere application server had gained considerable momentum by 2002. IBM
released new versions every year. Standards were evolving quickly, and that created
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complexity. IBM inevitably created some uniqueness in its software but linked to
external standards wherever possible ... IBM's strategic objective for WebSphere was
straightforward: to offer the most capable application server on the market. The key
criteria buyers would evaluate were the number of systems with which the server could
connect (e.g., IBM databases, IBM mainframes, Oracle databases, SAP enterprise
software, Siebel [CRM] customer relationship management software, and so forth) and
their security, speed, scalability and reliability. Also, buyers evaluated how easy it was
to develop new applications to run on the application server.” (Trimble, 2008)

WebSphere is at the foundation of IBMs take on “middleware” and is an enabler of
heterogeneous system interoperability which developed into the domain of serviceoriented architecture (SOA). Finally, Trimble (2008) notes that “[a]s WebSphere

expanded from its core product, the WebSphere application server, to a broader tool
set for programmers, the WebSphere brand also expanded, from a certain set of features
to a philosophy of how modern corporate IT systems should be built and managed.”

Figure 3: Hursely Park, IBM’s major R&D centre in the UK, housed in a former stately home.
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Source: IBM public stock images (retrieved 2015).

Tracking the SOA ‘revolution’ (mid 2000s - 2010)
By 2006, IBM was leading the US$18 billion global middleware business, which led to
it becoming the world's second largest software company, at that time worth US$20
billion.

By

2008,

the

emergent

Service-oriented-Architecture

(SOA)

market

‘opportunity’ was predicted to be worth US$160 billion. From its humble beginnings
in 1997, in 10 years it had amassed a user base of 100,000 companies using some part
of the WebSphere product family, and, thanks in part to a foundation of open
standards, had an ecosystem of 10k application providers with complementary and
adjunct products and services. Along the way, nine companies had been acquired under
the WebSphere brand, with billions of dollars sunk into Research & Development.
Craig Hayman, then VP of WebSphere, told E-week magazine that “[i]n the early days
we took what was essentially an idea to a product, turned that into a platform, and
then turned that into what is now a way of life for SOA and some emerging thoughts
for smarter commerce. Incredible, incredible journey”. In terms of direction the focus
moved to scale: "[w]e're going for more data, more transactions and more performance.

We've improved automation, self-diagnostics and enhanced recovery. We built
WebSphere with a very weak operating system in mind, so WebSphere had to be very
operating system like. We built WebSphere with the expectation that it would be
running on Windows or Linux or something else, not MVS”. As noted by E-Week at
the time, the ICT industry analyst firm Forrester reported that application server users
can expect "more SOA, social computing, RIA (rich Internet applications) and Web 2.0
technology in their application servers” (Forrester, 2005) which was very much aligned
with IBM’s technology roadmap. Hayman stated that IBM had developed WebSphere
in six key areas: service orientation, analytics, active content, business policies, business
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rules and events, and that “[w]hat WebSphere has become today is a run-time [for

running] all kinds of workloads-from J2EE [Java 2 Platform, Enterprise Edition], to
REST, to Spring, to Web 2.0, etc”.

Cloud-enablement and other buzz (2010 onwards)

“If IBM had invented cloud, we probably wouldn’t have called it cloud!” (IBM EMEA
strategic manager during a telephone interview with the author, 2011)

Moving into more contemporary times, and with 6000 IBM developers working on the
product suite in 80 geographic locations, WebSphere continues to have pride of place
at the software table, where it is now considered to be in the same class as core IBM
technologies such as the mainframe-based IMS (Information Management System)
database and the CICS (Customer Information Control System) transaction server. But
the focus is increasingly on future-changing capabilities which extend the scope of the
original vision of mere 'webification'. According to Marie Wieck (General Manager,
WebSphere, IBM Software) “I think that a key focus that we’re really driving with

WebSphere now is as a platform and ecosystem for business. So it’s really how do you
provide the platform and the connectivity for a ’smarter planet” (Wieck, 2011). And
according to Nancy Pearson (VP Marketing, WebSphere, IBM Software) “[w]e’ve

succeeded in establishing WebSphere as a platform for helping to connect a smarter
planet. But we’ve gone further, moving beyond the data centre and the programmer to
a real focus on the business user. And in addition extending to new form facts like
mobile, appliances and cloud. But we’re just getting started and WebSphere is really
well positioned to really help businesses take advantage of these exciting new trends”
(Pearson, 2011). The mention of cloud is interesting, as unlike other aspirations which
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appear to alter user delivery channels and improve reach, the cloud proposition is really
a more fundamental shift in the way IBM intends to do business. Despite survey results
from the Economist Intelligence Unit around that time suggesting that there was
recognition of cloud but little adoption (EIU, 2012), the public sentiment in IBM’s
executive briefings state that cloud was already “mainstream” and in use by many
companies ‘just like you’. It goes on to invite readers to classify themselves into a
number of categories, with tailored benefits and roadmaps for adoption. Case studies
of household names were also provided. But what is IBM’s public take on cloud? In
their external marketing literature they state that:

“[c]loud computing is a pay-per-use consumption and delivery model that enables realtime delivery of configurable computing resources (e.g. networks, servers, storage,
applications, services). Typically these are highly scaleable resources delivered over the
internet to multiple companies, which only pay for what they use. Cloud delivery models
can help organisations scale their investments as they grow their business. They can also
open the door to new business approaches through standardised applications,
infrastructure, testing environments and business processes that help improve service
delivery and efficiency” (IBM, 2016).

So, in the large, this can be interpreted as a third-party services operation with hints of
standardisation and automation. In the small, the shift to cloud has been more low key
- an augmentation of their core WebSphere products with the capacity to transition
applications to the cloud, which ‘ships for free’ with version upgrades, and a committed
sales and technology team ready to help users make the transition. In terms of the
product line, Cloud first reared its head in the form of a standalone technology called
CloudBurst in 2010 as part of an early adopters programme, which was rebranded IWD
(Intelligent Workload Deployer) in 2012, before the launch of public General
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Availability (“GA”) product BlueMix in 2014. These technologies started life as
workload automation tools, which over time have become integrated with off-premise
cloud services and an end-to-end software development framework (see Figure 4).

Figure 4: “Code like a start-up, run in the enterprise” (IBM online marketing collateral 2015).
The value proposition is that you can, via the WebSphere Liberty profile, enhance existing onpremise applications to support cloud ahead of time, and later move to the cloud when the
time is right, essentially seeding the future. Source: IBM website, retrieved 2016.

Alternative histories
While the official IBM story draws on the industry repertoire of a heroic, fast-paced,
high-tech start-up mentality and courageous enterprise beating the competition, other
interpretations are possible. Reading against the grain, middleware can be seen as a turf
battle in the presence of open standards and interoperability - essentially a race to the
bottom of a commoditising industry. With reference standards to follow, and a wide
number of providers claiming to do essentially the same thing, product differentiation
strategies were often unclear. Leveraging existing client bases and brand value were
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significant parts in the strategies of these organisations. Open source companies offered
far lower cost of ownership, even if there was some perceived trade off with quality and
dependability. As Forrester noted at the time, "open source is a problem for IBM and

Oracle WebLogic. As our quality survey suggests, the open-source alternatives are 'good
enough' options for many shops for a lower cost than the conventional products. JBoss
and Sun are benefiting from this market dynamic.” (Rymer, 2006). However, IBM
leadership appeared very sure of the market - perhaps this was a sign of their belief in
IBMs ability to shape the market in their own interests and gain an upper hand.
According to Steve Mills, “[h]ow people make transactions, how we move money

around, how the critical things in business get executed, I don’t think they’re going to
fundamentally change. And I think we’ve designed this product in a way that let’s it
keep on extending and extending and extending, and so it’ll be out there for our
children’s children’s children” (Mills, 2011). His belief was that competitor offerings
were not built on as solid a foundation as IBM’s (the transactional processing legacy),
and that ultimately by moving WebSphere away from just a pure-play application server
to a brand identity they had crafted something bigger than the sum of its parts. "BEA

never really embraced a true next-generation design. Their design point was simpler and
more vulnerable to attacks from below” (ibid). However, by other accounts the initial
incarnations of IBM products were not entirely without their own issues. Poor quality
existed in early WebSphere versions (perhaps reflecting the very rapid speed to market),
contrary to IBM received wisdom. The threat of competition from another supplier,
JBoss, to WebLogic being due to WebLogic’s inability to be next generational was
perhaps overstated; early adopters arguably put significant emphasis on the IBM brand
over a best-in-breed product e.g. JBoss, whereas WebLogic lost ground as it did not
have the legacy heritage. And while IBM clearly had its followers, the open source
community has also been successful in the enterprise space, in keeping with the
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developer-centric origins of the public internet. The extent of the negotiation that went
on cross-industry in shaping the early markets can also not be overlooked - by some
accounts, considerable collaboration occurred:

“It was about 30 or 40 vendors that were building such products at the time, so we
called up the leaders of these companies and had the conversation about standardisation
of Java, making the market larger and each competing on our own implementation to
gain share within that. And that if we didn’t collaborate, all of us would lose.” (Tom
Inman, VP IBM Software Solutions Group, 2011).

In the public account, the influence of Gartner, Forrester and other industry analysts in
these very early days is less clear, and much market-making appears on face value to
have been self-started.

The ICT market as an ecosystem of actors
The market for ICT products and services is a diverse one. The focus of this thesis is the
B2B market that consists of software and hardware to support businesses. Taking two
standpoints: that of a user organisation i.e. a consumer of ICT services, and that of a
supplier organisation i.e. a supplier of ICT services, let me briefly outline how each
might operate within the market.
WebSphere finds its primary usage in organisations interested in a heavy-weight
suite of application servers, and integration technologies to help knit together a
collection of heterogeneous systems (often of varying vintages) within their ICT estates.
Essentially it offers the glue to join disparate data sources and to support free flow of
information, securely and persistently from one end point to another (sometimes termed
an enterprise service bus). In the UK, this user base is dominated by many of the major
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telecommunications companies, utilities firms and other organisations with significant
ICT legacy. Indeed, the management of legacy technologies is a major strength of the
WebSphere family, which can provide a facade to the mess of infrastructures and
applications that have evolved over many years. These user organisations have
centralised ICT departments, which have traditionally partitioned themselves between
operational support and new project development activities. The team responsible for
WebSphere will often be a dedicated team with responsibilities for servicing daily
support tasks and providing specialist knowledge for ongoing project work. In more
recent times a trend towards agile-development and DevOps-support approaches to
technology management has led to some of these tasks becoming devolved at the coal
face, but usually with overarching enterprise architects responsible for infrastructure
decisions at a more strategic level. The ownership of the relationship with IBM will
typically be held at this level, with key architects and technology managers.
On the part of the supplier, IBM segments the market into vertical and
horizontal concerns. It supports companies by segment type e.g. financial services and
media. and considers itself to expert in not only technology solutions but also alignment
with specific business domains. Users are termed ‘accounts’ and an account manager is
often assigned to one or more companies in the portfolio. The account manager may
be based near to, or at, the client site for part of the week, to remain close to the action
and to be available for opportunities and issues. This also improves the ability to
network with key users. The account manager is backed up by a technical pre-sales
representative, and beyond this is able to tap into technical specialists at a senior level
across each vertical and horizontal concern. Where necessary the account manager can,
via formal or informal channels, liaise with technical and non-technical resources from
across the IBM organisation e.g. software, and professional services. IBM manages the
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user organisation at various levels from operational interactions through to executive
engagements including showcases, and obligatory social functions. In addition, a range
of complements to supplier offerings are found in the ICT market e.g. third-party
companies offering niche or bespoke services, investors, industry analysts, resource and
manpower agencies, associations and affiliations, trade press, event organisers, along
with trade journals, consultants, and other infomediaries. Competition is from a range
of sources e.g. other major players such as Oracle Fusion, open source contenders such
as WS02, and home-grown solutions. Together these actors constitute the ICT
ecosystem. One group in particular that has been described as particularly influential is
the range of industry analysts in the ICT field (Pollock & Williams, 2016). In particular,
analyst firms such as Gartner and Forrester publish widely on the state of the ICT
middleware and related markets, and have a performative shaping effect on these
markets. The role they play from user and supplier perspectives was witnessed during
the course of this research, in the form of discussion around the IBM position in the
market – the market being visualised in meetings using the famous ‘Gartner Magic
Quadrant’. MediaOrg had access to Gartner resources that were considered useful by
management in understanding the relative positioning of various competitors in this
field, and to understand where the market was moving. Hence, at a certain level, views
and opinions from the technology-visioning sessions IBM provided to MediaOrg were
in competition with those provided by third-party market makers such as Gartner. The
views of major analysts, and also information compiled from other ‘independent’
sources such as independent conference output and online trusted sources, site visits to
other out-of-sector users (i.e. non-IBM users) and friends or collaborators in the wider
ICT community, were used as inputs for conversations (both commercial and technical)
with the IBM team, and considered part and parcel of ‘good vendor management’.
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In 2012 the ‘state of the industry’ was largely focused on SAO Infrastructure, a
sector in which IBM was a market leader, but by 2014-2015 the space for middleware
technologies had become less clear. There had been significant specialisation and a
number of new entrant niche players had appeared making a pure ‘middleware’ market
hard to discern. Gartner’s approach has been to further segment the market into a series
of sub-markets (cf. see also Pollock (2016) on ‘prosthetic markets’). A number of these
sub-markets are shown in the Magic Quadrants (see appendices for Gartner MQ for
‘cloud computing’ 2012 - 2015) include separate classification for a range of cloudrelated product and service types. The Middleware market, according to Gartner in
2012, was relatively simple to understand, and conveyed on a single 2x2 Magic
Quadrant. However, by 2014 - 15 this had expanded significantly, and showed IBM as
leading in some but not all markets, scattered across 7 or 8 different Magic Quadrants.
Whether such market specialisation will continue, leading to further market
segmentation or we will see some form of consolidation, remains to be seen.

MediaOrg joins the journey
MediaOrg are a long time IBM user and considered a strategic user (Pollock &
Williams, 2010). Their position as a UK household name means that they carry
considerable weight in procurement negotiations, and have brand value that is precious
to IBM. By UK standards they have a very large WebSphere estate, which includes a
number of products from the IBM portfolio: Application Server, Business Process
Management, Portal, MQ, ESB. They are also a long-term user of IBM professional
services teams in India, and ad hoc contact engagements with IBM specialists. The
MediaOrg estate comprises around 1000 virtual machines hosting WebSphere
products, and much of their physical server estate has been migrated as part of a
virtualisation initiative. The service agreement with IBM software group is a multi-
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million-pound deal renewed every two years, as of findings in 2012. WebSphere was
the original platform for the Chordiant CRM platform which has been heavily modified
over the years to support core sales and contact centre applications. Other areas of the
business have gradually come online as WebSphere users e.g. supply chain, mobile,
MediaOrg Business services. A dedicated IBM account manager is assigned to the
MediaOrg account and bases himself onsite at certain times. There is also a technical
pre-sales manager and domain architect signed to the account. MediaOrg manages a
dedicated WebSphere team within their technology division (see Figure 5). The team
grew out of the original CRM development team, which itself was originally a team of
ICT specialists in the project development team. Adopting the IBM centre of excellence
model (Ding, 2006) in 2010, they have access of IBM via a strong service agreement
including access to IBM’s prestigious ‘Inner Circle’ offering key accounts the ability to
gain early visibility to, and possibly exert influence over, new product offerings.
MediaOrg representatives attend the bi-annual WebSphere User Group meetings in the
UK (see Figure 6), annual IMPACT conference in the US and have played roles as
reference site, as guest speakers, and as early adopters trialing alpha/beta technology
programmes. The WebSphere team found itself part of a controversy part-way through
the data collection phase. Faced with a new IT directorate, the WebSphere team was
identified as a ‘problem child’ (amongst 20 or so others) due to increasing platform
instability on core systems. This was debated as being to do with practices of the team,
versus issues with code delivered by developers, or the extent to which an older ‘endof-life’ (EOL) legacy system had been heavily customised to support the application,
and consequently was unmaintainable by the vendor. This designation prompted
attempts to professionalise the team on a number of levels: there were personnel changes
and new hires, significant focus was put on migration away from legacy infrastructure,
and applications were re-written to ensure best practice adherence. In part, some issues
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appeared to be legacy hangover from the rapid project phases typical of the initial
launch of products, where speed-to-market was everything. The team, for a while, paid
the price of unresolved technical debt. However, as of 2015 the platform is by all
accounts relatively stable. The stability issues witnessed firsthand during data collection
did however have the consequence of making it possible to open the black box of
infrastructure and witness firsthand the tensions that occurred.
The next Chapter describes the strategy, methodology and methods that I used
during my research in light of the context outlined in this Chapter.
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Figure 5: over the course of the research the MediaOrg WebSphere team operated physically
from an assortment of leased properties in the North of the UK. In contrast to the plush offices
of the public facing organisation these may appear bleak. However, such locations belie the
complexity of the operations they led and supported; the ‘shed life’ of the invisible engineer is a
sophisticated and social affair. From top-bottom, left-right: 1. Watermark Building [1, 5], 2.
New Logic House [2], 3. Mackintosh Campus [3, 7, 8], 4. Centrex House [4, 6]. Source:
author’s photographs (2015).
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Figure6: WebSphere User Group meetings held in Edinburgh (Royal Society, George Street),
IBM South Bank (Central London) and IBM Bedfont Lakes (West London). Source:
combination of author’s photographs (2011 - 2015) [3, 4, 5, 6, 8], and images obtained from
the WebSphere User Group website (retrieved, 2015) [1, 2, 7].
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Chapter 4 - Research Framework
“The map is not the territory” – Korzybski (1933)

Introduction
The goal of my research project was to complete a modest ethnography (Neyland, 2008)
exploring the diffusion of cloud-enabled technologies at the interchange between sales
and technology, taking visions as a way into the generous work users and suppliers do
in translating grand futures into viable realities. In doing so I wished to address my
observation that the active embrace of a service-outsourcing strategy by end-users was,
in some ways, idiosyncratic.
This Chapter continues as follows. After a brief description of the context within
which I carried out my research (the field site) I give a justification of the use of
fieldwork as a means of data collection and some opening thoughts on the value of
ethnographic research. I then move on to outline the research strategy adopted under
the banner of a ‘Biography of Artefacts and Practices’ (BoA) approach, designed to
bound the multi-sited study across space and time. I lay out research principles and
ethnographic research questions that I used to guide my work. Research questions in an
ethnographic study can be broad or narrow, and to an extent frame the epistemology,
so careful consideration is then given to my methodology, ontology and claims to
knowledge. That is, I attempt to ground the 'world view’ of my research in an
epistemological position (Crotty, 1998 p8). The framework for research is then laid out
in more detail in terms of standard organisational ethnographic concerns such as
locations and access, field relations, participant observation, interviews and other data
sources, the writing process, ethics and wrapping up the research. My methods are
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unpacked in further detail under an explicit methods section, along with the details of
actual data collected, interviews conducted and so on, and a reflection on the process
of analysis and derivation of theoretical claims. Finally, I conclude with practical
implications and considerations of the methodological approach to this research study,
a reflexive confessional (Kunda, 2006), and some modest claims to methodological
contribution.

Research background
The focus of my research was the actors involved in the sale, purchase and deployment
of an enterprise IT solution called Websphere, and the ‘arenas’ in which they worked
and interacted. (Details of Websphere, the timeline of its creation and development,
and the entry point of the purchaser/deployer (‘user’), can be found in Chapter 3.)
Briefly, WebSphere is a platform technology from IBM which came to market in 1998
and underpins the technology operations of a large global user base. It is largely invisible
to the end-user as it is not the applications which users interact with – rather it is the
hosting platform on which their software runs, essentially sitting between the operating
system and hardware (or hosted virtual machines) and the application. Its purpose is to
enable standardised enterprise applications to become portable and saleable across the
organisation. A ‘container’ such as WebSphere is referred to as an application server
and is the unit of computation in platform-as-a-service architectures today. WebSphere
comprises a family of products including a Business Process Management platform, a
persistent messaging framework, and ESB, and a front-end portal container. Together
these platforms allow the creation of enterprise services (“application and integration
middleware”) suitable for use in banking, online retail, telecoms etc.

For my research, I drew data from several information sources, namely:
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1. Enterprise IT Supplier
The sources from which I drew data were documents collected during sales
meetings, observations collected via note-taking and Dictaphone, pre-arranged
semi-structured interviews, and generally available sales collateral.

2. Enterprise IT User Organisation
The organisation which had purchased Websphere was a large multinational
company involved in the media and telecommunications business (MediaOrg),
and in which I was employed during the period of my data collection. Data
were gathered through individual interviews, with staff, and from observations.
Interviews were recorded using a combination of note-taking and Dictaphone,
observations during my daily work routine were recorded in a journal and
extracted from sources including email.

3. Intermediate Supplier-User groups
In common with most IT supply companies, IBM organises user groups which
meet regularly and have shared online spaces for interactions.

The IBM

WebSphere user group is made up of practitioners from across the UK. In total,
around 4000 individuals, representing a range of organisations that have an
interest in the IBM WebSphere product family. These range from end users
working for major UK corporations in a range of sectors including healthcare,
retail, media, telecommunications, banking and finance, education and
manufacturing, as well as members representing consulting firms, industry
analysts, training companies, recruitment firms, professional services firms, and
independent contractors. The members are generally highly technical
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individuals: developers, engineers, systems architects and consultants. In
addition, a number of technical managers are also active participants.
I attended meetings of this User Group, had access to printed and electronic
materials about Websphere.

Where appropriate I have anonymised the names of those from whom I gathered data,
as described in the section on ‘Anonymisation of Actors’ below. Further details on the
research context can be found in the appendices and the glossary provided.

From theory to practice: ontology & epistemology
In grounding academic research, an appropriate theoretical, epistemological and
possibly ontological position needs to be taken, and the logic for doing so reasoned
out. These concerns will impact, at more practical levels, matters of what knowledge
we can attribute to findings, a value position, and comparability of findings not only
within our own work, but potentially also alongside findings in related studies in the
field of study. My own work is grounded in part in the field of Science and Technology
Studies, one in which significant thought has been given by scholars over past decades
in developing adequate analytical models to understand the relationships between
technology and society (Pollock & Williams, 2008), and suggest methodological
frameworks for empirical research (ibid). Initial debate focused on the differing views
of Actor Network Theory (ANT; Latour, 1987) over the incumbent theories of
structuralists (e.g. Callon on power and markets). Addressing shortcoming in the
initial incarnations of ANT (e.g. matters of plurality, and focus on local actors; Sørensen
& Levold, 1992) and Social Construction of Technology (SCOT; Pinch & Bijker, 1984),
the Social Shaping of Technology (SST) view emerged (MacKenzie & Wajcman, 1985;
Williams & Edge, 1996), and was refined (Sørensen & Williams, 2002) and expanded
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in the ‘social leaning’ and ‘mutual shaping’ theories. The prevailing view in STS today
is that of myriad complexity, requiring more pragmatic multi-level approaches
culminating in the idea of a ‘biography of artefacts’ for STS (Pollock & Williams,
2008). While no particular epistemological position is mandated in the biography of
artefacts approach – and indeed scholars have called for avoiding a one-size-fits-all
approach to reasoning about research design – it nevertheless has constructivist roots,
emphasising the role of learning in the construction of meaning. My own theoretical
stance, then, builds from the shared history summarised above.
In practice, such a constructivist world-view stems from the desire to understand
what people and societies actually do in achieving their goals – i.e. a process-oriented
view of construction, coupled with realist ontology. Czarniawska (2008) quoting
Hacking (1999) outlines a number of levels of ‘involvement’ a constructivist can take:
historic, ironic, rebellious, and revolutionary, suggesting movement among the first
three is most appropriate for the researcher, which also appear to be the appropriate
categorisations for my own research; grounding the roots of the ‘cloud computing’
innovation and revealing the inherent ‘shadow’ work. Kunda (2006) describes the
‘intimacy’ required to unravel the context-dependency inherent in “the way people
understand their reality and reflect on it” (ibid p240). A constructionist epistemology
fits the goal of understanding “how organising proceeds” (Czarniawska, 2008).

Why fieldwork? The debate on ethnographic utility
Ethnographic fieldwork has a long tradition amongst Western scholars. Considering
three distinct research streams: anthropological, sociological and managerial, it is clear
that the practice of ethnography has been used in different ways at different times
(Neyland, 2008). Anthropological uses have their roots in the colonial studies of
scholars such as Malinowski (1929) and Radcliffe-Brown (1922), developing ideas of
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group study, as an improvement over previous collection of mere ‘second hand
accounts’ from exotic lands. Post-colonial developments, and post-war interests, led to
anthropological studies moving into the workplace and, for example, Warner suggested
the study of small groups as a mirror on small societies. More recently, Suchman (2000)
notes the ‘brand’ now identified with ethnography as a contemporary practice, and
Wakeford (2003) describes the challenges of ethnography for organisational
anthropology, which requires not only the study of organisations but studies for
organisations (Neyland, 2008), and the conflicts which may emerge. This in itself is not
entirely new, as earlier colonial studies were often in part for the purpose of
management and control, although studies in more recent times have a greater
expectation of ensuring a reflexive account. Either way, anthropological studies of
workplace organising, using ethnographic methods, remain commonplace today. In the
sociological tradition, exotic lands are replaced by efforts to make the familiar exotic
closer to home. These early efforts often had political and pragmatic agendas, for
example The Chicago School; attempts to improve representation such as Whyte (1955)
and his studies of street corner life. Such studies build counter-intuitive insights into
marginalised and under studied elements of society e.g. Becker (1973), and most
recently have been used extensively in the field of Science and Technology Studies, with
or without policy interest. The question of how to study and potentially theorise
abstract concepts such as culture and change management has led in the management
and organisational studies literature to a renewed contemporary interest in ethnography
in the organisation. Earlier interest in an ethnography of organising, e.g. the Hawthorne
studies (Mayo, 1949), was overshadowed for a time by more naturalistic approaches
under the guise of management science (Czarniawska-Joerges, 1992) with a focus on
more quantitative methods such as surveys and modeling. However, there is a current
recognition that ethnographic methods have utility in teasing out counter-intuitive and
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unrecognised aspects in organisational settings, mirroring earlier sociological studies
e.g. Chicago School. Hence the utility in studying the apparently banal of everyday
working lives (Becker, 2007 ch1) and, remaining skeptical and ‘taking nothing for
granted’, is now well established, as a counter to the ‘received wisdom’ of hypothesisbased scientific testing, and where instead the researcher is operating in a learning mode
(Agar 1986). These studies however face challenges such as distinguishing the practical
and epistemological differences between ethnographies for and of organisations,
timescales which may not match with the expectations of management practitioners,
and sensitive access/ethics issues (Neyland, 2008 p9). There are also challenges in
“making ethnography work” to hurried research timelines, and the danger of rushed
studies undermining the overall ethnographic research ethos. A theme, then, of this
Chapter is to consider the challenges to ethnography as a viable research methodology
in the time-bound context of a Ph.D. project, and answering the questions of ‘how was
I able to justify this choice?’ and ‘how did I ensure I did not fall foul of claims that
ethnography done badly risks a shallow and subjective account?’.
Considering fieldwork more generally, Czarniawska (2007) challenges us to ask
why, in light of the abundance of alternative and readily available sources of data and
information about modern organising, we choose to “go to the field” (ibid p7), and
argues that to go to the field is to go to the “production of accounts”, or what she calls
“ethical” empiricism (in avoiding a belief of an epistemologically privileged position,
and taking the words of all actors in the field as legitimate). Kunda (2006) justifies in
detail his choice of ‘field work’ as a tool to gain insight and access to what was an
otherwise under socialised group at the time. His rationale is a highly personal defense,
which highlights the fact that research is, in whatever form, a very human experience,
and he concludes that “the best we can do, then, is let the work speak for itself” (ibid
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p241). My own justification echoes these respective positions; particularly in light of
the continuing professionalisation of the social groups I chose to study.

Research strategy
In establishing a research strategy (Hancke, 2009; Blaike, 2000) I found it useful to
work with two ideas while carrying out fieldwork: principles and questions. Principles
were used at the outset as a way to tease out my reasons for the study, and these
ultimately became more rounded research questions. This follows a similar process to
eliciting ‘moderate generalisations’ from early data findings looking for conflicts,
disjunctions and disconnects which might help craft a problematic or more structured
research questions. So, in developing a strategy from my questions it should be noted
that this was an ongoing process, in which I challenged myself to problematise the
future, both to elicit a topic of research but also as a strategic approach to doing the
research.

Research approach
My approach was to follow 'the career of ICT visions’ as a form of 'object shadowing’
(see also Harper 1998 who follows informational 'careers’). I wished to trace the
network of visions I encountered amongst actors and places (see Czarniawska, 2008 on
action nets). It should be noted that an ethnographic approach is not limited to the
study of people – and the material artefacts used in modern organisational settings are
every bit as important as those in earlier tribal studies of material symbolism. Visions
are by their very nature nebulous concepts, and consequently understanding the various
forms in which they are ‘carried’ by (human and non-human) actors and through what
material devices, was a major component of the research study. This principle led to the
belief that the study should reflect the symmetric treatment of people and things (the
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material) and not just the study of ‘cultures’. And finally, that the study should actively
observe ‘ritual inductions’ as rites of passage, extended to any object e.g. visions, which
must be traversed to foster understanding, and taken as important by members of the
group.

Research questions
In defining strategy, I found it useful to identify questions on a number of different
levels: from broad and exploratory to narrower, the latter especially as I interrogated
and structured an argument out of the data I had collected. So wider questions and focal
areas served me well in entering the field at a point when I was armed more with
principles and a problematic, and to an extent imposed some (needed) constraints on
the study, and narrower questions were then useful when it came to deciding the shape
of the empirical analysis. That said, the things I was ‘looking for’ in the field as the
study developed over a number of years of data collection did become more specific: at
the point I felt I had a good angle to pursue it made less sense to collect unfocused data
(although I did keep all the unused observational notes and recordings which could
perhaps be of a different use in future) and focus on more specific areas of enquiry. This
led me to write-up my ethnography less as a wide ‘site visit’ account and rather as true
to the slice through the biography as I had intended i.e. I started wide and ended up
narrow in the spirit of a Strategic Ethnography (Pollock & Williams, 2010). In this way
ethnography showed utility as both exploratory and as a tool to answer something very
specific, with interesting framings. Such analysis was however inductive, building up
my findings out of data (cf. Glaser & Strauss, 1967; Urquart, 2013), i.e. a grounded
approach, rather than going to the field with a hypothesis to prove or disprove.
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Broad research questions
These were as set out in the Introduction, namely:

1. How do enterprise IT users know technology before they buy?
2. How do they navigate the hype?
3. Are users actually implicated in the selling process, and if so why do they participate
in this way?
4. Are our current notions of the enterprise IT buying and selling process limiting our
understanding of the reality of this process?

Narrower research questions
5. Fast changing innovation processes are clearly defining attributes of the space where
I carried out my study. Alongside this, ‘hype’ has become a taken for granted of the
field (every new development is accompanied by a promissory language). In this
thesis, I am interested in understanding how experienced practitioners navigate this
field and these expectations? What strategies do they use to manage and see through
hype?
6. How does the selling of a large-scale IT infrastructure occur? What are the actual
practices of selling and what kinds of relations are established between those selling
and those purchasing? Are there specific material practices and devices employed to
make this process work? It is not unusual for the sale of large-scale IT systems to
occur over many years. In that time, many obstacles – even crisis – can emerge.
What are the implications for the sales process when there is disruption or tension?
Do upheavals have an influence on the supplier vision?
7. Business to business buying processes are increasingly an ‘on-line’ affair, especially
for software-based services. So, why do face-to-face interactions still dominate in
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business to business enterprise sales? And what implications are there for these kinds
of close selling channels of new models of computing (e.g. the shift to commoditised
utility computing models)? How might we theorise this selling space? Might the
growing interest in ‘performativity’ (Callon, 2005) throw new light on this process?

Theoretical and methodological development
Assessing the initial gap I had identified in the Information Systems literature (Chapter
2 - Literature Review) gave me several standpoints from which to ask questions during
my research. What happens if we apply the ‘organising vision’ model to this empirical
case? What gaps or disagreements in theory emerge? For example, why do some users
appear to engage in organising visions and join the constituency and some do not? Do
we gain more or less insight by viewing with the lens of the sociology expectations in
science and technology? What would a sales account look like when framed for an
Information Systems audience? Methodologically, how do we deal convincingly with
collecting data to account for all possible performatives when considering the
development of a vision like cloud and its dispersion into cloud-enabled product lines
like WebSphere without ‘boiling the ocean’? What can we realistically hope to achieve
and how can we shape a research framework and methods to tackle this?

Research framework
Biography of Artefacts and Practices: a framework for understanding
the development of Information Infrastructures
Cloud remains a relatively unexplored terrain for the socio-technologist. In the spirit
of the work of Pollock and Williams (2008 p10) this research study looks to go beyond
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the typical ‘implementation study’ and answer the call for “…strategic ethnography:
theoretically-informed, multi-site and longitudinal studies … draw[ing] insights here
from a programme of empirical research into the long-term evolution of corporate einfrastructures” (Pollock & Williams, 2010). Assuming ‘cloud computing’ can indeed
be traced, albeit indirectly, to earlier innovations, I argue that yet another
implementation study, while enjoyable to write, may yield little new insight. We will
inevitably find tales of heroics, battles with vendors, questionable returns on
investment, and other common woes. Instead, this research traces the evolution of
cloud computing in the IBM product line as both ‘software’ and ‘product’, and how its
evolution is being shaped by its historical and socio-technical context (Pollock &
Williams, 2008 p11). A ‘Chapter’ in the biography is chosen, following the advice of
Pollock and Williams that such an undertaking is a ‘team effort’ (ibid). This could form
a self-contained yet related strand in a fuller biography requiring the complementary
work of a number of parallel researchers.
Recently, scholars have raised concerns with existing studies of large-scale ICT
development and diffusion, for which heterogeneity, size and complexity of the sytems
concerned is only set to increase (i.e. Information Infrastructures e.g. see Hanseth,
Monteiro and Hating, 1996). For example, Pollock and Williams (2009) note a number
of endemic issues as they saw them: underlying theoretical weaknesses, empiricism,
single site ethnography, short-term ‘award led’ studies, and disciplinary fragmentation.
Issues with the study of the organisational field can occur: DiMaggio and Powell’s
Bourdieuian inspired concept (1983) no longer includes the actual interactions between
organisations e.g. as seen by new institutionalists (Czarniawska, 2004). However,
where interactionist accounts of the kind inspired by Suchman (2000) are immensely
rich in their treatment of organisational processes, they are none-the-less confined in
time and place, and ill-equipped to study technologies which span locations, time, and
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other boundaries. Consequently, scholars of contemporary STS have encouraged
researchers to go 'beyond the implementation study,' and look at technology and its
social impact beyond the observable in any given encounter. The Biography of Artefacts
and Practices perspective proposes the use of strategic ethnography, multiple sites (in
space) and multiple time frames to track the innovation process as it unfolds. Strategic
ethnography implies a planned approach to the study of large and amorphous fields
which may only take shape retrospectively. Pollock and Williams suggest long-term
longitudinal studies (Ruspini, 2000), a focus on historiological review (Goldthorpe
1991; Ricoeur 1984; Wright 1959) and contemporary ethnography including
development struggles (e.g. start-up versus incumbent), finding “moments in an artefact
biography” (e.g. post implementation support, procurement, supplier-user linkages),
and the study of new players e.g. industry analysts. The study should include something
of complexity of dynamics in the relationships between the actors in the ecology. In a
similar vein Czarniawska (2004) recommends a focus on ethnographic accounts of
events taking precedence over account of places, people or issues. She recommends a
method (action net; Czarniawska 2008) to capture the unfolding of a field, as opposed
to retrospective studies of the outcome of organising (i.e. organisations). Stressing that
this is not an ontological device but purely an analytical one (for now, as she notes!),
and is a way to “embrace both the anti-essentialist aspect of all organising (organising
never stops) and its apparent solid effects (for a moment things seem unchangeable and
‘organised-for-good’)” (ibid). Complementary to Pollock and Williams, she goes further
in offering tangible techniques in the conduct of a ‘mobile ethnology’ to include
shadowing and modes of participant observation as a way of “facilitating study of the
life and work of people who move around a great deal” (Ibid). Reflecting on the
Research Context outlined above, in its history, actors, ecology, and practices the
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Biography of Artefacts and Practices seems conceptually well suited, and marries well
with the suggestions from Organising Studies.
Following Hyysalo (2004) I have worked on the construction of a multi-level

framework consisting of different layers (micro-macro), in order to create a selfcontained slice through the biography. Examples at each level are given below, which
form the basis for individual empirical studies, building on and informing each other.
Further study within or outwith this ‘slice’ could be conducted by other researchers or
be left for post-doctoral study.


Level 1 (specific innovation): local envisioning and artefacts of technol0gy



Level 2 (technological field): local sales work and organising activities



Level 3 (institutionalising): trans-local activity shaping institutional relations

Potential limitations of the approach include downstream framing which cannot be
discounted, and it seems unlikely that the protracted process of ‘learning by doing’
described by Arrow (1962), and in various way since10, will stabilise in as much as einfrastructures ever do, and become “business as usual” within the timeframes of this
study. Consequently, it is anticipated from the start that this is potentially only the
beginning of a much longer running and evolving ‘biography of cloud’. Considering
research risks encountered, the geographically diverse sites of research and location of
informants has meant I have had to rely on tools such as Skype and video footage,
which may have limited the range of access I have had (supplemented by closer
proximity to some key sites). The fast-moving field of cloud itself has become
institutionalised as depicted in a recent Gartner ‘hype cycle’ publication for emerging
technologies which indicates it as now beyond the ‘peak of expectations’ (Fenn &

10

For example, see the critique in Pollock and Williams (2008 p77) quoting amongst others:
MacKay and Gillespie (1992); Sørensen (1996); Williams et al. (2005)
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Raskino, 2008). Consequently, my own research has moved into firmer territory with
a more general account of technology sales and marketing around hyped, and in some
cases long-lived, enterprise technologies. I believe this will give some longevity to my
final account, and ensure it remains relevant for at least a little while.

Research sensibilities
In setting out a research framework a number of sensibilities were considered, following
guidance and recommendation from a number of authorities in organisational
ethnography. Neyland (2008) is particularly helpful in steering ethnographers
embarking on studies in contemporary organisational settings. While remaining true to
the origins of the ethnographic mind (i.e. colonial and anthropological studies,
sociological studies and studies in management research), the sensibilities described
offer less of a recipe book and more a series of considerations exemplified through
examples of concrete studies. I have appropriated this as a useful framework for my
own research and in this section fill in the blanks around how I approach each of the
areas under consideration (Silverman, 2006): locations and access, field relations,
observing and participating, supplementing e.g. documents and interviews, and a
linkage to my ‘documents of life’ (Plummer, 2001) based approach, matters of writing,
ethical considerations and smooth exits from the field. The matter of ethnographic time
is addressed in the next section as a methods issue.

Ethics and consent
Broadly the ethical position of my research was evaluated against the UK Economic and
Social Research Council Research Ethics Framework and the American Anthropology
Association guidelines (2004). Due to my full insider status during the primary phase
of data collection, at times I had some uncomfortable ethical decisions to make,
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particularly about where on the spectrum between full-disclosure and entirely covert
ethnography I would place myself. The latter is clearly unacceptable and could be
criticised as exploitative (e.g. see Humphreys, 1975) and would violate standard
research good practice of avoiding ‘deception’ (cf. Whyte, 1955, reflecting on his
methods employed in Street Corner Life). In my case, a degree of openness was actually
useful in the sense that it invited conversations and reflections with participants about
what was sacred and what was fair game and perhaps why. Within MediaOrg, I had
no requirement to negotiate access to the field. I already had full and unconditional
access and was not interested in attempting to negotiate access outside the boundaries
of my day-to-day work responsibilities e.g. into more senior management occupied
spaces. This decision makes the data collected interesting, unlike many other
ethnographic studies where the researcher has had to negotiate access to the field and
the extent of data that can be collected. For me, the majority was ‘naturally occurring’
(Gomm, 2008) as it passed before me in the course of day-to-day work. The question
of how to handle data collected in the course of one’s own life is not a clear-cut area.
For example, if one was conducting research in a public setting, or a setting in which
one was already an active member, is that data restricted in terms of what can be done
with it? Clearly, it is restricted if it violates the privacy of others, or reveals classified or
valuable information (trade secrets, organisational secrets etc.), however the data I
collected appears not to fall into those categories. On reflection, I asked myself the
question: “if another researcher were to have used me as a research subject in exactly
the same way as I was intending to do- whether through observation or as an
interviewee - would I have objected to their actions or subsequent publication?” For
me, the answer was clearly no, and further, even if I had felt the need to provide formal
authority, I had seniority to do so within my own domain. Still, checks and balances
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are essential, and I sense tested this ethical position with peers to ensure there was no
discordance and there was not.
However, why not go to the length of establishing explicit consent with ‘the
organisations’? On this point, I reiterate that the research was inductive and did not
start with highly focused research questions; those emerged later. With hindsight the
findings and data presented could have been compiled with or without explicit consent,
however in the early stages this was not necessarily going to be the case. For that reason
I had looked beyond ethical guidelines to other published work which had some element
of guarded research: in particular Graham (1995) who argued on four grounds that
non-explicit high-level consent improved the research: 1) speed of access to the field, 2)
least disruptive to the ‘natural course of events’, 3) in the development of field relations
to ask questions in ‘their natural contexts’ and 4) to procure a more subtle account
especially around forms of control. Not all of her rationale applied to me (point 2
resonates most in my research), but her work went on to ‘sanity test’ the findings
retrospectively with informants, and at that stage she garnered a sense of retrospective
consent.
In keeping with ESRC guidelines, I have done the same in follow up discussions
with informants - this has not been explicit, it has been conversational for the sole
reason that I wish to maintain those contacts ongoing and not drive a wedge between
us, which excessive formality is prone to do. Clearly this has been an ethical judgement,
but combined with complete anonymity (for individuals but not organisations) and very
little way of uncovering identities, it feels satisfactory.
The key point is that an ongoing dialogue was established within the groups I
was operating in, namely that I was a Ph.D. researcher in addition to my professional
role, that I had dual interests in what was going on, and that I would treat anything
that occurred within organisational settings with complete sensitivity. A key goal of the
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ethnography was to present ‘authenticity of account’ in its natural context. On balance,
I sought the minimum of disturbance in the field setting. With the dual role of a
researcher and a practitioner it would her been extremely easy to have introduced bias
into the study, especially given that some of the individuals in the team reported to me,
or had dependencies on me e.g. supplier account managers. Knowledge that the research
was ongoing might have led to it being used as a lever or such like, and so become a
part of the dynamic game play which I describe later. Consequently, I could find no
good way to conduct the sort of detailed front-line research I had in mind while being
seen as a ‘observer’ at every specific time. However, the general awareness was there
amongst the teams.
Also, on a practical note, it was critical to me personally, and to my ongoing
access to data, that my own professional work did not suffer in any way, so while my
academic research was orthogonal, and at times added greatly to my daily burden, I
was very conscious of my professional commitments and deliverables. Ultimately this
led to me stepping out of the field (Silverman, 2006) as I moved into data analysis and
writing. My connections to the people in question were not the degrees of separation
away that other researchers in an unfamiliar field might typically have. While my Ph.D.
thesis will ultimately enter the public domain it has not been presented in a form suitable
for immediate wider journal publication. However, papers that may emerge will have
to be re-evaluated for their ethical position.

Anonymisation of actors
As described above, the primary organisations of data collection in the research study
are a major supplier, IBM, and a major user organisation MediaOrg. However, the
actual points of interest were less those ‘organisations’ and more the process of
organising which cut across them, and the work done by individuals on both ‘sides of
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the fence’ and in the spaces and places which were not part of the formal organisational
structures.
The data is now some years old and is not confidential, the research does not
focus on details of proprietary software, clients etc. which are not in the public domain.
My focus was on the systems and processes at work more than the specific details of
who and what the interactions were about, there were in a number of cases where
interviews occurred after individuals had left their respective firms, and consent was
negotiated individually.

Research plan
The timeline of the research project was from September 2010 to 2016 (thesis
submission in 2019) and the project evolved according to a planning timeline given in
Fig. 7 below.
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2019

Figure 7: My research timeline

The 9-12 months leading up to formal academic study was intended as a period in
participant-observer mode, enriching field notes and extending experiences gained over
the past few years. In particular I focused on upstream framing of the period of change
around a number of ICT actors, within and across organisations to which I have access
through professional networks. Such precursory study was of value as it helped to
ground the research, and also helped identify lead informants, and established necessary
relationships before I stepped out of the ‘lived work’ environment.

The latter

dissociation, in part, helped address reflexive concerns.
Upon commencing formal study, the initial period was used to refine my
foundational grounding in the sociology of technology, necessary theoretical models
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and practical research skills, to enhance the learning already carried out. The core datagathering period involved an ‘informed’ multi-site study at MediaOrg, combined with
data gathered from a supplier organisation IBM. The final stage of the project involved
further analysis, write-up, and dissemination.

Research methods: data collection and analysis
The methods I used adopted elements of the ‘documents of life’ (Plummer, 2001) toolkit
(described in more detail below), combined with retrospective interviews, and
observational studies. With a focus on naturally occurring data, the collection was done
using photography, archival analysis (email etc.), note taking, and sound recordings.
For example, all the user group sessions I attended were recorded in full using a
Dictaphone while I was observing and taking notes. Selective transcriptions were made
from the recordings for analysis, informed by note taking. Data sets were maintained
and coded using the NVivo software package for qualitative data analysis. This helped
greatly in identifying themes when working with the data and also served as a long term
‘memory’ for the research project. The data was structured longitudinally on my
computer file system, but an abstraction of ‘events’ was then made using the software
package.

Consolidation of existing data
Coming into the Ph.D. programme and during the first 18-months when I was still
working for MediaOrg I assembled a repository of data in the form of field notes
(participant observation) and reflections, email and a collection of textual and visual
documents. To generate a structure for the research and eventual thesis I combined a
provisional analysis of these historical data, and shadowing / object following
techniques suggested by Czarniawska (2010) applied to a number of ICT professionals
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in the field. This has allowed to me define four sub-strands of research which when
assimilated provide the biography of an innovation from general discourse through to
tangible implementation, across the complex enterprise sales terrain.


Field notes and email; c. 15GB of MediaOrg corporate email spanning 2008 –
2012 including details of the day-to-day interactions internally between staff
and externally with suppliers, and comprehensive field notes kept in paper
journals and electronically from the period; I also maintained an archive of
corporate ICT documents related to the CloudBurst project and other activities
of the WebSphere and development teams

Collection of new data to support the study


User Groups/Conferences; I have data from the bi-annual WebSphere User
Group (WUG) dating back to 2001 and the IMPACT conference from the last
3 years. I have been an on-site participant at the majority of 1-day user group
meetings from 2010 – 2015 (10 out of 12 events attended), and as well as my
field-notes and Dictaphone recordings have gathered detailed agenda/session
information (18 packs) and power point presentations from these events (over
100 PowerPoint presentations). This has also been an excellent source of
networking and I obtained contact details for WUG attendees, through the
professional IBM/user network (over 4000 users and complementary companies
identified in my database).
1. Edinburgh 1st October, 2015
2. IBM South Bank, London 23rd March, 2015
3. Edinburgh 30th September, 2014
4. IBM South Bank, London 25th March, 2014
5. Edinburgh 24th September, 2013
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6. IBM South Bank, London 21st March, 2013
7. Edinburgh 25th September, 2012
8. IBM South Bank, London 21st March, 2012
9. Edinburgh 20th September, 2011
10. IBM Bedfont Lakes 23rd March, 2011
11. Edinburgh 28th September, 2010
12. IBM Bedfont Lakes 18th March, 2010



Documents; a plethora of photographs, hard and soft copy technical and
marketing materials and other documents have been collected. These were
compiled serendipitously while at trade shows, user groups and conferences



Unstructured and semi-structured interviews; these are selectively transcribed
with a number of elite informants including:
1. Architect (BPM; MediaOrg SME)
2. WebSphere SME (MediaOrg account technical SME)
3. Technical Manager (former MediaOrg WebSphere SME)
4. Tivoli SME (MediaOrg Tivoli lead)
5. Head of Media and Entertainment UKRI/EU (IBM)
6. IBM Account Manager, MediaOrg
7. Infrastructure Architect (former MediaOrg WebSphere SME)
8. IBM Cloud Leader
9. Senior WebSphere Technician, former MediaOrg
10. WebSphere Team Leader, MediaOrg
11. WebSphere SME (MediaOrg account technical SME)
12. Technical Manager (former MediaOrg WebSphere SME)
13. WUG Chairman [E-mail correspondence]
14. WUG IBM Lead
15. WUG IBM Board Member
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Research methods employed

The challenge of ethnographic space/time
Reflecting on matters of time and space, I note that some researchers suggest the need
for very prolonged study to fully capture the essence of the lives of an organising
community (e.g. Traweek, 1992). I however take a lead from Czarniawska (2004) in
the construction of action nets of organising as being an appropriate technique for the
study of my particular Research Setting, and appropriate to complete a time-bound
doctoral study. As an approach this is also supported by the observation that “time in
contemporary, complex organisations is condensed, and it is counted at many places
concurrently” (Czarniawska, 2007 p15), made up of accelerated social processes,
shortened time horizons, and increasing simultaneity of events (ibid). It is also noted
that the arena of modern organising is played out over multiple physical (and virtual)
spaces, with actors moving frequently, making it challenging to be in all places at all
times.
As a response to these temporal and spatial challenges, I turned to the body of
literature around ‘mobile ethnology’ to draw inspiration for possible solutions; in
particular the use of ‘shadowing’, contemporary diary studies, and following objects
(Czarniawska, 2007). I also found the work around virtual ethnography (e.g. Hine,
2000; Jones, 1999; Mann & Stewart, 2001) to be a useful launch point for managing
an approach to studying groups who are “already elsewhere” (Strannegård & Fribery,
2001).

Shadowing
Following individuals in their everyday activities (e.g. Czarniawska, 2007 ch2 quoting
Sclavi), I suggested this as a means to understanding the occupation of people in
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particular arenas e.g. conferences. While email is traditionally considered a source for
document analysis, I also suggested it as a medium with potential for ‘virtual
shadowing’, which while requiring luck, has been used to good effect (e.g. Pollock &
Williams, 2008) where key informants agree to ‘open their inbox’ in real time. In my
own case, I had privileged access to email dialogues within MediaOrg.

Object following
This technique was used as an extension to the approach of following ‘actants’ as they
work their way towards actor status becoming imbued with traits as a result of actions
along their journey (Czarniawska, 2007; Latour, 2005); such accounts are frequently
given in the form of a narrative. Traditionally this has involved following humans,
with all the challenges and issues that brings (Czarniawska, 2007). The suggestion is
instead to focus on ‘objects’; an example would be to “follow the problem” in a study
of how support teams handle technical queries (e.g. Orr, 1996; Grimm, 2008). In my
own case, I was able to follow the CloudBurst initiative around the various places of
production of the account within MediaOrg and also as it spilled out into extraorganisational user groups and conferences.

Contemporary diary studies
These were of help to me in addressing issues of “simultaneity and invisibility” as
discussed by Czarniawska (2007 ch3) as a solution to the problem of not being able to
be in all places at all times.

Virtual ethnography
Hine (2000) suggests a range of practical field methods for the collection and
interpretation of data obtained online. As the working lives of the individuals I am
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primarily interested in are played out extensively ‘behind the screen’, there was merit in
adapting these solutions to my own studies. In particular the techniques and ethos of
studying electronic exchanges as a source of data (Kozinets, 2010) given the volumes of
online interactions I was able to observe first-hand during my field-work.

Use of the ‘documents of life’ toolkit
This toolkit takes inspiration from the idea of an Institutional Ethnography with focus
on establishing a problematic amongst the disjunctions of front-line workers (in my case
between IBM as supplier and MediaOrg as user), taking a small number of specific
standpoints and having a strong reliance on naturally occurring data in the form of
'documents'. At the level of methods deployed, I combined Document Analysis (e.g.
email, flyers, agendas, PowerPoint), Visual Analysis (e.g. photos, imagery),
Discourse/Narrative (e.g. from User Group sessions) drawing from the 'documents of
life' tool-kit, along with participant observation and selective interviews. Shadowing
has been a useful first method in establishing what matters in the field for each of the
standpoints. With a focus on naturally-occurring data (primarily documents of various
kinds) and the 'front line' interface between IT professionals and IT sales/marketing
teams, I found Dorothy E. Smith's sociological approach she calls 'institutional
ethnography' promising (Smith, 2005; Smith, 2006; Campbell & Gregor, 2004). At the
level of actual methods I draw from a tool-kit approach which is broadly classified as
the 'Documents of Life' (Plummer, 2001) and provides techniques to handle my diverse
dataset of various forms of documentary data such as texts (Prior, 2003), email, visual
data (Mitchell, 2011), primary/secondary narrative/discourse data (Atkinson & Coffey,
2011), and artefacts collected online. Supplementing this I used both primary and
retrospective interviews collected by Dictaphone and transcribed. These interviews are
'strategic' in the sense they are intended to corroborate or falsify findings in primary
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data, however some recordings also constitute primary data e.g. the recording of presales activities and sales-pitches, and conference sessions. My data collection relied on
email, observations/photographs gathered while at the MediaOrg site and onsite with
reference sites and at IBM premises for product demonstrations. This has been
supplemented with historical and retrospective interviews (unstructured conversations
cf. Diamond in Smith (2006, ch 3), and semi-structured interviews). Observational data
collection began at the beginning of 2010 and continued onsite until the end of 2011,
with interview material collected from 2012 through until 2014.

Data analysis
Analysis began during the data collection phase. While a textbook research plan might
indicate discrete phases between collection and analysis of data, in practice this felt an
unnecessary, and perhaps artificial, partition. That is not to say that the emic/etic divide
is not useful, but rather than during the period of field studies it was useful to make a
cognitive shift between work in the day (observational data collection) and ‘after hours’
as this served to begin a process of sifting collected data and engage in deeper
observation the following day and so on. The danger otherwise was a rather shallow
observation which ran the risk of failing to uncover anything new. During this time, I
was more concerned with structuring and coding, and noting anything remarkable in
the data, plus beginning to structure my thoughts around suitable ways to frame the
data in due course. While I could have attempted to remain entirely pure in this phase
and wait until ‘all the data’ was in until applying a more intellectual mindset to it, this
felt unrealistic. Inevitably the mind starts processing as soon as the situation is observed,
and to do otherwise would have been rather like leaving a camera running on the scene
while making a proverbial cup of tea, only to return and see what had happened. Much
better I felt to consciously acknowledge that I would be making judgments, have biases
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and generally enroll myself in a task of out of hours provisional analysis in a
wholehearted way. Doing so reflexively (or at least consciously) would hopefully man
I could embrace subjectivities, or at least acknowledge them. During data collection, I
was also actively managing time and actor network diagrams which I used in an attempt
to ‘map the scene’, conscious that “the map is not the territory” (1933).
After formally stepping out of the field (Silverman, 2006) and commencing the
etic stage of the research my task became one of working with the coded data (from
email, observations, interviews, texts, photographs etc.) and to begin the task of a more
interesting framing of the data for the purposes of addressing the initial research
questions. In short, this led me to a framing around four focused empirical chapters,
which I titled very deliberately to try and foreground the essence of each. Each framing
represents a lens on the data as a whole (but in each case with a weighted orientation
to specific situations, places etc.), but while not developed strictly chronologically
relative to the time data was collected (i.e. there is movement back and forth), each
acknowledges kairotic time of events which mattered, set in wider context uncovered
over the course of the ethnography. Further, each of the four Chapters develops in a
sense from ideas worked out in the former. The analysis certainly builds up over each
Chapter, and I hope is a display of the intellectual journey the thesis has taken me
through. This is deliberate. Inevitably, a framing of data can be read in a way which
might suggest the author ‘had it all worked out’, and I have intentionally (and
reflexively) sought to avoid this; as an acknowledgement to Latour and Woolgar
(1986), I’m humble in accepting that the reader of an ethnographic work is integrally
bound in their understanding of the story (along with me, my observations and this
text). I cannot foresee how a reader will interpret what I present, particularly in the
empirical presentation, what will be accepted as facts, or what is enriched with certain
subjectivities, but by being intellectually open I intended to take the reader through that
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journey as opposed to merely providing a ‘packaged solution’ to the research questions
posed. Hopefully by the time the reader encounters the discussion and conclusions of
the thesis, the empirical findings will have reached a clarity of purpose, but have with
them a feeling of the ethnographic journey undertaken and a sense of the “mess of social
data” contended with which led to approximations and improvements in theory but
not more.

Reflexive account
An ethnographic approach to study is an inherently personal affair. This is not to belittle
other approaches to social research e.g. survey methods, case studies, and use of
secondary data, indeed many of these can usefully operate in parallel with suitable
ethnographic data. However, they may afford a more recognisable separation between
the observer and the observed. The ethnographer’s position is privileging and involving.
One has an intimate and unavoidable connection to the field of study, and, depending
on the exact research in question, may actively participate in the work of the group
being studied, leading to interesting questions about insider/outsider status (Merton,
1972; Becker, 1967), one’s own influencing effects on the activities of the group11, and
the value of a practitioner ethnographer versus one (at least initially) more distant from
the field. Such questions are not new to ethnographers, but they were rather new to me.
Consequently, time has been spent considering their implications, and in particular
what they meant, first, practically in the light of carrying out my field research and,
secondly, epistemologically i.e. what implications did they have for claims to knowledge
and generalisability I wished to draw in conclusions from my work. They also lead to a

11

Such as: "is the researcher or the researched shaping outcomes?” and “am I introducing, or
at least influencing, the perfomatives I claim to be researching, and possibly introducing my
own subjectivities?”
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concern over normativity, and how I found a balance between representing the group
in some sense faithfully (an insider view, but possibly a normative account) and an
outsider view too heavily theorised to be recognisable to the group, and thus breaking
the spirit of my initial intentions to provide a practice-based study.
In laying out this Chapter I have attempted to provide a structured account of
the research carried out - that is not to imply that it ever was completely clean, or that
somehow this methodology was developed in advance of ‘starting’. In fact, while
elements of the strategy were agreed in advance, much of the detail was worked out as
I transitioned in and out of the field. Over the course of 6 years, including 4 or 5 years
of empirical data collection in ethnographic settings, my approach has been systematic
at the macro level but frequently (and necessarily) eclectic at the micro level. For this
reason, a clear (but dynamic) research strategy has been profoundly useful. I had no
explicit agenda in the research and while my approach has been influenced by social
sciences scholars, for example a debt of gratitude to Dorothy Smith and her ‘Sociology
for the People’ (Smith, 2005), and while I have found methodological justification and
practical insight from her work and that of those who have followed her, unlike them I
have not had a goal of revealing the everyday lives of subjects with a view to liberation,
emancipation or the fighting for a moral or ethical cause. However, the uncovering of
the ‘invisible work’ of a class of previously under conceptualised actors has always been
front of mind throughout the development of this thesis, and, to that end, concepts such
as ‘generous work’, framing a problematic (Lave, 2011, p150), and adopting subject
standpoints have been immensely useful. That said, as an insider for a prolonged period,
I acknowledge my inevitable biases and an admission in that respect is certainly due
(Shenton, 2004). This serves several purposes: firstly, it allows the reader of this text to
place my claims in context, and in some sense, is metadata to help support a reading.
By understanding me as a researcher and writer, at least in what I am (perhaps
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selectively) able to reveal, may offer readers some substance to claims for credibility,
but also a background against which to reflect on whether the research carried out is as
robust as it purports to be. Secondly, it mirrors an actual process of reflexive thinking
I underwent at a variety of points over the period of study in order to structure my
approach to research and writing. This was extremely useful in uncovering blind spots
in my study - ethnography is fundamentally selective and at times lucky (or unlucky),
in what it enables the researcher to witness at a given moment; always following is not
always possible. This does lead to a question of what is foregrounded in the account
and why? Was it really the most useful data collected? And “so what?” questions in
relation to the details of individual interactions, when set against a backdrop of
institutional forces which might be argued to dwarf the effects of anything and
everything else.
In the next four Chapters I present the empirical data which I gathered during
my research, in the period 2010 to 2015. The Chapters sequentially address the nature
of face-to-face interactions between buyers and sellers of enterprise IT; the ‘selling role’
adopted by some members of the buyer community; how crises of enterprise IT frame
user experiences and influence sales, and the enduring nature of face-to-face sales
activity. Although presented in this order in my thesis to construct a clearer ‘story’ for
the reader, in fact the data for each of these areas was collected in parallel and analyzed
in a slightly different order, namely the historical origins of cloud were developed first,
followed by the sales work users do, IT support scenarios, and finally the decomposition
of user group meetings.
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Chapter 5 - Face Time: the Enduring Nature
of Face-to-Face Interactions in Technology
Sales
“No one ever got fired for buying IBM” (IT industry folklore)

Introduction
In this Chapter I explore the work done by users and suppliers in extra-organisational
professional users group meetings. These events have been described as ‘field
configuring’ (Lampel & Meyer, 2008) and are used as a means to co-ordinate and
integrate discourse spaces (Cetina, 1995). My primary focus is on the apparent necessity
in enterprise technology markets for these spaces to host face-to-face interactions
between actors. Firstly, I outline the demand generally for a public airing of technology
risk, followed by a description of the specific example of IBM WebSphere User Group
meetings in the UK. I then decompose these events into their various parts, exemplified
through a series of vignettes demonstrating the kinds of work that occurs in these spaces
amongst users, the supplier and third parties. With this background in place, I explain
how the user group is used by protagonists to bind professional strangers through a
series of strategies into a ‘community’, but not in the traditional sense. Finally, I suggest
that user group ‘communities’ and events afford users a way to validate the knowledge
claims of suppliers in a public arena as part of a technology rite of passage.

A public interest in technology risk
Mills and Friesen (1996) argue that the pre-dot-com failings at IBM were primarily to
do with their focus on customers buying and not leasing information technology
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equipment – yet buying from a company that “could not be faulted” (ibid p9) had
become an industry norm, and much of the sales network profited from informal sales
arrangements, buying agreements, and even kickbacks. Throughout the following
decade IBM’s fortunes waxed and waned, and, maneuvering what some describe as the
ultimate turn around vehicle (Lagace, 2002), the strategic direction returned to the
potential for leased infrastructure. Mills (1996) provided prophetic words when he
stated that IBM was “completely transforming the business to address the market for

networked computer systems” 12. While it is common folklore in the corporate ICT
industry to say that “no one ever got fired for buying IBM” implicit in this statement is
the idea that a safe bet can be associated with this incumbent. However, IBM is no
longer organised as it once was, like a monolithic incumbent, and its current business
model lies in a dramatically different approach to both product development and the
way in which IBM sells and markets products and services. In this Chapter, I seek in
part to understand whether ‘buying IBM’ still constitutes a lower perceived risk activity
than alternatives amongst its users, and if so what it is in IBM’s presentation of self or
execution or otherwise that makes this so.
More centrally, the question of how and where users evaluate IBM’s offerings
arises. The selling of digital technologies of many kinds has benefited from
remote/online sales and distribution strategies. Software has an inherent quality that
makes this possible with no other physical infrastructure necessary. Suppliers have
taken advantage of this to create online selling platforms that offer a low marginal cost
for every new sale unlike traditional sales models. These include elements of showcasing
and demonstrating remotely online e.g. via webinars and trial versions. However, while

12

But has also previously stated that the vagaries of strategic planning could cloud what should be
focused execution (Mills 1996; see also Mintzberg 1994) Further, Gerstner (in Mills, 1996) is quoted as
saying that “[t]he last thing IBM needs right now is a vision” when taking over the helm as chief
executive to lead IBM’s corporate transformation.
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enterprise-to-enterprise sales imitate some elements of these strategies (e.g. testimonials,
case studies, endorsements), face-to-face interaction between the buyer and seller
remains an integral part of enterprise product sales at various points in the procurement
lifecycle. In part this could be explained as a function of price alone, where a high price
associated with a typical enterprise technology purchase might lower risk appetite if the
product turned out not to meet business needs. However even in business-to-consumer
scenarios this does not always deter buyers and large online transactions are
increasingly common. Alternatively, the complex multi-actor sales and procurement
process described earlier in my thesis might also help to explain this in terms of
accountability. A further insight might be found in the relatively low number of
enterprise sales in which actors take part as compared to the business-to-consumer
market. That said, the shift to cloud-based solutions, including those offered by IBM,
suggests a changing, although not necessarily eliminatory, dynamic. However, this
apparent contradiction does beg the question of what exactly occurs during the face-toface elements of an enterprise sale, why they continue to remain influential and garner
investment as a sales tool13 and whether such interactions are consistent in form and
function. In essence this is my problematic in relationship to enterprise ICT sales: why
does face-to-face interaction still matter? Why do face-to-face interactions continue to
endure when the technological means of avoiding this exists e.g. e-commerce models of
selling?

13

Indeed the management of public/private events and client engagements is a large and
important element of what many enterprise actors do, and in some cases a significant
standalone revenue stream e.g. Gartner, Forrester, and IBM
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IBM WebSphere User Group Meetings
In this Chapter I focus on face-to-face user-supplier interactions. I do this by considering
the settings of user group meetings (Fig. 4) that are posited as ‘in between’ spaces in
which user and supplier roles were observed at times to be ambiguous and actors were
operating in a less formal way, allowing for less guarded interactions than might be
seen in contractual situations. For this reason, I focus on the user group meetings as an
opportunity to witness first hand user and supplier interactions and observe them
dealing with risk in technology selection. Additionally, the suggested field shaping
nature of these events made them an attractive object of study in their own right, and
the role of gatherings such as conferences, public meetings and other communal events
has been studied in management and technology literature. For example, Rao (2001)
describes collective performances of ‘claim making’ in the process of ‘coordinating and
integrating ideas’ (Cetina, 1995). Lampel and Meyer (2008) specifically identified the
shaping elements of such Field Configuring Events (FCEs) and pointed to their role in
coordinating and integrating discourse spaces (Cetina, 1995). Finally, Glynn (2008)
connects the role of FCEs in communities and notes the forces of agency and structure
in how they “configure relational and symbolic systems of communities as they form
collective action but at the same time influence the collective action of the community”
(ibid).
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Who attends an IBM WebSphere User Group meeting?

Figure 8: A typical view from the stage before a user group presentation commences; members
of IBM and users can be seen in discussion. Source: IBM WebSphere User Group, IBM, 2010.
Retrieved from the IBM WUG Facebook group public images 01/06/2013.

The IBM WebSphere user group (Fig. 8) is made up of practitioners from across the
UK. In total, around 4000 individuals, representing a range of organisations that have
an interest in the IBM WebSphere product family. These range from end users working
for major UK corporations in a range of sectors including healthcare, retail, media,
telecommunications, banking and finance, education and manufacturing, as well as
members representing consulting firms, industry analysts, training companies,
recruitment firms, professional services firms, and independent contractors. The
members are generally highly technical individuals: developers, engineers, systems
architects and consultants. In addition, a number of technical managers are also active
participants.
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Event management
The IBM WebSphere User Group UK (WUG) is a technical user group aimed at industry
professionals interested in the WebSphere family of products and has been running
continuously since March 2001. The user group lists its primary objective as the
'sharing [of] user experiences', and to that end hosts bi-annual user group conferences
in addition to ad hoc events throughout the year. The major meetings in March and
September

run

as

interactive

mini-conferences,

and

attract

end

users,

vendors/consultants, and IBM technical experts. The claimed value the user group
brings to the industry are described in detail as part of the overall group manifesto, and
includes: expert networking opportunities, future product visioning, education, the
sharing of best practice, and the transfer of knowledge gained during actual
implementations.
The WUG UK, sharing many features with its US–centric cousin, emerged out
of earlier informal group and user sessions. IBM had a history of engagement with
clients either on their own premises or at offices such as IBM Hursley Park, where users
could explore themes and interests with IBM experts during dedicated day or half-day
events. The opportunity for users to come together to share more widely across the
industry then developed around the year 2000 and became a formalised event open to
anyone with an interest in WebSphere products and their application. The current
registered user list includes technical and management in IS/IT roles, from a broad cross
section of UK industry including banking, retail, government, consultancy and
education. The user group itself is quasi-democratic, with an elected board and
representation from both the user community and IBM. The 2008 - 2015 acting
chairman is an ex-IBM employee turned independent consultant.
The primary focus of the WUG is the regular user group meetings that occupy
the board and organising committee’s efforts for much of the year. Other than
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attendance and speaking engagements, user group members interact relatively sparsely
between sessions; however, the network has led to job opportunities, peer-to-peer
knowledge sharing, and reference site visits. Further, the pool of engineers and
managers working with WebSphere products in the UK is fluid and relies on a heavy
contractor base. The user group meetings present an opportunity to renew contacts and
professional friendships (Fig. 9). Indeed, this is a stated reason for attendance amongst
many members, who are eager to hear about new projects, listen to technical
implementation stories and learn from their peers.
The user group meetings are structured as a set of tracks (e.g. core
WebSphere/Java, mobile, user experience, cloud, and business process management)
alongside a number of overarching sessions (keynotes, Q&A, and social slots). The
organising committee manage the logistics on the day and usually ‘top and tail’ the
event and chair the Q&A sessions. Alongside speakers, third-party exhibitors attend
the events and “[the board] try and get vendors, because it’s supposed to be selffunding.. IBM don’t put money into it” (IBM Websphere Board Member, 2016). The
events themselves have established a semi-permanent fixture in two prestigious
locations: IBM’s South Bank facility on the edge of the River Thames in London (Fig.
5), and the Royal Society of Edinburgh offices on George Street. Attendees travel widely
from around the UK to attend one or both. The sessions vary from conventional
presentation formats (utilising PowerPoint or equivalent), interactive Q&A to more
‘hands on’ demos. The speakers are wide ranging: IBM product leaders, technology
thought-leaders, both experienced and junior IBM staff developers, third party
consultants, client users and advocates, and IBM technical sales staff. Audience
representation from both IBM and clients is engaged, with the numbers ranging from
100 – 150 people.
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Figure 9: User group meeting break time between sessions; such times and places are useful for
networking and catching-up with peers. Source: IBM WebSphere User group, IBM South
Bank, 2012. Retrieved from the IBM WUG Facebook group public images 01/06/2013.

Anatomy of a user group meeting
The events follow a standard pattern of tracks and sessions, which has become a
largely fixed format. Explaining how the events are planned for one of the IBM
WebSphere User Group board members representing a user organisation said:

“It is fairly egalitarian, there is no really heavy IBM pushing agendas. [Bryan] who is on
the board is the IBM representative does a damn good job I think in trying to get IBM
speakers, including [IBM WebSphere Chief Architect] to come along. But there’s no
other sub-agenda of [saying] we must have these IBM talks on, quite the contrary, really
they’re very keen that people talk about their own experiences. As far as the articles of
association go, it’s supposed to be a community for users, where IBM try to be as hands
off as possible, and it’s really up to the board to fill in the slots in the agenda and drive
the overall direction” (IBM WebSphere User Group board member, 2016)
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However, as I demonstrate in the following sections, while the format and choice of
speakers was elective, the opportunity for each speaker to use the slots as he or she
wished meant there was still plenty of room for shaping the agenda. In each section I
outline the activities from the main segment types of the user group meeting – strategic
briefings, focus sessions, demonstrations, customer advocacy, and expert Q&A – and
through a series of VIGNETTES drawing from actual user group interactions I
demonstrate that alongside the egalitarian spirit of the user group, opportunistic selling
routines at the events, by both users and supplier, are also a strong feature. Finally, in
the concluding discussion that follows, I explain how these events help create a platform
to focus this selling work towards the collective witnessing and assessment of
technology risk.

Setting strategic direction
A variety of rhetorical devices are used to develop rapport and build expert authority
with the audience e.g. route-mapping, naming products, appealing to developer
sensibilities, invoking the community, and empathising with users’ concerns. Alongside
clever sign posting throughout the event, and building a collective experience, the
charismatic leader is able to help orchestrate certain outcomes. These are remarkably
similar to the techniques employed in the street seller deconstruction (Pinch & Clark,
1995) and demonstrate how contested spaces can been highly effective settings in which
to invite an audience to cast aside suppositions.
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ROUTE-MAPPING
“[Bluemix] is a way of bottling [the] experience and taking the infrastructure side of
things out of the equation” (IBM WebSphere Chief Architect)

In setting future direction, the IBM WebSphere Chief Architect (Fig. 10) plays to three
core themes: a review of progress since the last meeting, a plan for the year ahead and
a sense of ‘why’ key decisions have been made i.e. what supporting rationale can be
offered? His approach comes across as persuasive, resting primarily on a notion of
expert authority. By presenting business-centric value propositions, he moves the
conversation beyond what is fashionable to demonstrating how key technical/product
decisions have a deeper quality. His view is essentially a one-year ‘prediction’ on where
a product line will be going, re-enforced by previous ‘promises made true’ and ongoing
‘experiments’. He also sets an expectation that changes in business/market need may
necessitate a change in direction, but that a justification will always be made, and that
decisions are not made on a whim. In essence, he is asking the audience not to trust the
technology, but to trust him and his team in making the right strategic decisions on
behalf of the user community. Technological direction is packed with uncertainty, and
no one in the audience wants to back a lemon, but they can bring some sense of certainty
to the equation by backing the right people i.e. based on track record, and previous
sensing ability.
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Figure 10: IBM WebSphere Chief Architect starts his presentation on the platform update and
direction during a WUG meeting in Edinburgh. Source: Author’s image, Edinburgh, 2012.

As an example, an IBM WebSphere Distinguished Engineer seized the ‘app
revolution’ story when he articulated the connection between cloud/infrastructure and
generating real business value. The narrative connected a simple real-world example of
a trip-recording app attached to a bicycle to demonstrate how the underlying
infrastructure was actually the enabler that unlocked the app potential across multiple
device types. By explaining how composable services could be consumed by these apps,
he suggested that this was the way to allow “fail fast” experiments to occur and for
business to achieve product/strategic agility. By demonstrating a problem to solve, he
placed the more technical elements of his talk in a value context. Reminiscent of a
maturing ASP rhetoric, he took the line that failure was possible but not something to
worry about – the key was being adaptable to changing context.

“I bought my teenage son a bike for his birthday a couple of weeks ago. We all
remember the paraphernalia you need to buy to turn it from a display item in the shop
to something you actually want to cycle along the road on. The first piece of
paraphernalia he wanted to buy to attach to his bike was an iPhone holder. The whole
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notion of him cycling with his iPhone is brilliant because what it means that I can see
where he’s going, but I also like to be able to help him plan his routes so we can keep
him away from some of the more dangerous roads. What these applications are doing
is allowing us, our kids, and our businesses to get a tremendous amount of value out of
something we never had before. It’s the cloud hosting and sharing the data that is
creating the most business value for the people producing the applications and the
people consuming them” (WebSphere Distinguished Engineer)

Throughout the road mapping the speaker attempts to ‘connect the dots’ between future
sessions. As illustrated in the following ‘day in the life’ decomposition of a user group
event (below), this leadership character continues to exert influence throughout the
proceedings by managing local interactions, both in person in real-time, and as an
unseen prop used by subsequent speakers, and attempting to ensure people leave the
event with a very clear understanding of the value proposition, the suggested
technological trajectory, and the answers to commonly posed problems i.e. damage
repair/limitation strategies to shore up the collective account. For example, regarding
the use of cloud-enabled WebSphere the choice to use or not use that capability is left
firmly with the user.

“Regardless of which virtualised infrastructure or cloud that application server is going
to run in, that decision doesn’t have to be made before you choose […] and that’s a
feature we think differentiates WebSphere from [the competition]” (WebSphere
Distinguished Engineer)

YOUR PROBLEM IS OUR PROBLEM
The challenge of maintaining and supporting an installed base of technology
infrastructure is a major concern for organisations today. It presents a significant
operating cost and impacts the funding available for innovation and value-added
initiatives. It is nevertheless essential to ‘keep the lights on’, and the decay of such legacy
platforms can be value destroying if not managed well. IBM understood this issue first
hand and understood that the ability to take clients on the upgrade journey was essential
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in retaining users and also allowing them to deprecate (‘end of life’) their own
technologies, which otherwise became a maintenance/support overhead. The more
smoothly such transition paths could be navigated the better the outcome for all
concerned.

“We had hundreds .. we still have hundreds of IBM products ..that build on top of web
sphere application server … and we didn’t want to break them… So, it was the classic
innovator’s dilemma. We have a very, very successful, widely deployed product which
we want to do something *quite* different with, without breaking the existing
deployments. *How could we do that?*” (IBM WebSphere Chief Architect)

In laying out a central issue for the development of WebSphere against the backdrop of
an existing installed base of applications and users, built on top of a back catalogue of
IBM products, the speaker explained the inherent challenge for incumbent technology
providers in providing a migration path. This issue mirrored that of their audience but
at a different scale.

“We had basically two different approaches that we could take .. different groups within
IBM .. there was the ‘evolve web sphere a little bit’.. there was the ‘evolve web sphere
*a lot*, but in some clever way that didn’t break existing applications’ .. and then at
the other end of the spectrum was do something completely different … the problem
with the do something completely different end of the spectrum was first of all would it
be successful.. but we had, had a few attempts, to do something .. how many people
here used ’SMASH’? NO ONE.. yeah! So that was an attempt that wasn’t successful ..
we didn’t want to repeat that mistake .. *audience laughter*” (IBM WebSphere Chief
Architect)

The key point here, is that the speaker is outlining a vision for the future of the
technology which is ‘the same and yet different’. Playing to the practicalities the
audience faces, and empathising with their same predicament, he attempts to justify the
future state. Acknowledging past failures (the fact nobody could recall the ‘SMASH’
product), he attempts to put the audience at ease with the knowledge that the platform
is moving forward and will retain future value (for users and their own customers) while
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retaining the familiarity and capability of the product they are using today. He also
connects to a ‘community’ (through referencing the audience of the yearly IBM
IMPACT conference in Las Vegas) as evidence that ‘other people’ were responding
positively to the idea too; that this isn’t the first time the idea has been posited, and that
it does ‘have legs’.
In the context of MediaOrg and their failed attempts to introduce a much earlier
version of WebSphere’s private cloud offering, the major failing had been the inability
to coalesce an operating model when ‘infrastructure’ was kept in-house (see Chapter 6
- Everybody Sells). The new vision, as seen through the lens of YOUR PROBLEM IS
OUR PROBLEM, supported the idea that transitions might not have to be quite so
brutal, and that a stepped migration was possible, acknowledging the operational
realities that had been fed back in the failures of past attempts, and of mutual benefit
to both IBM and their gathered users, including members of MediaOrg.

CONNECTING WITH OTHERS
Reminiscent of the techniques of the sales people exposed by Pinch and Clark (1995),
this idea of introducing and connecting with communities of others could be seen
elsewhere in the pitches of speakers.

“A lot of requests we’ve got from ‘customers’ who were interested in kicking off 'some
new projects' of the liberty profile of WAS but they wanted it at a cheaper price point,
if they weren’t going to use the full profile of WAS, they wanted something where they
only pay half the amount of money, they were paying for WAS base..” (IBM Architect)

Much of this relies on the charisma and credibility of the speaker in establishing as
factual the claim that others are ‘interested’, have ‘new projects’ which utilise the new
technology and that they (like ‘you’) are price sensitive (value conscious). In a public
forum the body language appeared positive with collective nods from the audience.
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Connecting with the referencing work of IT professionals and user organisations, public
witnessing of ‘client testimonials’ and third-party site visits or technical demonstrations,
could be seen as activities to build trust that other people like you were indeed also
committed to this new direction, lessening the risk of adoption by being part of a crowd.
Price incentives, e.g. the discounts alluded to above, or free a give-away as part of a
contract license renewal, as seen at MediaOrg), might help to strengthen the deal.

PRODUCT NAMING
The naming of technologies and their parts can be an overlooked activity in bringing
new products to market. It is tempting to think that the hard work is in the engineering,
but names do matter; first and foremost as a way to allow groups of interested parties
to make reference to the same thing without ambiguity. However, IBM didn’t always
get its naming right first time, and sometimes technological and process improvements
meant that naming took a little longer to get right. The IBM technical manager
explained the new delivery mechanism for WebSphere features following an
incremental product release schedule.

“[We’ve] covered the new features which are being added to the new liberty profile ...
but the *way in which* we are adding new features is also very different now ... We’re
on 2 week iteration cycles.” (IBM WebSphere Chief Architect)

In another session the beta delivery approach of getting change to market as fast as
possible and into the hands of users to gain valuable feedback, and if necessary, “fail
fast”, but the speaker observed that naming of an individual component of the solution
had slipped through the cracks.

“One of the things that never fails to surprise me is that […] I can’t remember how
many times we reviewed the design for what we’re about to put out in the beta here but
it actually took a customer feedback session to point out to us that calling a feature
‘scaleable member’ probably not the best idea we ever came up with *laughter*.. but
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unfortunately we didn’t have time to change that, so you’ll probably be seeing that in
the beta, before we come up with a less ‘porno’ name, I think, for that capability." (IBM
WebSphere Chief Architect)

Set against the backdrop of a IBM senior marketing executive’s comment that “if IBM
had named ‘Cloud’ it would never have been called Cloud!” (2011), IBM had developed
the naming of its WebSphere cloud-enablement solution over the course of 24 months
from ‘CloudBurst’, extended to the cryptic but factual ‘IWD’ (‘intelligent workload
deployer’, a superset product) to the more developer friendly ‘Bluemix’. With each rename had come a re-focusing of the vision and an incorporation of the lessons learnt
from alpha/beta clients, trials and proofs-of-concept.

CONSTRUCTING THE ‘KILLER APP’
The relationship between user and supplier in the long sale of information technology
is mutualistic, with degrees of facultative and obligate behavior depending on the
relative power positions between users and suppliers. IBM understood that speed to
market for users was mutually beneficial and from the supplier’s perspective allowed
compelling, and rapid, case studies to be crafted that became sales and marketing
collateral and helped to solidify the CONNECTING WITH OTHERS vignette. IBM
crafted their own ‘killer app’ stories that they used to position the technology with. And
over time the narrative of the killer app moved from being about the private invisible
middleware domain of the engineer to the public realm of the developer.

“So empowering developers. That’s something we’ve been on a huge march towards,
since we started with [WebSphere] Liberty. And more so than we ever used to in the
past. WebSphere suffered some fair criticism about its ability to empower developers,
and I think we turned that around.” (IBM WebSphere Chief Architect)
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Here the story unfolds about multi-device apps and the way WebSphere was making it
happen. Infrastructure cast in the light of the earlier ‘Service Discourse’ may not be
perceived as glamorous in marketing terms and the narratives of ‘killer apps’ brings
infrastructure into the limelight, in essence the representation of ‘always on’. IBM
developed this narrative at various points in user group meetings e.g. during the
technology demo of WebSphere on mobile devices and more opportunistically during a
‘meet the expert’ Q&A session in relation of new AMD64 based variants (Fig. 11),
presented later in this Chapter under FUTURING HINTS.

Figure 11. IBM staff engineer demonstrating ‘hands on’ how an early prototype of WebSphere
can run on AMD technology on a small form factor. Source: IBM WebSphere User Group,
Edinburgh, 2012. Retrieved from the IBM WUG Facebook group public images 01/06/2013.

Encouraging users to craft their own killer app was also seen during user groups
meetings. This was done by showing how easy it is to bring new product ideas to market
by connecting with wider contemporary themes in product development, in particular
the ‘DevOps’ discourse and the market for ‘MVP’s (minimum viable product), which
allowed product makers to ‘fail fast’. Failing fast as a philosophy meant testing the
market as quickly as possible, and if the market for a new product or feature could not
be found, exiting while minimising the investment made. This discourse of risk and
investment appeared to resonate with users and their use of industry narratives to craft
their own pitches. Taking referencing collateral from IBM user groups, MediaOrg were
seen constructing their own narratives based on those from IBM.
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To

show they were also adopting their own technology and setting an example

to users, the IBM WebSphere Chief Architect explained how they would move their
next beta release to a cloud-only solution which users could trial run. While this clearly
helped smooth the path for users, there was also a sense that IBM was exceptionally
keen to have users try WebSphere on an off-premise cloud and that this would begin to
normalise the approach, first for WebSphere 9 as a ‘killer app’ beta release, and then
more generally.

“We’re going use application server on cloud as our mechanism for delivering our
WebSphere classic version 9 beta. So in the past when we have done traditional
WebSphere betas you’ve downloaded them and installed them [locally] […] Instead of
traditionally installing it, in order to make it easier, to use the beats to give us feedback,
we’re going to set this up in Bluemix so you just create a beta plan so you can just try
this out in blue mix without having to install it yourself. We’re not going to provide an
install on-prem for the beta. We’re going to see how this goes. That’s a way in which
[…] we are going to transform the way we do betas.” (IBM WebSphere Chief Architect)

STROKING EGOS
In considering what it is about a ‘closed’ public forum in which users and suppliers
collectively connect, it is worth questioning what, if any, unique exchanges occur that
are not seen in the public domain. While examples of ‘side comments’, ‘hints’ and
‘insider information’ are not uncommon within direct user-supplier interactions
between individuals, and occasionally groups, are these kind of sensitive information
exchanges something that occur in wider industry settings such as user groups?
In the exchange that follows, we see an example of ‘yes’ and ‘no’. The speaker
begins by referring to IBM’s non-disclosure policy (which applies as much to IBM
insiders as anyone else); WebSphere professionals have respect for these ‘barriers’ as
they represent a way to get ahead of the game in terms of ‘what next’. The speaker, like
a comedian, uses the fable of the NDA to build some tension, (“will he tell us something
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we will be privileged to know”), humour, and inclusiveness, to tee-up discussing
something interesting to the audience that is new information, but barely confidential.

“As a general rule I play a bit fast and loose with the non-disclosure side of things .. at
these WUGs .. I’ve always kind of got away with it, and sometimes it’s just because of
timing .. so we’ve got an RFA [Request for Approval] coming out tomorrow, so I’m not
really supposed to talk about it, *hushed* but I’m going to; think we’ll probably get
away with that .. but some of the things I’m going to talk about will be confidential for
at least the next 24 hours *laughter* … so, I don’t just want to talk about what’s
coming, what we’ve done in the last 12 months although I will cover that .. I do like to
talk a little bit about why we’ve made some of the decisions that we’ve made and how
some of those things are driving our current thinking ..” (IBM WebSphere Chief
Architect)

IBM have also formalised this ‘tension trick’ and CONNECTING WITH OTHERS,
and in another session, the speaker draws the audience into the club known as the ‘inner
circle’ – a group of individuals from organisations that register with IBM, under all the
pomp and pageantry of a legal non-disclosure agreement, to hear things first ‘before’
anyone else.

“So, in 2011, at our IMPACT conference, in Vegas, we have a sort of a sub track at
IMPACT, which has got a terrible name .. it’s called the ‘Inner Circle’ .. which is good
for the people that are in it .. but I’ve always thought it was a bit insulting for the people
that aren’t .. but anyway .. we call it Inner Circle .. many of you here are members…
are Inner Circle customers .. we disclose stuff, ahead of time .. under an Inner Circle
NDA .. to people that are signed up for that .. and in 2011 .. 4 .. 3 years ago .. we knew
we need to get a to a place in which we could do these sorts of things with a very, very
small, lightweight infrastructure” (IBM WebSphere Chief Architect)

Much of the visioning set earlier in the Chapter by the IBM WebSphere Chief Architect
was developer-centric. He did not paint a strong case for a future that included creating
in-house WebSphere deployment scripts, and the work needed to manage WebSphere
in the cloud did not require an army of engineers, as technical demonstrations described
later in this Chapter showed first-hand. Connecting with the problematic of why the
engineers in the user group meeting would willingly look to outsource their own work,
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to the intrinsically service-based solutions IBM was pitching, when many of them were
not developers, this ability to ‘look ahead’ may be seen as attractive.

“[A]t my level, attendance at these conferences is far better than any training course, as
it provides real insight into how other customers are using IBMs technology, and any
issues/challenges they face. To be frank, there are no courses that teach that, or keep me
up to date, its only via conference attendance and user group attendance & networking,
which I believe is far more valuable to the company than me doing a product training
course for [WebSphere]” (MediaOrg WebSphere Architect)

Engineers wanted to know how and when to prepare themselves for the future, and
these events were seen to be about individuals as much as the organisations they
represented.

The focus session
At a focus session the audience in invited to ‘deep dive’ with the session lead into a
specific topic area from one of the tracks e.g. a look at a new technology offering in
more detail such as a code management tool, or an area of horizontal interest such as
technology support. The sessions have an element of collaboration, in as much as they
are usually limited in size (circa 10-12 people) and the meeting programme is designed
so that the session timings try to encourage an even spread of participation.
Additionally, around a month before the user group meeting the organising committee
contacts prospective attendees to ask them to nominate their likely track and session
interest to gauge demand. Due to the focused nature, attendees are rarely passive due
to their interest, and questions and discussion are encouraged during and after the
sessions.
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PASSING THE PROBLEM
At one focus session, an introduction to IBM’s global WebSphere technical support
network, a conversation started between the technical support manager and a manager
from MediaOrg, centering on the implications of IBM’s cloud strategy for the levels of
technical support which users, and MediaOrg by implication, could expect. The
conversation uncovers wider socio-political implications of cloud, as well as more
prosaic considerations regarding the ‘operating model’ used by technology adopters.

[MediaOrg Manager] “I’ve got one, it’s a much more general one , in terms of where
you guys are going in terms of support relative to the products, and particularly where
there’s a lot of emphasis at the moment I guess on virtualisation strategies, messages of
cloud working their way into the WebSphere product lines – iWD, CloudBurst has been
rebranded to that – and then more generally IBM has a heavy cloud strategy. Does that
potentially change what users end up doing with your systems and how do you then
engage them and support them. You know virtualised boxes, which are supposed to be
‘black boxes’ are actually having problems and users are now saying ‘well hang on it’s
years since we actually logged on to boxes’ because they were supposed to just run..”

Reflecting on past experiences, the IBM support manager notes that this notion of
remote or distributed repair work is arguably nothing new. He also mirrors an issue of
organising that MediaOrg had encountered: the organisational division of hardware
and operating system support responsibility, and that for software and applications.

[MediaOrg Manager] “So hearing you talk about remote diagnostic type stuff I’m
thinking here a bit about a story at MediaOrg as well where one of the future visions,
although there are some social and political issues, the ability for support teams to
remote access onto [television] set top boxes in people’s homes to do troubleshooting
rather than in much the same way you were describing having to ask a consumer to
explain to you what’s going on with their set top box; are you envisaging that as that
virtualisation comes about you would potentially be looking at moving onto to directly
looking onto boxes?”
[MediaOrg Manager] “[I]t’s actually almost the middle ground that’s the problem .. it’s
easier if IBM took over the job of hosting some of these data centers, or likewise if the
client completely owns it, or at least it’s clear who does .. it’s that middle ground which
is tricky.. particularly in critical situations where emotions and politics are running
high..”
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Reflecting on MediaOrg’s own challenges during the technical support crisis involving
IBM’s global remote support team and the ‘PMR’ process (described in Chapter 7 Selling Crisis) it is clear that the practical experience of the MediaOrg manager has
repercussions in terms of the way messages of the value and simplicity of WebSphere
cloud-enablement need to be reflected on, and somehow assimilated into the legacy
environment (installed base) in which MediaOrg works. As the IBM support manager
notes, these are not purely technical challenges but involve the socio-technical bricolage
including inter-organisational organising and wider political constraints.
The MediaOrg manager accepts that the answer is not there yet; the challenge
then is how to prepare for a possible future, while being cognisant of the immediate
limitations.

Customer advocacy

BRAND PIONEERING
“Talk about our experiences of [CloudBurst and Tivoli], from first being cynical
through to really liking the capability it would give us, then purchase, how we went
about rolling out, and the benefits we will be seeing by then. Openly talk about some
of the issues we’ve faced and where [CloudBurst and Tivoli] has helped us. Present
MediaOrg in good light as technology leader and innovator and how were here to
support the business and our focus on stable platform above all else, and how
[CloudBurst and Tivoli] helps address that.” (MediaOrg WebSphere Architect)

The product demonstration

“We’re going to be showing a lot of demos in the presentation, so when things do go
wrong, please bear with us..!” (IBM Junior Engineer)

The live product demo is a technology cliché which connects with a wider ‘common
knowledge’ that public events always have them; the ability to witness first hand
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running software, whether an early version or something more established, is a part of
the everyday world of information technologists. That they often go wrong, is
essentially a given. Whether due to an issue with the software or something more
mundane such as an unreliable network connection in the demo location there is an
element of showmanship about them, and users will have their own first-hand
experience of conducting these when showcasing their own products to managers or
stakeholders. They do provide camaraderie and there is a shared hope that they go well,
or if not, at least provide some light relief.

TECHNICAL REPAIR
In this first vignette, a demo by two IBM junior engineers has introduced the audience
to a technology for integration with Software-as-a-Service providers such as
Salesforce.com via a connectivity tool. This has provided insight into the effort and
steps to go through to connect WebSphere into a third-party data provider via a
graphical user interface. The floor is opened up to questions.

[Engineer] “… unless anyone has any more questions?"
[Customer] “It seemed like an EAI tool…? Not an ESB.."
[Engineer] *laughs* “well, yeah, that’s a bit of a small point..well, yeah, other things
have advanced features like the ability to scale, and you can do all different
programming languages"
[Customer] “Is that a fair take on it, …”
[Engineer] “…yeah it’s a process integration tool”
[Customer] “OK..OK..”
[Engineer] “Yeah I s’pose yeah..”
*Pause*

At this point a IBM account manager seated at the back of the room interjects to try
and get the conversation back on track.
[Sales Manager] “Yes and no. It’s not an ESB. It doesn’t have the guaranteed messaging,
like something like message broker would have. But we do connect into SaaS
applications, and you can think of it extending the ESB. And a difference I mentioned
which you can think about is, salesforce.com, they charge for the API calls you make,
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and if you go over a set limit you have to start paying more money.. with pure message
broker those calls will be one at a time .. but with Cast Iron it’s intelligent .. you can
drag on a salesforce control .. or Oracle CRM .. and they will batch say 10,000 rows
..”
[… Several rounds of exchange occur …]

So, while the authenticity and honesty of the engineering team’s account does allow
users to gain trust in what they are seeing, the role of the sales team is still evident in
ensuring the value proposition is well articulated.

JOINING THE DOTS
In another demo, the latest incarnation of the WebSphere cloud-enablement technology,
BlueMix, is showcased in a hands-on session. Partway through, IBM WebSphere’s Chief
Architect, who had earlier in the day presented his technology roadmap and vision, and
had placed himself as part of the audience during the demo, raises a question of his
own. Connecting to one of the key impediments to adoption which he had signposted
in his morning strategy session, he ensures that this issue is picked up, and dealt with
through the demo.
[Chief Architect] Err [Engineer] .. were you going to say anything about admin?
[Engineer] Ehmmm . I wasn’t planning to!
[Audience] *laughter*
[Chief Architect] *tongue in cheek* I wish I hadn’t asked!
[Engineer] Did you have a question you wanted to ask, about admin, that you wanted
to bring up specifically?
[Chief Architect] Just because you mentioned that it’s possible to plug any of those
particular environments in […] the admin build pack
[Engineer] Hmm yes, so what [Chief Architect]’s referring to is in the way that these
build packs are pre-installed into the system is as an admin build pack ..”

By tackling such problems directly, he is able to ensure the questions the audience are
really concerned with are not left open and that people’s minds are not left to wonder
if what they are seeing is smoke and mirrors, and nothing more than a ‘lab’ system.
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Meet the experts
Meet the expert sessions are a form of group Q&A – a panel of distinguished individuals
from IBM are selected prior to the event to answer audience questions and hopefully
engage in some lively debate (Fig. 12). The sessions are moderated by the WUG
Chairman himself, and usually involve the most senior IBM technologists on site that
day. While questions come in from users, it is also common for the panel to pose their
own questions or take questions from other IBM attendees. While these questions
appear genuine and unplanned, they usually touch on concerns and issues representing
‘the pulse’ of the day i.e. topics which have been debated over coffee, or which have
emerged in earlier focus sessions. In essence, even if users don’t ask the hard questions,
someone else will.

Figure 12. A ‘panel of experts’ takes questions from the user group audience. Source: IBM
WebSphere User Group, IBM, 2010. Retrieved from the IBM WUG Facebook group public
images 01/06/2013.
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HONESTY PAYS
At times, users could take advantage of the public spectacle of the ‘meet the expert’
sessions to progress solutions for issues where they had met a brick wall when these
issues were strictly in the private domain. In one example, a MediaOrg engineer had
been struggling to integrate the latest version of the cloud-enabled WebSphere
technology with a well-known monitoring technology. These monitoring tools had
become the lifeblood of the WebSphere team at MediaOrg and had been the answer to
the indirect methods14. However there seemed, in testing, to be an incompatibility issue.
[MediaOrg User] “Issues with the Tivoli APM, is it actually supported with the Liberty
profile.. Been getting better results with Tomcat.. have an open PMR.."
[IBM Architect] “So, you’re right it wasn’t initially, hummm, but it’ like a lot of things
.. never mind the liberty profile.. each time we release a version of the application server
we try to line up all of, there are hundreds of products within IBM that build on top of
us, work with us, work on top of the application server. […] So if there are issues ….
so you are using a version for which the documentation claims support are you? The
reason I ask is because in the earlier versions of APM it didn’t …"

This honest admission, from a senior IBM member of technical staff, made it clear that
no one was trivialising that the complexity of keeping large amounts of product code
in synch.
[MediaOrg User] “Certainly the latest version..”
[IBM Architect] “Right, fair enough, talk to me afterwards and I can put you in touch
with the right people here in the Tivoli organisation if it turns out its not doing what
it’s supposed to be doing..”

In this public spectacle, there was little point in the IBM architect debating this at length;
it just needed to be fixed. In follow-up, the ‘PMR’ which had been languishing was
directed personally by the IBM architect, and although a final resolution is still pending
at time of writing, it does demonstrate the power of bringing support issues into the

14

Such as the graph of dropping contact centre sales described in the Chapter, ‘Selling Crisis’
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public domain, albeit somewhat ‘pot luck’ in terms of the user and their ability to attend
these sessions. So, while not a substitute for formal support channels, receiving extra
help was described as “valuable” by the MediaOrg engineer and he commented that
“this was something which had been dragging on for ages, and, well, it certainly helped
that IBM WebSphere Chief Architect heard about this fundamental issue during the
WUG.”
Beyond this, the audience themselves benefit from witnessing reassurances that
the technology team they are speaking to are honest and even if there are problems they
will work with you directly to solve the issues. The fact that IBM also struggled at times
to keep all the plates spinning was, if anything, a positive not a negative, and claims of
‘always on’ (perhaps from less technical sales staff) were at times met with incredulity.
Connecting personally with the person who could fix the issue was extremely valuable
in establishing trust.

DELIVERING BAD NEWS - MIGRATION STRATEGIES
In another session, a user was worried that in order to move to the new WebSphere
cloud-enabled technology they would have to throw away a certain configuration and
‘hand craft’ it again from scratch. In other words, they had an established base of legacy
systems and were concerned about the level of effort to migrate.
[Customer ]“Is there any way for them to move from full-profile WAS and create a
server.xml which is suitable for Liberty .. or is it just start again and hand craft it?"
[IBM Architect] “So the question is how easy is it, what’s the sort of typical path for
moving an application from full-profile WAS to run on the liberty profile. […] I would
say that ‘most people’s' experience is that it is much easier to create a server
configuration for the new application for the liberty profile from scratch using the WDT
tools than it might have been on the full-profile WAS personally .. unless of course you
had a rich library of ws-admin scripting and we’ve going to break that stuff for you. So
we’re trying to do more, but basically you are creating from scratch.."
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While this may sound like a very long-winded way to say to the user: “you’re right”, it
was an opportunity to explain why, set against all the other benefits, that might not be
such a bad thing. “Yes, but...” arguments allow the user to feel vindicated while
providing information and collateral that can be used to help justify their own migration
plans later.

AN ELEPHANT IN THE ROOM: THE OPEN SOURCE QUESTION
The question of Open Source software and its co-existence (or otherwise) alongside
IBM’s product strategy was an acute issue for engineers from MediaOrg. Internal rivalry
within MediaOrg had meant that, on the one hand, the IBM ‘centre of excellence’
looked after legacy platform concerns but, on the other, a new breed of developer,
inspired by the DevOps and Agile manifestos, was busy building the next generation of
contact centre applications, essentially by-passing their authority. A change of IT
director had moved the organisation to a position where it was arguably less reliant on
IBM. How could these positions be reconciled and how could IBM and the MediaOrg
engineers who supported their products remain relevant?
As it happened, the question of Open Source was raised in terms similar to
MediaOrg’s own articulation by one of IBM’s own technical solutions architects who
was both MediaOrg’s key technology representative and also the user group event
organiser from IBM. As a key topic of discussion during the earlier coffee break, and
on the mind of a number of user representatives at the user group meeting, the question
was direct and to the point and aimed straight at IBM WebSphere’s Chief Architect.
[IBM Tech Pre-sales / WUG IBM rep] “It might be a little bit tricky .. about the open
source […] I wondered if you could describe, a nice way to put it, the relationship with
open source, I was thinking from an innovation point of view .. some of the innovation
that’s happening in that community, but maybe a bit of a sales pitch on why you should
go with WebSphere as well.. over open source options!”
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[Chief Architect] “Ehmm, so, I often start answer a question with there are two aspects
.. and I’m going to do it again, there are at least two aspects to that.. the first one is, so,
open source is a place for innovation, we see more things happening in open source than
it is possible to keep up with … in the past I think we have done a poorer job than we
perhaps could have done on demonstrating how open source innovation integrates well
within the application server […]”

The IBM solutions architect keeps the conversation going as a user ‘plant’ taking
advantage of a gap in the Q&A; he asks a ‘loaded question’ about open source and
innovation versus why stick with WebSphere product software. The IBM solution
architect is close to clients (including MediaOrg) and knows this is a question they are
asking themselves but might not voice.

THE CODER ECONOMY
In one example, the speaker hints at the inherent tension between component based
’specialists’ and agile ‘generalist’ philosophies.
[WebSphere expert] “The other approach we have to open source is as competitors there
are open source competitor ESBs which are in the market .. we’d prefer you to use our
own (!) so our approach towards that is to understand what it is that is appealing about
the open source competitors .. and a lot of what it is that appeals is that its very much
aimed at the developer, very much an extension of the developer, the application
developer .. not necessarily the integration specialist .. […]”

Here there is recognition that developers with an Open Source leaning may not have
the same infrastructure sensibilities as the majority of the audience. Linked to AN
ELEPHANT IN THE ROOM the ‘infrastructure specialist’ is clearly set apart from the
programmer community. Which way is the market leading IBM? And what does this
mean for the longevity of infrastructure specialists?
Appeasing development-centric standpoints and showcasing fashionable
integration to create a KILLER APP demanded by CONNECTING WITH OTHERS,
closes this Q&A session. By publicly witnessing together a succession of narratives
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delivered through techniques and rhetoric, exemplars and experts, the technology routemap is connected throughout such user group meetings and repeated every six months.
[Chief Architect] “We had a user group in March where we took one of those ecosystem
project - the Netflix integration - and we ran a session, at the London WUG .. and that
was a result of a ‘bunch of people’ asking, well, how do I take advantage of the Netflixtype technologies with WebSphere .. so we put out an application that did that and then
showed it to ‘all our customers’ …"

SECURITY VULNERABILITIES
Related to PASSING THE PROBLEM and the challenges of secure access to client
infrastructure, the question of security in the context of Open Source is posed, this time
by the WUG Chairman himself. This is another example of a question that has been
circulating over coffee and worthy of public discussion. It is one which highlights IBM’s
approach to dealing with vulnerabilities, and it mirrors the stock response many of the
user representatives in the audience are used to providing when challenged themselves
by business and technology stakeholders.
[WUG Chairman] “A question from me, speaking of open source, there’s been rather a
worrying number of vulnerabilities detected in open source products .. I just wonder
what sort of lengths IBM goes to ensure that sort of thing doesn’t impact ..”
[Chief Architect] “It’s difficult … where we consume open source whether we
contributed to that open source or not then clearly as part of consuming that we have
to worry about whether there’s vulnerabilities .. whether the license is any good or not
.. but you can’t .. predict .. if you could spot where all the vulnerabilities there wouldn’t
be any .. so what I would say is that while we do our best to ensure that those
vulnerabilities don’t exist - and we didn’t in the case of the Heartbeat one - but there
are other vulnerabilities that do hit Websphere .. […] the open source code has
historically been a source of more vulnerabilities than our own stuff .. we avoid it where
we can .. fix it where we can’t ..”

FUTURING HINTS
The role users can play in prioritising product development ideas is reflected in the
following Q&A exchange. Intrigued by the possibility of an ARM64 implementation
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of the WebSphere core technology a user asks if it has a place in the product roadmap.
This was an embryonic idea showcased in a demo session several years earlier and (see
Fig. 7 above) an enabler of the KILLER APP described by the IBM WebSphere Chief
Architect.
[Audience member] “Is there any plan for ARM64 support..”
[Chief Architect] *laughs* “Look, two rows behind you is the guy who’s testing it ..!
All our internal tests run and pass on our hardware .. so there are no technical reasons
why we wouldn’t ship a websphere application server on an ARM based hardware ..
we don’t actually have a business plan to do so at the moment, we’re still working on
that, but it is not unreasonable to expect that at some point in the future we will because
we can ..”

As well as bringing the R&D team physically into the auditorium (Fig. 13 below), it
also hints at the need for a sound business case to promote ideas out into the public
realm. To be successful an idea however technically sound still needs to be monetised
or be part of the wider ‘market pull’. And users are encouraged to contribute to the
demand profile to see ideas through into production. The product push envisaged by
the Chief Architect, however, hints at a mobility strategy (linked with the KILLER APP)
which is much more ambitious, albeit with commercialisation challenges as he describes
(“we’re not going to sell those by PVUs” [Processor Value Units15]).
[Chief Architect] “Do you have a specific scenario that you are interested in?”
*audience laughter*
“Because if you did or anyone else did I would be interested to add that to the mounting
business case to support doing an ARM based solution. […] [T]he technical side of that
is easy .. it’s the business side of it that’s a bit more of a challenge, cuz you’re gonna
have to scratch your head and say well that’s gonna have to be sold on a per device
basis.."

15

PVU, Processor Value Unit, the unit of usage against which IBM pricing model is geared. This is a
complicated pricing model that works for CPU allocation of running instances of WebSphere software,
taking into account server virtualisation. At time of writing, it did not have an equivalent on mobile
devices.
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Figure 13. On his feet, a IBM ‘expert’ in dialogue during a Q&A session question from the
audience. Source: IBM WebSphere User Group, IBM, 2012. Retrieved from the IBM WUG
Facebook group public images 01/06/2013.

Discussion: stranger management
The purpose of the IBM WebSphere User Group and its relationship to IBM is summed
up by one of the board members from a user organisation:

“I don’t know if there are the articles of association created way back in the mists of
time.. but it’s basically supposed to be a body independent of IBM who represent a
community of users..” ([Ron], IBM WebSphere User Group Board Member, 2016).

However, the concept of community is problematic when considered in terms of
actually knowing others. In light of what the group was actually seen to be doing in my
observations of the WebSphere User Group events it might be better conceived of as a
loose affinity of common properties, shared purpose and identity. Considering the
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attendees in two respects helps shed light on this apparent contradiction between the
informant’s words and what was being observed. Firstly, with respect to attendees and
their relationships with the organisations they work for, at least some of these users
have an, at times, uneasy relationship with their employers. They are the “strangers
who come today and stay tomorrow” (Simmel, 1950 [1909] p402), and consequently
have a certain estrangement due to their outsider status resulting from a dual loyalty
with their professional practice. However secondly, even within the user group it must
be understood that most of the users do not actually know each other16, and that further
while attendees number in the low hundreds, the user group membership is many
thousands, so attendees at any given user group meeting are simply the ‘tip of an
iceberg’ in which a given user may personally know a dozen or so attendees and some
‘familiar faces’. So here we have the real user, a partial stranger in both their own
organisation and their user group. To understand what these attendees do to construct
their knowledge of the social on, we must return to the very social work that sales actors
do in aggregating numerous local accounts and constructing the trans-local experience.
Below I layout three kinds of strategy in this regard: influencing, temporal, and kinship,
which I suggest contribute to the development of a shared sense of community, but not
an actual one.

Influencing strategies: collective witnessing and closure
As demonstrated through the series of vignettes above, the composition of IBM
WebSphere User Group meetings is carefully orchestrated. The formality of the
organising committee, the standardised format, ritual elements, and the priming of the

16

Indeed, as Anderson (1983) points out “all communities larger than primordial villages of
face-to-face contact (and perhaps even these) are imagined. Communities are to be
distinguished, not by there falsity/genuineness, but by the style in which they are imagined”
(ibid p49).
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audience, all contribute to establishing a rhetoric and series of messages which lay out
the technological route-map/vision, allow for the public witnessing and closure of
impediments, and establish the charismatic authority of supplier members, at times
reflected through the eyes of the user evangelist. The re-enforcement of key messages
through the events’ powerful co-ordination helps to demonstrate the interdependencies,
and the re-enforcing nature of telling, showing, asking and listening (route-mapping,
demonstrations, focus sessions, meeting experts and customer advocacy).
The user group meetings offer a space in which the private work of users can be
packaged for public consumption by their peers, the wider group of ICT practitioners.
The dissemination of these public accounts is sometimes the work of the supplier, and
sometimes users take on this work themselves. Either way, a collective witnessing occurs
with members of major users and the supplier co-located away from private contractual
settings. The public setting is important, and the choice of prestigious venues which the
IBM WebSphere User Group uses is not a coincidence (the Royal Society, South Bank
etc). The idea is to build up the WUG as a reputable vehicle through which to
disseminate the experiments of industry. Analogous to Shapin’s 1988 [2010 ch5]
account of the 16th century ‘houses of experiment’, the contemporary value of public
witnessing of the efforts by users to make a supplier’s technology work has a similar
feel: “[t]h physical and the symbolic siting of experimental work was a way of bounding
and disciplining the community of practitioners” (ibid p 373). The private efforts of
users (possibly in conjunction with the supplier) are packaged into a repeatable success
story (codified in PowerPoint) and presented to peers to listen, provide feedback, and
ultimately treat as a decision-making aid. Based on testimonials of this kind, a user is
offered a glimpse into the process of making the technology work in situ and can look
the speaker in the eye as they describe both the pain and the success. Such collective
witnessing is important because it draws on and creates a shared repertoire of
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experiences, including both the speaker and the audience, and allows a consensus to be
reached in the room. This consensus is a powerful (albeit tacit) acknowledgement that
the technology has been successful in what it set out to provide, or not. These collective
responses become part of the shared product history and can be packaged in their own
right as part of the supplier’s product story. In effect the user group provides a
microcosm of the market as an audience to validate experimental claims, potentially
adding validity and veracity to claims, and helping to construct a living narrative around
the technical artefacts. With regards to influencing delegates, such shared experiences
can be seen to be building a social representation:
“[S]ystem of values, ideas and practices with a two fold function; first, to establish an
order which will enable individuals to orient themselves in their material and social
world and to master it; and secondly to enable communication to take place among the
members of a community by providing them with a code for social exchange and a code
for naming and classifying unambiguously the various aspects of their world and their
individual and group history” (Social representatio 1973)

In the case of the public IBM WebSphere User Group meetings, this
development of values, ideas and practices occurred both at the level of WebSphere
middleware generally, but also at the level of specific visions. For example, the creation
of a shared language of Cloud Computing in the enterprise IBM user context, along
with shared assets and a knowledge of what was being achieved both by the supplier
and by peers UK wide. The naming and classification of a system of knowledge was
evident e.g. PRODUCT NAMING, as was the sense of product history whereby
attendees were inculcated into IBM history through shared stories e.g. PASSING THE
PROBLEM. In the case of unfamiliar IBM WebSphere ‘Cloud Computing’, several
routines unfolded that influenced the attending group. Firstly, a process of anchoring
whereby the new objects, relations etc. were integrated into the existing WebSphere
family and put in their rightful place e.g. YOUR PROBLEM IS OUR PROBLEM. This
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was important as it allowed the integration of new knowledge to occur alongside
established worldviews of the “already known” (ibid). This of course was an ongoing
negotiation, born out of work in the industry being distilled and played back through
the events. Also of interest was the fact that not all worldviews aligned: for example the
world of the developer and the world of the engineer were widely different from their
relative perspectives e.g. AN ELEPHANT IN THE ROOM. This caused interesting
boundary work seen in the vignette TECHNICAL REPAIR where sales actors had to
negotiate simultaneously with several contradictory views of the truth. Secondly,
through a process of objectification, the abstract Cloud Computing vision was given a
sense of form by being brought to life in the tangible PowerPoint and presentations
given by both users and suppliers. Allowing the vision to take on something more
concrete transformed it into something that could be evaluated.

Temporal strategies: the presentation of technological ideas over
time
In ROUTE-MAPPING we witnessed a move from earlier IBM user group meetings
where ‘the Cloud’ was presented as somewhat ambiguous, untested, and raw (or even
just implicit), to one where IBM are more confident and explicit about what they are
trying to facilitate in the industry. The trajectory being charted has taken several years
to evolve, co-directed with users, though listening to pain points and echoing them back,
in an attempt to bring a collective of industry strangers on a journey. From one event
to another rang the exuberant “[l]ast year I told you..” as a lead in to the work done in
moving the march to cloud-enablement forward (under various names). Consequently,
social representation is both a process and result of social construction. And one that is
constantly being re-invented and re-presented over time in a binding development of
heritage and a sense of shared history.
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“This time last year [2014] we introduced our BlueMix hosted cloud solution ..
probably for the first time in anger, there have been BlueMix sessions at the [WebSphere
User Group meeting] for a while now, but this time last year when BlueMix was evolving
from a being essentially a Beta cloud experience [to one] that we were helping customers
stand production deployments up on” (IBM WebSphere Chief Architect, September
2015)

For users, the effort involved to simply be in the group is minimal and may have
future value. From a supplier standpoint, even this tacit endorsement is valuable in
building up consensus e.g. “[BlueMix has become a cloud solution] that we are helping
‘customers’ stand production deployment up on”; “that is what I showed at IMPACT
in 2011, and we got enough positive feedback from that, that later in 2012, we released
[cloud-enabled] WebSphere version 8.5.0”. While this may appear to be economical
with the details given no clients are actually named nor the definition of ‘positive
feedback’ provided, the very premise of all events was one where certitude was never
promised e.g. the friendly but routine warning of “I tend to play fast and loose with the
NDA [Non-disclosure Agreement]” (IBM WebSphere Chief Architect) alludes to the
need for the audience to trade guaranteed information for a chance to gain insight
sooner than those who did not attend. Elsewhere, Pollock and Williams (2016) have
noted similar behaviors amongst industry analysts who go back on predictions lost, but
with no apparent ill effects from audiences who perceive this as part of the deal and an
honest admission. Pinch and Clark (1995) also discuss a situation where prospective
buyers discount broken promises by street-sellers when they go bad.

Kinship strategies: constructing a community where none exists
The shared experiences in the User Group meetings take two forms, intrinsic and
extrinsic. Firstly, the WUG meetings themselves attempt to foster a communitas
response from within the event setting itself. In this respect, attending an event can be
conceived of as a non-religious pilgrimage or professional “leisure with meaning” (Frey
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1998). Where a major event such as the yearly IBM IMPACT conference in Las Vegas
elicits many of the same responses as a secular journey to poles of entertainment, the
WebSphere User Group meetings, while less glamorous, nevertheless represent a space
where contested meanings exist in the constitution of attendees and the actors are a
heterogeneous ensemble.
Secondly, and importantly in terms of crafting a trans-local account, is the
presentation of self by attendees that becomes the presentation of ‘other’ to those
listening and watching. Hence a process of normalisation occurs in which the selling of
one’s experiences at the user group becomes a commodity in its own right. So, what of
the many users who do not attend? Well, many will attend one or twice, and that is
potentially all it takes to instill a sense of what goes on, and that there are ‘others like
me’ out there, so driving a belief that others are doing as I am. Further, these events are
public, and their outputs are circulated in the public domain e.g. the website, Facebook,
videos are uploaded etc. Propositions are not of course accepted verbatim and as shown
above a host of persuasive tactics and strategies are employed to make the arguments
add up, and it is not the case that they always do.
Overall in relation to the pilgrimage analogy of user group experiences, I now
wish to frame this in terms of the creation of communitas as conceived by Turner
(1978). Here he posits three forms which may occur during times of uncertainty: firstly,
spontaneous/existential communitas with the “emergence of the integral person from
multiple personae” and anti-structure; secondly, normative communitas constrained in
practice, in a “system of ethical precepts and legal rules”, structured rituals, controlling
figures, routinisation and institutionalisation; and thirdly, ideological communitas with
utopian blue-print and remembered attributes of the communitas experience. In
opposition with structure, new institutions may emerge to reconcile competing forces.
So, if the communitas formed during the experiences outside the event are of the
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spontaneous kind e.g. during crisis management scenarios, then, on face value, the user
group might be considered rather more normative given the apparent orchestration at
play. However, firstly, as Sallnow (1981) argues, in the context of pilgrimage, it was
not necessarily communitas which always emerged but “simply a setting in which social
interactions can take place ex novo” (ibid), and that there are political and cultural
processes involved in ongoing social shaping but these are started afresh in the absence
of social cohesion. And secondly, Eade and Sallnow (1991) describe that, as an arena
for competing discourse, communitas may form or disagreement may force
disintegration. But the heterogeneity of actors’ views and resultant discourse should be
foregrounded and rendered problematic. Therefore, if the arena of vision construction,
e.g. IBM Cloud Computing, is seen as a contested void, then we should deconstruct the
very category of “vision” into historically and culturally specific behaviours and
meanings. And, if one can no longer take for granted the meaning of “vision” for all
actors, then nor should we assume a uniform definition of the phenomena of “vision”
either. Thus, the tensions and conflicts displayed e.g. TECHNICAL REPAIR cannot be
understood simply in terms of normative effects i.e. as the product of routinisation and
institutionalisation dominated by ‘specialists’. The notion of a void as an arena for
competing interpretations enables us to place communitas in its proper perspective: as
“an ideological programme that is only partially and fleetingly realised in practice, and

the ‘sacred centre’ to which an actor is drawn may assume many different forms” (Eade
& Sallnow, 1991). The public IBM WebSphere User Group meetings and the private
events of industry e.g. crisis and production meltdowns, and key project ‘moments’
objectified as a part of the social representation presented at the meetings, rally a
communitas just for a little while. In between times, like followers of a religion in
between sacred journeys to the temple or shrine, or the secular tourist going to a festival,
in the large no one really knows one another, but has a sense that the other is ‘out
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there’. Within the IBM WebSphere User Group forum there is a chance to replay the
communitas-forming moments from private industry and try to create a shared response
around hearing work life stories of the pain and jubilation of others.

Contrast with the online middleware community
By contrast, where the IBM WebSphere User Group represented a chance face-to-face
to build short-lived communitas through a shared experience amongst strangers,
another kind of IBM community exists - the online middleware community. This space
is an online portal into other IBM communities and is considered closer to creating an
actual online community. At the time of writing, some IBM WebSphere User Group
members were having doubts about the ongoing effectiveness of the current WUG
configuration and focus.
“The relevance of it being just a WebSphere user group isn’t appropriate, you can see
that through some of the items at the user group, they’re straying a bit wider. I think
we should just move the name to middleware and use the IBM Middleware Community
site to host stuff. But that’s an ongoing discussion” (IBM WebSphere board member,
2016)

If this change does come about, it will be interesting to see if the ‘edge’ of users
that constitute the current user group ‘community’ fulfills the same purpose and how
the user and supplier will interact in future.

Building another kind of edge: the re-seller model
If the kind of community described earlier of local communitas knitted together in
history and rhetoric serves as one kind of ‘perpetual edge’, I now want to turn to
another kind of edge, in which the work in the public space moves back to the private.
Earlier in this thesis, I established that users and suppliers and their members are
involved in, at times colliding, game ecologies, and that actor motivations may vary.
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That said, the opportunity for all actors to ‘gain an edge’ in relation to the game,
strategies, objectives and outcomes can be enhanced in a number of ways. Audience
members can get a head start on new technologies in which to invest their time and also
seek to influence other players such as managers in their own organisation. They do
this through consistency of vision as gleaned from e.g. ROUTE-MAPPING, YOUR
PROBLEM IS OUR PROBLEM and from expert knowledge such as HONESTY PAYS,
WHITE ELEPHANT and FUTURING HINTS. Users were observed applying the
‘collateral’ of the events back in their host organisation. For example, the MediaOrg
Architect who presented to WebSphere practitioners at a user group replay meeting in
London, described in BRAND PIONEERING, later presented back to MediaOrg
interested parties using the same branding, PowerPoint materials and anecdotes
obtained while he was on the road. As this member noted, “everyone who comes to
work has their motivations” (IBM WebSphere User Group attendee, 2012). Users are
not always the passive, gullible audience suggested by Pinch and Clark (1995) in the
street seller model, but rather they are sophisticated actors in their own right and may
exhibit opportunistic tendencies to support their own selling initiatives e.g. as part of a
multi-partite, multi-level sales process. The use of obtained collateral from user group
events helps to bolster a consistent series of messages that mirror those that were honed
in the sessions. In Chapter 6 - Everybody Sells, the early failure of the ‘Cloudburst’
technology sale will be shown to be too immature, with an uncertain market, and
ultimately a risky future. Users are attempting to pick their investments in different
technology futures, as a risk-based decision relative to the games they are playing. While
the WebSphere manager at MediaOrg was unsatisfied that the technology would fit
with his own motivations for potential adoption, the MediaOrg Architect had a very
different game at play. The MediaOrg Architect in BRAND PIONEERING remarked
that customer advocacy “[helped him become a] better presenter, gets our team
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exposure and also helps introduce us to other customers”. The suggestion of an
underlying motivation to improve his own personal standing in the IBM community, as
a qualified expert member of that group, was therefore manifest. As a means of
generating expert capital for himself, it was helpful in him later securing independent
consultancy work. In the ICT economy professionals are seeking to the ride the waves
of innovation laid out for them by ‘betting’ their time on the next big thing. Pitch skills
‘taught’ at WUGs offer ‘safe spaces’ to learn techniques, gain re-usable collateral, refine
arguments, and prepare to ‘take back’ to the organisations that support their own
skillset and help users, over the long run. The long sale allows this pipeline of extraorganisational learning, not only about the technology but also how to sell it, so
important for supporting product development longitudinally

Conclusion: backing the rider[s], not the horse
Continuing a theme of liminality, the boundary role of such spaces and places as in
between work and non-work has been suggested. In particular the breakdown of social
cohesion during high-pressure support crisis scenarios, saw the emergence of actors
with specific agendas and game plans who might not otherwise have been able to
assume the power they did. The original concept of such experiences at liminal
moments, led by a rightful leader (e.g. the shaman of tribal settings), takes us back to
asking what it is about this charismatic authority (and the setting of interaction) which
is able to link technology expectations to collective action. The work of Pinch and Clark
(1995) suggests a framework for the unscrupulous street seller in the face of a naïve
buyer, but is it possible to develop an understanding of these sorts of techniques in
collective settings where the audience is not assumed to be a naïve one? Shapin (2008)
develops a notion which encompasses visions of the future, and the way in which at
times of extreme uncertainty (e.g. in when investing in embryonic ideas or visions, or
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where the selection set is nuanced, complex and time critical) the role of charisma and
credibility may become the most important decision-making tools available to risk
takers, leading them to “bet on the rider not the horse” (ibid). The dominant character
across all the IBM WebSphere User Group meetings is the enigmatic WebSphere Chief
Architect who engages with the audience in a collegiate manner, drawing them in, acting
as a leader not only within IBM, but also to the extended user group members. Industry
leaders, intent on furthering technology ROUTE-MAPPING against an established and
installed base users, skills and technologies, must offer predictions and pathways to the
future which provide a credible progression set against the continuous concerns of
users. The scenario of nurturing a school of investors for investment purposes is (as
pointed out by Shapin, 2008) a key technique used by venture capitalists (VC) and angel
investors where the investment of one actor is dependent on another (or multiple
others). This co-dependency sees the venture capitalist as broker, where timing is
everything. The public witnessing and collective understanding formed between largely
unconnected actors (cf. the pitch scenarios in Pinch and Clark 1995), in face-to-face
settings, remains an important part of the gearing up actors undertake when ‘investors’
are looking for collateral, justification and arguments to further their own agendas,
according to the rules, strategies and objectives of the games they are playing.
Shapin (2008, p291) notes that "[o]ne mark of an investable great team is, of course,
a proven record of success, but so is past evidence of learning from failure." VCs are
said to look for ‘scar tissue’ and a belief that an individual or team will apply their
approach to learning to other uncertain futures (ibid). In YOUR PROBLEM IS OUR
PROBLEM, the IBM WebSphere Chief Architect reminisces briefly with the audience
about a WebSphere product failure (named ‘SMASH’) that no one can even remember.
He lays out the systematic and logical approach to avoiding such failures, but also
draws strength (and audience appreciation) in acknowledging past failures and how he
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(and his team) would seek to bet on the best approach not only for them, but also for
their users (‘investors’) to ensure the safest path into an uncertain future. Analogous to
the decisions venture capitalists make, this public display of and witnessing of
constructive failure helps build belief in the people leading the technological change.

Technological rites of passage
Continuing the theme of demonstrations of credibility, Shapin (1988 [2010 ch5])
describes the way in which the early professionalisation of scientific practices involved
a process of experimental witnessing in public and private spaces. While initially these
experiments were carried out live in the presence of witnesses, this later changed to a
process where experiments were conducted privately, and the results presented to a
panel of ‘gentlemen’ in prestigious public settings. As such, ‘experimental discourse’
was now the object of debate. The role of an organisation such as the Royal Society
(Fig. 14) was to oversee “the task of putting together, justifying, and maintaining a
relevant public for experiment” (ibid p395).

Figure 14. The Royal Society of Edinburgh, George Street. Source: IBM WebSphere User
Group. Source: Author’s image, Edinburgh, 2015.
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The audience for such public witnessing was required to be made of ‘gentlemen’, the
condition for whom was those who held “reliability and objectivity of experimental
knowledge” (ibid p396). The use of public rooms for witnessing and debate was no
accident, and it was understood that the reputation of both the experimenter and the
debating audience was under direct scrutiny when in the company of other gentlemen.
Looking the other in the eye was a matter of honour. And further, it was the
understanding that the reliability of experimental knowledge could only be confirmed
in the presence of such gentlemen. In this way, an experimental rite of passage occurred,
with claims being publicly witnessed in front of the ‘right kind’ of audience in a
transition from the private to the public space: “[a]n item of experimental knowledge
was not finished until it had, literally, come out into society” (ibid p399). Finally, a
distinction was in place between ‘trying’, ‘showing’ and ‘discoursing’ upon scientific
claims. Trying was almost always a private matter, where showing and discoursing was
an activity in the public domain. The “career of scientific knowledge” involved a
circulation between private and public spaces (ibid p400).

Returning to the contemporary, IBM WebSphere User Group meetings can be
suggested to fulfill a very similar function of moving knowledge claims from the
experimental private ‘rooms’ of industry into the public domain. The industry
experiments may involve the user trying out the IBM offerings in situ, possibly alone or
with supplier help. The public events are choreographed, with the ‘right kind’ of
audience in attendance; thankfully today this is no longer restricted only to gentlemen,
but certainly the attendees, while not restricted, are highly knowledgeable industry
practitioners whose views and opinions matter. During the events, there is a public
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witnessing of the ‘findings’ from industry amongst peers, and the presenter is open to
questioning and challenge. The WebSphere user group was essentially a constructed
(self-selected but relevant) ‘public’ against which to test ‘experiments’ (cf. Shapin, 1988
p395). Ultimately there is an initial consensus reached in the room, after which the
circulation of knowledge after the presentation and debate moves into the informal
spaces of networking slots (Figs. 9 & 15) and coffee breaks as it is discussed informally
amongst colleagues and peers. In this way, a consensus is reached as to whether or not
the experiments of others have bolstered the value of the product offering. And until
this rite of passage occurs, a technology innovation cannot really be said to be a
product.
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Figure 15: WebSphere product and service complements are an important aspect of the user
group meetings, and usually attract attention. Source: IBM WebSphere User Group, IBM
South Bank, 2013. Retrieved from the IBM WUG Facebook group public images 10/08/2014.

Hedging bets on socio-technical futures
Actors in the business of engaging with new enterprise ICT technologies are operating
at risk. For suppliers, effort has been put into early stage development in the hope of
attracting a large enough market to make a return, or to catalyse further adoption,
without which their costs will be sunk. For users, they may have committed as early
adopters and now have an organisational investment e.g. reputation of individuals, and
the opportunity costs and legacy burden if the product fails to maintain a development
path and is deprecated. In this way, the user-supplier nexus may be better framed as the
investor/innovator relationship where IBM is the innovator and the user group members
act as a form of co-investment committee.
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Transformation of visions and expectations into “operating models” occurs, in
part, through public witnessing of success and failure accounts. This transformation
creates living portfolio of accounts, a common part of the day-to-day life of many
practitioners. Beyond a portfolio it is a packaged demonstration, which serves as a
blueprint in part, but also aids in valuation of the diffusion of the innovation in total
beyond just the supplier base costs for the product or service. Reference material
becomes capital during the endorsement of collective witnessing at events and in other
public places/spaces. The messy organisational realities are moved to objectified forms
to live alongside the ICT vision as a form of portfolio, and, similar to individuals and
their careers (claims and names, backed up with testimonial and portfolio), the vision’s
career strengthens or weakens in practice. In the space of uncertainty, the charismatic
individual attempts to steer the collective, allowing a semblance of structure to return
(cf. Quattrone, 2005 on Jesuit accounting practices). And in the fleeting ideological
communitas of the IBM WebSphere User Group meeting, users may not be invested
100% in every IBM idea, but the experience provides them with the best risk heuristic
they have, themselves.
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Chapter 6 - Everybody Sells: on the
Boundaries of User-Supplier Interaction
Introduction
The contemporary interest in ‘practice-based turns’ in various fields of management and
organisational studies has recently been applied in an approach to sales outlined by
Geiger and Kelly (2014). Their argument is that, particularly in relation to persistence
and transformation, a ‘sales as practice’ approach is useful in understanding the
reconstitution of sales work and salespeople (ibid p226), and offers an answer to the
call by Sandberg and Tsoukas (2011) that management theories should better reflect
practitioner life. This is in keeping with the research presented in this Chapter, where I
present sales professionals as actors with ‘skills’ as opposed to discrete roles. Further,
by considering the blurring of lines suggested by Darr (2006) between the technical
engineers and salespeople within supplier organisations, I explore the traditional
presentation of a role division between user and supplier organisations, to demonstrate
actor heterogeneity. Taking the approach of privileging roles bounds our understanding
of what actors actually do. Subject to education, training and ability, actors take on
work appropriate to the skills they possess, at times in contradiction with their formal
job titles. By taking an ‘as-practice’ approach, and the ‘lived world’ techniques of
scholars such as Czarniawska (2007), this Chapter seeks to unpack the generous work
of users in enterprise technology sales.
In this Chapter, I first lay out the case for addressing the apparent lack of studies
of the sales work carried out by users in the Information Systems literature. Secondly, I
adapt a framework developed by Pinch and Clark (1995) in their seminal work on sales
people, but in a different field, and show how it is still useful in categorising the work
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users do in enterprise technology sales. I demonstrate this through the concrete example
of a long-running sales negotiation between IBM and a major client, MediaOrg, in
relation to the adoption of an early-stage enterprise solution, CloudBurst. Thirdly, I
extend the framework to account for the protracted sales process commonly seen in the
context of enterprise technologies. And finally, I conclude by noting that alongside a
blurring of user/supplier boundaries, sales work also frequently traverses public/private
boundaries, a point to which I will return later in the thesis.

The role of the user in ICT sales
While the role of the user in the co-design of information technology has been well
theorised in the Information Systems literature, there is a relative paucity of studies in
relation to the roles that users play in the sales and marketing of ICT products. Studies
that do exist, while rich in their findings, focus largely on the work of suppliers as the
primary sales actor (e.g. Darr, 2006 and his account of the work of information
technology technical sales; Simakova, 2010 and her supplier-centric account of
technical marketing work). Elsewhere, scholars have noted the ‘attenuated nature’ of
the user/supplier relationship (e.g. Pollock & Hyyasalo, 2014; Howcroft and Light
2006), which in the terms of traditional management studies (e.g. Kotler et al., 2012)
may even be viewed as two sides of a fence and confrontational. This is a view of the
user that I will argue is anachronistic in the context of contemporary organisations. The
user-supplier nexus is subtle, and it is the practices, overlaps and boundaries that form
the focus of this Chapter. Studying the connection that exists, in my case between IBM
and a key strategic client MediaOrg, and amongst the individuals who work at the
organisational boundaries, gives a first-hand opportunity to see something of both the
structured and unstructured complexities of enterprise technology sales. Drawing on an
understanding of packaged enterprise systems (Pollock & Williams, 2008), we are led
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to believe that bounded, off-the-shelf offerings dominate markets. However, and
especially in their early days, product development and user adoption may be more akin
to joint research and development, with both user and supplier operating at
considerable risk. As one user informant noted when considering becoming an early
adopter,

“[w]hilst I appreciate that someone has to be first so to speak we at least need to factor
this into a risk assessment.” (MediaOrg WebSphere Team Manager, 2011, extract from
field notes, emphasis added)

A number of questions then emerge: how and by whom are values to be established
when introducing unprecedented innovation where one party has to be the first to
adopt? What benefits or privileges accrue for users in being a first/early adopter? When
do the benefits outweigh the risks and how might those risks be mitigated? What shared
repertoire is invoked when dealing with an emerging enterprise technology for the first
time?
Due to the nature of the ICT products and services in question, sales work can
be protracted and extend over a multi-year, multi-partite lifecycle which has a
significant localised impact on implementation, but also on the success of local outputs
used to influence global trajectories. Sales work has to be maintained and often
rejuvenated over the long run, and the methods used by actors in this respect have not
been extensively studied. Frameworks for sales and marketing interactions in the
mainstream business management literature, and popular incarnations such as the
‘seven steps of selling’, often treat the user in an objectified way, and consider the
population of prospects as (possibly segmented) groups with buying behaviors, as
opposed to individuals, in the way a sales function might see them. The concept of the
‘marketing mix’ was introduced to theorise the levers marketers had available to them
to ‘mix’ the way they presented an offering to prospects. Initially, this was limited to
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the widely taught Four-P’s (price, promotion, product and place (distribution);
McCarthy,1960), which was subsequently extended to take account of an emphasis on
customer focus (Shimizu, 1989; Lauterborn, 1990), and latterly reinvented by Kotler et
al. (2012) to encompass people, processes, programs, and performance. While Kotler
focuses on identifying the structural elements of business-to-business sales, the
individual is missing as an empowered actor in this model, neglecting the contextual
relationship management that occurs on the part of the supplier. Additionally, stressing
that ‘marketing is about the user’, ‘sales is about the supplier’ (ibid) resists the possibility
that sales at the front-line is the time and place when the user and the supplier connect
directly, and the objectified ‘texts’ of marketing (with their presumption to know the
user) must be unpacked, negotiated, and possibly, closed. It also overlooks the active
role of users in the sales process, and suggests that the ‘sales era’ is now somehow
outdated and relegated to the annals of history as a pre-1950s artefact (ibid).
Connecting with the broader problematic established for this thesis, there has
been a traceable move to specialisation in ICT portfolio careers (Bergvall-Kåreborn &
Howcroft, 2011), along with the rise of the nomadic worker (Czarniawska, 2014) and
a separation of permanent and contract staffing models. Cloud computing is posited as
the maturing and renewal of an ‘outsourcing strategy’ (Willcocks et al., 2011). So, why
undermine your own specialism? To begin to answer this from a sales perspective, in
this Chapter I seek to understand: what is the work that enterprise technology sales
contribute to this process? And what happens to the vision for a technology product or
service as it enters the enterprise sales machinery? What transformational processes are
invoked?
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Sales ontologies and the practice of sales work
Since June 2009, IBM has repeatedly attempted to sell to MediaOrg, through various
names and guises, a ‘cloud enabled’ application server product, CloudBurst. While
traction has been made in a number of ways, as presented in the following empirical
findings, the ‘closure’ of the sale remains elusive and is demonstrative of a ‘long sale’ of
enterprise technologies. To date, the sales cycle has run over four distinct chronological
‘phases’ (see Fig. 16). The first (‘Garage Culture’), and the emergence of the fledgling
CloudBurst product at MediaOrg, was reminiscent of start-up innovations where the
technology is still developing and the supplier is looking for early stage adopters. The
second (‘Business Value Assessment’) led to a more concrete business case being
proposed, but ultimately failed for reasons discussed. The third (‘Application-as-aService’) recounts a more mature attempt that floundered due to organisational changes
within both the user and the supplier. And, finally, the fourth phase, (‘Platform-as-aService’), involved a competitive situation between IBM, one of the MediaOrg teams,
and an internally developed open-source alternative.

Figure 16: Chronological phases of the CloudBurst ‘sale’ between IBM and MediaOrg
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Beyond a descriptive account, I now take the lead from Pinch and Clark (1995)
in terms of framing the structure of an enterprise sales encounter17. I show empirically
how the sales cycle is conducted for a proto-typical infrastructure technology
innovation being introduced to an established organisation with a mature technology
estate. Figure 17 below provides a theoretical sampling frame and suggests five bundles
of working practices at different stages in the sales lifecycle: building up an edge
(audience) for a new technology offering; working a line of description and
demonstration of the technology; building up value in the offering; gaining sales
commitments and dealing with challengers to the sales process. Within each category
there are example activities that can occur on the part of the user and the supplier, both
within the private boundaries of the firm, and visibly to other actors in public settings.
Overlaid onto the sampling frame are examples from field data that are detailed in the
sections that follow.

17

While the research subject used by Pinch and Clark (1995) might arguably appear
anachronistic in many parts of the UK today with the rise of online retail, large supermarkets,
etc., the deconstruction and process mapping they present is still relevant in many ‘selling’
domains as they highlight in the final chapter
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Figure 17: Theoretical sampling frame to sort the selling activities carried out by users in
public and private spaces

Building an edge: creating an audience for a new
technology
Darr (2006 pp14-15) suggests that it is surprising how a hardware seller confronts
prospects at a trade fair in an interaction “clearly different from the type…we encounter
as consumers in retail markets”. However, in Pinch and Clark’s 1995 account of street
sellers, it is clear from their empirical findings that mastery of routinised sales
techniques are exactly what differentiates a successful and an unsuccessful sales person,
and that a pro-active approach to selling is what helps sales people to succeed. So, while
it is correct to say that contemporary sales work is often highly skilled work, it is not
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necessarily true to say that there is anything entirely new about the techniques that
successful sales people deploy. The form those skills take, and the socio-technical
context may of course differ 18 . In the context of technology sales, the long-term
strategies and short-term tactics used by individuals with a flair for ‘selling’ is skilled
work, that should not be ranked below technical work, but rather considered different
but equally valuable. As Darr (ibid) points out, many of the most prized industry
technologists have an ability to carry out both successful technical work and sales work.
The complexity of the sales settings requires sellers to have a detailed understanding of
the business context, organisational hierarchy, and what drives a multitude of actors
ranging from stalwarts, to influencers, to actual decision makers, and to the more
cynical voices of non-supporters. To make these interactions even more challenging, the
extended nature of a typical enterprise sale means that, over time, user members may
come and go, gain or lose power and influence, have changes in motivations and
interests, and increase or require relevant skills and knowledge. Establishing a sales
acquisition strategy then, requires an ability to draw appropriately from the enterprise
sales toolkit, and make and seize, possibly sparse, opportunities.
Much in the way Pinch and Clark (ibid) outline the critical challenge in
overcoming the acquisition of the very first ‘interested party’ to a street seller’s pitch
(edge), the sellers of enterprise technologies also battle with how to get an initial user
group of users to entertain a proposition. While the offering may have been
conceptually established in the market through various channels, there is a fundamental
issue with immediacy. Catching the user’s attention, and having them commit to get
involved with the pitch at all, as an opportunity cost over something else they or their
organisation could be doing with limited time and resources, presents an initial hurdle

18

Provocative sales strategies can be found in both e-tail and retail, and in different ways in
different parts of the world.
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to the supplier. Where complex technology sales differ somewhat from the street seller
scenario is found in the extent of audience heterogeneity. The initial ‘edge’ maybe
comprised of internal users with a variety of localised interests. However, by exploiting
these differences the technology vendor has a potential entry point into the
organisation. A street seller may exploit something similar by targeting family members
or groups of friends, where one may appear to have an interest, which can be leveraged
to bring in previously uninterested individuals through network and peer effects.
Viewed externally, business-to-business sales scenarios may appear to be monolithic
activities between two discrete organisations, but as I show in my empirical case below,
they actually start out with a small number of nurtured relationships. The first vignette
below, “Connecting with the Innovation Community: Sparking Interest”, highlights
how users work with a supplier around an innovation as part of an small community
of interest, which forms collateral for a user to sell a new idea internally within their
organisation to rally an ‘edge’ amongst the diverse set of actors who need to be onboard to carry an enterprise sale. The description of this dynamic is extended in the
second vignette, “User Evangelism”, where the user starts to become an advocate for
the technology both internally, but also on behalf of the supplier, and provides an early
success story to attract other users in a more public way.

Connecting with the innovation community: sparking interest
Since March 2010, I have had a rich and diverse set of conversations with IBM
WebSphere technologists with an interest in cloud computing, from a range of user
organisations. On face value, these protagonists appear to have relatively little in
common and apparently no structured connections. Few formal user groups yet exist
around specific private cloud technologies. However, cloud offerings are certainly being
discussed at more general user group meetings (e.g. IBM’s WebSphere User Group), and
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in more spontaneous informal gatherings in part the outcome of the early efforts of the
supplier to ‘connect’ user sites. A number of themes have begun to emerge in the
dialogue. Firstly, the consistent role of a relatively mobile group of roaming ICT
professionals, who go not only where the money is but who also go to user
organisations perceived to be leading the way in specific technologies. And secondly,
within user organisations, the role of a small group of lead users acting as technology
visionaries who bootstrap their cloud strategies. The technology is new, generally
unproven in production settings, and seen as risky by some. There is frustration at the
pace of a management that is not perceived as being adroit enough at removing
organisational barriers. Drawing parallels with early technology communities (Levy,
1984; Taylor, 2005; von-Hippel, 2005), and the Internet imaginaire (Flichy, 2007
p138), these individuals appear to be exhibiting high levels of entrepreneurship,
frequently working on limited ‘start up’ budgets (beg, borrow or steal). One user team
found the out-of-the-box user interface for a supplier product too complex for less
technical users in one part of their organisation. Working around local constraints and
in their own time, the team built an environment-provisioning interface via the
supplier’s published web services interface.

This reconfiguration has resulted in

feedback to the supplier around product defects and suggestions for improvement,
learnt through experience in the field (cf. Pollock, 2005 on workarounds). To illustrate
this observation further, an example is drawn from my field notes taken after the IBM
2010 conference, as recalled by an attending MediaOrg WebSphere Architect, talking
informally to an ‘internal user’ from IBM.
“The formal PowerPoint sessions dispensed with, the real business of networking
commenced, and a very interesting tale unfolded from a member of IBM’s technical
team. Responsible for IBM’s in-house application server provisioning in the US and
facing internal pressures he was struggling to justify the use of the supplier’s private
cloud offering for his own needs (the organisation is by all accounts fragmented). He
had managed to salvage a few old servers from a recycling skip, and with some
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‘goodwill’ modifications from the development team in Germany proved the solution
to be highly effective. From there he managed to secure a few thousand dollars in
internal ‘seed capital’ to progress the project, with what was by now a far more mature
proposition (shaped in part by this visionary ‘internal’ user). His unofficial
recommendation was simple – bootstrap, prove the value, and build a justification.”
(Author field notes from conversation with MediaOrg Architect after IBM conference,
2010)

This approach seemed to strike a chord in the imagination of the listening
architect who returned to his MediaOrg and did the same. And whether linked or not,
the same approach seems to have been taken by a number of user organisations who,
perhaps feeling a lack of understanding from their own respective senior management,
had to exhibit ‘start up’ behaviours to get their ideas off the ground. Such internal
perseverance and risk taking is not always regarded as characteristic of individuals
working for large incumbent organisations.
“[IBM Engineer] talked about how he couldn’t get budget for kit (he had $2k to spend)
so scavenged kit from the loading bay that people were throwing away, put in a cloud
group, deployed some patterns, showed value and got funding. After lunch, had further
discussion with Robbie to discuss what he was doing with the appliance. He has some
great practices in place that we’re going to copy!” (MediaOrg WebSphere Architect)

A thorough understanding of what motivates such individuals or small groups
to act in apparently counter-intuitive and risky ways is valuable and insightful (cf.
Pongratz & Voß, 2003 and their work on the entreployee), and it leads us to consider
what the grounding context was that demanded (or supplied?) the need for a ‘new’
innovation in the first place. Flichy (2007 p145) describes an entanglement of chance,
necessity and human will as shaping a technologies’ destiny. While in some cases
‘human will’ may be an expression of individual gain, there could also be more
egalitarian explanations, as described by the user below, where “no application is [too]
small”.
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“[CreditCardCo] WebSphere Architect talked about how […] [t]hey originally took 3
weeks to build out … [r]educed down to 18 hours with cloudburst and think they can
get down further with more work, but are extremely happy with what they have
achieved, cost savings generated, and reduction in failures. They have a concept of “no
application is [too] small” within [CreditCardCo], which means they have simplified
their deployment topologies so they are all the same and have a high level of resilience
built in.” (MediaOrg WebSphere Architect)

Building up ways to sell internally

“Interestingly [IBM Architect] said he couldn’t get hardware at first, so just grabbed old
tin (2core boxes) people were throwing away and put ESX on them and used to build
momentum…. I’ve spent a lot of time talking to [IBM Architect] about these
management type things they are doing and we’re going to get some of their scripts and
incorporate some of their techniques into our design and management approach. I’ll
discuss these when I come back, as there’s some really great ideas that help address some
of the issues people like [MediaOrg Infrastructure Director] keep raising as potential
show stoppers, which in my view aren’t, and are easily addressed by us.” (MediaOrg
WebSphere Architect)

Despite this early garage culture with a strong sense of technological exploration, the
long-term benefits were already being expressed. Keen technical members were aware
of the need to secure senior management interest, and the consequent need for a welldefined value proposition. Tapping into the wider discourse of the benefits of flexible
computing infrastructure to address their own business pain points was evident,
although at this point there was still some ambiguity, and users could be seen learning
from one another to articulate both benefits and approach.
“[Other CloudBurst users have] been on the beta at the same time as us, so we’ve shared
common issues etc in some of the early design sessions […] We’re far more advanced in
our thinking and understanding/vision than they are. Good to see that they shared
similar issues as us, but took different approach from us, so we can learn from that. […]
CloudBurst for us is about automating the build & configuration of the environment,
and then the framework is used to automate deployments. They are trying to build
applications into their images, so have hundreds of images and ran out of space on the
appliance. We have a handful of images instead, so my view, our approach is better.”
(MediaOrg WebSphere Manager)
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Suggestions of future alliances (‘the Web guys’) to generate strength in numbers
and a long-term roadmap for CloudBurst, were evident from the start. However, this
dynamic was to return in a different guise as the web team were focused on a visionary
commitment to open source technologies and while the MediaOrg architect could see
the IBM product family as offering a compelling future vision, his was not the only way
to valuing technology options. The web team’s alignment with an alternative
technology choice would prove exceptionally difficult to change; cost was only one
factor (although the best understood by senior management), and they had an
advantage in ‘selling’ internally to their own management almost constantly, whereas
IBM were able to have only point opportunities. The ‘competition’ rapidly became an
indirect one, to a competing arm of MediaOrg which had already made a product
selection.

Hints of an Amazon Cloud vision
Although CloudBurst was being used by MediaOrg originally as an on-premise
automation and deployment tool, its ability to integrate into third-party public clouds
was already on the mind of senior MediaOrg architects even before the core technology
had been proven, seen as a way for development teams to get on board with the
initiative.

“Interesting chat in CloudBurst early design meeting with IBM today about Amazon
Cloud support. They gave a demo. Once we have [WebSphere] nailed, and move onto
the other products in Integration like MQ & Broker, next step thereafter is WAS CE,
Tomcat etc, which Web guys use. We would be able to create clouds using the appliance
on Amazon, and a next step might even be public & private clouds on amazon, ie no
tin managed by [Data Centre Team].” (MediaOrg WebSphere Architect)
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But, before any of this would be possible the technology needed to be proven in the
small, whether within MediaOrg or through further assessment of the progress of other
customers.
“IBM have bought Cast Iron, a cloud management company, which is part of their
vision of cloudburst being able to create resources on all types of clouds/providers, not
just VMWare/Power. We got an early heads up last week from IBM when they showed
us the capabilities to use cloudburst to deploy WebSphere to Amazon EC2 clouds […]
but that’s longer term routemap vision for us.” (MediaOrg WebSphere Manager)

User evangelism
“Whilst I’m not a polished presenter, I am a passionate technical person who gets the
point across. To date I’ve been talking about how good MediaOrg is and its vision and
how we’re at the forefront of pushing some of the technology (like CloudBurst…).”
(MediaOrg WebSphere Architect)

The role of user evangelists in helping to promote offerings on behalf of a supplier, e.g.
through case studies, can be seen in many technical domains. This involves ‘building an
edge’ of like-minded users amongst the wider user population, ready to ‘sell’ on behalf
of the supplier. In the case of IBM’s attempts to develop a market for CloudBurst,
MediaOrg was seen as a strategic client. Through investing significantly in helping
MediaOrg to get off the ground with the new technology, IBM hoped, although could
not expect, that some key insiders would help them legitimise a case study of pain
points, benefits and implementation experiences.
“As you know, I’m speaking about our experiences of cloudburst to date and rollout
plans at Impact in Vegas in May. So, we can talk truthfully, IBM are shipping us a
loaner appliance until the SRA deal is signed and ours are shipped. If we had ESX servers
in place, a lot of discussions about projects currently underway and how we provision
environments would be completely different […] we would be progressing in a matter
of days not weeks. Such is life.” (MediaOrg WebSphere Manager)

Overall CloudBurst at MediaOrg would be presented as a ‘success story’ although the
integrity of the user’s account was often greatest if it appeared plausible to an audience
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of experienced ICT professionals who knew that technical systems development is
rarely smooth. So even though the marketing account was a rhetoric designed to appeal
to decision makers for whom a cost saving argument would be compelling, the key
technical influencers had different concerns. Further, there was potential for such an
account to leave users feeling vulnerable in terms of their own hard-earned skills and
established positions. While technological innovation was, of course, expected to bring
cost savings, good people still expected to retain good jobs, with issues of size and scale
becoming the focus points for future activity. This was indeed part of the wider value
proposition sold internally by MediaOrg proponents e.g. “[s]uch an approach frees
people up to focus on things where they add more value” (MediaOrg WebSphere
Architect, 2011).
Having successfully presented an account of the early adoption activity by
MediaOrg with the CloudBurst product and the collaboration with IBM, the senior
architect, [Chris], found himself in demand. His presentation had been well received
and IBM saw the opportunity to tour him again during a public conference event in
London. [Chris]’s request to MediaOrg management in this respect shows the value of
securing an influential customer speaker and furthering the sales opportunity with
MediaOrg management.
“The management types from IBM UK and the US CloudBurst team have asked if it
would be possible for me to re-present at a one day event they are running down in
London on 8th June. They also asked if we could get others from MediaOrg down to
attend the event and some of the sessions they are repeating. I’ll get [IBM Architect] to
get a list and forward across. From what he’s told me so far, it does sound like a couple
of the sessions would be of value. Being honest, the event is probably a good opportunity
for yourselves to engage with IBM leadership in the UK and network with some of the
other customers who will be attending, and I get the impression that’s what they are
after. I’m out with (IBM UK Marketing Manager) this evening, so I’ll do a little digging.
(MediaOrg WebSphere Architect to [Line Manager])
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In his influencing role, the architect suggests MediaOrg decision makers should interact
off the back of the technical progress made, and momentum gained with the supplier,
and hints at the selling motivation of this key actor: “[it is] probably a good opportunity
for yourselves to engage with IBM leadership in the UK and network with some of the
other customers.”
An ensuing conversation between the MediaOrg WebSphere Architect and a
MediaOrg line manager identifies a number of reasons why this might be useful to
reference actors.
MediaOrg Line Manager: “If this goes on for much longer you'll be getting an agent
and charging an appearance fee!”
MediaOrg WebSphere Architect: “I do enjoy it, helps me become a better presenter, gets
our team exposure and also helps introduce us to other customers who then come over
and chat and share experiences/views etc. Had a really good chat with a guy from
FinServicesOrg last week, which was funny as I had to point him to some internal people
in FinServicesOrg to talk about, and mentioned I used to work there so it’s my fault
they have the [an IBM competitor] stuff!”

The MediaOrg technical architect highlights a number of personal and collective
motivations for being involved in customer advocacy engagements at conferences. As
well as personal enjoyment and professional development he highlights the value to the
team in terms of continued acknowledgement of being at the cutting edge of
deployments and implementation within the professional field of practice, and also the
networking opportunity of connecting with other professionals within the community
of practice. Direct benefits may accrue at the point of delivery, or simply be a small part
of a bigger picture of individual and collective engagement, which is expected to
compound over time, as individuals and organisations establish a reputation for
themselves in the wider market. This has bona fide value for the supplier, as recognition
grows of certain key strategic clients not only using specific technologies to solve
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significant business and technological challenges, but also that they are willing to stand
up and tell their story.
Turning the collateral from events into tangible actions back at MediaOrg was
observed in the way the MediaOrg WebSphere Architect re-purposed the documents
and materials he returned with for the purpose of building an internal sales strategy.
“[Pulse] presentation went really well yesterday, well attended and some really good
feedback from IBMers and others. I suspect we will be asked to present at Pulse in the
US next year, as they are looking for customers to stand up and tell their story just as
we did. Spent Wed night with [European IBM executives and other key clients], and the
message I received is that they are thankful that we are standing up and telling our story
and are interested in developing us as a case study, so will give us all the help and
resources we need to make this a success. ACTION: Get hold of IBM slides and put in

MediaOrg context of what we’re doing with CloudBurst. Use for Lunch and Learn
sessions.” (MediaOrg WebSphere Manager)

An opportunity too far
Shortly after the successful user advocacy work at the IBM IMPACT conference, the
IBM marketing team approached the IBM account manager for MediaOrg to see if the
architect could be ‘re-hired’ to help with an article for a prominent online site. The IBM
marketing team had stressed that the value to the architect and to MediaOrg would be
“great industry exposure for your and your team's expertise”.
“IBM Marketing are wondering whether you would be willing to be interviewed by
[prominent technology website] for a case study-like article at the technical level, related
to IBM WebSphere CloudBurst. The article would be posted on the infoq.com website,
most likely in the Java community section. The value to you would be great industry
exposure for your and your team's expertise. [Prominent technology website] currently
has 370,000 unique visitors a month so it's an online equivalent of speaking at an
industry event. It can show MediaOrg as a technical leader. Will you let me know your
thoughts?” (IBM Technical Sales Manager)

However, on this occasion, it was felt to be a step too far, showing that while the
advocacy work which occurs in a controlled environment such as an IBM conference is
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acceptable, the risk of being fully in the public domain, and the administrative overhead
of negotiating a legal team, outweighed the benefits.
“We would be interested, but I suspect not right now. We have just purchased
[CloudBurst POC servers] (PO went through last week), so need to have something
delivered before we're talking about it in publications. Speaking at Impact [2010] is one
thing (as we can get our views and points across), but an interview is completely
different and we don’t want to paint ourselves or the product in a bad light. Our
Corporate communications team would want to approve any article, which usually
doesn’t go down well with journalists.” (MediaOrg WebSphere Architect)

Selling the need to sell
The architects attending IBM events were not immune from the need to sell their need
to travel and present.

“CloudBurst, […] and a host of other initiatives have all been off the back of conference
sessions/discussions. Had we not attended, we would not have known or went off in
those directions, so it’s not as if we do not get value from attendance. Similarly, the fact
that we’ve been prepared to speak has opened up other customers and even IBMers to
share their thoughts and experiences with us, and have strengthened our relationship
with IBM.” (MediaOrg WebSphere Manager)

The justifications they gave are insightful in the way they frame their motivations and
the value gained from attendance, primarily in terms of relationship strengthening,
product insights, and tangible changes to MediaOrg technology direction. Presenting
the work MediaOrg is doing with IBM products was seen as key to having a credible
presence as a form of negotiating chip.
“I’ve been to IMPACT for the last two years, and brought back a lot of information
that we’ve immediately put to use. In 2009 we found out about cloudburst, got engaged
in the beta, and progressed that to where it is today. Last year, we strengthened our
relationship with IBM by speaking about our experiences with cloudburst and based on
information they shared with us, changed the direction we were planning on taking.”
(MediaOrg WebSphere Architect)
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Working a line: describing and demonstrating a new
technology
“I have a presentation that I’ve presented several times in-house, as well as publicly
presenting at a couple of IBM conference… [Also I’m] [h]appy to demo this to you.
Same for CloudBurst. I presented both to the rest of the MediaOrg design community
at two lunch and learn sessions.” (MediaOrg WebSphere Architect)

Sales actors draw from a catalogue of rhetorical techniques designed to tap into and
feed off assumptions about what constitutes a product that is to be taken seriously and
consequently worthy of further inspection, and answer the question: what evidence is
needed to verify claims? How to convince others that what is ‘on the table’ has value?
Pinch and Clark (1995) highlight their key finding that salesmen claim it is “not product
knowledge, but people knowledge” that matters, a fact that some salespeople seek to
exploit (cf. Shapin, 2010). However, it is not always easy for users to inspect goods
before they buy, so proxies are used to increase decision-making confidence e.g. product
descriptions, case studies and testimonials. In addition, sales actors rely on external
confirmation, e.g. endorsements, from independent ‘third parties’. Skilled actors play
on the constant tug between demonstrating uniqueness and inclusiveness of the product
vision i.e. that users can gain novelty through doing something safe and proven. The
art of a sale therefore is to convince a multitude of decision makers, at the right time,
that an investment will offer a competitive advantage or solve operational problems
while simultaneously being an acceptable risk. To de-risk a decision, a number of
authors have highlighted the importance of product demonstrations in the context of
information systems development (e.g. Simakova, 2010; Darr & Pinch, 2013). These
are understood to be a means to foster belief in a new technology by seeing it ‘with
one’s own eyes’ in addition to the independent views of others (e.g. referencing work
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illustrated by Pollock & Hyyasalo, 2014, and various work on rating and rankings e.g.
Pollock & Williams,, 2016). These are techniques that skilled sales actors draw on
during enterprise sales in an attempt to prove that if others say it, it must be plausible.
Suppliers understand that their own words alone will not be sufficient due to lack of
independence and underlying motivations e.g. financial reward, which a user
organisation may feel does not best serve their interests. Consequently, the user as
demonstrator is one approach to generating a greater sense of independence. In this
section, in the vignette “Joining Forces: Reference Actors and other Collaborators”, I
demonstrate how users help act as reference sites to demonstrate a technology,
supposedly, independent of the supplier, which is very valuable as an independent
valuation. And further how users gain access to privileged supplier schemes, such as
customer advocacy and ‘inner circles’, that trade early access to supplier product
strategy for internal and external sales work on behalf of the supplier.

Joining forces: reference actors and other collaborators
Pollock and Hyyasalo (2014) suggest a number of ‘business user’ activities including
reference site visits. These visits typically involve a formally arranged meeting between
several user organisations, usually at the site of the user with a successful
implementation. Shorter web conferences etc. are also common, especially where a
prospect wants to get a broad insight into a supplier’s product over ‘multiple samples’,
to give some certainty that they have not simply been asked to see the one good story
amongst a number of failures. A similar technique can also be seen at user group
meetings and conferences, where users formally share success stories and challenges.
However, the on-site visits are often seen as most valuable because they are ‘extended
and off-the-record “warts and all” accounts where the prospective user has the full
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attention of the adopter’ (MediaOrg Team Leader, summary from discussion with

informant in field notes).
Early in their prototype work with the CloudBurst product, MediaOrg were
asked by IBM to host a reference site visit for DownUnder, a well-known organisation
from a different sector but in the same geographical vicinity. DownUnder were seriously
considering adoption of CloudBurst but had not yet got beyond brochure-ware. IBM
hoped that seeing an existing user, albeit in a different business domain, who had made
headway with the technology would help motivate DownUnder to take the next step.
The form of the reference site visit involved series of meetings (by teleconference and
then face-to-face at MediaOrg offices), which involved introductions, a structured
Q&A, and a demonstration by MediaOrg of the proof-of-concept system they had built.
DownUnder took the outputs of these meetings as key components into their own
decision-making process and business case creation, although, ultimately, they did not
take the product forward. Like MediaOrg, they had some concerns about maturity and
product support in the early stages.
“I had been trying to arrange to meet up with you using IBM as a middle man to discuss
your experiences of adopting Websphere CloudBurst. Anyhow, I got fed up with the
indirect approach as it didn't seem to be moving along thanks to amnesia on the part of
some IBMers (I think). At DownUnder we are looking to adopt CloudBurst as part of
our next generation WAS environment.
I understand at MediaOrg that you are quite far down the adoption path and I'd be
really interested to hear your experiences and get an idea about what sorts of issues we'd
have to look out for. If you're still OK to meet up I'd be happy to come out to MediaOrg,
I assume, at a time that suits you, just let me know when is convenient.” (DownUnder
Infrastructure Architect, 2010)

Payment-in-kind: an urgent reference request
Ironically, shortly after MediaOrg facilitated the reference site visit for DownUnder,
without their knowledge IBM added MediaOrg to the formal list of reference sites,
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amongst another half a dozen sites. Later when MediaOrg themselves asked for
concrete reference sites with mature use of the product, IBM omitted to deduct their
name from the list the provided, which therefore came as a surprise to MediaOrg.
MediaOrg did not at that stage believe they had more than a technical proof-of-concept
in progress. This led to tensions with IBM, and MediaOrg felt this discredited the list,
as they couldn’t trust the validity of the small number of other organisations on good
faith alone. IBM apologised for the ‘over sight’ but the damage was done.
IBM Account Manager: “[CM], sorry for taking so long with getting back with the
reference site list you asked for. We realised you were actually on the list already, and I
was working to get you removed…”
MediaOrg WebSphere Manager: “OK... well can you tell us more about what the other
names on your list are actually doing with WebSphere?”
IBM Account Manager: “Let me check with our marketing team and get back to you.
And sorry for the mix up here.”

Conversely, as the CloudBurst initiative progressed. the reciprocal arrangement of
acknowledging IBM’s pro bono commitment to MediaOrg was ultimately met with an
agreement to be used as an informal reference site in slides used in presentations (Fig.
18).
“We have been asked if we can refer to MediaOrg as a CloudBurst user at Impact next
week as part of a keynote presentation. I understand that you have not yet deployed
the technology in earnest, so would understand if you said 'not appropriate at present'
but wanted to give you the option.” (Software IT Architect, IBM Software Group, 2011)
“I am comfortable with this. It is the least we can do at the moment…” (MediaOrg
Senior Manager, 2011)
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Figure 18: Slide used by IBM to identify reference site users, identifying MediaOrg

Informal rankings: MediaOrg as IBM’s “Top CloudBurst Customer”
Another kind of payment-in-kind emerged informally. Although MediaOrg was not on
the formal CloudBurst user list, they were still being touted as the top user amongst
IBM representatives. Whether this was a ploy to appeal to the ego of the listening
architect, is less clear. However, it does highlight the way that informal rankings can
still have value and that even off-the-record ‘name dropping’ can be influential,
especially if re-framed as confidential project work.
“Had a breakfast meeting with [IBM product manager], product manager for
CloudBurst this morning. As far as he’s concerned we’re a really great customer for
them to have and he’s extremely happy and grateful for the input we have put into our
CloudBurst work so far, and has been pushing the team to take our comments and input
into the product updates in [CloudBurst Version 2] etc. […] and we’ve been mentioned
as their “top CloudBurst customer”. (MediaOrg WebSphere Architect)
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Selling early insights
“Having spoken to the CloudBurst team under NDA, I know the rough routemap for
the other products coming as [Cloud enabled] versions over the next year or so, which
is within the length of the [Service Renewal Agreement]” (MediaOrg WebSphere
Manager)

A further sales benefit that MediaOrg accrued from customer reference work was the
invitation to take part in technology alpha and beta programmes. During the product
development lifecycle, the use of alpha and beta programmes provides a way for a
supplier such as IBM to gain early insight into the stability of products, their suitability
in practice, and their operating scenarios. Feedback is commonly collected both to help
make transactional sales and to focus the product’s value proposition in the wider
market. While these can be public forums, IBM ran a series of closed early adopter
product programmes to which selected clients could enroll provided they were willing
to allow IBM to monitor their adoption progress, contribute to structured feedback,
and attend a series of customer webinars.
“Really interesting […] session by the guy who manages the IBM test labs and is
responsible for provisioning their test systems. He’s not employed by the CloudBurst
team and gave a really open and frank presentation on what he found to be good and
bad as an “internal customer”. […]
Quoted $400k savings from what they have done so far, and is going to send me the
internal documentation as we’re covered under NDA and CloudBurst team are happy
he shares with us as we may find [it] useful.” (MediaOrg WebSphere Architect)

The presentations combined client updates with product updates, and some further
cross-sell activity. In a sense structured advertising for other bleeding edge products to
users already showing signs of ‘early adopter’ status was believed to be a good way to
target an audience of risk takers who might help take early product offerings forward
and help galvanise the mainstream users. The ability to name-drop invested clients (‘off
the record’) to a mainstream prospect could be a powerful device for sales teams.
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“Yes, definitely interested in taking part in the beta for V3 and would work it into our
rollout plans.” (MediaOrg WebSphere Technician to [Line Manager])
“[T]he benefit to MediaOrg is that we get closer to IBM (which gives us direct access to
people in the labs to fire questions to, which we’ve used on numerous occasions), as
well as have good open discussions with other customers about how they use the
technology and their approach, which we feed back into what we’re doing.” (MediaOrg
WebSphere Manager)

While the idea that users and suppliers work closely to sell and market new products
and services is not entirely new, the extent to which these activities are being formalised
has only recently begun to gain attention of Information Systems scholars. One such
area, not previously elaborated, is the formalisation of ‘inner circle’ activities where,
beyond a public alpha or beta for a product, some users are invited to be involved in
more private engagement. In contrast to ‘user groups’ that are typically public and open
to anyone who has sufficient interest, inner circles are often by invitation and have the
threshold of being a ‘strategic user’. In doing so, suppliers are looking to formalise the
relationship with valuable users, and clients in return expect a number of benefits. One
advantage is access to sensitive information about supplier strategic direction allowing
users to see non-public product roadmaps and test-drive new product innovations
before general release. Consequently, strict non-disclosure agreements (NDA) are
typically needed to take part in the schemes. Promising improved service to the
MediaOrg business, technology stakeholders needed their internal procurement/legal
department to sign off the paperwork that would then grant MediaOrg access to IBM’s
inner circle agreement.
“One of the things that my team is still trying to accomplish is to get the Inner Circle
agreement in place which will give some access to some key benefits from IBM to make
it easier for us to deliver quality service to the business.” ([MediaCorp Head of
Integration] to [MediaCorp Procurement Manager] to push for access to the IBM Inner
Circle programme)
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The agreement itself gave access to regular briefings, including interaction with other
IBM strategic 'partners’ in the same and other sectors. While this may seem counterintuitive if users from the same competing sector get to know about what their rivals
are doing, the purpose of the sessions was not to discuss business specifics but rather to
understand (and contribute to) the future IBM design roadmap, and build collective
rapport around the technology. For IBM, this was suggested to strengthen the domain
generally, which is a formalisation of effects seen (for example by Pollock & Hyyasalo,
2014) where users may work to broker cross-industry standardisation and pooling of
talent and knowledge. In this way the supplier is acting to mediate the user-supplieruser arrangement, while leaving user organisations to take such collaboration as far as
they wish. Getting a head start on understanding the strategic roadmap for IBM’s
products and services was argued by IBM management to be key to supporting the
cycles of product renewal. Starting technology-proof-of-concepts, organising staff
training, implementing retention strategies and product procurement all require a longterm view for users. Seeding the IBM value proposition early, and indeed, gathering
critical inputs into what a ‘good’ proposition looks like for users, were critical futureoriented activities, in part achieved through configuring users as internal re-sellers.

Building value: building up the value of a new
technology
Skilled sales teams go through a number of stages when attempting to elevate value in
a product or service offering. In the early stages, and before the context is fully
appreciated, internally or externally, techniques may include establishing a generic
‘return on investment’ relative to other options e.g. by contrasting competitor products.
As the process matures, the focus moves to maximising the worth of an offering in
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context i.e. by establishing specific user pain points to be addressed, and ultimately
validating this worth. Worth validation is often a key input into the user’s business case
process and the idea of ‘referencing work’ has been described as the generous work
some actors do to help provide evidence of a technology being useful elsewhere. In
establishing the terms on which a technology should be valued, it is typical that users
engage in the process of creating a business case. This text, often delivered in the form
of a power point presentation and related ‘detail’ documents as part of an internal pitch
for investment, establishes for key decision makers the value of a potential investment
in a technology option to reap intended benefits i.e. presented in terms of a cost-benefit
relationship, although with the potential to provide innovation or intangible benefits.
The development of a ‘values’ approach to technology allows it to be presented and
challenged from a multitude of stakeholders relative to their own perspectives and
interests in ‘what matters’. This development of value leads to constructions of usability
but also utility (McLaughlin et al., 2002).
The second phase of the IBM sales push commenced in the second half of 2011.
A number of staffing and organisational changes at MediaOrg immediately preceding
this date provided a juncture at which the IBM sales team attempted to re-stoke the fire
under the CloudBurst sales initiative. Where the first phase, involving an immature
‘product’ offering, had a weakly specified use case for the MediaOrg, the second phase
commenced with an IBM plan to help MediaOrg craft a compelling value proposition
for their would-be technology purchase.

A complex valuation: crafting a Business Value Assessment
Understanding and recognising the failings of the earlier phase, the IBM account
manager set about ensuring that under his leadership the next phase would be more
routinised. IBM maintains a central function, as part of their North American
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consulting arm, which specialises entirely in helping users build compelling business
cases for technology investments. IBM acknowledges that their technology portfolio
and pricing/licensing models are complex and even seasoned technologists may struggle
to understand how best to present a justification. In addition, the business case creation
process is an opportunity to revisit in minute detail, approaches, options and even
alternative discounting or price spreading options. In this sense the process and outputs
become part of both user business case creation and user-supplier negotiations. As a
consequence, the supplier begins to gain a much more complete understanding of the
drivers, constraints and opportunities of the user organisation.
“Guys - as promised I've attached the deck I discussed about the value from
cloudburst....it’s not updated to include IWD but I'm sure we can add those into it.
Hopefully this can further support your business case. I've reached out to out BVA
[Business Value Assessment] specialists who assist in business case development to see
if they can assist with a call later this week to further cement the case, will advise
shortly.” (Email from [IBM Account Manager] to [MediaCorp Project Manager] and
[MediaCorp Technical Manager])

Business case creation was the specialty of IBM’s BVA unit, and the team combined
business consulting skills with general IBM product knowledge, reaching out to other
technical specialists where needed. To aid familiarity, the business case format
incorporated user forms and documents along with the rigor and expertise of input they
could bring. The BVA team also understood how business cases were being crafted
across the wider industry for a particular technology. In this sense the process leveraged
a form of sense checking and market/user intelligence, which IBM brokered.
Business cases afford a vision of the future as a result of a technological
investment and are needed to obtain organisational investment, usually from multiple
stakeholders. Attempting to be all things to all parties is nearly impossible in a complex
enterprise sale, and a good understanding of the principal actors and power/political
relationships is essential. IBM attempted to bring together the organisational expertise
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and motivations of MediaOrg mid-level managers and senior technologists, whom it
believed inherently ‘wanted’ the technology investment, with their expertise in selling
enterprise technologies generally, and their ability to help bolster the capability of
MediaOrg staff to ultimately convince their senior management that the investment
stacked up. The proposal would need to appeal at the level of a traditional business
case in terms of a justifiable return on investment. However, knowing the CloudBurst
investment had a strategic nature, and consequently an immediate financial ROI alone
might be insufficient, the ‘sale’ was always going to be challenging. Depending on
organisational appetite for risk and funding structure, crafting an innovation business
case can be difficult, and requires insider knowledge e.g. the point in the user
organisation’s own financial calendar and state of the spend to date. It may involve
techniques such as IBM convincing an organisation to invest now while perhaps
discounting or forgoing other IBM revenue opportunities, if they are seen to be less
strategic, as part of their portfolio management.
IBM’s BVA team solicited primary inputs from MediaOrg around the capacity
of their estate, projected growth, current build times, current time spent maintaining,
supporting and patching WebSphere products, to derive a cost-benefit model. This took
the form of a set of graphs that identified the ‘crunch point’, in the not too distant
future, when demand would essentially outstrip the MediaOrg WebSphere team’s
ability to supply at a cost below the IBM CloudBurst proposition. The case was
professionally produced; however, it failed to motivate MediaOrg management further
due to a new and immediate dynamic within the organisation. Around this time a
competing initiative within MediaOrg, involving a ‘roll your own’ open source
technology, threatened to undermine IBM’s plans altogether. IBM needed to up the ante
further in direct engagement now with senior management at MediaOrg, and to treat
the competing initiative as they would any other competitor, but with the complexity
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that the competition was now also the prospective client. Astuteness would be needed
to negotiate a value proposition which was understanding and sympathetic of
MediaOrg’s technology realities, not to mention MediaOrg’s significant development
capability, while showing why the open source route was not desirable.

Securing sales: gaining commitments and encouraging
decision makers to close
Once a prospective user is at the stage of having indicated serious interest, sales teams
traditionally attempt to establish commitments and obligations to buy (Pinch & Clark,
1995). In the street seller example, these techniques may leverage social dynamics, e.g.
‘face’, as primary drivers to close a sale. For example, through techniques such as
promoting scarcity, attempting to show a buyer up in front of peers by going back on
an earlier informal commitment, by giving out a teaser which would have to be publicly
returned and consequently becomes a signifier of intended commitment, or by ‘missing
out’ on an ‘obvious’ opportunity. A key difference between this and the enterprise sales
process is the group dynamic. The public street sale described by Pinch and Clark, for
example, relies on attempts to create a large and engaged ‘edge’ while ensuring
individuals remain unconnected and possibly even adversarial or at least competitive.
In a corporate sale, the supplier may attempt to divide the audience and rally local
alliances, and to prevent individual users collaborating at the ‘wrong moment’,
potentially creating social dynamics once ‘organisational logics’, e.g. value-for-money,
begin to prevail, and a group consensus begins to emerge which may be counter to the
sales team’s aims. In short, the supplier seeks to orchestrate and manage the situations
throughout the sales lifecycle (cf. Johnson et al., 2013). Inherent in ‘the proviso’, the
onus is on the buyer to return the goods, there is possession and ownership ambiguity,
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and soft lock-in exists e.g. public displays of usage commit users to see the technology
through if they have extolled its virtues. The ways in which sellers of information
technologies achieve these aims is various: e.g. teaser content is added to bundles of
renewable items as part of a sales contract, offering live proof-of-concepts which result
in ‘sunk costs’ on the part of the user making it less likely they will not ‘move forward’,
and by creating emotional connection and rapport with users through sponsored events.
For the users, similar approaches to stakeholder management occur internally, as lead
users, who are invested in supplier offerings, seek organisational sponsorship and the
buy-in from senior stakeholders.

Re-engaging the user
“Does this also mean that we should be in a situation where we can get our hands on
the other net new purchases as well, like CloudBurst. I know the team really wants to
get rocking and rolling on figuring out how we can begin to operationalise it and make
our environmental deployments easier.” (MediaOrg Senior Manager)

In the autumn of 2011, and coinciding with an internal audit of licensed products in
MediaOrg’s WebSphere estate, MediaOrg procurement contacted the MediaOrg
technology team responsible for managing the CloudBurst trial. The licenses had been
provided by IBM pro bono as part of a measure to help MediaOrg get ahead of the
curve and prove the technology before committing to a longer-term licensing
arrangement. IBM’s account manager saw this approach as beneficial either way: if the
trial did not work out nothing was lost as there was no inherent cost to giving the
licenses to MediaOrg for a fixed time, aside from any support costs which could be
covered under a different cost centre internally to IBM as part of business development
activities. But if the trial did work out, a level of ‘lock in’ would have been established
amongst the trial infrastructure, meaning a stronger negotiating position for IBM when
dealing with the license renewal process with MediaOrg in future. Conversely,
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MediaOrg procurement were eager to know whether the trial had been a success and
whether they could use this, one way or another, in their renewal negotiations with
IBM.
“Part of the latest deal with IBM saw the delivery of some licences called ‘cloudburst’.
Do you know about these? I’m trying to check if these licences are still in use, or if we
never really got any use from them. My understanding is that it was a new product that
MediaOrg were trying out, so just trying to find out if it was a success or not.”
([MediaCorp Finance Analyst] to [MediaCorp Component Manger])
“Will get the details, but it "worked" and there are now plans to get it
implemented. Not sure where we stand in terms of licences used / planned to use
though.” (Reply to note above)

Establishing that the pilot had indeed ‘worked’ was critical to the MediaOrg WebSphere
team in ensuring that the finance department did not try to negotiate the licenses out of
the contract in an effort to save cost. The meaning of ‘worked’ in the technology team’s
vernacular meant that the technology did what it claimed, it cloud-enabled WebSphere
and the technical teams had been able to successfully provision proof-of-concept (PoC)
environments. It did not mean it was operationally fit for purpose or could be used
within MediaOrg’s organisational setting ‘as is’. Those were challenges yet to be
resolved with support from IBM and the wider MediaOrg technology directorate.
Further, the growing establishment of ways of organising across other companies
starting to use the products would need to normalise a model of working which could
be legitimised and accepted within MediaOrg.
This double meaning of ‘worked’ can be seen again in the project management
effort highlighted below. A vision compelling enough to build some space with the
finance department but not over-committing while the detail came together, particularly
around the implied organisational consequences was needed. A business case that
involved the apparent headcount reduction of another area of technology would be
controversial in the short-term and might well prove simplistic once all the detail had
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been worked through. A ‘quick’ finance appraisal might not allow any of the technology
teams the time to get to the ‘right’ answer for everyone.
“I need to walk Finance through [business case documents] (yes, all of the fecking
things) tomorrow… but I don’t want to give too much away as we are still working on
the detail. Can you review the WebSphere one and let me know if you think it’s
compelling enough without giving the game away on what [MediaCorp Technology
HoD] is trying to do?” ([MediaCorp Project Manager] to [MediaCorp Component
Manager])

Around the same time a new IBM account manager stepped in to manage the MediaOrg
account and was eager to progress the CloudBurst opportunity. Frustrated at the lack
of tangible progress with getting beyond the pilot stage and worried that enthusiasm
might wane further, with costs sunk to date, he was driven to re-structure the
engagement yet again but leveraging the technology-focused ‘proving work’ carried out
to date. Working directly now with MediaOrg senior management, and using
MediaOrg technical staff and middle managers more as a ‘resource’ and ally, the IBM
account manager attempted to enlist MediaOrg senior management support to attend
a conference in London and a bespoke MediaOrg ‘Briefing Day’ addressing MediaOrg
pain points and providing focused ‘training’. The briefing day was to be staged at a
nearby IBM office with a view to showing off the CloudBurst capability and brining in
person IBM technical and strategy experts capable of engaging at senior level.
“Based on this input I've worked with the IBM team to define an initial plan/activities
that we believe will deliver you best value in addressing your challenges and perhaps
assisting with some of the negative perceptions that currently exist… MediaOrg are
keen to realise the value of their CloudBurst & Hyperviser investments, some internal
challenges have prevented commencement of the project to deploy.” (Excerpt from the
next steps and actions from the ‘MediaOrg Briefing Day’)

Proofs-of-technology are popular in the technology sales repertoire and generally
considered under the list of pre-sales activities a supplier might expect to undertake
when proving their product or service offering. The overhead is relatively low, and
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standard demo kits can be created to use on roadshows, from local offices or at client
sites but without the overhead of trying to integrate into third party environments. The
downside is that they may be perceived as ‘staged’ and consequently not have the
gravitas of a neutral third-party site, a working reference site, or a localised demo
configuration e.g. as part of a request-for-proposal. Nevertheless, with some tailoring
based on a pre-meeting questionnaire and discussion with the user organisation, the
illusion of specificity can be created by using additional sales techniques and tapping
into user concerns: echoing pain points and then demonstrating solutions to them, using
realistic data, configurations, settings, workflows and situations.
“Following on from the recent [Proof-of-Technology] provided by IBM we are engaging
with them for a workshop to be held locally. The objective is to scope the work
required, including roles and responsibilities, to deliver a project based approach in
rebuilding development and test […] on a line of business or other subset of the estate.
Initially this will have to proven using patterns created for development or early stage
environments.
We have sent IBM a straw man and other documentation that will form the basis of a
putative agenda that is currently being worked upon by both sides. IBM will provide
technical skills for the workshop to include SOA architecture and CloudBurst third line
level engineering skills. We will provide knowledge of our current estate and the
management framework we currently use to build our WebSphere infrastructure for the
aforementioned products.” (MediaOrg WebSphere Architect)

A large part of what the MediaOrg technical team wanted to see was the practicalities
of managing the system, whereas the MediaOrg management team were focused on a
facilitated discussion of how IBM perceived the technology should be woven into the
fabric of an organisation, what the best practice and recommended ‘operating model’
should be, how ‘other clients’ were using CloudBurst, or if other clients were actually
even facing these issues for real. If they weren’t, this seemed to undermine CloudBurst’s
use in serious production environments. It seemed unbelievable to MediaOrg
management that adoption could be plain sailing, as the technology seemed to have
such widespread organisational consequences. The ‘proof’ in the proof-of-technology
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was different for different MediaOrg actors. For IBM the necessity was to prove the
value to the client by using the established knowledge it gained from speaking to many
clients, and convincing MediaOrg that they were not alone in what they were trying to
do and nor were they the first. Bringing together a compelling CloudBurst vision which
spoke to MediaOrg’s concerns, coupled with a maturity of technology and operating
model at the right point in the funding cycles, and with the right actors bought in, was
a major challenge for the IBM sales team. In common language this might be descried
as having all one’s “ducks in a row” but privately IBM thought it more akin to aligning
the stars. In part, this meant having, and being seen to have, an established sales process
and pipeline to add further legitimacy and foster client trust that the product was more
than just a ‘lab system’, or MediaOrg’s worst fear that they were simply a guinea pig
for something not yet proven. Being first of course had its advantages in terms of
supplier attention and possible licensing and pricing benefits but MediaOrg had to
believe that CloudBurst was being treated by IBM as a strategic concern.
[IBM Distinguished Engineer] and [IBM Hypervisor Specialist] were at the session and
asked some very specific questions about what we had done with WPS and afterwards
chatted through how they tool all the “excellent feedback” we had provided and built
into WAS [Hypervisor], and hopefully it was now useful for us […] He commented that
we have a great understanding of how it all hangs together and how to get round their
restrictions and that were far more technical than most of their customers.” (MediaOrg
WebSphere Manager)

Crowd control: dealing with sceptics and nay-sayers
“I think we need to ensure that we approach CloudBurst with kid gloves. I just got a
rather impassioned e-mail from someone saying that the “MediaOrg WebSphere team
was mandating the use of CloudBurst”. I think what we need to do is a little bit more
of a “sales job” on CloudBurst in hopes of not alienating people. Did we ever do a
presentation internally? Have we ever had the vendor come in on it? If we have, we
may need to dust off our sales job and try it again.” (MediaOrg Senior Manager)
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Despite the best efforts of a sales team to reach shared agreement with prospects, there
are occasions where individuals and groups remain skeptical of a proposition and may
be vocal in their concerns. Sales people have a series of techniques to deal with these
individuals or groups including methods for obtaining individual and collective
responses to increase the value and certainty of an offering. One particular technique,
seen by Pinch and Clark (1995) in their street-sellers study, but also found in enterprise
sales, is the use of audience endorsements (cf. Pollock and Williams, 2016 on the work
of industry analysts in rallying an audience opinion; and work on field-configuring
events as a source of collective agreement). Ultimately, sellers attempt to avoid ‘holes in
the edge’ which might cause this relatively fragile social arrangement to disintegrate.

Garage innovation meets the organisational legacy
What had started as an internal proof-of-concept driven by the skill and enthusiasm of
local MediaOrg engineers and supported by IBM, ultimately required acceptance and
recognition by the wider MediaOrg organisation. The technology was impactful in the
sense that it would require a number of groups – principally test management,
deployment and build management, release management and the operating system and
server virtualisation teams – to collectively find a way to incorporate it into the
established operating models of their own individual structures. The new technology
would change the responsibilities and tasks of individuals and the processes and skillsets
required would have to be developed. But, more than an exercise in organisational
change management, CloudBurst was a grass-roots-led initiative looking for wider
organisational backing and would require significant ‘internal selling’ to reach its goals.
“We should not be trying to piggy-back CloudBurst on to live projects. Having
experienced the pain of doing so with [Key Project], our business colleagues will take a
very dim view of this. Rather we should initiate a CAPEX project to implement and
rollout CloudBurst.” (MediaOrg Environments Manager)
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In the first instance the issue of ‘next steps’ was to establish a series of local value
propositions working from the ground up to ‘swell the ranks’ of committed players,
while attempting to bring senior management into the game. Across the various
stakeholders, MediaOrg WebSphere team members were attempting to exploit internal
selling tactics (supported by IBM) such as local demonstrations, and building out
‘complements’ such as an improved user interface and scripting to try and make
adoption for impacted groups as easy as possible. Establishing a framework for ‘added
value’ to bring people over the line was expressed as the immediate goal. In the
interaction below between a lead architect and his line manager they discuss an
approach to bring the environments team manager onside:
“Don't get me wrong I know that's what we need to do. We have a strong story and
reasons why CloudBurst is required and as you say they will buy in when we start to
use. It's telling that [Infrastructure Manager] hasn't managed to quickly get the graphs
I asked for. We need to use information like that from CloudBurst to solve real current
problems then they will see the value it adds compared to Hewlett Packard.
Just like the presentation when [Infrastructure Manager] was anti I will stay positive
and on message to try and get them onside. All that pre-sales training from my past
comes in handy now and again. ;)” (MediaOrg WebSphere Architect in response to the
challenge to try and bring other factions of the department ‘onside’)

This is unequivocally in the language of sales, even mirroring the approach IBM had
established in their own sales approach, and the architect notes how he needs to draw
on his own previous pre-sales training. There is discussion of the need to present
evidence in the form of information e.g. graphs on usage and future projections to help
develop the business case. However, the architect is frustrated at the lack of drive from
the environments manager and we see an ad hominem response suggesting a political
dynamic e.g. stalling tactics. The architect also draws on a selling tactic of comparison,
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where a competing alternative, Hewlett Packard, is discredited by comparison when
another group is trying to promote a counter proposition.
Bringing CloudBurst directly to the environments provisioning team, the lead
architect exploits the ‘workshop’ as a tool to bring the relevant people together for
focused and joint knowledge sharing and decision-making. He suggests a pilot initiative
around a number of environments had already been slated for delivery in the near
future, convincing others that the new technology should be used to deliver these rather
than the business-as-usual approach. Continuing the organisational dynamics, the
project suggested for the pilot is being led by a Programme Manager who has a
reputation for circumventing orgnaisational lines, having secured resources through
bypassing the environments management team entirely, justified by the need for rapid
speed to market. The project dynamic emerging is a double-edged-sword; it is being led
by an innovator and that helps the CloudBurst case, but that may compound the tension
with the environments team.
“Do you have time in the morning to go over presentation for [Programme Manager]?
Pulled together some slides so we can talk about who we are, our stuff, and have
dropped in screenshots of support tool, some of the framework stuff, plus bits from the
CloudBurst presentation and added some section break pictures to make it look more
flashy and professional. Haven’t seen any other teams doing that, so I obviously think
it looks good ;) Probably want a closer slide after the questions section (renamed as how
can we help?) on what we can offer [Strategic Programme] project?”
(MediaOrg CloudBurst Lead discussing the preparation to sell the idea to use
CloudBurst to an internal ally, 2011)

However, another dynamic exists as the environments team are compelled to deliver
the provisioning request and it is a large order, so the automation CloudBurst could
bring is attractive. The architect also outlines the support they would provide in the
form of enhancements to the existing support interface, and suggests reviewing early
‘mock ups’ which he suggests going over with a hands-on environments team member,
to try and draw more committed parties into the game. This review would make the
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negotiation more tangible, so rather than an esoteric ‘vision’, the architect is looking to
solidify the proposition so that it is easier to secure commitments.
“… we hope to have a workshop in the next two weeks to … The first would be to see
if there is any scope to use CloudBurst for [Programme Initiative] environments. In
parallel, we are also working on the provisioning interface which our team will add to
our support tool and make available for use, and once we have some mock ups available
to go over and discuss the process, we’d like to get someone like [Environments Coordinator] involved to be part of that team.” (MediaOrg WebSphere Manager to
[Environments Manager])

It rapidly became apparent that if any headway was to be made with turning the
CloudBurst initiative into something more than just a localised effort, organisational
challenges needed to be addressed. The responsibility for similar work until now had
been a ‘natural’ division of ownership between several departments but the CloudBurst
proposal cut straight through organisational boundaries. The current ‘operating model’
was explained by the MediaOrg WebSphere Team Manager as key to actually using the
new technology for work requests. The model thus represented a simplification of
technical tasks combined with an expansion of organisational reach of the product and
could have profound impacts for some teams involved. The exact roles and
responsibilities had not been formally discussed at this stage.
“As discussed, [Environments Manager] and yourself need to urgently sort out the
operating model. I think there at many options around the main issue which is
maintenance and patching […] The key thing about CloudBurst is that it’s a new way
of doing things, not based on how things are currently done, and automation and
repeatability are the key.” (MediaOrg WebSphere Architect to [Line Manager])

At this stage, an unresolved issue with IBM was support for the underlying operating
system (OS) that was now seen as a part of a technology ‘black box’, and which went
directly to the heart of another team’s responsibilities. However, it potentially left the
MediaOrg WebSphere team exposed when it came to (particularly) production and
support issues.
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Previous attempts to build a joint initiative with the MediaOrg operating system
team had not gone smoothly, and in an attempt to enable the use of CloudBurst as
quickly as possible, the suggestion was made by the architect that the MediaOrg
WebSphere team should manage this independently of either IBM or another MediaOrg
team. Some of the WebSphere team members believed they had the necessary technical
skills from previous working lives to support this, although this had not been tested,
but as a compromise did acquire a good price to outsource the OS management to IBM.
“There is an outstanding question about Operating System support. We wanted to
manage ourselves as a black box, but [MediaOrg Senior Manager] was unhappy about
[the MediaOrg] WebSphere team being on the hook for OS support. We discussed with
the MediaOrg Unix team, who do not want to support Suse Linux. So, we talked to
IBM and got a price for extended support that’s a no brainer.” (MediaOrg WebSphere
Team Leader)

One thing was clear though, the IBM support for this aspect of the technology, and an
appreciation of what operational realities might really mean, was lacking. The system
still had a ‘lab’ feel to it when described by senior technologists and there were doubts
that IBM would be able to resolve issues fast enough to meet business pressures,
particularly given the recent history at MediaOrg of major product incidents (MPIs).
Next to this backdrop of issues, MediaOrg management felt it was risky indeed to pass
responsibility to a third party who did not always have the same level of expertise in
production support, particularly given first-hand experience of working with IBM
technical support during critical unplanned system outages.
However, after a change in senior management, efforts were made to summarise
the state of the initiative for the new head of design, in an effort to obtain greater topdown support. The email from the lead architect below summarises the benefits of
CloudBurst to the MediaOrg technology directorate and where the initiative is:
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“As we discussed, management approved our vision of using CloudBurst as our
provisioning tool, to cut down on the time and resources spent building environments
[…] This isn’t simply a case of using shiny new tools as [Head of Design] called it
yesterday, instead it’s about working smarter and more efficiently so that we reduce the
amount of time people in the team are having to spend building and managing
environments, and make it a repeatable process at the click of a button. Such an
approach frees people up to focus on things where they add more value.” (MediaOrg
WebSphere Manager to new MediaOrg Head of Technology)

The sales work enacted by users amongst themselves is reminiscent of the alignment
work done in raising venture capital. In this analogy, a number of players need to be
brought into a ‘committed state’ before the others have truly agreed, hence each
participant is played against the others until the funding venture either comes together
or collapses. In the email excerpt above, the reference to the rest of ‘management’
without further qualification, suggests an attempt at legitimising the state of the
initiative, along with activities such as the creation and delivery of external
presentations, and claims that the initiative is already production-ised.
At the final stage of this phase of the efforts to get the CloudBurst product
accepted, and after the departure from the organisation of the original lead architect,
one of the senior technical staff at DownUnder, the organisation which had used
MediaOrg as a CloudBurst reference site, had been recruited into MediaOrg to take
over the technical management of the WebSphere team. This new member thus crossed
organisational boundaries from a team merely interested in the CloudBurst product to
one which is actually piloting it. While this created some friendly exchanges between
the two orgnaisations, it also served to bring a new perspective on what a business case
would need to encapsulate as a vision if it was to be accepted more widely. In the shortterm a number of competing pressures, and changes senior technical staff, meant the
initiative slowed down; at this point IBM had ensured licenses had been included in the
latest renewal agreement, but they were privately worried that momentum was being
lost and key relationships they had established with MediaOrg personnel were going to
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be lost with the organisational changes. This might mean having to start again in the
sales cycle, with only limited traction having been secured. Finding new internal
MediaOrg sponsors and champions would be the next step for both IBM and the
remaining MediaOrg CloudBurst proponents, as would securing another business case
which this time would be more agnostic to who exactly was taking the initiative
forward.

When things go sour: failure to find the value
What counts? The IBM ‘Service Renewal Agreement’
The end of the second phase saw efforts by the IBM sales team to move the CloudBurst
product at MediaOrg to the stage where it was being actively used, and where it could
form the foundation of a proper reference site for wider sales work. However, a
combination of factors led the MediaOrg team to their own assessment of the
technological and operational needs of the product. One of the MediaOrg WebSphere
team’s technical leads had been working through a series of activities with IBM to
establish an operating model but had become increasingly frustrated with the lack of
existing processes, and inability of IBM to resolve issues in a timely manner. He began
to lose faith in the product actually having the qualities required for him to endorse it
as fit-for-purpose at MediaOrg, and he knew that, if he gave them, his
recommendations could lead to CloudBurst being adopted more widely. This meant his
management would later expect him to take on principle responsibilities for training
other team members, and championing the product further. He wrote directly to his
immediate line manager.
“I’ve been trying to get a 64 bit WAS Hypervisor edition out of IBM […] but it’s not
here yet and when I asked [IBM Architect] from IBM about it he wasn’t able to supply
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an ETA as yet. This does suggest that this product isn’t getting the full attention we
would like. This, coupled with the continued lack of any reference sites, does suggest

we should have a checkpoint just now and consider whether we feel currently that
CloudBurst has a robust enough future for us.” ([MediaOrg Engineer] to [MediaOrg
Team Leader] discussing challenges with the ongoing CloudBurst POC, emphasis
added)

His team leader responded in a similarly candid manner, highlighting a number of
technical and practical limitations which made it hard for them to treat CloudBurst
beyond a functioning prototype at this stage, suggesting instead that they move to their
own bespoke automation using established IBM core products instead. The state of the
product and the industry supporting it was still seen as too immature to recommend a
risky further investment, and by now the product was proving to be something of a
distraction for an otherwise very busy team.
“Despite several requests we are not left with any warm feeling that this product has
either ref[erence] site or the internal IBM support that would lend confidence for us to
assume that mantle […] I am also not comforted by their new product direction.
In summary then we have the following:- No response from IBM as to active and major
users; Poor or no support for 64 bit images especially on WAS 8 which is our preference;
Unclear future strategy for product […] I am half minded to drop this and move on to
a strategy of 64 bit WAS 8 builds using as much in house automation as we are able to
and see if CloudBurst (or its replacement) moves fwd – I am doubtful.” ([MediaOrg
Team Leader] to [MediaOrg Engineer])

Escalating this sentiment, the technical team manager indicated to the governing
MediaOrg project manager that he was unhappy committing any further resource to
the project due to an unclear vision (‘routemap’) for the product and a lack of suitable
reference sites. He simply did not have faith that the investment would be a good use
of time and money in relation to the current imperatives at MediaOrg.
“We have some concerns about CloudBurst as a supported product and how much time
we should invest in this. We have had no response to the question posed several months
ago regarding other users or ref sites and restated a couple of times. Whilst I appreciate
that someone has to be first so to speak we at least need to factor this into a risk
assessment. The routemap for CloudBurst as a product is not clear. The replacement or
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follow on to CloudBurst seems too nebulous, as far as we know, to be a good match
for the production realities we currently face” ([MediaOrg Team Leader] to [MediaOrg
Project Manager], 29 September 2011)

Drawing this phase to a close coincided with another wave of organisational and
staffing changes, for both MediaOrg and IBM, which once again put the brakes on the
product initiative moving forwards. The product offering was taking new directions for
IBM too, but fundamentally they still lacked a sufficient body of reference sites to be
seen as entirely credible, especially in light of other automation technologies. Indeed,
some features had already begun to creep into the WebSphere base technology, and
rolling the technology forward as an integral and value-added part of the base platform
was one strategic option that could still help and enable the hosted platform direction
IBM was pursuing. Realising the pain points of users was about providing engineers
with tools to automate time-consuming tasks. This was seen to be more critical than
being on the ‘cloud bandwagon’ and began to lead to a maturity of vision, a reduction
in hype, and perhaps a more useful product. Although the pioneering MediaOrg
engineers had essentially the same vision, the early marketing was loaded with rhetoric
and hype and was not in many ways conducive to the maturity of value proposition
and business case potential required by mainstream decision makers. The changing
organisational landscape at MediaOrg meant IBM returning to the drawing board, but
it also meant an opportunity to recast the proposition again and take the best of the
past with a more compelling future vision.

In the final analysis: what happened to CloudBurst at MediaOrg?
“We can't thank MediaOrg enough for your participation in our early programs to date.
MediaOrg’s feedback has helped shape the product. After communication with [IBM
Architect] and your local IBM team, we understand that MediaOrg will need to
withdraw from the beta program. However, MediaOrg will continue to participate in
our early design program.” (IBM Program Manager, IBM Software Group, 2012,
emphasis in orginal)
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Over the protracted period of the CloudBurst sales process at MediaOrg, IBM had
attempted to navigate the user organisation, first through building relationships directly
with advocates they had identified primarily in the local MediaOrg WebSphere team
who were motivated towards the goals of the product initiative. When these
relationships changed, IBM were forced to reframe to value proposition for new
audiences: senior management; a new audience within the MediaOrg WebSphere team
due to staffing changes, and latterly, a new developer-centric technical team as the
dynamics shifted the relative balance of power and influence at MediaOrg. None of
these audiences offered the same strength of advocacy as had been seen in the early days
of the initiative. Ultimately, the CloudBurst sale remains ‘on hold’ as explained by the
current WebSphere Team Leader:
“It was a bit premature […] Did look at it quite seriously, but I opted to choose a battle
I could win to get 8.5 in the door rather than try and be too clever .. and I think that
was the right decision.” (MediaOrg Middleware Manager, 2015)

However, the technology had also changed. The core enabling feature of the IBM’s
cloud enablement for WebSphere was, by 2014, the ‘Liberty profile’, and across much
of the MediaOrg estate that was now the de facto installation e.g. for billing
applications and mobile. As explained by the IBM WebSphere Chief Architect, the
advantages of Liberty which shipped as part of the latest WebSphere 8.5.0 release made
it, he claimed, the best of both worlds for local installations and those in the IBM Cloud:
“Back in June of 2012 we introduced WebSphere version 8.5.0 .. that was when the
Liberty profile saw the first light of day.. and the reason we did that back in 2012 was
to enable us to be able to produce a runtime experience that would work extremely well
in the cloud, would enable applications to be deployed with a very, very small footprint
for specific purposes and yet still be able to take advantage of the security
characteristics, the transactional characteristics, some of the management characteristics
that we have built into WAS over a long period of time” (IBM WebSphere Chief
Architect, IBM WebSphere User Group meeting, IBM South Bank, London, 2014)
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So, while MediaOrg were not yet off-premise with their virtual data centre initiative,
the seeds had been lain to potentially move to BlueMix in the Cloud for at least some
of the estate, although for other areas the legacy infrastructure remained a constraint.
“Being on Liberty makes that transition [to BlueMix] quite easy, yes. We’re getting to
the position where you could make the transition for some of the estate. But given the
enormous engineering challenges [for the core CRM platform] for now I don’t see the
business advantages quite frankly.” (MediaOrg WebSphere Team Manager, 2015)

Discussion: why a ‘long’ sale?
For actors tasked with building and managing them, infrastructure technologies such
as the middleware product considered in this Chapter, have well-understood lifecycles.
However, they often go largely unnoticed by outsiders until they break down,
sometimes catastrophically, and their presence is forced into the public sphere (Bowker
& Star, 1999). The sales and procurement cycles surrounding these platforms are also
relatively invisible compared to business-facing applications, despite the investment in
establishing a very specific market for these products and services and the sociotechnical assemblage supporting them. The audience for these products remains a
technical one and the existence of the teams supporting them is frequently contested.
Indeed, the very need for these technologies is an area that must be continuously sold
to others through “justifying [the MediaOrg WebSphere team’s] existence” (MediaOrg
WebSphere team leader, 2015).
In the case of IBM and MediaOrg, the sale of CloudBurst played out over a
period of several years and has not been fully ‘closed’ at the time of writing. Principle
actors have come and gone, and yet efforts by both user and supplier continue
suggesting that sustaining processes are at play and that what we are witnessing is more
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than just transactional sales activity in a local effort to close sales targets for the quarter
or year. How those sales processes have emerged behind the scenes was not always
evident from an assessment of front-line activity. Looking beneath the surface in the
marks left in formal artefacts helped map the ruling relations of enterprise sales that,
perhaps unwittingly, shaped the activities of suppliers and users at the front-line,
disciplining them in the sales process. So, to say sales work for infrastructures is ‘long’
in a temporal sense is clear, but it is also long in the sense of a stretching or an extension
of what the traditional view of sales work often is i.e. that of a transactional activity,
carried out by individuals ‘less skilled’ than those actually creating the product or
service. However, studies have suggested that the work of technical sales workers is
anything but low-tech and involves the blend of technical and interpersonal skills
required to engage with technical or semi-technical purchasers who are often other
technologists (Darr, 2006). Still, what those studies do not tell us is very much about is
the formal sales frameworks which have emerged, and which have become a part of the
business as usual activities of users and suppliers in the enterprise technology
community. And while traditional anthropologically-inspired ethnographies of
technologists are strong in descriptions they are possibly less clear about the institutions
that develop and shape individual actions (Kunda, 2006).
In the course of this Chapter a primary assumption is that ‘sales work’ should
be treated as a skill rather than a role. A possible critique of Darr (2006) for example
might be that too much emphasis is placed on the idea that more technically-oriented
individuals (‘engineers’) being engaged in sales is surprising. Indeed, as this Chapter
shows ‘sales work’ in a generous sense is primary work for actors from both user and
supplier organisations irrespective of formal job title. The ability to recast a vision in
tailored terms and to be adept at using ‘sales’ techniques and methods to convince
others is a highly prized attribute of employees amongst whom the dictum “everybody
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sells” is common. The engagement by a supplier of user organisation ‘insiders’ is a
verified technique when attempting to gain traction in a sales process. What Darr (ibid)
misses in his account is the changing shape of sales across the lifecycle of a product or
service. In particular, the work that occurs in the early stages of new technology
adoption to create an audience and legitimise a market is critical for that particular
technology more widely, in addition to the contribution made to a specific sale. By
focusing on mature markets for mature technologies, something of this entrepreneurial
spirit is lost from the account – but the selling of change and innovation is actually at
the heart of the potential for success of many users and supplier organisations alike.
The ‘sales actor’ has a variety of techniques and methods on which to draw in
establishing a market, or a shift in an existing market. The way these devices are used
changes, but the overarching socio-technical arrangement remains essentially stable.

Public and private sales work by users
A third and final meaning of the stretched nature of the sale is found by considering the
array of extra-organisational spaces where selling occurs. Extending the understanding
of sales to long-lived infrastructure technologies, we see the ways in which, in part,
through a separation of 'public' and ‘private’ enterprise sales activity and the nature of
closure over a protracted period, the objectified and witnessed artefacts of sales which
are needed to sustain the sales process are formed, and then re-evaluated and reinterpreted as actors enter and exit, but with continuity with previous decisions and
past visions. We see a back-and-forth of activity between public and private spaces on
both the part of the user and the supplier, and we might even say that they change roles
at times, as a variety of points of closure are passed (or fail to pass) in the ‘long’ lifecycle
of Information Infrastructure sales work.
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“MediaOrg’s presentation went really well. Feedback from [IBM Architect], CloudBurst
team and other IBM customers was that it was an excellent presentation. [IBM
Distinguished Engineer] attended with some of the other WPS people and after the
presentation we had a long discussion […] discussed how [MediOrg] externalise
environment properties […]. [WPS Distinguished Engineer] is going to be quoting that
as best practice!!!” (MediaOrg WebSphere Architect)

The private work that MediaOrg had undertaken internally proving the CloudBurst
product, had through their public presentations led to conversations which had resulted
in some of MediaOrg’s findings becoming industry-wide best practice.
The sameness and alterity which emerges in constant tension between
objectified visions, domain specificity, and concrete implementations pose challenges
for sales and marketing teams, as well as members of the user organisation. However,
the kit bag of sales methods shapes, or is shaped by, an earlier institutional discourse.
Darr (ibid) argues that sales work is inherently structured differently from
previous generations of selling activity, but, supported by empirical findings, I suggest
that this may not always be the case. While the sales landscape is complex, the work
members do to drive a pipeline of sales (and conversely a succession of changes and
innovations) in the expanded view of sales and marketing activity is more accordionlike and constructed from a succession of smaller sales activities and points of partial
closure. The underlying essence of sales work is actually remarkably similar to other
kinds of ‘transactional’ sales work (e.g. Pinch & Clark, 1995), relationship sales work
and market making (Geiger & Finch, 2011). Supporting the latter are techniques in
which private ‘vision stories’ are moved in and out of the ‘public arena’ with the effect
of maintaining both sales continuity for a specific user but also as a market development
strategy (cf. Shapin, 1988 on the public and private spaces of scientific experiment
which I return to later in the thesis). Thus, sales actors combine transactional selling,
relationship selling and market making activity during the long sale (Geiger & Finch,
2011). While a ‘big sale’, in monetary terms, may be part of this on-going process it is
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still just that, a part, of a (potentially unbounded - some systems last in place for
decades) sales pipeline (see Fig. 19). And for established user organisations (and even a
supplier code base) there is rarely a complete ‘big bang’ as most complex ICT
infrastructure change today is incremental.

Figure 19: Sales journey across the public and private spaces of enterprise sales work at
MediaOrg over time

Perpetuating the ‘endless edge’
Users display a considerable amount of agency in how the sales process is enacted in
practice as seen in the exchange and representational practices described (and reflected
in their diverse and sometimes quite open and differing motivations), however there are
also strong normative processes in effect in terms of the expectations around how, when
and where certain structural elements of the long sales process occurs.
Motivations aside, a primary work activity for sales actors is in perpetuating the
‘endless edge’; Pinch and Clark (1995) describe the work sales people do in gathering
an audience to sell to referred to as ‘forming an edge’. Analogously, in the long sale of
enterprise technology sales actor seek to perpetuate the continuous opportunity for
ongoing sales through establishing various forms of soft and strong lock-in e.g.
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relationship building, software versioning, compatibility, pricing and licensing models,
user dependency, support and maintenance arrangements etc. This is important
because, as we have seen, the audience changes frequently and the sales cycles can be
protracted, even if opportunities to short-circuit traditional procurement routes are
frequent. Over the course of a typical sales cycle the managers involved may come and
go, be replaced or superseded. And yet the sales opportunity at the macro level must
persist. How is this achieved given the complexity of preceding organisational baggage
and the multitude of actors and motivations? To be clear, these handovers are
frequently messy, so in framing ‘the edge’ we are not seeking to claim this is a model of
perfection – far from it, and the complex socio-technical entanglement is never easy to
navigate. That said, the baton passing work is done in part through a series of
orchestrated exchange practices, representations such as blue prints, and clear
normative prompts.
The emphasis on networks in the canonical account misses the possibility that
other activities to develop and sustain the market also occur – Darr (2006) suggests that
although certain sales techniques (such as ‘guilt’ mentioned by Pinch and Clark (1995)
may be present at the start of an encounter, it very quickly moves on to networks of
relationships. Relationship building is certainly important but it does not account
entirely for the ability for sales processes to endure for years at a time, and studies of
socio-materiality and cultural discourse may offer an explanation for this apparent
longevity. This Chapter started with the notion that the work of technology sales
people, and those with sales skills, has changed by evolution rather than revolution;
that the same strategies of sales exist, and that these have been shaped to fit the
infrastructures market place. And that skills to create an audience, describe and
demonstrate technologies, build up value in an offering, gain commitment, close sales,
and deal with skeptics are all to be found in complex infrastructure sales. Adopting a
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practice orientation suggests that, as actors collectively engage in work, a certain
stability of meaning, relationships and power complex occurs (Geiger & Kelly, 2014
p227). However, as described above, over the duration of a ‘long sale’ there is the
opportunity to witness the re-configuration of these apparently stable entitles, and
observe a dimension of longitudinal change.
Sales actors play a significant role in the shaping and re-shaping of the practical
visions needed to sustain innovations in its early stage, to ‘get it off the ground’ and
reach the critical mass required for it to become self-sustaining. A useful analogy is
with the raising of venture capital investment, where attempts to negotiate with a
number of actors to make an investment simultaneously is critical to securing further
investment. Sales teams exert significant influence in their own organisations to ‘sell
back’ to the supplier’s R&D teams and justify higher visibility and even access to core
developers e.g. by soliciting wider support through lobbying internal teams, adding
teaser content to wider product and service re-negotiation, securing ‘market
development’ budgets on behalf of users to carry out technical proofs of concept, and
drawing on professional services to help catalyse uptake (Geiger & Finch, 2011).

Conclusion: technology sales infrastructuring
This Chapter has demonstrated that sales work is not confined to those with the formal
title of ‘Sales Person’, and that actors from user organisations take on significant work
to ensure that the sales process is able to function. The ‘user’ cannot be thought of as a
passive actor, part of a naïve audience waiting to be ‘sold to’, and as suggested by
Pollock and Hyyasalo (2014) should be re-conceptualised as a social actor (Lamb and
Kling, 2003). Sales work is conducted from a shared repertoire that relies on users
engaging in active participation and sometimes taking a leading role. These user
activities which constitute sales practice as recognised by members, includes referencing
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activity (Pollock & Hyyasalo, 2014), internal selling, and a host of everyday activities
which are seen as part and parcel of what valuing and evaluating enterprise technology
propositions requires.
Suppliers rely heavily on users acquiring these skills, and increasingly the
industry relies on such skills and knowledge about how to ‘do enterprise sales’ residing
outside of formal supplier boundaries. Consequently, users and suppliers work hard to
establish relationships that sit across formal organisational boundaries. These looser
structures nevertheless have their own internal politics, power dimensions, and norms.
Hierarchical elements can be seen intra-organisationally with actors demonstrating, at
times, great skill in leading and manipulating contexts and individuals. Community
effects are re-enforced outside of the private sales environment, through the
establishment of trans-local user groups, advocacy programmes, and informal
relationships/friendships and bodies of professional interest.
Due to the inherent risk associated with long sales, where individual account
managers may have a small handful (or possibly only a single) account to manage,
damage or loss of the account can be potentially devastating given the level of personal
investment (Geiger & Finch, 2011). During the case study both senior account
managers left to pursue other opportunities, with other enterprise suppliers (e.g. SAP
and Informatica), however it was not clear the extent to which the perceived nonclosure of the long running sales cycles had any part in those moves. On the user side,
the high-levels of personal interest in technology selection both as a result of time spent
researching and appraising options, carrying out referencing activities and giving
technology a personal seal of approval to other internal stakeholders, means that there
is significant emotional involvement in the sales process, ‘win or lose’. When seen from
the perspective of managing a personal portfolio, it is clear to see why general
management ‘good decisions’ may not always match with what an individual
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technologist may perceive as good. Additionally, the empirical findings suggest that
over the course of a long sale, users develop associations with supplier members that
are at least as strong as in their own host organisation. This may lead to certain conflicts
of interest, but even in less extreme cases, it results in form of social lock-in that may
make it hard for a user member to ‘give up’ on a sales opportunity they feel commitment
to and may have felt significant ownership over. User organisations need to recognise
and manage this dynamic in the interests of employee motivation and staff retention.
Finally, configuration practice, through both relationships between
actors (users, suppliers, etc.) and material objects, was evident from the data. In
establishing the value of a new enterprise technology proposition, actors from both IBM
and MediaOrg were to use a range of rhetorical devices to demonstrate value, often
under the umbrella of a trial, proof-of-concept or business case. Beyond being a formal
hurdle, these demonstrated mutual work between user and supplier, re-enforcing social
cohesion (or in some cases damaging it) and wider community building. In the case of
CloudBurst where referencing norms were weak or absent, new norms had to be
mutually created, resulting in a prolonged process in an attempt to obtain ‘closure’, in
which both MediaOrg and IBM attempted to establish and negotiate a shared
repertoire. In this way, early adopters of technology needed to be prepared not only to
assume, or at least share, technology and business risk, but to be involved in crafting
the new norms of engagement for future prospects. CloudBurst had to be established in
the market by sales actors based on objectified marketing rhetoric and an engineer’s
dream. As the described sales cycle was enacted the ‘object’ itself was traded back and
forth between user and supplier as an object of negotiation. Echoing recent work on
Darr and Pinch (2013) where an item is handed to a prospective buyer to ‘feel how it’s
like’ and essentially put a mark on it, giving them a commitment to own it, CloudBurst
was ‘given’ by IBM to MediaOrg repeatedly and increasingly ‘into their court’ e.g. as a
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‘free taster’, drawing them into the sale. Establishing the benefits to actors and user
organisation alike was thus a key management activity in ensuring they held onto the
object. While ultimately the sales initiative has faltered, for IBM, the choice (or luck) of
the right early adopter has been paramount in catalysing uptake, and has demonstrated
the necessity in determining the right ‘internal sellers’, within the user organisation, to
configure and ensure that ‘everybody sells’.
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Chapter 7 - Selling Crisis: Relationships
Between Sales and Support
Introduction
Popular accounts suggest that commoditisation of infrastructures will lead to
information technology becoming a utility much like electrical power grids (e.g. Carr
(2005) when he asks: “does IT matter?”). A service discourse has developed with a
focus on standards and uniformity, governance, control systems and, above all,
stability. In this Chapter I argue that these accounts are simplistic, and that there is a
value to a platform in crisis in order to preserve system visibility. Through observing
the fault handling and repair activities of a range of actors, and a focus on faults of
unknown or contested ownership, infrastructure support can be seen as liminal work,
at times resulting in spaces which are subject to unpredictable creative and destructive
forces in the absence of agreed social order. Out of this operational melée and the need
to demonstrate visibility, I go on to describe how an attempted sale to MediaOrg
revealed that IBM’s ‘cloud computing’ vision could be re-configured to suit different
audiences. This demonstrates the need for suppliers to learn from crisis management
settings about the needs of users, and it shows the generous work some users do in
continuing to support a sales process by exploiting their own unique insider knowledge.

Keeping the home fires burning: the value to users and suppliers of
a platform in crisis
Unplanned system outages are seen to be a problem for organisations today. Set against
a backdrop of expected 100% uptime, high profile outages can be a major source of
embarrassment, undermining confidence internally between ‘the business’ and their
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technology counterparts, and externally with customers and shareholders. Poor service
caused by system faults, especially in commoditised industries (e.g. financial services,
telecommunications and other utilities), can cause customer switching/churn, and the
media fallout from such events has been observed to ‘go viral’ rapidly (e.g. a Royal
Bank of Scotland ATM blackout after issues developed with their messaging
middleware infrastructure in 2012). Even the bastions of ‘always on’ computing,
Google and Amazon, have not been exempt from visible unplanned outages. It is little
wonder then that proponents of cloud-based solutions and infrastructure automation
tout an end to downtime. But conversely, is there a case for claiming that there is value
for users/suppliers in perpetuating the “burning platform” rhetoric? In this Chapter I
argue that while a presentation of organisational-self may strive for a picture of
operational stability, significant drivers exist that make a platform in crisis hard to
avoid.

Management of faults of unknown or contested
ownership
Management of faults of unknown or contested ownership is common in the support
of corporate e-infrastructures such as Customer Relationship Management (CRM) and
Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP) systems. For instance, Pollock et al. (2009) discuss
the ‘passing work’ which occurs in the content of a major IT support team at the ERP
supplier SAP where work tickets are passed amongst actors in search of resolution.
While such work can be seen as wasteful when viewed through an operational or
financial lens, it does suggest an interesting question about the extent to which changes
(business process optimisation, outsourcing, etc.) to these sorts of collective problemsolving experiences (‘rites of passage’) affect social cohesion, which may be altered with
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the introduction of increased automation, separation of actors, and removal of a focus
for repair19. How do social conditions change through achieving 100% system uptime
and minimising fault scenarios? e.g. social cohesion, questions of belonging and
togetherness, codes of conduct. What is the role of suppliers in crisis handling when
their own products are involved and what are the implications for future sales? What
benefits are accrued when a supplier’s product fails? How can technology senior
management in a major organisation expect their business counterparts to respond to
technologies that are seen to be ‘repeatedly broken’?
The idea of thresholds is familiar to both observers of popular culture (e.g.
limbo, twilight zones, coming of age, birth ceremonies) and scholars of anthropology,
in particular, in the study of rituals. This Chapter takes as its starting point the Science
and Technology Studies (STS) method of unpacking the intricacies of technological
development through the ‘opening of the black box’ that is revealed in times of
breakdown or crisis (Bowker & Star, 1999). By looking at the threshold work which
occurs during high pressure support situations it seeks to identify invisible work by a
variety of actors, and, in particular, how exchanges between users and suppliers reveal
both co-working practices, but also organisational dynamics in the context of long-lived
information infrastructures.

At the threshold
In anthropological terms, the concept of liminality was originally developed by Van
Gennep (1909) when he identified a structure of social rites and suggested that “such
rituals marking, helping, or celebrating individual or collective passages through the
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More generally, the role of vagueness as a social device in studies of science and technology
has been explored by authors such as Campagnolo and Fele (2010) in the context of
engineering practices focused around the development of a Business Process Management
(BPM) product.
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cycle of life or of nature exist in every culture, and share a specific three-fold sequential
structure.” This separation of phases into pre-liminal rites (leaving behind old ways),
liminal/transitional rites (creating a tabula rasa under the guidance of a master of
ceremonies), and post-liminal rites (re-incorporation into society as a new entity) led to
a significant claim: while anthropological studies rarely espouse universality, Van
Gennep suggested that all human rites follow this same sequence when unpacked, and
that, in spite of cultural diversity, they are still structured around these elements.
Liminal rites were seen as taking participants through a threshold, resulting in a
dissolution and re-instantiation of identity, and then incorporation back into society
with an associated change in individual social status. However, later writers challenged
this empirically and demonstrated that it is was possible for liminal states to persist over
longer time frames (Szakolczai, 2009). Ultimately these periods may stabilise, but the
point is that they are prolonged and may lack the co-ordinated ceremonial elements
seen by Van Gennep in restricted tribal settings. In more extreme cases, Szakolczai
shows that an individual, group or society can become ‘stuck’ at points corresponding
to each of the phases in the rites of passage sequence.
Turner (1969) was the first scholar to extend Van Gennep’s original conceptions
to a wider context, and noted that, as well as defining a ‘betwixt’ period, it was also
important to understand human reaction to such liminal experiences; times at which
agency is often invoked in unpredictable ways, with little or limited social norms or
shared repertoire to draw upon. Seen as points of axiomatic change, individuals and
groups living in these periods might find their status quo undone and “the very structure
of society temporarily suspended”. With values in question, and in the absence of Van
Gennep’s necessary ‘master of ceremonies’, individuals would find themselves creating
their own codes of conduct, practices and roles. A tacit assumption of stabilisation
exists in Turner’s liminality, but by looking to his work on a related concept, that of
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communitas, he provides a way out: the idea of a normative communitas which enables
liminal states to persist through longevity. As well as an unnecessary division between
small-scale and large-scale societies (Horvath, 2013), the major shortcoming of
Turner’s work is the focus on liminal passages as depicted only as sources of positive
renewal. As later writers have pointed out, liminal states can develop in the opposite
direction, to reveal periods of fear, anguish and anxiety i.e. they may be destructive as
well as constructive.
Turning now to the categorisation of liminal events, it has been noted that both
spatial (e.g. individual, group, society, and local or distantiated) and temporal (e.g.
moment, period, epoch) elements exist and a number of subjects are applicable ranging
from tribal communities and small groups, to modern organisations, nations and
civilisations (Thomassen, 2009). Further, these events can range from little or no liminal
experience for an individual or group through to pure liminality (a quasi-religious
experience; ibid). Extending this concept of liminal spatiality/temporality/degree to the
everyday life of information infrastructure sales and support work will form a recurring
theme in the remainder of this Chapter.
During liminal experiences, Turner (1974, 2012) identified what he described
as ‘communitas’, or loosely structured associations that may form in the absence of
agreed pre-existing social structures or norms. These may occur in times of crisis, or
during pilgrimages, expeditions or other times when constructs such as social class or
established identity are de-emphasised or have no recognised meaning in the new
context20. These communitas events can be long or short-lived as individuals/groups
“distance themselves from mundane structures and their social identities, leading to a
homogenisation of [for example] status”. As in general concepts of liminality, there can
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E.g. festivals, sporting events, moments of national celebration or grieving
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be both constructive and destructive elements to a communitas, and the nature of these
entities as anti-structured or hyper-structured is still being debated21.

Liminal leadership
In this Chapter I challenge the notion that periods of uncertainty are necessarily
transient, and further that there are benefits accrued from states of perpetual crisis e.g.
for creating motivations for change against a backdrop of ‘hidden infrastructure’.
Liminal states and communitas as conceived of by Turner (1969) and the original
definitions of Van Gennep are taken from small tribal studies which focus on staged
acts of liminality under the control of a master of ceremonies. In the absence of such
figureheads the ability to stabilise such situations is less clear-cut. The master figure was
responsible for leading the participants into and out of the liminal state through rites.
In their absence, individuals have been shown to look to forms of imitation through
mimesis to make sense of and decide how to act in an unfamiliar social context. Related
to this is the emergence of faux leaders (e.g. tricksters, charismatics etc. with other
vested interests) who may help perpetuate the liminal state for other goals e.g. as part
of game play. Schismogenesis in several forms has been used as a concept to explain
these situations of permanent or semi-permanent liminality that “perpetuate conditions
of confusion” (ibid).
Why then might these strands of previous academic work from outside the field
of information systems prove useful to scholars of organisation and technology? And
how do they help apply a conceptual lens to better understand the complex interplay
amongst sales and support actors in contemporary information infrastructure sales?
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Alternative understanding of the meaning of ‘communitas’ has results in alternative readings
e.g. Esposito (2010) who defines it not in terms of a group closed from others based on a
“property”, but rather tied by a debt or obligation to others e.g. a place in public office.
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The following empirical sections start with an exposition of the ‘service discourse’
which arguably exists in all technology organisations, and go on to offer an account of
the rich communal experiences which were observed during times of operational crisis.
Further, it shows how the bedrock of the communitas is dynamic, and an assortment
of games exists. A game between the traditionally conceived roles of buyer and seller is
just one facet of the sales terrain. States of liminality help to enlighten us as to why there
appears to be value to users and suppliers of a platform in crisis. However, to generalise
further is dangerous and helps re-enforce the idea that a combination of individual and
institutional forces helps to shape outcomes, which are frequently hard to determine
prima facie, “the possibilities of life are too great and too varied” (Popper quoted in
Syal (1994)).

The objectification of a service discourse
The work ICT professionals do to remain in control of their presentation of co-managed
infrastructure is a matter of everyday organisational life. Much office rhetoric appears
to revolve around keeping things hidden. Consequently, in silo-ed work arrangements,
local optimisations are suggested to be common (Larman & Vodde, 2008).
Infrastructures can be complex, heterogeneous and evolutionary in nature. For
established organisations they involve significant levels of change across a network of
disparate technologies at various stages in their own evolution. These systems are long
lived and survive turnover of IT staff and other organisational change. These systems
are never ‘at rest’, either from the 24/7 expectations of their users, or from constant
waves of software and hardware migration, upgrade and service requests. Figure 20
below shows a service architecture based on a ‘tube map’ design, which demonstrates
the extent to which a service-based approach pervades the mental model of users.
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Figure 20: Representation of MediaOrg services on a ‘tube map’ architecture diagram

For some organisations, the ‘felt crisis’ of operational support appears unrelenting. A
pipeline of planned and unplanned change, incident management and the movement
from one technology issue to the next can be witnessed in the enactment of collective
attempts to keep control of the account of invisibility. When things go wrong, and
particularly so in large-scale heterogeneous ensembles of legacy technology constructs
with multi-party accountability, much effort goes into troubleshooting and problem
resolution – a frequently high pressure and dynamic affair. Consequently, technology
teams spend considerable effort shoring up their accounts and actively managing ‘up
time’ as much as ‘down time'.
So, in presenting a problematic, I note that while the materials and methods of
workplace performativity are frequently relied upon (Quattrone et al., 2012), they are
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at times misunderstood. While the emergence and pervasiveness of information
infrastructure is widespread, and a primary characteristic is one of ‘invisible until
broken’ (Bowker & Star, 1999), it is also arguably true that (a selected view of) the
performance of these infrastructures has never been more visible. What is foregrounded
and what is backgrounded, and why, pose an interesting starting place in investigating
the activities of the modern workplace. So, despite claims that systems appear to be like
a ‘black box’, at MediaOrg acute visibility of (a view of) operational performance was
common.
‘Service orientation' is a popular trend in information technology management
today.

The landscape of technology architecture is rife with concepts of service

abstraction and an industry of Service Oriented Architectures (SOAs) has emerged;
technology support has appropriated standardised service frameworks such as use of IT
service management best practice, the Information Technology Infrastructure Library
(ITIL), with a focus on uptime and system availability across disaggregated estates,
proactive 'incident' management and the use of service metrics (KPIs). “We are good
in a crisis” commented one senior IT Director at MediaOrg referring both to the
capability of individuals in his charge to 'make hero' and turn-around failing projects
and systems, but also to the extensive façade of standardised plumbing and ‘life support’
amongst which technology operations took place. The language of ‘service’ is arguably
endemic in the corporate IT domain, as illustrated by a recent Accenture/LSE consulting
document in the context of Cloud Computing which describes it in terms of the public
face of a ‘service outsourcing strategy’ (Willcocks et al. 2011), driven in part by interest
in a service approach to the management of technology.
Under a departmental tag line “Everything Matters” a change of management
regime at MediaOrg heralded a new language in the office. Alongside structural
changes, new job titles arrived, and the department was ‘componentised’, under a
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number of Component Areas responsible for managing the technology service within
their remit as part of the Customer Management platform. The new office vocabulary
extended to 'big mechanics' (strategic initiatives) and 'small mechanics' (operational
work). The changes were well received generally, although there was much debate
among members of the self-organising ‘component manager’ community-of-practice
about what exactly their new job titles meant. Normalisation failed to materialise as
skills, motivations, and interests diverged too much. Ultimately these roles were taken
as an indication of rank in the formal hierarchy, and work assignments were often given
on a portfolio basis. Nevertheless, the normative ‘service management’ discourse
continued to shape life at MediaOrg.
MediaOrg’s geographic location and technology stack puts it in direct competition for
IBM technical talent with the heart of the UK Financial Services (FS) sector. The market
is frequently buoyant and there is a reasonable amount of movement between
organisations; within FS this tends to be relatively smooth and management and
governance of IT support is, to a degree, isomorphic.
But staff moving to MediaOrg from FS find the company to rely less on standardised
governance systems which some new hires find to be 'unnerving' as MediaOrg relies far
more on tacit knowledge and feels risky and exposed despite the entrepreneurial spirit.
In several cases new hires resigned quickly and returned to FS (Author’s field
observation collected from leavers during exit interviews).

Service life at MediaOrg and the rise of the plasma-full
office
Information infrastructures have been characterised as entities that appear invisible
until they stop working (Bowker & Star, 1999). At such times, they become
foregrounded in organisational consciousness and initiate a series of ‘coping
mechanisms’ through which a resolution, or alternative way of achieving the task at
hand, is sought. This may require the invocation of help desk services (cf. Pollock et al.,
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2009 on “passing”), local experts (Williams et al., 2005) or forms of self-help.
However, there may be distinct advantages to pro-actively showing that the lights are
really still on, or at least that they are not about to fail ‘unexpectedly’, in order to
answer the perennial management question: “is it all still running OK?”
One proxy for system visibility is 'user experience' and to this end ‘synthetic probes’
were used at MediaOrg to trace the ‘journey’ of a typical user through systems e.g. every
ten minutes. These artificial users would report back via email, Blackberry and plasma
displays on office walls. An example would be MediaOrg’s use of a commercial service
called [PROBESOFT] which works by probing an externally facing customer web
application from various ‘hosts’ around the globe, and running a pre-created script (user
interactions, with canned inputs). Results are compared with earlier runs to trap any
delta changes (or hard failures), and a cascade of ‘actions’ can occur dependent on
results.
The logic can be as simple or complex as required with respect the logic of ‘next best
action’ e.g. send email, do nothing, or trigger automated recovery, depending on when
or where in the cycle the ‘issue’ occurred. Such ‘intelligence’ can produce some highly
confrontational and contentious situations, as much as it can be a life saver when it does
catch a critical issue before damage is done (reputational or otherwise). (Author’s field
observation)

Over a period of time at MediaOrg it was observable that more and more technical
support teams were making use of large-screen TVs to project organisation,
departmental and team-level metrics and status alerting information. At MediaOrg this
complemented the constant feeds of the in-house news broadcast (MediaOrg News)
around many of the corporate offices that was an iconic showpiece. However, it also
served to remind everyone that operations were occurring in real-time and that the
service was actually working. Given the service (pay TV) was so visual it was easy to
achieve this fusion of service and monitoring. But as MediaOrg diversified into ‘less
visible’ products (e.g. broadband and telephony), and as demand for a visual check at
a more fine-grained level increased, a number of new public visualisations appeared on
the walls of offices.
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Reflecting a wider industry interest in Business Intelligence and dashboard and
monitoring solutions, these tools quickly began to surface the information
infrastructure of the department component by component. Ultimately technology
management devised organisational scorecards built around the available metrics,
including details of IP telephony systems, network operations, database performance,
web server status, cascaded and rolled-up on dashboards, so that management across
discrete areas could be measured, assessed and improved. Metrics could be real-time
(e.g. system status) or longer-term projections (e.g. capacity planning). Some metrics
adapted business KPIs for technology use especially where ‘problems’ were hard to spot
early.
[Senior Manager] “Sales are dropping. I'm watching a graph of the sales into [CRM]”
[Engineer] “[Messaging middleware] looks OK, not seeing anything alarming.”
[Senior Manager] “It has to be a problem […] the business is calling.”
[Engineer, after 3 minutes] “Starting to see queue depths rising.”

Here the technology senior manager had a large screen plasma TV behind his desk that
showed business-centric metrics pulled from the CRM platform. He could see the
aggregates and deltas of real-time sales taken on-line and in call centres around the UK.
From years of experience he knew what a daily profile looked like and what it looked
like at key points through the day – peaks and troughs. And he knew the business knew
too and would be calling him as soon as any anomalies occurred. Sometimes it would
be a business issue; perhaps an offshore or outsourced call centre had staffing issues or
other operational problems that meant they could not keep pace with typical demand.
But if changes were rapid it pointed more closely to IT issues. And very quickly that
would mean a managed production incident (which put it in the hands of an
intermediary who would report across the organisation on it), but if IT was quick it
could pre-empt that, and keep the problem below the radar by fixing it fast. Here the
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IT technician doesn't see issues with the middleware platform for a number of minutes
after the sales profile changes.
The concept of a RAG chart is a useful and well-known management heuristic at
MediaOrg. The idea is that activities are assigned a status (‘a RAG’) that conforms to
one and only one of three categories: red (R), amber (A) or green (G). Over the years
MediaOrg project managers frequently bemoaned the limitations of the 3 point scale
and at times attempt to shade their world a little more colourfully and have tricks like
split boxes where half is red and half is amber – we are on the way to red but not there
yet is the message. Or number scales which spread things out – Green is 1–5, Amber,
6–10, Red 11–15. That gives a range of performance anyway. And so it is with the new
plasma ‘dashboards’ for unpicking the current ‘performance’ of the infrastructure.
All manner of dials, gauges, sliders and other widgets have been devised – to augment
the RAG concept. Such designs are of course very common in our minds - like indicators
on a car dashboard or the little blue light on many modern appliances. At one time these
were under the control of those who knew how to access systems and run diagnostic
commands.
Now at MediaOrg a selected view of 'always on' is visible in IT offices to managers,
customers, business partners or investors who can see something of the machinery of
the business. We are in control, our people know what is going on. Yes our IT services
are outsourced, out there in the invisible blue ether, but it is still Green, really. (Author’s
field observation)

So, the next logical consideration is to ask what, in practice, these liturgical colours
achieve in terms of ‘service strategies’ as people move from their ‘day job’ to crisis mode.
The situation seen at MediaOrg often involved triage situations in which, if the issue
followed a repeated path, an operational ‘run book’ was invoked and co-ordinated by
a centralised incident management team who would focus and hasten problem
resolution; 'red' incidents (called “P1s”) would get 100% deducted focus, amber
incidents might receive a little more freedom to self-manages. Within individual
component teams there were standard product and service troubleshooting 'rules' to
follow as well. While formal service handling strategies are in effect, this is only one
part the story. The role of informality, especially in the context of faults of contested
ownership, also played a part. What was clear was that transparency of information
was also re-enforcing the boundaries between teams and not softening them.
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Sales and support crises at MediaOrg
“This is what I live for.” (WebSphere Admin at MediaOrg describing the thrill of
handling production incidents and crisis situations)
“When you don’t hear the word ‘WebSphere’ it’s been a good day” (MediaOrg Senior
Manager)

In analysing the organisational context at MediaOrg and subsequent efforts by IBM to
sell into the business context, it was apparent that incident management was a central
activity of the IT department, and the MediaOrg WebSphere team’s involvement was
frequently central. Consequently, assisting MediaOrg in this high-pressure support
work became an opportunity for IBM to demonstrate its organisational capability and
the integrity of its products. This did not go unnoticed by MediaOrg who saw this as
an opportunity to feed into business case creation based on first-hand experience, lobby
for specific IBM staff based on their performance, and exert negotiating influence e.g.
preferential terms, access to the IBM development team.

Sampling support incidents at MediaOrg
MediaOrg’s WebSphere team operates a system of ‘ticketing’ to manage a prioritised
backlog of service requests (“SR’s” as they are known colloquially). This combines an
ITIL-based process using an off-the-shelf software package, [SUPPORT], and a team
email distribution list (“DL”). [SUPPORT] serves as the formal change management
system, and it allows life-cycle tracking and performance management. The email
distribution list is where much of the conversation and negotiation around the tickets
occurs. In addition, much of the incident and ticket handling occurs around conference
calls on a bridge number, to allow interested parties from across the organisation and
any suppliers and third parties to interact in real-time. Finally, the use of instant
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messaging, primarily Google Talk (GTalk), was also frequently observed. My data
collection involved sampling a series of support events from email archives and instant
messaging. Email and instant messaging in this context can be seen as not relying on
imperfect ethnographic data (field notes etc.) alone, and as implied by Maynard (2001)
being “wedded to more reliable data”, in this case persistent archives.
Email is arguably still a primary mode of asynchronous corporate
communication in use today, and instant messaging a primary synchronous tool in
distributed settings. MediaOrg members used both extensively as a means of interacting
internally and as a playing field for engaging the wider community. Fortunately for the
researcher, this means a large amount of email discourse exists in corporate settings,
and, given access, provides a colourful insight into the social life of technical teams.
Considering the now de facto status of email, certain etiquettes have emerged, but by
and large people who work in these environments appear comfortable with the medium
such that much of their working lives are played out in these settings. Consequently,
there are enough examples of email being used sufficiently informally, even in
supposedly formal settings, for it to be genuinely revealing. Within MediaOrg the use
of email was arguably stimulated further by the fact that a number of individuals
worked from home. Email appeared to provide an emotional outlet as well as a
professional one. Email thus appears to be a valuable source of data when studying the
‘lived account’ (Garfinkel et al., 1981) of the handling of technical faults.
Through a study of informant’s work in the email, instant messaging and
conference call conversations I collected i.e. shoptalk (Garfinkel, 1996), I created a
theoretical sampling frame (Fig. 17 below) to help partition the work of users. While
ethnomethods (Sacks 1992) warns us not to codify descriptions or generalise too soon,
it should be noted that the framework presented uses the categories that are already a
part of the methods of MediaOrg (see footnotes to Fig. 14), meaning the framework
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itself is arguably a part of the description. From this framework I have extracted a
single case example, “BPM meltdown”, exemplifying an L8 (long-running, highcriticality) incident, which involved not only MediaOrg but also the supplier IBM.
To help provide evidence for the multi-faceted and complex organisational
setting into which sales and marketing activities were to be delivered by IBM, a specific
example has been taken from the corpus of incidents managed by the MediaOrg support
teams during the period of study. Looking in particular for liminal issues where the
exact ownership of issues between user and supplier were contested or uncertain, I was
interested in seeing what a ‘breakdown’ in socio-technical entanglement would reveal
about the relationship (and in particular reveal the complexity of gamesmanship and
power relations between actors, especially as they related to the long sale of enterprise
technologies). Posited is that during times of organisational strain of the kind seen
during major production incidents (L8 in the sampling frame in Fig. 21 below), shifts
in the interactions between key actors would occur. The possibility for less formal
support arrangements might develop alongside more formal intra-organisational
engagement, drawing on the efforts of technical and non-technical actors, and that the
work (of both user and supplier) in establishing sales and marketing activities would be
useful in influencing outcomes. Assuming an incident could be resolved (or at least
moved, as in a moment of truth) spent social capital could be regained through positive
engagement. However, long running and damaging issues could result in engineers
being unable to contain the issue themselves resulting in more formal channels being
invoked.
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Liminality

Severity*

Certain
problem
ownership

Lowimpact
(P4)

Crisis
(P1)

Uncertain
problem
ownership

Lowimpact
(P4)

Crisis
(P1)

Duration**
Short-lived
L1***

Long-lived
L2

Formal:

Internal resolution common

Formal:

Management FYI

Informal:

Friendly acknowledgement

Informal:

Status checks / pings

L3

L4

Formal:

Formal acknowledgement

Formal:

Escalation for SLA breach

Informal:

Offers of help

Informal:

Escalating status checks

L5

L6

Formal:

Frequent passing

Formal:

Escalation for ‘time-wasting’

Informal:

Finger pointing

Informal:

‘Petty’ politics likely

L7

L8

Formal:

Rapid escalation

Formal:

Management presence

Formal sub-group likely

Informal:

Communitas possible if time
allows

BPM meltdown

Informal:

Communitas possible

But, politics highly likely

Figure 21: Theoretical sampling framework for problems handled by the MediaOrg
WebSphere team22

MediaOrg Business Process Management meltdown
A new version of an IBM ‘Business Process Management’ (BPM) offering had been
proving problematic for MediaOrg. On one occasion the inability to get the platform
22

* Incidents are graded (and tracked) using a 4-point severity scale according to [MediaOrg]’s
criteria, and system of Service Level Agreements (SLAs); P1 incidents attract immediate
attention and all other work is put on hold, with executive level visibility if not resolved almost
immediately. P1’s are known colloquially as “MPIs” (major production incidents), and impact
the ability of [MediaOrg] to make sales, P2’s are often referred to as “HPIs” (high priority
incidents), which while not impacting the ability sell to the customer, are still severely service
limiting
** The spectrum of ‘time’ is not entirely linear across problems, and is better considered as the
product of SLA expectations, perceived ease of fix by different actors, and a number of other
factors. P1 “time” is likely to feel accelerated!
*** L1 – L8 are the proposed categorisations based on the influences of 3 factors: liminality of
problem, severity of problem, and duration of problem. The formal and informal statements
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back and running had turned a planned production outage from a routine event to a
six hour ordeal in which MediaOrg Business division had suffered a major loss of
service around its ability to manage user accounts or make new sales using its recently
launched Customer Relationship Management system. During the incident, the entirely
in-house technical support team (which followed IBM’s established and recommended
pattern of a Centre of Excellence organisational model) had done the only thing it could
think of to resolve the issue and removed a set of log files fundamental to the operation
of the BPM platform. These ‘transactional logs’ (translogs for short) were the file-based
backing for the persistence in the BPM platform for any ‘in-flight’ messages used for
intra-process communications. Clearing the contents, had become established practice
at MediaOrg in the absence of explicit guidelines to the contrary and with no other
satisfactory ‘text book’ answer having been published by IBM at the time. However, as
became apparent during the handling of the joint user-supplier support case, this was a
highly contested decision in the eyes of IBM. While an earlier minor release had been
rolled back, a looming major release, which the business could not live without, was
imminent and had already been pushed back once. There was very little time to solve
the issue and the situation was described by MediaOrg management as “feeling like an
R&D experiment involving production systems”. IBM’s recommendation was not to
proceed with the release but for MediaOrg that was unacceptable, putting them at
commercial risk.
The following dialog between MediaOrg technical staff and technical managers
helps to underline the severity of the situation but also the practice of management in
leveraging the informal while retaining formal structure to contain the potential extent

are theorised behaviours postulated to occur under those factor circumstances, and candidates
for further study, within the [MediaOrg] WebSphere team, generally in [MediaOrg], and then
out into other organisations, with diminishing certainly.
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to which the two organisations can or should merge during periods of crisis, and as a
form of protection for technical people who may be operating at considerable
professional risk.
The MediaOrg technical lead summarises his interpretation of the IBM position
with regards to the incident: that MediaOrg have not been following best practice and
a system re-build is IBM’s recommended approach.
“IBM explained the manner in which WebSphere works with reference to the trans logs
and internal databases to back up their position that deletion of the logs is not a practice
that they are comfortable with. Following on from this, they felt that the only way that
they could guarantee the integrity of the WebSphere solution after the deletion of the
translogs, was to carry out a full rebuild of the cells to get back into a known good state.
There is a slight concern about this black and white view of the world but it is the stated
position from the vendor, the MediaOrg staff feels that this warrants more discussion
tomorrow.” (Design Manager to Senior Manager)

Further clarity is relayed back to senior management after a subsequent conversation
with IBM, this time showing how the potential commercial gravity of the situation may
lead to a search for formal written positions. Actors understood that the position was
perhaps acceptable in a laboratory system, but not for a live production system.
However, the invitation to formalise the position was not carried through in order to
remain flexible in the light of ambiguity and not to polarise the relationship. IBM
continued to play an understanding and supportive role.
“In a subsequent chat with IBM they made their position clearer to me. They would not
recommend any further WebSphere deployments until the cell rebuild takes place.
However, they understand the Business needs of MediaOrg and stated that if we were
to do a deploy, they feel that we should follow the steps detailed above to mitigate the
risk of the application behaving in the same manner as it did last week.
I am not going to put words in their mouth but the implication was we were not
following their recommendations and that makes things difficult. I have asked if they
can put this position in writing.” (Design Manager to Senior Manager)

However, senior management’s view is unambiguous: resuming service is of paramount
importance even if it means going against vendor recommendations. There was a feeling
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from MediaOrg staff that IBM were ‘playing by the book’ with respect to warranty and
that full support would need to go beyond this black and white view, or MediaOrg
would have little choice but to circumvent this routinised position given the developing
crisis situation. A common theme was that being seen to ‘do the right thing’ would
outweigh mechanistic solutions the vendor was offering, even if this might lead to
further issues. The expectations on the vendor were in a sense impossible, but the
dynamics meant that MediaOrg felt it had a strong position in the situation. IBM knew
there was a forthcoming contract renewal due, and with MediaOrg’s prominent
position as a powerful reference actor their ability to seek non-standard treatment was
significant. The position suggested by one of the technical team was ultimately to
synthesise a middle ground, understanding the difficulty the supplier was in.
“IBM is talking bullshit! Impractical esoteric solutions won't work. Sounds like we are
working through it, but we got the service back on Thursday by not following their
advice and we will have to do it again.” (Email from Senior Manager)
“There is going to be a lower level of discussion on this this morning as one of (Platform
Manager) team felt that he had seen deletion of the logs recommended by IBM. We have
also asked for a written explanation on why the trans logs removal has an effect. I will
carry your sentiments back in today.” (Email from Design Manager)

However, the ensuing discussion between the technical lead and the rest of the crosstechnology team demonstrates the lower level positioning.
DM: “Just as feedback, [Senior Manager] is disbelieving this in a big way. We need a
chat before we go back in with them […] I think it is worthwhile we state [Media Org’s]
position today.” (Design Manager)
D: “I find it a text book of an answer from IBM. I believe the system is consistent […]
But it is a bit like the warranty on a laptop being broken if you add new memory. But
unless IBM agree to fully support us we have little choice, any issue we report regardless
of the reason, will be attributed to the “inconsistency”.” (Designer)
DM: “[Designer], could you be involved in the grilling of them on this? […]” (Design
Manager)
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D: “We can’t grill them on this it is a correct stance a vendor should take. I would
suggest an approach of “why no master reset procedure” which does not involve a
reimage! This is a better question; a reimage is not an acceptable solution if any part
of the WebSphere triangle fails.” (Designer)
PM: “Their answer will be revert to last known good backup” (Platform Manager)
DM: “I know...let's grill them though. Don't fancy being trapped in the middle.”
(Design Manager)

Despite the formality of user-supplier relationship that is suggested in these exchanges,
in practice informality was also used and work on the ground was often collaborative
with technical staff simply getting on with the task at hand.

Dynamics within the supplier
Within IBM two distinct, and influential, sales arms existed which interacted with
MediaOrg: the first owned the ‘software’ and second the ‘services’. In the production
BPM incident described earlier, both had a strong role but operated in different ways.
The organisational structure and inter-organisational realities at IBM came under strain
during this ‘moment of customer truth’ and were observed by MediaOrg. On one
occasion, the account manager from the services team was adroit enough to secure key
technical staff from its global talent pool and bring them locally in just a matter of
hours. However, bickering ensued around whether it was a people or a product
problem, and the interactions felt unguarded: “we’re sorry you have to witness this. As
you can see even IBM has its share of politics”. As the situation came under control and
roles moved back to the ‘textbook’ the public face of IBM returned, but for a moment
the underlying dynamics of the scenario were apparent.
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Hidden infrastructures, visible breakdown
While offering an interesting insight into the realities of a busy information technology
department, the purpose of highlighting this specific vignette is to make clear the
complex terrain in which user-supplier support activity sits. The success of a supplier
operating in a support mode could significantly impact its ability to make future sales,
especially if related to products that were perceived to be too experimental. In this case,
the BPM technology was relatively new and did not have a significant client base in the
UK. The IBM lab team were interested in MediaOrg’s use of the technology as it
represented an upper bound on what they could quote in terms of usage and
throughput. In fact, when a senior IBM architect was granted access to the source code
for customised modules she was surprised at how much MediaOrg were pushing the
system, and further scaling recommendations were made. A problem for users is that,
at any moment in time, the number of companies using a new technology offering in
anger and that can be cited for use cases may be relatively small, as suggested by that
fact that members of IBM’s German development team would routinely be included in
discussion (particularly fault scenarios) because the support ‘run books’ had not yet
been developed for such a new technology. Despite the perceived global scale of a firm
like IBM, the support for a specific version of a product within a family of products
was really down to a small handful of skilled individuals, analogous to a start-up with
the backing of a shared investor. Within this arrangement was both comfort and risk:
the comfort of dealing directly with people actually writing the code, but the risk of
insufficient industry test cases, skilled resources and support cover. While uncertain
product futures could also be seen as a risk to the supplier, this was potentially mitigated
by the use of a ‘product family’. This meant that IBM hedged across new development
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opportunities and treated the family as having a return as a whole, and thus took
account of the varying returns that products would have at any point in their lifecycle.

Once bitten, twice shy
Shortly after the BPM support crisis, IBM pursued a new Cloud sale for an Applicationas-a-Service product (AaaS). However, considering the system issues and crisis problems
they had only recently recovered from, the team manager felt they should not invite
further ‘risk’ and would continue to self-manage their existing platform and gradually
migrate to IBM WebSphere version 8.5 as the priority.
“I was more keen to get to 8.5, given the state of [the legacy estate] […] I perceived that
to be a significant enough risk without trying to boil the ocean without trying to bring
in [a cloud solution]. Did look at it quite seriously, but [given the technology instability
issues] I opted to choose a battle I could win […]”

Ironically, introducing the promise of self-managing systems and a ‘black box’ of neverseen-never-heard cloud computing was viewed as likely to create ‘too much visibility’
when compared to continuing improvements to the platform incrementally based on
the existing technology stack. This suggests that visibility of hidden infrastructure is
beneficial for interested parties, but only up to a point.

Sales fail
Probing this ‘missed sale’ between IBM and the MediaOrg WebSphere team further,
revealed that the approach to sales by IBM had also been a cause for concern. The
product could be configured as either a platform (middleware) virtualisation solution
or as an application virtualisation solution. The sales team had been pursuing
application virtualisation with MediaOrg’s WebSphere team, which seemed curious.
First, the major driving force for the team was middleware solutions for MediaOrg,
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they were not a software development team. And secondly, as the MediaOrg
WebSphere team manager noted, to make that product configuration choice required
applications to have been written a particular way, to a set of conforming standards
e.g. without remote interfaces etc. In a number of important cases the MediaOrg
applications did not currently meet those requirements.

“[IBM Account Manager] did try and sell [a cloud solution] and I rejected it purely on
technical grounds but ones that were published by IBM, although it is ‘technology with
merit’… I think IBM need to listen more, because [IBM Account Manager] tried to
market it as virtualisation-of-the-application [rather than the platform] but it requires
the application to be reasonably well-behaved applications and compliant to standards,
which rules out much of the MediaOrg estate at the current time.”

At this point credibility and thus the ‘sales pitch’ broke down as the IBM Software
group had not listened sufficiently to the concerns of MediaOrg’s technology specialists.
This contrasts with the deeply embedded approach of the IBM Services group seen in
the BPM crisis management case earlier in this Chapter. The very complex legacy
systems that MediaOrg managed in their estate were not well suited to the AaaS
solution IBM were offering. The sales failure by a “not listening” IBM is reminiscent,
as a microcosm, of the discredited Application Service Provide (ASP) vision which
ironically failed for a remarkably similar reason i.e. the complex integration needs of
users could not be met easily in the product offerings, unless their systems were ‘green
field’ (Currie, 2004). However, unlike monolithic ASP, the cloud vision has evolved and
been segmented to appeal to different sorts of use case. The MediaOrg WebSphere
Manager, realising this, helps to direct the path IBM then takes.
“I did suggest a better route might be Liberty on PaaS, and “hey ho” guess what they
are rocking up to [the LWS development team] about?”
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Working the supplier

“I think IBM had a missed opportunity, they didn’t have a product available at the time
[…] but interestingly, there was a document sent to IBM, fairly technical, and it was
about the pain points for [the Open Source development team] […] of the 18 or so
points, 60% of those read as a justification for using WebSphere … [Sensing the
opportunity] I’ve briefed [IBM] not to go into it heavy handed.”

A more developer-centric application of the AaaS offering had ‘technical merit’ of
running Liberty on the cloud as an alternative to the development team’s open-source
deployment. This allowed the exploration of a cloud platform at MediaOrg with less
risk to the existing technology estate, by playing to an alternative configuration of the
vision. The MediaOrg WebSphere team thus enlisted the supplier to sell on their behalf
as a means of retaining IBM presence while still appealing to the sensibilities of the
development team’s needs. The manager steers IBM along, and assumes a light,
supportive role with respect to the supplier.
“But it’s an unfolding picture, so what I’ve decided to do is to make my team available
to facilitate any proof of concept or any work that we want to do but IBM are basically
going to offer the LWS team a [Proof-of-Concept] and try and take some of the code
and run it […]”

This sales breakdown revealed that, even after the original ‘sales fail’ due to fears of
excessive visibility and the presentation of the ‘wrong’ vision (i.e. virtualisation-ofapplication), mirroring the partitioning of the classifications for cloud, e.g. PaaS and
AaaS, alternative visions could co-exist and appeal to the sensibilities of different
competing groups within the user organisation without necessarily leading to conflict.
But to invoke the correct vision at the correct time required considerable insider
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knowledge and strong relationships between the ‘right’ users and ‘right’ members of the
supplier sales team.

Conclusion: an ecology of infrastructure games
Owners of enterprise systems, on the one hand, seek to portray an image of stability
and invisibility. On the other, the management of faults of unknown or contested
ownership is common amongst ICT practitioners. These two sides form part of a wider
industry narrative concerning the tension between systems stability and systems in
crisis, and serve to highlight the complex socio-technical landscape around which ICT
sales work takes place. In such liminal settings, organisational dynamics can occur
where certain key influencers rise up to assume control of these situations e.g. the
attempts by the IBM Services account manager. Conversely, incident management may
also afford the opportunity for more egalitarian work arrangements, i.e. communitas,
to (partially) emerge where in the absence of certainty actors work co-operatively letting
go of the usual social norms and creating new, transient, ones as seen in the behaviour
between IBM engineers, and MediaOrg engineers from different groups. These settings
afford the supplier an opportunity to witness first-hand the organisational realities of
the user, and conversely for users to gain insight into the capabilities of the supplier. In
the case presented, a problem with a relatively new BPM product from IBM allowed
MediaOrg to demonstrate, through visibility, their relative competence in managing
support situations. Conversely, and against these organisational realities, IBM Software
continued to try to sell another even newer Application-as-a-Service product, but on the
basis of a mismatched vision the sale ended in failure. However, an alternative journey
was initiated by the user and helped to keep the sales opportunity active. In the setting
of operational and strategic uncertainty, both destructive and creative effects were
witnessed. The original sales opportunity was lost but that allowed for a more targeted
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sales effort to emerge. Trans-locally, along with an automation angle, this developercentric vision subsequently formed part of a two-sided ‘cloud computing’ vision that is
made visible at public events and in user testimonials. However, these accounts can
become, to an extent, sanitised as they are transposed from practice into an objectified
form under the influence of judicious public relations, corporate communications and
marketing departments as exemplified, for example, by FinServicesOrg below.
Nevertheless, listening practitioners are able to read between the lines based on their
own familiarity, and deduce that, in spite of the success story, the lived experience will
rarely be so orderly and that the felt crisis is a shared one. In this way, the work of the
presenter re-enforces the collective account as he does the work of connecting disparate
sites of production.
“What I’m going to present today is FinServicesOrg’s journey […], [IBM WebSphere
Chief Architect] has been asking me for a number of years to come and present, I’ve
always wanted to come and present. One of the challenges, I’m sure like many
companies, is showing what you’ve done out in public. But I’m happy to talk through
with anyone after [the presentation] about the way we’ve done things in much more
detail and our experiences […] I sent [these slides] to our brand team and they’ve
completely changed them!” (WebSphere Manager at FinServicesOrg)
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Finally, returning to the benefits of a platform in crisis to actors, and the reasons
for maintaining a structure of permanent liminality, I now present a taxonomy
classifying the key benefits witnessed in the fieldwork presented in this Chapter (see Fig.
22).

Figure 22. Taxonomy of benefits to users and suppliers of a platform in crisis

Benefits accrue for both user and supplier and for different players from each
organisation that I classify as: entrepreneurs, stalwarts and management, each with
primary motivations in the dynamics of the game ecology. User entrepreneurs may
benefit from the publicity of successfully handling serious unplanned outages (e.g.
members of the MediaOrg WebSphere team), especially where they can deflect the root
cause away from their own team. They also have the chance to perpetuate an industry
narrative that may be revealed in public selling work (e.g. seen during user advocacy
sessions at IBM WebSphere user groups and conferences). User stalwarts largely benefit,
at least in the short-term, from being seen to have work to do, and user management
may take the chance to document product risks to use as leverage in future contract
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negotiations, as well as gaining undiluted insight into the capability of the supplier in
times of crisis (e.g. as witnessed by the MediaOrg senior manager during the BPM
crisis). Supplier entrepreneurs have the potential to gain kudos from turning around a
support scenario, thus painting themselves and the supplier in a positive light, and they
may also exploit divisions within the supplier for their own gain (e.g. as seen by the
IBM account managers for services and software respectively). Supplier stalwarts may,
in the short-term, seek to exploit new sales opportunities within the confines of their
portfolio (e.g. the attempt by the IBM account manager to step in and recommend a
product upgrade). And, finally, supplier management may seek leverage over users e.g.
through identifying product misuse, or the need for skills development (e.g. as seen in
the conflict between IBM and MediaOrg in the contested clearing of translogs).
Suppliers also gain first-hand insight into user pain points important in furthering
relationship management goals.
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Chapter 8 - Organising Hype: the
Commodification of Computing23
Introduction
This Chapter moves on to consider the social learning of ICT workers involved in
innovation and the introduction of new technology, and provides reflections on ICT
practitioner life with respect to hype cycles and technology sales. Drawing together
strands from disciplines including Information Systems (IS), Science and Technology
Studies (STS), and Innovation Studies, I show that there are gaps in the knowledge
required to assess the position of particular groups of ICT workers in the cloud
computing landscape. There has been a substantial body of empirical research created
around the working practices and impacts of changing technical and economic models
on other groups of ICT workers (e.g. hacker communities (Levy, 1984; Jordan, 1998;
Coleman & Golub, 2008; Flowers, 2008), corporate technologists (Kunda, 1992), open
source developers (Lakhani & von Hippel, 2003), community-led innovators (Jeppesen
& Frederiksen, 2006), and to a degree technical support teams (Orr, 1996; Pollock &
Williams, 2008)); but the group in question (infrastructure engineers), on face value
those most affected by cloud computing, remains largely under researched and
consequently under socialised in the literature. I argue that ICT workers cannot be
treated as a homogeneous group and should be studied in plurality.

The term commodification is left intentionally ambiguous as ‘cloud computing’ represents attempts to
reduce computing to an undifferentiated product (cf. commoditization), but could arguably also be
framed in terms of Marxist political theory when compared to the more egalitarian roots of the public
internet (cf. Stallman, 2008).

23
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Field of practice: the changing nature of ICT work
As has been argued in the literature review, ‘cloud computing’ is a problematic artefact
to classify. It appears to have multiple meanings, differing at certain points in time and
space, and while broadly familiar in parts it is collectively ill-defined. Drawing on
Bourdieu (1990) and the idea of logic of practice, I want to look next at what
practitioners and ICT workers involved with cloud computing and related concepts

actually do.

A new, and not so new, ‘engineering culture’
Nardi (1998) explains how tacit second-order ‘invisible work’ of the kind that is a
fundamental input into “continuous improvement and development of practices,

products, and technologies”, has become an increasingly important part of modern day
work-related organising. This is particularly pertinent to the current generation of ICT
workers, particularly largely hidden infrastructure engineers involved architecting, and
building and maintaining large scale e-Infrastructures. Bishop (1998) describes (using
the concepts of Weber) the role of instrumental and status contracts of work (cf. the
psychological contract), and how the current shift towards temporary, and contractworking common in information technology, has pushed the employer-employee
relationship in favour of the instrumental, making enduring identities within the
conventional workplace harder to rationalise and maintain. Alternative market spaces
have emerged (e.g. as is seen in the work of professional user groups) as forms of arena
in which identities and status can be established outside of (increasingly transient)
organisational hierarchies; “visibility is not always advantageous” (Bishop 1998). If
the problems of legacy integration were a major failing in the inability of the ASP
paradigm to become commercially successful and widely institutionalised (Currie
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2004), this should not be taken to imply that those involved in the field simply
disappeared as well. Many of the core competencies built up through that period have
informed future waves of related innovation, and it is reasonable to suppose that
learning has been transposed from site to site, without complete re-invention, although
a degree of re-interpretation and maturity may well have occurred. This is analogous
with the move from earlier computer programming languages to more recent ones (e.g.
the move away from the programming language C/C++ to Visual Basic and Java), which
never fully realised the marketing hype of rapid development, so attractive to managers,
nor the anticipated commoditisation of the software development profession, so feared
by programmers. Complexities replaced in one area were rapidly replaced by more
demanding business and engineering challenges elsewhere (Friedman, 1989); the
learning curves never really eased, and issues of sheer size and scale of technology
problems subsumed earlier micro-level challenges. There is nothing in the practitioner
world to suggest this fact is especially easing, and in the words of Brooks ([1975] 1995
p288) “[t]he tar pit … will continue to be sticky for a long time to come”.
This is not to imply that the information technologist’s world is not a changing
one. Mirroring wider societal changes in the work place, there is an increased move to
and reliance on self-managed technology ‘portfolio careers’ (Pongratz & Voß, 2003),
particularly in the UK and other developed nations. Howcroft (2011) notes how
information technology workers change their mode of working often, as exemplified by
Christopherson (2004), Kennedy (2010), Marks and Huzzard (2010), and Marks and
Scholarios (2008). However, she goes on to show how “software work continues to

replicate rather than revolutionise work and employment trends (Kraft and Dubnoff
1986) as software developers struggle to survive in an increasingly competitive and
turbulent environment” (ibid).

While the ‘flat world’ theory posited by Friedman

(2005), in which it is the creative industries which take centre stage in developed
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countries, allowing lower-cost developing nations to take over lower value commodity
activities, is on first thought attractive, the practicalities of information technology
seems intent on confusing this argument.

Recent work on mobile application

developers points to efforts by corporations to outsource even the creative process
(Howcroft, 2011). The literature is replete with cases recalling moves from off-shoring,
to near-shoring, to repatriation of information technology (Carmel & Tjia, 2005).
Indeed, seasoned consultants warn against off-shoring using, in particular, agile
methods (Larman & Vodde, 2008; 2010). The peculiarities of specific implementations
still play a role in what usually amounts to a blended resource model, potentially
influenced by cyclical technology resource strategies (Carmel & Tjia, 2005), and
frequently aligned to the tenure of senior technology executives (ibid). This is not to
say that off-the-shelf products do not work, and indeed it has been argued with much
empirical evidence (Pollock & Williams, 2008) the the ‘generification’ of packaged
software is surprisingly successful and enduring.
Turning briefly to previous studies of ICT professionals, I note that the work to
date is rich in some areas but significantly lacking in others in terms of workplace
ethnologies. I note the existence of a number of areas of prior work, which in terms of
methods and boundary are useful in framing related studies. However, I also note that
the particular group of infrastructure engineers arguably most affected by changes in
workplace automation, and other changes ‘cloud computing’ would bring, are largely
under-socialised in the literature.

Corporate technologists have been studied at various points in time, perhaps
most notably the seminal ‘engineering culture’ depicted in Kunda’s (1992) classic
ergonography (Czarniawska, 2007) of the same name. More lineally, Friedman (1989)
charts in detail the history, organisation and implementation of computer systems
development. While less socially oriented than the contributions of workplace
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ethnographers, Friedman does however provide a very complete history of the early
development of the field of practice.

’Hacker’ communities involved in the modification of technologies for purposes
other than those they were originally developed for, have been an integral part of the
information technology field from inception, and arguably even earlier (Winston,
1998). While frequently a derogatory term in today’s lexicon, in past times such

“talented tinkerers” (Bell, 1976) applied the term ‘hacker’ as a term of endearment for
those with very high standards of technical and creative excellence in the field (Levy,
1984). Matters of freedom and autonomy in hacker cultures have been explored,
amongst many, by Coleman and Golub (2008), Chandler (1996), Meikle (2002), and
Kelty (2008).
Going beyond hacker communities to consider open source and user-

innovation, von-Hippel (2005) has explored the notion of user-led modification (mods),
and the idea of democratised innovation. Open source communities are arguably a very
good example of such democratised working practices, at least notionally devolved
from mainstream corporate hierarchies. The reality is that they, like any organised
social groups, have particular cultures, protagonists, rules and etiquette.

These

communities and cultures have been studied in depth, for example, in the work of
Lakhani (2006), Howe (2006), Jeppesen and Frederiksen (2006), and Lakhani and von
Hippel (2003).

Titles, teams and traditions: the classification of ICT workers
Foucault (1970, quoted in Bowker & Leigh Star, 1999), argues that an ‘archaeological
dig’ is necessary to find the origins of social classifications and practices. In particular
the practices of hidden work are intertwined with the systems of classification used in
a field of practice, informing the social and moral order of things. In the early years in
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the discipline, the duties of ‘computer scientists’ were broadly uniform (Friedman,
1989) – they dealt with hardware and the punched cards that instructed the
computational processing. Gradually as domain expertise developed across the early
areas of application of computing, a separation of concerns occurred between hardware
and software specialists (Levy, 1984), and industries began to emerge. Over time, the
level of specialisation in ICT roles has developed significantly.

Today there are

numerous sub-specialisms spanning the ‘core’ disciplines of software and hardware:
infrastructure,

networks,

architecture,

project

and

programme

management,

development, support, testing, environment management, release management, change
management, and so on. Roles themselves define boundaries not only of knowledge
but also function and organising. With a more nebulous classification such as ‘cloud
computing’, it is currently unclear where the lines of ‘role and responsibility’ mesh into
established classifications of what particular classes of ICT worker can and cannot do.
Suppliers themselves go some way towards attempting to demystify and demonstrate
established ‘norms’ in good engineering management practice, and workers themselves
come to take for granted what certain roles do and do not do. For example, IBM
publishes substantial guidance, on the Internet and in IBM press, explaining how to
build and run a technology team using their products (e.g. Ding, 2006 on WebSphere

Engineering). Such classifications and standards define boundaries and as such create
a moral and ethical agenda; jobs can be created and destroyed (Bowker and Leigh Star,
1999). I would therefore argue for increased attention to be given to the material
aspects of the naming of ICT roles in helping to determine the market for a new
innovation, and how new role types emerge. Current ‘cloud boundaries’ do not appear
to sit well with the existing norms of how worker roles are classified.
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Meaning making in the face of new technology
In this section I introduce an ostensive account from members of the ICT community,
particularly at MediaOrg, and served as a pilot analysis to help focus the direction of
the data presented in the subsequent empirical chapters. In this Chapter I introduce a
number of ‘life plots’ or themes which recurred in naturally-occurring, semi-structured
and informal interview data, gathered when informants were asked to reflect on their
experiences and understanding of the cloud computing initiative at MediaOrg, their
understanding of the role of hype more generally in their lived work, and their sense of
place in the wider ICT community. The focus in my data is on professionals who were
directly involved in the front-line activities between MediaOrg and IBM in the
CloudBurst initiative. It identifies a particular kind of role being played out by ICT
workers, which is not necessarily indicative of the work or roles conducted by all ICT
professionals at all times. Some individuals, with less involvement in the initiative, were
publically or privately dismissive of the technology for a number of reasons. Although
not explored in as much depth during the interviews, their concerns appeared to revolve
around job security, annoyance at exclusion from the initiative, and doubts about the
business or technological novelty or benefit. The influence of these individuals in the
unfolding of events in subsequent chapters should not however be underplayed, as much
time and effort on the part of key protagonists was spent in navigating around these
apprehensions.

REFLECTIONS ON CORPORATE ICT PRACTICE
“A lot of people with day jobs out there must go home at night and sit and work on
Apache or some open source stuff because it’s intellectually more stimulating.” ([KP],
WebSphere Architect, MediaOrg)

One of my primary informants, [KP] an Architect at [MediOrg], turned out to be
reflective in terms of his own understanding of whom he worked for and what he got
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out of it. This was a pattern seen in many of the ICT workers who functioned as
contractor or contractor-like employees, having multiple attachments inside and outside
the formal organisations they were employed by:
“I can’t say I feel I belong to the organisations I’ve worked for over the years - they are
interesting, and I have enjoyed working for them, and in some cases the products were
things I would and do use, but in the end they are just capitalist vehicles as I see it .. my
main reasons for going to work aside from the basic need to make a living are rooted in
what I can learn ..” ([KP], WebSphere Architect, MediaOrg)

[KP] went on to explain that if his boss was inspiring then he would want to learn from
him and “if there are others in the team and the team I interact with I want to learn
from them too.” He didn’t want to work somewhere that felt “stagnant” and felt the
need to learn new and useful skills. To [KP], ‘useful’ meant not only to him personally,
but also having some appreciative “value in the market” later. This was a sentiment
echoed by [RM], a technical IT manager:
“I’ve know that guys are working on legacy [here at MediaOrg] earning 500 [pounds]
a day but it’s old technology. MediaOrg can’t get the skills anymore, so the contractors
can charge what they like. But then, in the end, they’ll be out of work when
[management] do finally replace those systems, and having to try and get a foot in
someplace else in a new area. I prefer to keep ahead of the game so I’m more in demand.
Unless I was just about to retire, then I might milk it!” ([RM], Technical Lead,
MediaOrg)

Another technical manager [RK] described the extra-organisational work he carried out
and his worry that MediaOrg might not look favourably on it. This confliction was a
common theme amongst professionals who were trying to balance their time inside and
outside the organisation:
“I spend a chunk of my time working outside the organisation, indirectly. It’s not
written work that I have to do, and in fact I’m not sure if it’s strictly work at all .. it’s
about keeping my skills up to date .. my employer does benefit, but then again, if I was
more open about it they might say to stop it .. just fix the things that I’m paid for .. not
sure though, management aren’t dumb, they can see the longer game too I’m sure .. and
they do encourage training .. this is just a sort of training in things that really matter to
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me - not stuff on an HR professional development plan, but more intangible, but really
important ..” ([RK], WebSphere Manager, MediaOrg)

[RK] felt he had a role to play in keeping up to date with the trends and future
developments in his professional field. He suggested that ICT professionals “can help
change what’s going on in the industry if we really get in there.” He did not feel it was
expected by MediaOrg, but rather that employees would stay up to date and informed
and that it was “just assumed as a professional you’ll know how [to do that].” Further
he mentioned that “[professionals] learn loads from working around good people.
Sometimes we do knowledge sharing in the team meeting or we’ll have a brown bag
lunch, that kind of thing.”
Reflecting on his place in the team [SS] noted that he didn’t “always feel entirely
part of the team”:
“I do maintain distance. I mean I’d go for all the team building, and the after work
drinks. It’s just, well, I don’t know if I’ll be here forever – I am permanent staff – but
actually what does that really mean these days? Some of the contractors have been here
longer than the perms have! IT is very fluid that way – I’m not sure what the benefits of
being permanent are to be honest. They say we have more say in how the business gets
run, but actually I don’t really see that.” ([SS], WebSphere Technician, MediaOrg)

Consequently [SS] stated he had to focus on making sure he got “what [he] need[ed] to
out of work as well.” For him that meant he needed to put into practice the things
which he could see coming, the things he had seen the suppliers pushing for, and the
things he had read about and found interesting, or maybe “stuff” from the conferences
MediaOrg let me attend as part of his professional development plan:
“So, yeah, I do look for ways to bring new things into the organisation – I know there
will be some things I just have to do, just part of the job, run of the mill work, but if I
can bring in new ideas and new technologies, sure, why not? It should be good for
everyone.” (Ibid)
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Considering those conferences and events further [KP], felt that “the user groups are
really good for keeping in touch with what’s going on out there in the industry. I mean
how is the technology actually being used, what are people really making use of.” But
what really mattered to him were the consequences of investment in time and resources
on wasted opportunities. This idea that new ideas were risk options was also one
expressed by [SS] and [RM]. Further, [CH] the team manager had opinions on the role
of the events he sent his team to in helping to de-risk those options for how his team
spent their time, and the value of face-to-face engagement with his primary supplier:
“I’d be hesitant of spending too much time on something if no one else was doing it, or
at least thinking about it. Also, we do have a bit of a community – in the sense that IBM
can see us all in one room, actual users, people who rely on their products .. they can
look us in the eyes and pretty much know if it can fly. We can give direct feedback too
– I’ve seen that happen, people will be quite candid, direct, especially if their own
livelihood depends on it.” ([CH], Team Manager, MediaOrg)pp

This theme was continued again by [RK] who saw the similarities in the people who
were attending the events from other organisations, which might have been at different
stages in the product adoption lifecycle and who formed part of a rather ‘closed’
community of engineers and innovators:
“The other people are, well, like us really – they are doing similar things, probably
similar backgrounds – it can feel quite closed at times – like if you see who’s moving
where they are moving around many of the same places. Contractors and permanent
staff to be honest. I get agencies calling me all the time – they are always looking to
move us on. I won’t say it’s bad, it keeps ideas moving around the market, although I
get annoyed if they call all the time, especially if I’m working on something interesting
– it’s just a total distraction.” ([RK], WebSphere Manager, MediaOrg)

[KP] was reflective in thinking about the other people he met at the events and the value
they brought to each other.

“The main reason I want to go […] is to hear other customers experiences. [And] to go
to as many customer sessions as possible and pick up tips and tricks, experiences and
things to think about which we would then bring back and apply to our [own] work.
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Implementing the software is the easy part; it’s the day-to-day management and using it
to support the business that’s the hard part. I strongly feel attending [events] would help
strengthen our knowledge and provoke discussion.” ([KP], WebSphere Architect,
MediaOrg)

Finally, [RK] highlights the role of the prosaic in the fun of attending events. In a world
where professional interests and entertainment have something of a coming together, it
is as much about work as it is about being there and getting the T-shirt.
“People go to these conferences and groups not necessarily for the benefit of the current
employer, but for their own furtherance and entertainment I think. […] Certainly when
I went to JaveOne was I wasn’t rushing to wear a [UserOrg] badge, I was more interested
in getting a JaveOne T-shirt.” ([RK], WebSphere Manager, MediaOrg)

REFLECTIONS ON CLOUD AND INNOVATION CYCLES

“[That’s] [t]he world of IT all the time [John]. Just swap Cloud for the latest repackaging
of old concepts.” ([AB], Unix Engineer, MediaOrg – seen on LinkedIn)

As a technology architect [KP] explained that it was part of his role to introduce
organisations to new ideas and new ways of working:
“Take for example the work we have being doing with alpha testing the IBM
CloudBurst proposition. It isn’t clear this technology is mature, yet, but we have to keep
chipping away at it little by little. In my mind there’s no doubt this is the direction the
market is moving – some people are saying “what about security? What about
resilience?” But really, those are just present day concerns.” ([KP], WebSphere
Architect, MediaOrg)

[RK] furthered this line of thought suggesting that the goal was to make sure MediaOrg
are up to date and ready for changes when they do start to become mainstream and
gain some early competitive advantage.
“If MediaOrg wants to lead or follow in that respect – really, that’s a business decision,
a risk decision, but my role is to make sure we do have knowledge of what is coming
and how it can be deployed if we choose to. Look at all the other technologies we have
– once those technologies were immature too: server virtualisation for example. Or the
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[CRM platform] we run. But now they are considered legacy!” ([RK], WebSphere
Manager, MediaOrg)

From a more managerial perspective [CH] pointed to the forward looking remit he had
given his team, where he saw them helping prepare the organisation for change by being
ahead of the curve.
“Sometimes that can be frustrating – as technologists we want things to be moving faster
– but we try to balance our own interests with the needs of the organisation. So, when
we talk about hype, really, it’s not necessarily just about the eventual adopters, the ones
paying the pounds and pence. It’s also about invigorating the people who are learning,
technologies like Cloud, and getting them into a good place about it all.” ([CH], Team
Manager, MediaOrg)

Further, [CH] is candid in stating that Cloud has elements of a repackaging of earlier
ideas but that its evolution as an initiative within MediaOrg has been forged out of
practical needs as well, which have then been professionalised and turned into a service
for the business:

“If you look at the way our team has evolved it’s all been about professionalising our
work. You know we started really as an arm of the development teams, and it was just
about battering [WebSphere] in. But then we managed to get enough scale, and we were
serving lots of different projects so we kind of became our own thing. And in a way
Cloud is a bit like that, it says actually all these things, could be done better over there
– and packaged up. It’s part of offering a service to our business users, development
teams, and in a way where we can demonstrate our expertise in managing that part of
the infrastructure, and let them focus on what they are good at.” (Ibid)

Engineers such as [SS] clearly felt excitement at being at the forefront on a technology
wave and he explained that “[he’d] really lived through a lot of big changes in [his] IT
career.”
“It’s not anything entirely new to me. But I always feel a bit excited because it’s a bit
like a new toy – something to get interested about. I don’t think you ever quite grow
out of unpacking the shiny new toy – even if it’s more of a download these days. So
sure, when we see something like CloudBurst and when management says, “Why don’t
you go ahead and try that out”. Yes, I feel quite happy about that!” ([SS], WebSphere
Technician, MediaOrg)
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Finally, [KP] in typically exuberant style demonstrated exactly what he thought Cloud
at MediaOrg was really all about from an architectural perspective:
[Waving iPhone in the air] “Really it needs to be like this – I mean does anyone really
say “oh what operating system have they got on there, what hardware does it run” ...
no, right? It’s just a ‘black box’. They don’t need to know or care, it just delivers the
things they use.” ([KP], WebSphere Architect, MediaOrg)

But this idea of a commoditised “cloud in a box” is picked up on by [RK] as actually
not being something entirely new, but the past coming back around to greet the ICT
world once again.
“Mainframe really struck me, and I kind of come in at that point. And they’re still there.
And it’s quite strange in a way “Cloud in a box”, and now IBM are marketing [Platformas-a-Service] PaaS, [IBM] Pure Application Systems, you start to go back and think we
had all these System 390’s […] that was the very early private cloud .. I never really
thought of it that way, but thinking back .. it’s sort of come round to PaaS.” ([RK],
WebSphere Manager, MediaOrg)

REFLECTIONS ON TECHNOLOGY SALES
Describing the structure of the sales workforce that command complex enterprise sales
of infrastructure technologies, [CH] describes the large operation which characterises
this work, and the different kinds of actors involved.
“It’s an army these days, from front of house right down to the lab level. We had [IBM
MediaOrg Account Manager] in recently, and I said this has to be pitched at the right
level for the techies in the room, so he wheeled out this guy who’s the lead developer on
[IBM WebSphere] Liberty and rarely do you get the combination of people who are
technically brilliant and also very good salesmen, but this guy was actually very good
on his feet, quite witty, quite honest, and gave an off the cuff demonstration which he
hadn’t prepared. Well he’d probably done it so often in the past, bundles of confidence
there. To my mind it all worked very well, it was very slick. But yes, there’s a whole
host of people, pre-sales and what not. It’s matching it to the audience I think that’s the
important trick now.” ([CH], Team Leader, MediaOrg)
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[CH] foregrounds the argument that some of the most valuable ICT actors have the
dual ability to do technical work and sell. He also highlights the need for tailored,
contextual selling work in light of multi-party enterprise sales.
“[Department Director] has his visitors from IBM, but I sometimes wonder what the
conversation’s about. [Department Director] doesn’t have the greatest of technical
awareness, and IBM speaking to him, you wonder how they kind of engage, and you
wonder how they bring in people to speak to them so they can make a valuable judgment
based on a certain level of understanding.” ([RK], Team Manager, MediaOrg)

While the division that exists between the understandings of technical and some senior
managerial staff is seen as a gap to be closed by the IBM sales team in a form of
conversation rather unrecognisable to the technologist speaking, the knowledge gap
between other kinds of actor is also mentioned. There is a level of mutual understanding
to be reached between the user and the supplier, particularly in light of the sheer
complexity of pre-exiting user systems, requiring significant negotiation. This skill to
conduct this brokerage work is called out as being particularly precious and rare.
“The problem in a nutshell is that for a fairly complex and distributed environment, it’s
like a Venn diagram, and until you get both [user] and [supplier] to a point of common
understanding it’s difficult making it all fit [with a generic product]. There is often more
to-ing and fro-ing than even I expect, and I do anticipate some. And you need people,
[…] who can facilitate brokering that sort of deal.” ([CH], Team Manager, MediaOrg)

The contextual backdrop to an enterprise sale is frequently a messy affair, and involves
sales actors navigating around organisational constraints and dependencies.
“It’s unusual to get greenfield opportunities to come in and sell a product where there
are no competitors and no other considerations, and at MediaOrg there’s licensing and
cutting deals, so there’s a bit of that in the background.” ([RK], Team Leader,
MediaOrg)

From a user perspective, the supplier’s offering can seen as rather packaged, and
ultimately understandable, however being made to ‘fit’ in organisational context is seen
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both as a real challenge, and also part of an industry-side narrative of the “failed IT
project”.

“It’s easier to understand a suppliers product because they’ve got the documentation,
they can come and give you presentations but understanding who are the right people
within an organisation to engage and provide the information so the vendor can start
to map that to the right interfaces and work out a solution that is actually going to work
[is hard]. The world is littered with failed IT projects as a result of the challenge with
some fairly complex [integration challenges].” ([CH], Team Manager, MediaOrg)

Consequently, the “right” technical users are identified as being valuable in helping to
interface between the supplier and the wider user organisation when it comes to getting
to the necessary level of detail to both evaluate and make a solution work. Conversely,
as noted by Geiger and Finch (2011), supplier sales teams broker between supplier
technical teams and user organisatons. So, the work of transforming visions in practice
can be observed happening very much at the frontline.

Discussion: the strangers of the ICT world and the
paradox of professional lonesomeness
"Men acquire a particular quality by constantly acting a certain way." – Aristotle

Simmel (1950 [1909] p402) describes “[t]he stranger […], not in the sense often touched
upon in the past, as the wanderer who comes today and goes tomorrow, but rather as
the person who comes today and stays tomorrow. He is, so to speak, the potential
wanderer: although he has not moved on, he has not quite overcome the freedom of
coming and going. He is fixed within a particular spatial group, or within a group whose
boundaries are similar to spatial boundaries. But his position in this group is
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determined, essentially, by the fact that he has not belonged to it from the beginning,
that he imports qualities into it, which do not and cannot stem from the group itself.”
This sense of permanency and nomadism was evident in the stories of both contract and
employed ICT workers and pointed to a tension between their relationship with their
employer and with the demands of their professional domain; between organising life
and organisational life, where life is lived in ‘anticipatory’ flux constantly gearing-up
for the the next big thing. In the course of their ‘working on organising’ these individuals
develop expertise at moving into and out of organisational settings, bringing with them
visions from industry, knowledge of macro trends, and an understanding of ‘good
practice’ earned through their widened experiences. And as noted by D’Mello and Sahay
(2007), “[m]obility is a key feature that differentiates the IT [enabled] industry from
other industries.” More widely, several informants noted the role of the User Group as
a nomadic ‘base’ to which they return time and time again, affording a source of
stability in an otherwise unstable and uncertain working life. This feeling of instability
was not only described by technologists, but also conversely by the front-line sales
professionals mirrored in the way they moved around accounts whose constitution was
frequently fluid. Czarniawska (2014) describes an intense ‘professional lonesomeness’
felt by respondents in her interviews of ICT professionals that cast them as sole agents
working their way in isolation across European cities. However, what she perhaps
misses, in part due to a reliance on shadowing individuals more than their places of
devolved residency, is that the work they carry out can be strongly tribal. The
WebSphere community I studied constituted a professional community of interests
made real through user groups with an analogy to pilgrimage (Eade & Sallnow, 1991).
Individuals told stories of camaraderie and of ‘following the capital’ as major ICT
projects moved across areas of the UK or the UK as a whole, involving themselves as
part of a “chain gang” of comrades who had frequently worked together on previous
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projects. And more generally, informants in my study spoke of a sense of a community
in its extended form; not individuals whom they knew first hand, but nevertheless they
knew existed with a presumption of being rather like themselves. While I heard accounts
of the joy and trepidation of professional entrances to new organisational settings, and
the sadness and loss of exits and ‘moving on’, the mechanisms above helped in part to
overcome the perceived lonesomeness and solitude that Czarniawska (2014) described.
Received wisdom feels presumptuous of a stable entity into which the nomads
operate and take up their tenuous assignments. However, as both Abbott (2005) and
Czarniawska (2012) suggest, legal boundaries are rather the outcome of historical
organising. Indeed, my informants spoke to a language of “a vehicle for projects”, “a
contractor shop”, and “MediaOrg is like one never-ending project,” which rather
questions the relationship between consulting and permanent employees, and which is
the dominant mode of operation. This is not to say there has to be excessive employee
churn and turn over, however the wide appropriation of internal consulting and ‘agency
models’ in the industry does suggest fluidity amongst Simmel’s “potential wanderers”
(1950) and a constant striving to generate valuable portfolio. So, reflecting some sense
of stability, instead of nomadic individuals, it is perhaps more useful to describe these
groups as peripatetic minorities. Minorities in the sense of a minority-becoming
(Deleuze & Guattari, 1975) of field shapers, and one which reflects an active
participation alongside a specialist role, similar to Simmel’s traders, arbitrators and
jurists. Ultimately in the course of “professionalisation” these strangers become either
assimilated locally (along with their ideas) or move on, shifting and morphing to the
next wave of professional interest. Seen as craft workers (Becker, 1978), their craft is
traversing the leaving curves and hype cycles and re-purposing their skills and their
portfolios to fit. Popular culture states this as “[faking] it until you make it”, but in the
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protracted and reinvented life of enterprise technology “making it” is a never-ending
emplotment.
Turning to meaning-making in the attempt to introduce IBM’s cloud computing
offering into MediaOrg, some respondents echoed the sentiments of another ICT
worker, Anselm in Czarniawska’s account (2014), who described the IT industry more
generally as chauvinistic, ageist and susceptible to fashion i.e. “discoveries” that are
often not really new. He related ‘cloud computing’ to the older notion of a service

bureau and mused that “the present mania for certifications and courses, together with
outsourcing, does not bode well: IT feels best when it’s developed under chaotic
circumstances, together with its direct user.” However, while my respondents shared
the view that IT work involves fashion work, the sentiment was not universally seen in
the negative. Several informants appreciated the changing landscape as keeping them
fresh and in the game, enabled them to feel part of something bigger and provided an
entrepreneurial spirit that they appreciated. This was perhaps in part generational, and
certainly fits with the archetype millennial mid-set or ‘millennial thinkers’ (regardless of
actual age) where certain changes in the corporate workplace are being actively
embraced and for whom “zero hours” is not an entirely dirty phrase. There is a
comparative mirroring with the ‘service economies’ seen in developing countries (e.g.
ICT outsourcing) but at the level of the individual, and some respondents viewed that
as liberating as much as it was a risk. Further, informants expressed a dedication to a
particular kind of career trajectory in which they would work for a few big brand
companies (MediaOrg being one of them) before going it alone as a professional
contractor. Gaining big-name and big-technology expertise and learning the art of
navigating different organisational settings and proving they could successfully
assimilate and appropriate the skills to help an organisation onboard the latest
technology trend was perceived to be highly valuable. This could in part be achieved by
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allying with other contractor (or contractor-like individuals) to make a name for
themselves, and build up sufficient endorsement through their professional channels,
and was a form of extra-organisational apprenticeship, central to their expectations of
everyday ICT life.
Connecting past, present and future as life plots through Anselm, Czarniawska
(2014) describes hype in relation to cloud through a collective forgetting of the past and
yet her older protagonist has himself remembered and constructed a reflective narrative.
This echoes the recollections of my own older informants, who assume the ‘forgetting’
is always elsewhere and with others. However, even younger informants, through
learned organisational narratives, had their memories and consequent connections to
life plots. Contrary to the ‘future oriented’ claims of the Sociology of Expectations in
Science and Technology, practitioners seemed to have a very real awareness, whether
first or second hand, of the operation of history, which begs the question what then is
the justification for an imagined forgetting? Perhaps instead, in this ‘dynamic’ nothing
appears to be forgotten, but is simply rendered ‘inaccessible’ (Bowker, 2006) and thus
less relevant, but still helps to temper expectations; innovation hype and the sale of
technology products is not then seen as chaotic but is, in fact, evidently routinised.

Conclusion
Reflections from practice appear to ostensibly confirm these findings, and MediaOrg
users describe the ‘coming around’ of technology innovation such as the “cloud in a
box” from earlier arrangements to the currently marketed offerings of IBM. Reflecting
on the “failed IT projects” which are common folklore in the ICT world, users described
the need to close the gap both between technical and non-technical people, but also
between the understanding of the user and the supplier, particularly where user systems
are deeply embedded and complex. The selling work users do in this respect is called
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out as being a vital component in the enterprise sales process, and in closing the gap
between vision and practice.
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Chapter 9 - Discussion
Introduction
"I think there is a world market for maybe five computers," (Watson, T., 1943)

As this thesis has shown, and as other studies have only recently begun to demonstrate
(Howcroft & Light, 2010), decision-making under uncertainty is a central feature of
ICT procurement, adoption and diffusion. Prospective users are presented with the
problem of how to ‘know’ the technology before they buy it, particularly in the face of
a complex and political sales terrain (Williamson, 1985). In particular, how do users
navigate the, often hyperbolic, claims of technology proponents? How do they decide
to commit to purchases in the face of, optimistic or even exaggerated, claims by
suppliers? And how are they involved in shaping the sale, the technology, and the
market? These were the questions that motivated my research, and in this chapter I
develop my contributions as a means of addressing them.

Towards a ‘trans-local’ account of ICT sales practice
In previous chapters, I laid out the case for challenging the user-supplied dyad – that is,
the assumption common in the literature (Darr, 2006) that users and suppliers operate
largely exclusively as if divided by organisational boundaries. Challenging this
conception is important because it leads us to see prima facie idiosyncratic behaviour
for what it actually is, and allows us to throw light on an until now neglected class of
‘sales actor’. Secondly, I introduced the contemporary discourse within corporate ICT
of ‘service management’ (Willcocks et al, 2011). In particular, I noted the counterintuitive finding that a ‘platform in crisis’ is at times advantageous for some actors when
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inspected from the vantage point of a deconstructed ‘user-supplier’ nexus. With an
enriched view of sales protagonists in place, in this Chapter I discuss the move from
relationship sales i.e. a focus on market suppression (Geiger & Finch, 2011), to marketshaping sales practice, and in particular how collective valuation proceeds around new
technological ideas.
Throughout the thesis I have alluded to a core idea – the long sale. I am now in
a position to define this term. The long sale of enterprise technology foregrounds the
‘sales work’ necessary for ICT diffusion. It offers researchers a practice-oriented lens to
better understand the sales process, taking account of multi-site, protracted interactions
between users and suppliers, set within a rich and diverse context. It exemplifies work
that occurs both within private sales settings, but also through a range of other
interactions including those more publicly conducted out with the boundaries of the
firm. The long sale encourages a heterogeneous process of evaluation for enterprise
technologies, particularly where chains of investment link one uptake to another over
time.
Drawing on Kjellberg and Helgesson (2006), I was firstly led to consider the

exchange practices that constitute market ‘platforms’ for enterprise ‘long sales’, and in
particular the creation and trading of reference capital; then secondly, the

representational practices of post-modern markets. In relation to long sales, visions for
technology are entangled and shifting, and require an ongoing process of repair and
sometimes reframing, as the relationships between actors change and the wider context
develops; and finally, the normative practices of community shaping efforts of sales
actors in establishing powerful narratives for technological investment and change. The
long sale both requires and is enabled by community.
Using a socio-technical framing (Pollock & Williams, 2008), I account for these
practices as more choreographed and less ‘taken for granted’ than prior studies might
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suggest (Swanson & Ramiller, 1997); and important in perpetuating an ‘edge’ of
prospective adopters (introduced in Chapter 6 - Everybody Sells), a vital component in
the infrastructure of the long sale. As I will show, the long sale enacts a ‘platform’ translocally. This choice of language is intentional and builds from the literature of
information/knowledge infrastructures (Monteiro et al., 2014), but also connects the
long sale to interactions occurring both front and back stage (Goffman, 1974), and the
role of sales actors in shaping a space where the market for innovation can develop both
publicly and privately (Clark & Pinch, 1995).
In the next section, I supplement the literature used within the thesis so far by
drawing on relevant studies from the field of Sales and Marketing Practice. I develop
the context by positioning my case study as an immature outsourcing innovation in a
mature market setting. Context is important in unpacking long sales, and well aligned
to a biography of artefacts and practices approach. Unpacking the context allows a
richer understanding of the dynamics of particular sites of study, and an appreciation
of sustaining processes, or causes of failure. In subsequent sections, I develop the
practices and structural elements of the long sale framework.

Mature markets and the sales of technology products
Sales people have been typified as ‘boundary spanners’ who are actors in market
shaping activities, and yet their role under specific environmental conditions such as
maturity remains under theorised in the literature (Geiger & Finch, 2011). As seen in
Chapter 6 - Everybody Sells and Chapter 8 - Organising Hype, these boundary spanners
were observed in both the supplier and user organisation. They operated across the
formal organisational lines with a variety of motivations ranging from personal gain,
moving the technology market forward, a belief that their technological expertise in
areas in which management might not grasp the implications meant they had to ‘act
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alone’, and so on. The market in which IBM was selling is one of maturity where the
WebSphere product line is a highly embedded technology within major organisations;
and the history and backstory is part of IBM folklore (see Chapter 3 – Research Context
for the background to IBM WebSphere). Maturity is said to be a cumulative process
across products, product classes, industries and markets (Lambkin & Day, 1989). This
fabling of the IBM WebSphere story is now cemented in tangible products, classes and
markets which have evolved organically since the dot-com era, based on earlier
technological innovations and IBM expertise in transition processing technology (see
Chapter 3 – Research Context.) The product classes have become segmented and there
is an extensive user base across a wide range of enterprises, along with supporting
services e.g. support forums, user groups, independent consultancy, conferences,
training and specialist recruitment.
Conventional product lifecycle models (e.g. Segerstrom et al., 1990) depict
maturity as a constant horizon in which product stability exists and a number of wellestablished firms and buyers trade on a cost basis chasing market share. Suppliers are
deemed to be a unchanging and mature group who service an equally established client
base, helping them increase barriers to entry in their defended sector. Innovation, where
it does occur, is said to be incremental and products and processes and often seen to
have become standardised (Windrum, 2005). In the case of IBM, they were amongst
the largest players in the enterprise middleware space along with Oracle24, and open
source providers such as WSO225. Their users were primarily large organisations in
financial services, utilities, telecommunications, logistics and government, who used
IBM middleware solutions to support their own business operations through ERP,
CRM, contact centre applications, and e-commerce. Developing a true multi-channel
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service was a major goal of these incumbent users and they often focused on years of
programme deliveries built out around the interlocking IBM product offerings to secure
a grip on the market, following industry standard patterns and organisational
blueprints e.g. the e-TOM model26 followed by MediaOrg.
However, more recent research has cast doubt on the validity of such standard
lifecycle models, and the implication is that mature markets in particular are far more
complex and dynamic spaces than had previously been assumed (e.g. Malerba, 2007).
The introduction of cloud offerings into the IBM WebSphere product line was more
than simply an incremental change. It was a major engineering and business model
innovation. On the technical side this involved very large-scale data centre operations,
significant security challenges, major technological product advances, all set against the
backdrop of new entrant competitors and the world of open source. On the business
side, this was a completely new pricing structure, a novel way to deliver and market
ICT services, and a disruptive force to the organisational adoption (or otherwise): not
only was the offering an opportunity for incumbent users in their own defended sectors,
it risked undermining their market position by enabling other new entrants (who were
discouraged by previous barriers to entry of maintaining in-house data centres and
middleware). This introduced a tension between sales teams looking for immediate
service contract renewals for incumbent technology versus those areas of IBM looking
to further a more strategic sales opportunity. In the case of MediaOrg, this required
carefully balancing servicing the MediaOrg account across both strategies without
cannibalising established revenue or creating user uncertainty. Indeed, with so much
disruption, users such as MediaOrg faced pressing challenges internally. The dynamics
set off between the incumbent MediaOrg WebSphere team (the internal “IBM shop”)
and the new upstart open source team (“LWS”) played on the fact that if there was
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going to be change it should not be taken as a given that IBM would remain the supplier
of choice with this key account. MediaOrg management were open to change but
wanted to explore all avenues on their own terms. Where a mature market had
previously been a safe haven for incumbent technical teams at MediaOrg, and for IBM
as a preferred supplier and partner, this could no longer be assumed, and much
uncertainly abounded.
Geiger and Finch (2011) document three dynamics that introduce uncertainty
into the mature market for users and suppliers. Firstly, in addition to increased buyer
concentration, small buyers often exist at the market fringe which, while offering high
innovation, occupy precarious niches. Consequently, sales teams can expect to contend
with both large incumbents and high-innovation new entrants each with very different
strategies. With its cloud offerings, IBM sought out a mix of traditional incumbents
such as MediaOrg willing to take risks, and smaller and less profitable but higher
innovation and rapidly moving projects which could be turned into case studies that
“sold themselves”. Compromising on price to secure valuable marketing collateral in
the form of reference case studies was part of IBM’s strategy to build sales collateral
and later capitalise on these with larger users once the early adoption had occured. IBM
believed MediaOrg to be a company which espoused a bit of both: a household name
and a known innovator, but also a company operating truly at scale.
Secondly, multiple rounds of product-process innovation where process
innovation is driven by cost reduction (Hofer, 1975) and product innovation is driven
by the heterogeneous needs of end users. Geiger and Finch (2011) note that sales
strategies for mature markets should expect high innovation on the part of their
customers, and corresponding innovation expectations on the product-process nexus.
MediaOrg found itself competing on multiple fronts, both with established rivals in the
UK, but also with a sleuth of new entrants in the media sector both locally and more
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internationally. Further, expectations on customer services were high and seen as a
differentiator and not just an operating cost e.g. cross-selling and up-selling etc. Unshackled from legacy infrastructure, new entrants could build IT operations from
scratch in the way MediaOrg could not, and MediaOrg looked to suppliers like IBM to
offer products which could make it agile while offer a cost barrier for smaller players.
A pay-as-you-go operating cost for cloud enabled services turned this advantage around
and was consequently a threat both to MediaOrg and IBM e.g. through the selection of
alternative suppliers.
Thirdly, revisiting outsourcing strategies, organising boundaries are fluid as
managers seek to trade-off inhouse-outsource decisions. Suppliers therefore need to
remain flexible and not rely on established organisational design. Boundary delineation
is suggested to be neither static nor isomorphic (ibid). Despite the marketing claims for
on-demand utility computing, MediaOrg were not immediately prepared to relinquish
control of their data centre operations, and needed to build trust in the technology (see
Chapter 6 - Everybody Sells). Further, a wave of operational service crisis had left them
understandably nervous about letting go of control of core operations, and the IBM
support received, while impressive in size and scale, had on occasion left MediaOrg to
fend for themselves or figure out their own solutions and work arounds (see Chapter 7
- Selling Crisis). The feeling amongst that MediaOrg WebSphere team was that they
were as capable as IBM with regards to real-time incident management. On this basis,
IBM needed to tailor its sales approach to supporting an on-premise model of ‘service
management’ which moved MediaOrg towards greater stability, thus building trust, but
also accepting that IBM played a role in a wider ecosystem of suppliers. Thus, IBM reapproached MediaOrg with the proposition of offering cloud solutions in-house to
support internal initiatives in a robust way. IBM contended that by seeding the ‘liberty
kernel’ into MediaOrg it at least gave a pathway to eventual migration of internal data
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centers to the IBM cloud. Further, the MediaOrg case study still stood up to scrutiny as
the technology was identical, just deployed differently, and at least on paper provided
a potential reference site implementation.

Sales strategies in mature markets
Some buyers are purely interested in price and convenience and do not perceive any
value add from relationships with suppliers (Rackham & DeVincentis, 1999). This
leads to price-only transactional strategies to handle such customers where products
and services are seen as commodities. Conversely, relationship selling seeks to
strategically deepen the conversation between user and supplier; to both maintain and
develop it over time. Earlier literature suggests that as industries mature, the reliance
on relationship-based selling strategies should decrease as customers become more price
focused and a shift to transactional selling should occur (Carr & Ng, 1995). For
example, some proponents envisage an on-demand utility computing model which
devolves the purchase decisions of users away from a relationship sale to one which is
made via brokerages or the utility according to rational choice, and as a purely
economic decision (Carr, 2003). This is because suppliers are assumed to be competing
on service quality versus price and users will make assessments of both via independent
means e.g. price comparators, reviews etc. From my data, this ‘economic’ model was
seen in the suggestion of a IBM cloud buy-one-get-one-free offer.
However, as a small number of studies have shown, mature markets are
frequently complex arrangements of products and services that might be better
modelled as actor networks in various states of maturity. Further, it has been suggested,
at odds with received wisdom, that under certain circumstances relationship selling may
actually increase as markets mature as a source of differentiation and as a strategy to
limit customer churn (Wilson & Lichtenthal, 1985). Rangan, Moriarty and Swartz
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(1992) report on the relationship sales work of account managers in preventing pricesensitive customers from switching suppliers in a commodity market. As Geiger and
Finch (2011) note, “[n]ot only can the quality of service and of sales personnel be

influential differentiators for buyers seeking risk minimisation, but a focus on building
relationships may also help suppliers overcome power asymmetries with their buyers”,
and they go on to highlight how in mature market settings, sales personnel play a critical
role in navigating the dynamics faced by users and suppliers though adaptive sales
strategies.
IBM in their sales work with MediaOrg took a proactive approach to
relationship selling despite the apparent maturity of the user, product lines, product
class, and supplier reputation. Several full-time account-leads managed MediaOrg,
located on-site at times. This was partly opportunity seeking, but also designed to secure
the account and take action on operational issues as they occurred. It also allowed realtime ‘success stories’ to be gathered as and when they occurred. The commoditisation
of middleware services actually led to increased waves of sales engagement on a
relationship basis, far removed from a transactional model. This approach also allowed
IBM to generate an advantage over the competition due to their unique insider
knowledge and the ability to influence key decisions at critical moments, re-enforcing
lock-in (Varian, Farrell & Shapiro, 2004). Where they had an unexpected challenge was
in the direct approach internally and the dynamics which built up between the
MediaOrg WebSphere centre of excellence and the “LWS” team. The risk for IBM here
was not losing out to a market competitor but rather to an internal alternative. This reenforced the need for on-site relationship building to mitigate the risk.
Specifically, risks and opportunities to sales strategies in a mature market have
been highlighted by Geiger and Finch (2011). Firstly, there are frequently a small
number of powerful buyers. This suggests that the loss of any one ‘key account’ could
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be destabilising for a supplier, and hence relationship selling is a risk-mitigation
strategy. While IBM had amassed a significant client base on paper, it knew that
interoperability meant it did not have absolute technology lock-in. Equally, the loss of
a key account would mean a reputational loss, the loss of that named user organisation
from reference site lists and any supporting case studies. Open source and community
versions from competitors allowed users to test run alternatives relatively easily and
competition migration could and did occur as a matter of course. Individual sales
account managers typically serviced a small number of clients (e.g. 2 - 3) in a given
vertical sector. To them the loss of a key account could spell disaster and quite possibly
the loss of their job. Intensive maintenance and deepening of relationships was therefore
an imperative for IBM employees. Developing relationships with influential users was
a fundamental strategy in this respect. Secondly, small customers in theory should be
ripe for transaction sales due to a lower number of units sold etc., yet, may be amenable
to relationship selling in order to secure greater access and overcome power
asymmetries e.g. through acting as reference sites. While MediaOrg was far from being
a small customer, its uptake of IBM cloud in the early stage Alpha Programme made it
similar to a smaller user. The relationship was primarily being driven between IBM and
a small number of primary influencers at MediaOrg. In exchange for loss-leading access
to cutting edge technology, MediaOrg were willing to act as a reference site, provide
vital product testing feedback and provide other product development inputs. Thirdly,
innovation may require co-development which is inherently relationship based. At times
innovation projects may take a user organisation away from established incumbents
e.g. Pillai and Sharma (2003). The early stages of the CloudBurst initiative involved a
number of users in the Alpha Programme and Inner Circle agreements to road-test and
supply inputs to the IBM product development team. The actual implementation and
deployment of this test infrastructure required bespoke work to be carried out jointly
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between MediaOrg engineers and IBM and required close onsite working to achieve the
project goals. And finally, outsourcing is an opportunity for suppliers to act in a quasientrepreneurial mode e.g. Wilson (2000). But conversely, shifting organisational
boundaries are an opportunity for other sales forces to get aggressive and begin
competing. This was apparent when considering the dynamics between a number of
teams internal to MediaOrg. The Unix, Networking and certain software development
teams (LWS) saw both encroachment into their own territory which had to be contested
and also saw opportunities to extend their own influence in new directions.
Assertiveness from other external sales forces was seen primarily from other cloud
solution providers who attempted to reach out to MediaOrg when they became aware
of a new strategic direction.
In light of the above discussion, Geiger and Finch (2011) suggest that emphasis
therefore needs to be given to the inherent uncertainty which exists in user-supplier
interactions in mature markets. In my case study, this uncertainty manifested itself in a
number of ways in decision making for IBM cloud adoption e.g. composition of the
market and the size and organisational structure of MediaOrg, the ways in which
MediaOrg draw their organisational boundaries through supply contracts, the
precarious nature of innovation, and the expectations of performance and articulation
of value of the cloud offerings.
On IBM’s part these uncertainties required a sensitive and contextually aware
blend of transitional and relationship selling strategies. Firstly, the IBM WedSphere
sales team attempted to build an understanding of the MediaOrg business model and
performance concerns to best manage according to the user’s outsourcing strategy.
Secondly, IBM sales staff needed to be adroit in transaction and relationship sales to
manage both long-term contracts and ad hoc sales. IBM needed to ensure they met
targets for existing operationally focused service renewals while attempting to make
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sales of new innovative products. Success or failure of either could influence the other.
A further complication arose because the IBM sales team is distributed across several
internal organisations – IBM Software Group and IBM Services – who at times had
contradictory goals. Thirdly, value does arise from incremental innovation, and thus a
collaboration between MediaOrg and IBM R&D departments was required. This
required sales work to ensure users bought into new innovation in technological areas
where future returns are still uncertain. In my case, this was a shared responsibility
between user and supplier as described in Chapter 6 - Everybody Sells. Finally, IBM
attempted to repeatedly re-articulate their cloud value proposition in this dynamic
market. The vision changed significantly between product versions as seen
longitudinally at the user groups meetings in Chapter 5 - Face Time, and during the
successive phases of selling cloud products to MediaOrg described in Chapter 6 Everybody Sells. What started as a rather ill-defined proposition, morphed into
productivity tools, and eventually into a platform for innovation, as the target end users
became clearer and the champions for the technology emerged.
Having established (contrary to the existing literature e.g. Windrum, 2005) that
mature markets are an uncertain territory, the next task is to show specifically the
decisions which users make when entering into outsourcing and innovation investment
decisions. To do this, I will derive from my empirical account an understanding of the
sales of outsourced innovation in mature markets, in the context of the sales of IBM
cloud products at MediaOrg. In doing so, I will demonstrate that the sales of an
immature product within an otherwise mature market required the actors in my case
study to construct the conditions of maturity to foster adoption, and provide a dynamic
perspective on the emergence of technological constituencies.
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Sales strategies and outsourcing
Returning to the idea that cloud computing is a maturity of existing waves of
technological innovation which can be traced back to the 1960s (Parkhill, 1966) and in
more contemporary times to its predecessor ASP (Currie, 2004), Willcocks et al., (2011)
described it in terms of the convergence of technological viability and a service approach
to management. This service approach can be re-framed as an approach to redefining
organisational boundaries when seen from a contractual outsourcing perspective. Here,
suppliers attempt to convince users to enter into long-term service contracts (Wilson,
2000). According to Geiger and Finch (2011), they do this by seeking to understand the
users company size, attitude to outsourcing and fluidity of firm boundaries, and attitude
to market risk, with the goal in this context being to establish a relationship outsourcing
sale based on this intimate knowledge of the user. Sales people are said to be charged
with establishing trust from users (e.g. Doney & Cannon, 1997; Narayandas &
Rangan, 2004). But Geiger and Finch (2011) go on to show just how high the
uncertainty in outsourcing decisions can be due to users balancing transaction
costs/specialised knowledge in an outsourced relationship with maintaining
profitability by extracting lowest prices from the market and learning about own
supplier productive capabilities. To counter this uncertainty, user-supplier boundaries
may be “reintegrated” (Wilson, 2000) by embedding key account staff in the user
organisation as seen occurring between IBM with sales account managers at MediaOrg.
The supplier role is to “integrate” user and supplier through strong systems and service
elements to encourage outsourcing while at the same time continuing to emphasise value
extraction through a strong performance focus (Geiger & Finch, 2011).
Contrary to the claims of Wilson (2000) that salespeople will become redundant
due to deep user-supplier relationships, these roles have shifted to a focus on business
development for suppliers emphasising performance achievement and value extraction.
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Clear evidence of this was seen with IBM account management teams who ran quarterly
performance reviews with MediaOrg management, emphasising key performance
indicators, and making reference to the value that IBM was providing in their ongoing
service agreements. This approach was already evident in the user-supplier relationship
even before cloud-enablement was brought into the picture. Sales of cloud-enablement
continued to promote this service approach to metrics-driven management. MediaOrg
were constantly reviewing the supplier arrangements they had in place, and a dedicated
team was established for supplier management, which used these metrics heavily to
make decisions. The business case for cloud-enablement was presented in these terms
but with a presumption of ongoing account management presence from IBM and not
their exclusion.

Sales strategies and innovation
As Geiger and Finch (2011) discuss, long term contractual arrangements may lead on
the one hand to an impression of lack of innovation on the part of the supplier (Pillai
& Sharma, 2003) and, on the other, extra-contractual innovation efforts being viewed
favourably by users in terms of performance and commitment of the supplier
(Narayandas & Rangan, 2004). In their own case studies, they note the extensive
offering of innovative solutions to users by suppliers (ibid). Supplier sales teams were
seen to mediate between users whom they were encouraging to consider incremental
innovation and technical peers on the supplier side to take on such work as projects.
This involved sales managers assessing the risk of the work i.e. the downside if the user
does not adopt and if sunk effort is transferable to other prospects. Ironically, this
reverses the role (and possibly power relationship) of sales staff and R&D staff when
compared to earlier in the product invention/innovation life cycle and highlights the
ways in which sales staff engage internally to sell their own ideas and initiatives.
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Beyond this account, my own case study highlights in Chapter 6 - Everybody
Sells the at times idiosyncratic ways in which users themselves become complicit in this
internal selling process and how through relationships they may become advocates and
compatriots in a cross-organisational arrangement between users and supplier sales
teams. Beyond mere collaboration this work opens up a grey area which is perhaps
more closely aligned to a field of professional interest on the part of the user engineers
seen participating in this kind of arrangement at MediaOrg.
In terms of valuation practices (Kjellberg & Helgesson, 2006), suppliers have a
way of “perceiving and articulating the value of an exchange”. However, user
valuations are based on how they create value for themselves (Gronroos, 2006). The
initial value propositions pitched by IBM to MediaOrg for the CloudBurst product were
re-appropriated by MediaOrg internally and in some cases with the help of the IBM
Business Value Assessment team. MediaOrg also took on board the claims of IBM at
user events and conferences by re-shaping these to meet the organisational rhetoric that
would gain them buy in with their own management e.g. as seen in Selling Crisis a
narrative of service management to counter the battle over instability between
MediaOrg technology and the business. Sales people decide how much effort to put into
value proposition recapitulation, and any follow up in terms of technical or sales
innovation and latitude, depending on strategic goals with regards to a given client and
the market as a whole. Cova and Salle (2008) call this “customer network value
proposition” and involves a fine tuning or re-alignment of the vision. Framing this in
the context of technology visions and expectations, and extending the work of Swanson
and Ramiller (1997; 2010) my own case study demonstrates how a multiplicity of
visions may have to be held simultaneously, to suit different audiences at different times,
and often in contradiction. These tensions are orchestrated between sales teams and
users in a transparent way. For example, from my case study, the visions of service
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management, automation and engineering best practice, and development innovation
platforms, appealed to different audiences. Benefactors and potential losers were
identified as work boundaries were redefined as the new technology came into play. Yet
these visions were projected publicly as seen during the IBM user group meetings
attended by a multitude of stakeholder types.
As proposed by Geiger and Finch (2011), in mature markets sales people are
postulated to be innovation drivers operating alongside technical actors. Where
uncertain innovation rents exist, sales personnel are instrumental in shaping,
articulating, and reconciling different value perceptions across a number of external and
internal constituents. This aligns well with the IBM case study where the sales and
account management teams played this role. In addition, users with exogenous
motivators seen in Chapter 8 - Organising Hype also took on a selling role.

A risk double whammy: sales of outsourced innovation
Building on the discussion in the previous section where the sales of outsourced services
and innovation were described as two discrete categories of sales work, I now move on
to considering them in a single frame. This is important because in my case study, IBM
were in the position of attempting to create products and services which satisfied both
the characteristics of a service outsourcing arrangement and an early innovation
product. For a user such as MediaOrg this represented a ‘shot-in-the-dark’ therefore on
two fronts. Firstly, they were being offered an opportunity to not only adopt a new
technology but also to redefine organisational boundaries (both internally and
externally) through a new form of computation and associated contracts. For IBM, the
double risk was in both changes to their existing revenue arrangement with users such
as MediaOrg and the risk of sunk development costs in creating the new innovation.
Further, in order to be credible, the new innovation needed to be able to operate at
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scale 27 , in an enterprise domain, and not simply as an adjunct product or service.
Gaining credibility and confidence amongst a user faced with a multi-faceted investment
decision was critical for IBM.
The next level of analysis is to consider more specifically what the enactment of
the practices (Gherardi, 2009) introduced in this Chapter actually does to contribute to
long sales ‘infrastructuring’ (Pipek & Wulf, 2009).

Valuation practices for new technology
Conventional sales and marketing literature is concerned primarily with depicting sales
as the intent to suppress market activity through focusing the buyer on just one seller,
by establishing strong relationships locally. Sales people, in contrast to this picture, have
more recently been cast as market shapers (see Darr & Pinch, 2013) with, as I argue,
the goal of ensuring fluidity in terms of interest and action amongst a number of users,
particularly before product maturity occurs. This fluidity in turn helps provide
confidence to other prospective adopters, with re-enforcing effects.
In this section I propose a way to link the locally situated case study in my
research to a wider market making platform. To do this I connect exchange practices,
representational practices and normative practices (Kjellberg & Helgesson, 2006)28 to

27

Providing a robust fault-tolerant architecture, over many servers, and supporting high
volumes of users and transactions
28
By studying visions ‘as work’, I have enlisted an approach grounded in “sense giving” and
“sensitising” rather than through retrospective discourse or narratives alone (Ralph, Birks and
Chapman 2015). This is critical in providing a symmetrical account of market formation where
three sets of practices are unpacked to use as a framework for thinking about long sales
(Kjellberg & Helgesson, 2006; cf. Gond et al., 2016):
 Exchange practices: constitution of subjects beyond a discursive performance alone [the
infrastructure of reference-able work]
 Material/representational practices: which go beyond the sphere of language alone
[reference portfolios]
 Normative practices: the political engineering of socio-material agencements that are
constituted within and across organisations, institutions and markets (“theories and
their world”) [imagined communities of artefacts and practices]
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show how referencing work is used to create representations of the market, which in
turn foster a sense of collective engagement with new technology before maturity exists.

The long sale enacts a platform
In understanding the exchange practices amongst actors this thesis has identified
generous working practices that help explain how value is created and propagated over
the course of the long sale. The first considers the formation, through interaction and
material practices, of a local knowledge infrastructure geared specifically to ongoing
sales of new technologies; I call this vehicle ‘the platform’. The second is a behaviour
through which sales actors oscillate work between the private and public domains (cf.
Goffman, 1974), moving learning from a local context and making it available to a
wider audience. This work utilises a series of rhetorical and organising forms. Next,
and importantly, I consider the way fluidity is generated in early technological
introduction in an attempt to help diffusion to occur. In particular I show through the
development of a concept of ‘reference capital’, the way sales actors can demonstrate
increasing value in a new technological idea in order to gain traction. A capitalising
process ensures movement from ideas in discourse into something structured, tangible
and verified. This in turn, allows private work to become public and through doing so
undergo transformation into something tradable, adding further value to the original
idea. Throughout these processes there is an ongoing negotiation between sales actors
of not only the meaning (as pointed out by Swanson & Ramiller 1997) but also the
value of the new technology.

Sales actors establish an infrastructure sales platform
Despite some criticism (Briscoe et al., 2006), the observation that networks gain value
the more users are a part of them is a consequential finding in information systems
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theory (Shapiro & Varian, 1999, see ‘Metcalfe’s law’ for application to the common
internet). Considering the sales pipeline in similar terms, the establishment of an
infrastructure devised for the purpose of ‘creating value’ is, I argue, central to the work
of sales actors. This platform, with its front and back stage elements, support
professional networks, continuity of relationships amongst actors, community
management etc. and may be considered as ‘knowledge infrastructures’ (Johnson et al.,
2013). While traditional innovation literature (e.g. Varian et al, 2004) describe
adversarial lock-in strategies, I frame the sales platform in more collaborative terms.
While acknowledging that the multitude of motivations and actor beliefs etc. exists, I
assert that whatever their motivations, a concrete demonstration of success is usually a
pre-requisite for managing actor games. Successful outcomes are then better seen
framed as portfolio activities and the platform as a portfolio generating device e.g.
public presentations from local site successes at user group meetings.
In this way, the sales platform within an organisation is of value to its players,
but also has reach outside the organisational boundaries. In particular, it serves as a
vehicle through which sales and marketing collateral can be derived (e.g. case studies,
business models, business plans, site visits, reference implementations, and blueprints)
to enable activity in the public domain. Hence, a public view of the private sales
platform also exists, and develops in the course of the renewal and refresh cycles (see
also the notion of an ‘installed base’ from the infrastructure studies literature), and the
introduction of new technical ideas in product familiar such as those seen at IBM.
Ultimately the sales platform acts as a gateway to a system of education, and user
engagement through creating vested interest. Moore (1998) describes a process of new
technology adoption based around the idea of moving from referenceable early adopters
to the mainstream of customers via ‘the chasm’; while these ideas still have value, they
miss the fact that users and suppliers are a more heterogeneous population than
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previously assumed, and in the case of enterprise sales, that there is a richness in the
‘long sale’ setting.

Sales actors generate reference capital
I want to understand more closely how reference capital is constituted and traded. To
do this, I take a short detour into the world of finance to compensate for a lack of
suitable vocabulary and to help provide an analogy. The relationship between the
entrepreneur and the investor, e.g. venture capitalist, can be seen as either about
demonstrating future value through a process of capitalisation (e.g. Doganova &
Eyquem-Renault, 2009), or one where the actors seeking funding capital are assessed
on intangible qualities such as strength of leadership, conviction, drive, connectedness
and passion (e.g. Shapin, 2010)29.
I would argue these processes are now visible in the IT world. The practice of
generating reference capital enables actors to better pitch their ideas for concrete
funding; there are chains of investors and innovators e.g. attendees at a user group
return to their ‘funding’ organisations to make the case for a new technology being
included in the next year’s budget. The case studies and PowerPoint collateral are used
for justification to support the financial ask. These chains of investment play out
multiple times with the pitch re-shaped to each audience and expanded if further
justification, argument and collateral is required e.g. as seen in Chapter 6 - Everybody
Sells.

29
Typically, the investor is seen as the one with power through holding financial resources.
The entrepreneur is subordinate e.g. the practice of pitching to an investment committee for
example assumes the need for financial assistance to further their goals in exchange for
releasing some percentage of control in their organisation. In my research, this role is
frequently reversed, particularly in the early stages of technology adoption, and it is the
supplier that is asking for support from users.
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The pay-back on investment can take different forms. Doganova and Muniesa
(2015) describe this in terms of economic returns, i.e. cash flows, that a venture
capitalist might expect; however, ‘internal investors’ may be looking for rather different
returns, and their motivations up the chain may vary. A manager may be measured by
their team’s ability to maintain service levels, but at higher levels this may transform
into the language of cost efficiency, operating costs and so on. Business plan justification
may highlight both operational savings and opportunities from speed to market etc.
The concept of capitalisation and what constitutes a ‘return’ thus broadens30.
The next section considers how this reference capital can be ‘traded’ amongst
actors as part of the long sale platform.

Sales actors oscillate work between the public and private domain
In developing this thesis, I was initially heavily influenced by ideas from Science and
Technology Studies. However, unlike some kinds of scientific proof or experiment, the
complex heterogeneity of contemporary information infrastructures makes them hard
to visualise or demonstrate in a succinct way (see Smith, 2009). Even new adjunct or
peripheral services often have to be integrated or established in context, and may be
hard to disassociate from the larger assemblage – this is indeed a primary attribute in
the definition of Information Infrastructures (Monteiro et al., 2014) and large-scale ICT
systems. Consequently, the question of how and where to reasonably demonstrate new
technological claims can be made arises. While some individual organisations may go

30

Doganova and Muniesa (2015 p122) suggest that besides making things valuable, business
models are also a tool for actually making things. They observe that entrepreneurs profile their
technologies for capitalisation, given the investors funding them have been conditioned on
business models. There are therefore consequences for the products and services invested into
the market, based on expectations of risk-adjusted return on investment. However, and
arguably of even more consequence, is the implicit shaping this implies to what is investable
technology. Technologies valuable, in their early stages, in terms other than generating future
cash flows may be overlooked, and indeed entrepreneurs may find it less possible to pursue
alternative ideas.
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to significant lengths to set up trials, betas, proof of concept and so on, these are not
necessarily feasible for all due to a variety of constraints, and cannot be witnessed by
all. It is therefore necessary for supplier organisations to find ways to distil the outcomes
of successful reference work in a way that it can assist in wider valuation activity and
deliver actionable information to the market.
In examining the sales work a range of actors carry out as part of their everyday
work lives one area that stands out is the way work moves from private to public
domains. Users ‘prove’ technology in private spaces of request-for-proposal
demonstrations, technical proofs of concept and in the hybrid space of reference site
visits. Once a technology is sufficiently proven, some actors engage in more public
demonstrations in the form of conference or workshop demonstrations, customer
advocacy activity, or becoming a listed reference site themselves. This is aligned with
much older traditions in the role of public and private spaces in exogenous knowledge
making work. For example, Shapin (1988) suggests that, in the context of 17th Century
houses of scientific experiment, “[i]f experimental knowledge did indeed have to occupy

private space during part of its career, then its realization as authentic knowledge
involved its transit to and through a public space.” Similarly, the career of
contemporary information infrastructure innovation requires private development,
private demonstration, and public articulation (see Chapter 5 - Face Time). There is a
knowledge shaping activity that occurs as the private experience is translated into the
public domain, expressed formally via the supplier or user advocates, or less formally
amongst the community of interested users.
The question of which actors constitute sources of credible reference experiences
is important. On the one hand, and taking Shapin’s point on the ‘creditworthiness of
men and their testimony’ (Shapin, 1988 p376), major players like MediaOrg
represented proven household names and recognized brands and supported market
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acceptance through allegiance. On the other hand, examples of smaller less well-known
organisations or even a mass of individuals (e.g. open source developers) adopting
certain technologies, led to the influence of larger actors. For example, IBM’s tacit
recognition that open source did matter, was reflected in their attempts enter the market
in this area, despite it being contrary to established strategy. Reflecting on these
different audiences, it appeared that IBM recognized the multi-factor influences that
garnered credibility in new technological ideas being a network of influence and not
always just the influence of discrete individuals. Appealing to a variety of audiences
simultaneously would help garner the influence needed to help ensure a credible
technological account. Further, referencing work was associated with ‘freedom’ of
expression in the sense that it was not paid for by the supplier, and thus removed
commercial bias. This concept is older, and indeed ‘houses of experiment’ worked with
the concept that a gentleman’s word might be relied upon partly because what he said
was without any consideration of remuneration” (Shapin, 1988 p395). This stood in
contrast to assistants and technicians who were hired hands, and who’s testimony was
thus deemed suspect. That said, certain non-monetary remuneration was often received
e.g. good will gestures by the supplier with regards to preferential treatment of the user,
conference travel and other expenses paid for including entertainment costs. And while
couched in the discourse of ‘value creation’ user representatives sometimes received
indirect personal gains, perhaps enhancing their wider industry visibility, improving
portfolio, and stimulating future career opportunities.
In the next section I consider the value to actors of negotiating a sense of fluidity
in the market before widespread adoption has occurred as part of the long sale.
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Benefit for sales actors from negotiating market liquidity
Jalkala and Salminen (2010, p76) discuss how reference users help reduce the ambiguity
surrounding the value of an offering. Indeed, it may be the only means of signaling
benefits to prospective users. But this is more than simply finding real world examples
to act as a proxy demonstration. A feature of the long sale is the ability of market actors
to generate ‘reference liquidity’ i.e. the ability to trade ideas and have them accepted
with little further due diligence required to promote user adoption (cf. Fong et al.,
2017). This is achieved through the use of well-known and respected reference sites
such as MediaOrg and particularly those with complex contextual arrangements.
Illiquid selling implies a more protracted process where a greater burden of proof is
required - it is harder to trade on information and the signaling potential for reference
material, in the sense of highlighting what other users are doing across the extended
constituency of ICT actors, diminishes. Liquidity implies an essential trade-off between
the speed of adoption of an innovation and the degree of further investment (by both
buyer and seller). The long sale enables this trading to occur around valuable reference
artefacts created between sales actors and circulated and socialised with the intention
of catalysing further uptake of the innovation by more users. Consequently, the user
group offers a way to thicken the market for potential investors (users).
Having established the long sale as enacting a platform for sales innovation
through the exchange of reference capital, I now move on to consider in more detail the
work sales actors do to foster technology adoption.

How actors synthesise maturity to shape early markets
The long sale adopts a post-modern view of the market by examining, in part, the
representational practices of market actors. In this section I discuss how sales actors
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seek to build representations of a technology and its market context before it exists.
These constructs have utility for decision makers in the early stages of assessment to
help develop both shared understanding and trust in the emerging proposition. I then
connect this to the idea that the constituency of ICT actors themselves can be framed
as a representational technique.
Seen as imitative devices (Debord, 1983), where groups are organised around
production and consumption through mediation, representations seek not to reproduce
but to enhance our perception of ‘reality’ (Eco, 1986). But in practice, these constructs
also have a history and a context e.g. the spectacle of the ‘snake oil’ seller is analogous
with the more contemporary ‘mock auction’ (Pinch, 1996). Czarniawska (2008) reenforces this by noting that “[m]odernisation comes about in the same way everywhere:

an abstract, transnational solution in applied in a local translation to local problems
and redefines them in a new, modern way.” Further, the post-modern standpoint
presents a belief in the dominance of hype over the tangible (Firat, 1992), and suggests
that the “relationship between market representations and actual markets … is

reversed” (Rinallo and Golfetto, 2006). Consequently, representations have been
applied by marketing scholars in the context of consumer experiences (Firat, 1995), and
more recently there has been interest in their applicability in other work-related
contexts. For example, Arias and Acebron (2001) argue that the post-modern
conditions of foregrounding the representation over the real are also present in the
business world. The long sale shares this view and suggests that sustaining sales over
protracted timeframes and distantiated settings requires actors to develop an ontology
to facilitate this.
From a long sales perspective, this line of thinking helps frame the body of
research on ICT imaginaries, visions, and expectations and their role in “mobiliz[ing]

material and intellectual resources needed for innovation” (Swanson, 2010). In the field
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of Information Systems research, the canonical account of the formation and role of the
vision sets the future in the context of work done by a community in formulating an
‘organising vision’ for a new technological idea. This vision extends from the interests
of actors with the accumulation of buzzwords and ultimately an emergent discourse.
As attention to the discourse swells, it gathers momentum if ‘sense making’ within the
community succeeds. Ultimately, a vision disappears if it either comes to fruition
through a process of institutionalisation, or loses momentum by being superseded or
discredited e.g. ASP as seen in Chapter 8 - Organising Hype. Three purposes for the
vision are given: interpretation, mobilisation and legitimisation. Interpretation provides
a way of explaining why the innovation exists and is relevant to actors in the field, and
is heavily caught up in the emerging discourse. Legitimisation is a process that reasons
and supports the emerging vision e.g. success stories, power-symbolism involving
powerful institutional actors. Mobilisation provides a rallying mechanism for the wider
community and the information systems world to get involved. This might include
auxiliary actors such as journalists and the media, industry analysts, who may come to
play an increasingly important role in vision promotion and product selection as the
vision matures.
Beyond an account of the vision making process and purpose, Swanson and
Ramiller (1997) suggest a number of features of the vision: it emerges in discourse, it
develops out of consensus and non-consensus but shapes a common language and
engagement in part due to the ideological and linguistic backgrounds of actors, where
successful is part of the diffusion and adoption path of an innovation and the vision
may be re-shaped during this process. There is however a relative dearth of empirical
accounts. While a useful contribution to understanding the mechanism around early
adoption and the role of institutional theory31, a number of elaborations can be made

31

In contrast with earlier assumptions about rational, local decision making.
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in the context of the long sale e.g. addressing the asymmetrical treatment of actors
(identified in Chapter 6 - Everybody Sells), and the dynamics/competition around vision
creation and repair over time (identified in Chapter 5 - Face Time).
Where the organising vision foregrounds the institutional aspects of vision
construction, the Sociology of Expectations in Science and Technology shifts the lens to
the project of performativity e.g. the constitutive role of the future. And in particular
invites studies of the future-oriented work of certain actors in constructing futures. By
definition, this interpretation of performativity is interested in the work of actors to
represent the future in ways that both describe and shape the market. Certain actors
have been demonstrated to be (for various reasons and motivations) furthering agendas
on shaping the market particularly through the use of representational devices (ranging
from cognitive to material, depicting markets and how they work), through the
exchange practices they invoke, and through the development of normative activities
which shape the expectation of actors in the field and thus the market (Kjellberg &
Helgesson, 2006; Araujo et al, 2008). These facets are re-enforcing, and as described
by Callon (1998), the exchanges and the market are mutually constitutive. In my case
study, the sales actors were actively engaged in relationship activities, potentially with
a view to market suppression, but were never-the-less conducting the exchange work
that helped shape the market (Geiger & Finch, 2011).
What does this achieve for user and supplier as a valuation practice during the
long sale? Kjellberg and Helgesson (2006) discuss the need for representations to be
taken seriously as market making devices. Other scholars have noted the role of abstract
techniques, hype and metaphor as a priority mechanism over the actual. The can have
a number of reasons including the inability to make the actual due to costs, time, and
an as yet unproven market; representations thus fill a gap, allowing the potential for
collective action at some later date. In the next section, I develop the idea of a shared
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representation that helps to synthesise maturity during early market formation, by
connecting the constituency of technology actors identified by Swanson and Ramiller
(1995; see also Swanson, 2010) through the platform.

Imagined communities of technology artefacts and practices
In theorising the notion of community, I draw on de Laet and Mol (2000) who describe
how a technology (the Zimbabwe Bush Pump) works because of the community that
forms around it. They reveal the coming together of individuals locally to work on a
shared goal and “acquire a shape, a size and a materiality that they did not have
before.” Communities are seen as a result of collective action around an object of utility,
however as de Laet and Mol (2000) note, this cannot be taken as a given. Political turns,
and structural or organisational failures may result in a stunting of the community. In
this section, I describe a way in which previous attempts to describe the constituency of
actors forming around a focal technology vision (Swanson & Ramiller, 1997) can be
extended to take account of dynamics in the field, particularly before the community
has taken hold.
Considering the work sales actors do in mobilising other actors to engage in
supporting a new technological movement, I now introduce the idea of an imagined

community of technology artefacts and practices. For this purpose, I will draw on a
formal definition of an imagined community which is defined as “an imagined political

community - and imagined as both inherently limited and sovereign” (Anderson,
1983)32. They are imagined “because members of even the smallest [community] will

never know most of their fellow-members, meet them, or even hear of them, yet in the

32

Further Anderson notes the “[imagined communities] once created […] became ‘modular’,
capable of being transplanted, with varying degrees of self-consciousness, to a great variety of
social terrains, to merge and be merged with a correspondingly wide variety of political and
ideological constellations.”
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minds of each lives the image of their communion.” This conceptualisation stresses the
fabricated and ‘made up’ nature of these constructs. These ‘communities’ are created
and imagined as there is no ‘true community’ to juxtapose: “In fact, all communities

larger than primordial villages of face-to-face contact (and perhaps even these) are
imagined.” In many small-scale groups, the focal structure is direct kinship. The
imagined community seeks to achieve scale and close the gap between distant actors.
The community is limited because it is always bounded however unevenly and
changeably. It is imagined as such with those who are within it and those who are
outside it however elastic. In the context of sovereign technology communities, the
contest between actors is tribal at times, and distinct investment occurs in creation,
maintenance and promulgation. The community exists with “deep, horizontal

comradeship” (ibid). Technologists may not literally fight and die for them but they are
held on to, at least by some members, with unwavering loyalty e.g. as seen in Chapter
8 - Organising Hype.
Considering the movement of these communities and their uptake across
established boundaries, infrastructural changes enabling new working arrangements
seen in Chapter 8 - Organising Hype, challenge what it is to be an organisation. Further,
technology reference work introduces a tradeable ‘currency’ but also a vernacular in
which to articulate visions in practice and the assemblage of related vernaculars into a
lingua franca e.g. reference material that is then commodified as seen is Chapter 5 Face Time. In constructing the imagined community, there is an essential interplay
between “fatality [of the ICT professions], technology and capitalism”. In my case
study, this is between the vernacular of visions [and associated professions] and the
technology to disseminate then i.e. the infrastructure to support the currency of
reference materials.
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Cloud computing emerged from non-deterministic waves development over
many sales cycles. The construction of the imagined community around IBM’s cloud
proposition, as described in in the empirical chapters of this thesis, links present day
offerings and their historical roots, as actors changed and the market context developed
over time and place. In shaping an imagined community, sales practitioners developed
strategies to ensure sales continuity and transformation of contingency into meaning
(ibid).
From my research contingency speaks to the ‘service approach to management’
seen in Chapter 7 - Selling Crisis where some practitioners were sent to re-invent
themselves and their identities, but points to innovations whose envisioned sociotechnical outcomes are impossible to predict. And in contrast with the meaning-making
postulated by Vast & Walsham (2011) which puts much emphasis on ‘deep ideologies’
the practitioners in my case study did not appear to act this way. “[Imagined

communities have] to be understood by aligning, not with self-consciously held political
ideologies, but with the large cultural systems that preceded it, out of which - as well as
against which - it came into being.” Imagined communities of technology artefacts and
practices should not be over-theorised. They are a ‘dynamic’ practices tool in the process
of market making and are at times inconsistent and at times apparently nebulous. If
formal organisations are analogous to a scripted, high-centred form of working life,
imagined communities offer structures which are more fluid. While such practice-based
communities have often existed (Wenger, 1998), they take on greater cohesion due to
nomadic working, and changes to traditional contractual arrangements, with
allegiances increasingly falling elsewhere (see Chapter 8 - Organising Hype). Taken as
a market construct, the imagined community affords the actors of the long sale a way
to represent and visualise the technology in context before it has reached maturity. As
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a social heuristic, it helps actors demonstrate through the platform of the long sale a

visualisation, that in turn helps prospective buyers and sellers ‘see’ the market.

Conclusion
Definition

Methods

Context

Practices

Structure and
dynamics

The long sale of enterprise technology foregrounds the ‘sales work’
necessary for ICT diffusion. It offers a practice lens to understand the
sales process, taking account of multi-site and protracted
interactions, and involving a rich backdrop of changing actors. It is
work that occurs both within private sales settings, but also through a
range of other interactions including those more publically conducted
out with the boundaries of the firm.
By definition, certain types of sales in an enterprise setting are
protracted processes that can last months or even years. Methods
need to reflect this by drawing on more ‘strategic’ forms of
ethnography (Marcus, 1995) and a range of data sources collected
longitudinally. Generalisation follows ethnographic good practice,
and attempts to connect local sites of study to trans-local settings.
The focus is on immature technologies in a mature market,
particularly in the context of large-scale ICT adoption involving major
organisations.
Exchange practices focus on the development of reference materials
which serve to generate ‘liquidity’ in early stage adoption both of an
immature technology, and also in new sites of selling. Material
practices serve to ground the long sale in more than discourse alone,
and offer an explanation for how the long sale can effectively endure
changes in actors and the technology over protracted time and
changing places. This includes representations of the emerging
constituency itself. Finally, normative practices serve to establish
emerging technologies as being part of a wider constituency of
actors, and help contextualise purchase decisions, particularly for
immature technologies in a mature market, as a heuristic to help in
risk based decision making. It also serves to construct ‘an edge’ of
imagined users on the part of the supplier.
Tensions are established that act as focal features of the long sales
e.g. between the expectations of practitioners towards their
profession and the organisations they work for. These tensions may
differ between sales sites. The motivation for such an approach is to
throw light on the asymmetries involved in sales work as they
influence technology adoption, and show these spaces as less
egalitarian than some theories suggest.

Figure 23: The elements of the long sale of enterprise technology
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In this Chapter I have established the ‘long sale’ as a platform through which sales work
is achieved for new technologies within the mature market setting of my case study. The
long sale, summarised in Fig. 23 above, offers researchers a practice-oriented
framework that is useful in understanding the dynamics of ICT sales. I went on to show
how a constituency of sales actors work together to create an imagined community of
artefacts and practices to galvanise the resources needed to synthesise a mature-market.
This in part explains what happens during the ‘slow rise’ of ICT hype cycles, after the
initial euphoria, but before full market traction is gained (cf. Moore, 1998). And
throws light on how field level actors emerge that span formal organisational
boundaries to defend ‘protected spaces’ (Borup et al., 2006), helping with the vision for
a new technology and its diffusion33. Drawing on the idea of a ‘shared interpretive
repertoire’ (ibid), I theorise the long sale as driving a heuristic used for decision making
under uncertainty i.e. in the face of bounded rationality.

33

In Appendix 2, I suggest that the long sale establishes a series of tensions, that together help
to sustain the imagined community over time.
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Chapter 10 - Conclusions
Introduction
In this Chapter I provide my conclusions by returning to the research questions that
motivated my research project. I also reflect on the approach and methods, provide
summary recommendations for practitioners, and outline limitations and areas for
future research.
In Chapter 9 - Discussion, I used the sales as practice framework suggested by
Geiger

and

Finch

(2011)

to

layout

the

case

for

considering

long

running technology sales in the context of mature markets, and described my data in
relation to the exchange, representation and normative practices seen (Geiger & Kelly,
2014). I reassessed the idea of communities in the Information Systems literature,
namely the constituency of actors described in the Organising Vision (Swanson &
Ramiller, 1997; Wang & Ramiller, 2009; Swanson, 2010), in the context of
these practices. I took this further by developing the concept of an imagined community
of technology artefacts and practices and showed it to be a less egalitarian space than
the prior literature suggests. And finally, I explained how the imagined community
provides a social heuristic to help actors in decision making under uncertainty.

Returning to research questions
Bringing my empirical findings together, there are examples of both short-term tactics
and long-term strategies (Ribes & Finholt, 2009). ICT engineers, which formed a focus
of my study, have been doubted to be professionalised on account of excessive rates of
change in the field of information technology (Abbott, 2005). But, this fluid
indeterminacy played a part in explaining the relative ease with which categories and
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boundaries were able to shift. Individuals felt, to an extent, free to move to the next
innovation (Czarniawska, 2014) through renegotiating the border of their current
jurisdiction. At times, contestation was seen in terms of who the rightful purveyor of
the technology should be e.g. MediaOrg WebSphere Support or Development teams.
Suppliers and users projected visions for new technology in different ways to support
plural expectations and appeared to be flexible in supporting the process of remaking
boundaries. Within MediaOrg, a platform existed that allowed new WebSphere
innovations to be trialed, evaluated and possibly assimilated. This was more than a
technical platform and included non-technical practices e.g. sales, and archival methods
(Bowker, 2006). This work drew on a wide repertoire of shared collateral, supported
in part by IBM. The outcome of the process produced more widely distributed materials
which made their way into the public domain e.g. via user groups, and then, with
ratification, into the generally available internet etc. This helped to cement ‘portfolio’
with technical artefacts, giving them life, and supporting development. Such a process
of public witnessing, e.g. during user group meetings, helped to make embryonic
technologies valuable. And even more so if aligned with influential organisations,
further enhancing their credibility. This process of capitalising formed reference capital,
e.g. reflected in a 'list of active users', that helped to generate the necessary liquidity to
allow wider adoption. Throughout, the visions were refined and their value adjusted.
This process is described as a technological rite of passage, necessary, but not sufficient,
for the technology to gain ground. Suppliers would seek to incentivise this process to
gain initial traction e.g. through loss leading or other early adoption benefits. In my
case, IBM moved from a very early vision of a cloud-enabled product with interest only
from the most enthusiastic technical people, into a support product, then a development
product, before an outsourcing strategy finally emerged. This journey was only
apparent retrospectively and demonstrated a relatively reactive process.
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Ultimately, the challenge for decision makers in knowing a prospective new
technology before it is purchased framed the research questions this thesis sought to
address. Through the process of the ‘long sale’ trans-local users become complicit in
shaping both the purchase and the technology itself. But they also changed themselves.
As the work of MediaOrg engineers interacting with emerging IBM cloud technologies
began to solidify, so their roles began to shift. The specification of a ‘cloud engineer’
became legitimate work. This is work that Abbott (2005) describes in terms of arenas
of “potentially professionalizable work”. These arenas, in Abbot’s terminology, are
loose in structure and governance, and based on “common understanding.” This
unequal constitution between the boundaries of professional work and general zones of
experience is important in the identification of emergent technologies. These grey areas
of work may signal the early imprints of a future vision. The fact this work is done at
all suggests a business or technological need, and the demand created becomes a focus
for sales actors. The uptake by any given early adopter has an element of serendipity
about it – the “right time” may require some perseverance. But as Ribes and Polk (2015)
rearticulate, “chance favours the well prepared”.

Reflections on approach and methods
In considering approaches to the study of long-lived, heterogeneous information
infrastructures a distinction can be made between a focus on the evolution of a system
through history i.e. diachronic studies, and descriptive studies of the present state of a
system i.e. synchronic studies34. While either account can extend to a range of actors
and give a sophisticated and detailed account, it is worth reflecting on the relative merits
of considering both in the context of a strategic ethnography of a biography of artefacts

34

Such dualistic distinction can be seen, for example, in the works of Barthes, Satre or Lacan.
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and practices. Insight gained from studying both perspectives becomes important if we
want to study the competition inherent in innovation using an ecologies perspective.
The ecologies perspective, in contrast with more functionalist studies, places the
external judgments on the claims of an ecology in a more balanced light than one which
considers such ratification from the perspective of audiences. Considering ‘cloud
computing’ as a boundary to an ecology, which seems reasonable given its ability to
self-sustain and have causal consequences, leads to important questions about what
work is eligible for inclusion and which is not, and through contest, which actors have
rights to shape the boundary. These boundaries are not, however, purely abstract as
might be suggested in studies based on discourse alone. Consequently, studying decision
making for embryonic technology must include a thorough exposition of the tools of
the trade. In this thesis, these have been seen in the wider tools of business e.g.
PowerPoints, demonstrations, representations and other technical and marketing
collateral.
By applying the methods of institutional ethnography, I have attempted to
address the issue of generalisability trans-locally (Smith, 2005; Campbell & Gregor,
2004). While it is true that a single case is presented here, albeit over multiple phases
and with changing actors and new and developing relationships, I am not making a
claim that all sites are the same or that sales work is universally scripted. If this were
the case, then the salesperson’s job would be an easy one and learning the ‘rules of the
game’ would guarantee outcome. Instead, my objective was to use a detailed study of a
single site as an access point to subject standpoints enabling me to uncover an institution
of ruling relations that, while not unchangeable, constrain and contain actors for a
period. The skill of practitioners is to shape outcomes within the frame in which they
work, with varying outcomes. By considering four discrete, though related, phases of
the sales work between IBM and MediaOrg I saw these ruling relations elicit changing
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outcomes as the context evolved. Deriving generalisations beyond the sites of study is a
critical consideration in ethnographic research. Following the lead of established
scholars (e.g. Pike, 1967; Spiggle, 1994) the rationale I offer is that the empirical
chapters represent an insider’s standpoint, and are an emic account. This Chapter then
provides an etic account, through the eyes of information systems researchers, thus
clearly segregating analysis and interpretation (ibid). In principle, this has allowed me
to generalise local findings towards a trans-local account.

Strategies for practitioners
My research has suggested that sales work is not confined to those with a formal sales
role, and that actors from user organisations take on significant activity to ensure that
the sales process is able to function. The user should not be thought of as a passive
actor, part of a naïve audience, waiting to be ‘sold to’. Sales work is conducted from a
shared repertoire that relies on users participating actively and sometimes taking a
leading role. These user activities, include referencing and internal selling (Pollock &
Hyyasalo, 2014).
Suppliers rely heavily on users acquiring these skills, and the industry relies on
such skills and knowledge about how to ‘do enterprise sales’ residing outside of supplier
boundaries. Consequently, users and suppliers should work hard to establish
community effects that sit across formal organisational lines. These looser structures
nevertheless have their own politics, power dimensions, and norms. Hierarchical
elements can be seen intra-organisationally with actors demonstrating, at times, great
skill in leading and manipulating contexts and individuals. Community effects are reenforced outside of the private sales environment, through the establishment of translocal user groups, advocacy programmes, informal relationships/friendships, and bodies
of professional interest.
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Due to the inherent risk associated with long sales where individual account
managers typically have a small number of accounts to manage, damage to or loss of
the account can potentially be devastating given the level of investment. During the case
study both senior account managers left to pursue other opportunities. However, it was
not clear the extent to which the non-closure of the sales cycle had any part in those
moves. On the user side, the high-levels of personal interest in technology selection as
a result of time spent researching and appraising options, carrying out referencing
activities and giving technology a personal seal of approval to other internal
stakeholders, means that there is a significant investment in the sales process, ‘win or
lose’. When seen from the perspective of managing a personal portfolio, general
management ‘good decisions’ may not always match with what an individual
technologist may evaluate as good. Additionally, the empirical findings suggest that
over the course of a long sale, users develop associations with supplier members that
are at least as strong as in their own host organisation. This may lead to certain conflicts
of interest, but even in less extreme cases, it results in emotional attachment that may
make it hard for a user member to ‘give up’ on a sales opportunity they feel commitment
to. User organisations need to recognise and manage this dynamic in the interests of
employee motivation and staff retention.
Finally, configuration, through both relationships between actors (users,
suppliers, etc.) and material objects was evident from the data. In establishing the value
of a new enterprise technology proposition, actors from both IBM and MediaOrg used
a range of rhetorical devices to demonstrate value, often under the umbrella of a trial,
proof-of-concept or business case. Beyond being a formal hurdle, these demonstrated
mutual work between user and supplier members, re-enforcing social cohesion, or in
some cases damaging it. In the case of the WebSphere offering where referencing was
weak, new norms had to be mutually created, resulting in a prolonged process in an
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attempt to obtain ‘closure’, as both user and supplier attempted to establish and
negotiate a shared repertoire. In this way, early adopters of technology need to be
prepared not only to share risk, but to be involved in crafting the rules of engagement
for future prospects. The new WebSphere technology had to be established as viable in
the market. As the sales cycle was enacted the ‘object of exchange’ was traded back and
forth between user and supplier through a process of negotiation. Echoing more recent
work by Darr and Pinch (2013) where an item is handed to a prospective buyer to ‘feel
how it’s like’ and put a mark on it, signaling commitment, the WebSphere product was
‘given’ by IBM to MediaOrg repeatedly ‘into their court’ e.g. as a ‘free taster’, drawing
them into the sale. Establishing the benefits to actors and user organisation alike was
thus a key management activity in ensuring they held onto the object. For IBM, the
choice of, or luck in finding, the right early adopter has been paramount in catalysing
further uptake, and demonstrated the necessity in determining the right ‘internal
advocates’.
Considering the supplier, the changing nature of sales work is reinforced from
findings in this study. Sales teams not passive agents working in the absence of
autonomy. Indeed, sales teams frequently exhibit high degrees of entrepreneurism, often
reflected in their assignment of ‘key accounts’ or vertical sectors to be managed
appropriately. Sales teams draw extensively on technical resources, and contemporary
sales people, as noted by Darr (2006), fill a fuzzy middle drawing on a repertoire of
technical and non-technical skills. They are often noted as “engineers turned to sales.”
Sales professionals, and those who manage their efforts, should, ensure appropriate
incentivisation taking into account their histories. Considering the user, they are
increasingly seen as key players in the sales process both for their co-creation work, and
at times, in their dual-allegiance to supplier and user organisaton. While concepts such
as “customer advocacy” and “nurturing the user” have been spoken about in
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practitioner circles now for quite some time, and are well understood in the literature
of relationship management, what is perhaps less well appreciated is the way in which
users are actively contributing to the market. Further, and complementing Darr’s
previous findings (2006), this work is part of what it means to be a successful
information technologist. Such changing expectations may eventually be reflected in the
appraisal schemes and human resource management frameworks. While this is on face
value a positive development for the engineers in question, it raises interesting questions
about the ability to be successful when roles are formalised, and the effect on social
cohesion, competition and rivalry, and success factors in a given career path.
Formalising a grey activity should be done with care as the inherent flexibility in this
shadow space is arguably part of the reason for its utility.

Limitations and further work
As justified in Chapter 4 - Research Framework, this study has traded depth for breadth.
By using ethnographic methods, I have attempted to provide a detailed and authentic
account of the way a vision for the future of cloud computing became inscribed into an
IBM product line through exposing the sales process between this supplier and a major
user organisation, MediaOrg. I described this as a slice through a biography of artefacts
and practices, and it is a multi-sited, mobile ethnology of a single site. In this regard, it
is a piece of the puzzle, and while I make a number of knowledge claims specific to
cloud and more generally about the process of contemporary ICT diffusion, I do not
claim this as the end. Drawing a perimeter around any research is hard, and arguably
even more so with ethnographic studies. Where should the researcher call time on the
study? Is there just one more arena to investigate? One more user group to attend?
Should further retrospective interviews be conducted, or have all the ‘big issues’ been
covered satisfactorily? These questions are never possible to answer completely,
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however from my analysis I felt I was at the point of ‘diminishing returns’ as I began to
sense-check findings with participants. However, there remain a number of areas for
further validation, extrapolation and research.
One line of enquiry that I noted while carrying out field work, but did not have
time to unpack, was the realisation that theories of performativity are not entirely
confined to academic circles and business actors employ their own theories in the field
(Dogonova, & Muniesa, 2015). Management theory is subject to incorporation and
appropriation by management practitioners, themselves arguably applied theorists e.g.
marketing theorists as described by Rinallo and Golfetto (2006, p866), who describe
the work of ‘self-interested market theorists’ or Doganova and Muniesa (2015) who
describe the use of tools such as balanced score card of Porter’s 5-forces from a
performativity perspective. These theories come to be written into the everyday life of
practitioners and by consequence, the organisations they steward. So, while I was
theory building amongst elite users, some very interesting matters of reflexivity occur.
Elites are not the same as tribespeople or other groups seen in traditional ethnography,
with little interest in the scholar’s work. On the contrary, practitioners may have a high
degree of interest, tempered at times with skepticism, in scholarly pursuits. In some
cases, individuals transitioned between roles in consulting and the academy or had dual
interests. In this regard, the approach to auto-ethnography and studying knowledgeable
groups becomes extremely important. The subjects under the lens may be the same
kinds of people whom the academy has produced, schooled in theories etc., and then
become entangled in later research. This is a double hermeneutic which cannot easily
be squared away (Giddens, 1982). In my own work, I have attempted to embrace this
reflexivity through engaging with practitioners, sense checking work etc. but I still feel
there is much more to be done. This observation also marks a caution; if we assume
that subjects are intelligent and self-reflecting beings we cannot assume that theories
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that held well in the past do not need to be constantly considered and challenged based
on empirical studies. The fact that thinking from the academy permeates into
practitioner life should be considered a two-way street. Further, sales work has been
argued elsewhere as being reconstituted (see Geiger & Kelly, 2014). I have noted
considerable flux in practices and in the dynamics and tensions in the organisational
setting which I studied. This is to be expected, as artefacts and practices are shaped in
a still contested space. Consequently, I continue to flag sales practice as evolving, and
the need to continue longitudinal studies to track change. Finally, reflecting on the
small-scale sales scenarios investigated by Pinch and Clark (1995) it is potentially
insightful to consider the role of social psychology in aggregate and how it impacts
more complex enterprise sales and the effect on industry innovation. This has significant
implications for leaders of organisational development, team builders and human
resource managers.

Final remarks
The installed base of enterprise technologies affords opportunities and constraints
(Hanseth et al., 1996). On the one hand it is restricting, limiting the changes that occur
and shaping those that do. On the other, it enables organisational dynamics and
consequent innovation in practice. My research has demonstrated that the formation
of new technological fields, occurs in arenas of contestation. Returning to Chapter 1 Introduction, when IBM WebSphere Foundation Chief Architect Ian Robinson boldly
asked practitioners to consider a “2-for-1” offer on enterprise products he met with
resistance. Yet, it was this very tension that, in part, was instrumental in negotiating
early boundaries.
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The development of the long sale platform is paradoxical in the sense that, at
rapid pace, once novel offerings quickly become operational incumbents and ultimately
relics (Ribes & Finholt, 2009). Set against this is the challenge of needing to transition
from early adoption of immature technologies to useful facilities for doing other
work. A platform emerges that sustains the long sale during this transition to islands
of stability. This is important because, particularly early in the product development
lifecycle, the trajectory of an innovation is far from certain, and the user-base and even
use-cases ill-defined. As Geiger and Finch (2011) propose, “sales people are innovation

drivers between users and technical colleagues.” Through their work, the long sale’s
imagined community is shaped. And is a dynamic expression of the market, cast in an
anchored past, linked to a new future and afforded the “magic of [technological

allegiance] to turn chance into destiny” (Anderson 1983).
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Appendix 1. Glossary of Terms35
application

A collection of software components used to perform specific
types of user-oriented work on a computer.

application programming A software interface that enables applications to communicate
interface (API)

with each other. An API is the set of programming language
constructs or statements that can be coded in an application
program to obtain the specific functions and services provided by
an underlying operating system or service program.

ASP

An application service provider (ASP) is a company that offers
individuals or call centers access over the Internet
to applications and related services that would otherwise have to
be located in their own personal or enterprise computers.

Bluemix

IBM Bluemix is a cloud platform as a service developed by IBM. It
supports several programming languages and services as well as
integrated DevOps to build, run, deploy and manage applications on
the cloud. Bluemix is based on Cloud Foundry open technology and
runs on SoftLayer infrastructure.

cloud computing

The practice of using a network of remote servers hosted on the
Internet to store, manage, and process data, rather than a local
server or a personal computer.

CRM

Customer relationship management (CRM) is a term that refers to
practices, strategies and technologies that companies use to manage
and analyze customer interactions and data throughout
the customer lifecycle, with the goal of improving customer service
relationships and assisting in customer retention and driving sales
growth

35

IBM Glossary. Retrieved 22 Nov 2018, from
https://www.ibm.com/ibm/history/reference/glossary_a.html,
TechTarget. Retrieved 19th Dec 2018 from, https://searchcloudcomputing.techtarget.com/definition/
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ERP

ERP, or enterprise resource planning, is a modular software system
designed to integrate the main functional areas of an organisation's
business processes into a unified system.

e-business

Either (a) the transaction of business over an electronic medium such
as the Internet or (b) any organisation (for example, commercial,
industrial, nonprofit, educational, or governmental) that transacts its
business over an electronic medium such as the Internet. An ebusiness combines the resources of traditional information systems
with the vast reach of an electronic medium such as the Internet; it
connects critical business systems directly to critical business
constituencies.

enterprise server

A robust, powerful server with extensive capabilities and resources
that can provide the necessary reliability, availability, and scalability
for network computing. Other computers can connect to the
enterprise server and share the facilities that it provides. Examples of
enterprise servers include the IBM S/390 family of servers.

Infrastructure as a

A form of cloud computing that provides virtualized computing

service (IaaS)

resources over the internet. IaaS is one of the three main categories
of cloud computing services, alongside software as a service (SaaS)
and platform as a service (PaaS).

Java

An object-oriented programming language for portable interpretive
code that supports interaction among remote objects. Java was
developed and specified by Sun Microsystems, Incorporated.

kernel

The part of an operating system that performs basic functions such
as allocating hardware resources.

mainframe

A computer, usually in a computer center, with extensive capabilities
and resources to which other computers may be connected so that
they can share facilities. Originally referred to the central processing
unit of a large computer, which occupied the largest or central frame
(rack).
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middleware

A vague term that refers to the software between an application
program and the lower-level platform functions.

multitiered application

An application that is deployed on more than one physical machine.
A client/server application is a common multitiered application in
which there are two tiers: the client tier (for example, the
presentation and the graphical user interface) and the server tier (for
example, the service and the database).

network computing

The use of a scalable distributed computing infrastructure that
encompasses the key elements of today's networking technologies,
such as systems and network management; the Internet and
intranets; clients and servers; application programs; databases;
transaction processing; and various operating systems and
communication protocols.

open source

Pertaining to software source code that is available to the general
public and does not have licensing restrictions that limit use,
modification, or redistribution.

pervasive computing

The use of a computing infrastructure that supports information
appliances from which users can access a broad range of networkbased services, including Internet-based e-commerce services.
Pervasive computing thus provides users with the ability to access
and take action on information conveniently.

platform

An ambiguous term that may refer to the hardware, the operating
system, or a combination of the hardware and the operating system
on which software programs run.

Platform as a Service

A cloud computing model in which a third-party provider delivers

(PaaS)

hardware and software tools -- usually those needed for application
development -- to users over the internet. A PaaS provider hosts the
hardware and software on its own infrastructure. As a result, PaaS
frees users from having to install in-house hardware and software to
develop or run a new application.
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processor

In a computer, a functional unit that interprets and executes
instructions. A processor consists of at least an instruction control
unit and an arithmetic and logic unit.

server

A functional unit that provides services to one or more clients over a
network. Examples include a file server, a print server, and a mail
server.

Software as a service

A software distribution model in which a third-party provider hosts

(SaaS)

applications and makes them available to customers over the
Internet. SaaS is one of three main categories of cloud computing,
alongside infrastructure as a service (IaaS) and platform as a service
(PaaS)

system

In data processing, a collection of people, machines, and methods
organized to accomplish a set of specific functions.

transaction

A specific set of input data that triggers execution of a specific
process or job; a message destined for an application program.

WebSphere

A family of IBM software products that provide a development and
deployment environment for basic Web publishing and for
transaction-intensive, enterprise-scale e-business applications.
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Appendix 2. Balancing the Tensions of the
Long Sale
Analysis framework
The framework is drawn along two axes: the first considers the modalities required to
support the imagined community in unifying power, time and propinquity (Fig. E).
These are posited to be the purpose of the imagined community in the first place.
It should be stressed that these are the tensions as they were derived as theory
from the data collected. It may well be that other tensions exists, either not uncovered
in my own data collection with regards to my own case, or which other cases might
extend due to different contexts and scenarios. The dyadic tensions I propose should
thus be seen as a valid attempt to reveal tensions in my case, which could be extended
or retested over time.

Modalities of the Imagined Community
The modalities are the result of a bottom-up and top-down analytical approach
(Urquhart, 2013). Top-down this sought to unify the constituent dimensions of the
imagined community from existing theory (Anderson, 1983). Bottom-up this was
derived from key recurring concerns of practitioners (and in observations) which
manifest repeatedly at each scale of infrastructure, but in different ways.


Power - this modality seeks to expose power structures and is concerned with
spheres and degrees of influence.



Time - this modality seeks to connect past (e.g. practitioner narratives), present (e.g.
real-time crises) and future (e.g. practitioner visions).



Propinquity - this modality is concerned with the (de-)stabilising effects of closeness
and solidarity between actors.

Scales of Infrastructure for ICT sales
A series of sensitising concepts as a reminder to follow participants activities (Fig. A).
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Envisioning technology - similar to technology enactment, the focus here is on
embryonic technologies and the ideas that concern sales practitioners. This is the
realm of visions, expectations, imaginaries and futures.



Selling work - a narrower organising frame oriented specifically to sales work being
done. Points to the routines and practices that sustain enterprise IT sales over time.
Long sales have elements of knowledge management and practitioner lifecycle
(newcomers, retirees and other exits etc.), but also entangled with technologies
supporting longevity are organisational routines e.g. memory practices (Bowker
2006) which support sales processes.



Institutionalising - along with visioning and selling work, there are tensions juggled
by practitioners in the course of establishing and engaging in more persistent
arrangements which go beyond the work of an individual, group, team or project.
These cross-cutting activities may extend out-with organisational boundaries. These
infrastructure efforts while at times appearing ‘strategic’ in nature, are not always
devised ‘top down’ and may emerge from professional communities in the
construction, maintenance etc. of this scaffolding.

Figure A: Tensions of the long sale / imagined community
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